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(i) 

ABSTRACT 

A prograrrrre of archaeologicaJ. research was lllldertal~en 

in the Chatham Islands, 860 km ea.st of Banks Peninsula. 'Ibis 

consisted of three phases of field work. These were; 

extensive site surveying, exploratory excavation and, finally, 

interdisciplinary research in a small study area near Point 

Durham on the southwest coast of Q1atham Island. 

Seven sites were excavated, dated and their contents 

analysed. They represent a synchronic settlement pattern dated 

to the 16th century A.D. The spatial and seasonal distribution 

of food resouxces within the study area at that tirrB was 

reconstructed. A nndel of hurro.n ecology within the area was 

developed on the basis. of this reconstruction and the analysis 

of the excavated midden and other material. 

It is apparent that the settlerrent pattern of the Durham 

. area centred on a perennially occupied village site from which 

small groups dispersed, particularly within ·the surrrner nnnths, 

. in order to hunt and gather food resources at discrete local 

resource zones. There is very little evidence for trade or 

exchange with people living in areas beyond the southv.est coast. 

'Ibis supports the view that the small kin-based group which 

occupied the central place settlEment within the Durham area 

was localised and largely self-sufficient . 

. 
'Ibis patten-1 of subsistencc~ ,md settlement is found to 
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(ii) 

be characteristic of the later (post-1500 A.D.) phase of Chatham 

Islands prehistory. Evidence suggesting that it developed 

from a clearly different Archaic precurso-.c is presented. The 

causes of this cultural adaptation are identified. 

Moriori culture is distinguished from most other 

Polynesian cultures by its egalitarian social structure and a 

certain lack of embellislment and variety in material culture 

and art. However, these features appear to have bee..11. corrm::m 

to all prehistoric coastal b1.li1ting cultures within the 

Subantarctic Zone as well as to Polynesian atolls. The 

argument is made that this similarity is best seen as the result of 

tl::: absence of both the potential for intensilication of food 

production and the possibility of control over the supply of 

crucial resources. It is argued that the historically 

independent indeginuous cultures of the Subantarctic Zone 

underwent convergent cultural adaptation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

'!he Chatham Islands are unique in Polynesia : they are temperate 

and isolated ( see Figure 1: 1) and their prehistoric inhabitants be cane 

extinct soon after European contact (see Figure 1:2). In each of these 

respects they reserrble 'rasmania nnre closely than the islands of 

tropical Polynesia. Their prehistory, hO"vever, is virtually a 

tabula rasa. Similarly, several aspects of their envirorurental history 

relevant to prehistoric settlerrent, such as the abmdance and 

distribution of various plant and bird species, are little known. 

The present chapter wi1) describe the oourse of a re8'.:'arch 

prograrnre undertaken there between 1973 and 1976, which was directed 

by the: author. The project has resulted in an U11:derstanding of 

~1briorl cultural adaptation on the Southwest ooast of 01atham Island 

in the 16th Century A.D. It has also clarified the oourse and causes 

_of prehistoric culture change which occurred in the Chatham Islands. 

When the 01athams project was initiated in 1972 by Dr. B.F.Leach 

its·first objective was a diachronic study of the course of 

Polynesian adaptation to the 01athams. In this way it would have been 

similar to the Wairarapa project of B.F.Leach a.rid H.M.Leach 

conducted between 1968 and 1972 which involved the excavation of a variety 

of sites dating from the 12th to the 17th centuries and the reconstruction 

of envirorurental and related economic change ( B. :F. Leach and H.M. I.Each, 

1979). 

* The tenn Moriori is used ~ere to refer to the aboriginal 
people of the Chatham Islands. Later in the dissertation 
it is used to refer rnqre specifically to the post 1500 A.D. 
phase of the prel1istoric sequence in the Chathams 
(Chapters 9-11). 
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As the Chatharrs project developed, however, it cane to pursue 

rather different objectives. 'The oost productive period of research 

centred on the synchronic study of Moriori economic strategies during 

the 16th Century A.D. within a small, naturally discrete, study area. 

'Ihe intensive analysis of archaeological and related ecological evidence 

there involved the excavation of seven sites and the completion of 

a corrplerrentary series of specialist analyses. 'These latter projects 

carried out between 1974 and 1976, reconstructed relevant aspects of 

the physical environrrBnt in the study area during the t:i.m2 of 

occupation of the ex~vated sites. It was important to do this 

because neither geographical nor historical references to the Chatham 

Islands provide detailed infonnation on the spatial distribution, 

seasonal availability a..'1d abundance of rm.ny of the land and marine 

resources utilised by the M:::lriori: yet this information is 
' 

essential to the thorough reconstruction of M:::lriori economic adaptations. 

, 'The course of the project can be divided into three phases: 

an initial period of extensive site surveying; a period of exploratory 

excavations in disparate zones on Chatham Island and finally, the 

interdisciplinary study of the Point Durham area. 

Site Surveying 

'Ihe site surveying progrrurrre began in February, 1973 'When a 

party of four undertook a m::mth-long reconnaissance of Cllatham Island. 

'Ibey located sites in several areas, ri:ade con tact with landowners and 

established our camp at Te One. In May, 1974 a group of seven, 

led by Dr. 3.F. Leach and the author began systematic site surveying. 

In a rrnnth they covered oost of the coastline and the shores of 

Te Whanga and the major lal:.:es ( Figure 1: 3) . Site locations. were 
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recorded on N.Z.M.S. 240 (1st Edition, 1969) using 6 digit grid 

references and local landnarks. Subsequent surveys of the remaining 

areas on Chatham Island and the less accessible offshore islands 

conpleted the coverage. 'These included the Awapatiki-Hapupu section 

of the Hanson Bay beach (Jenks and Eaton, n.d., Smith and Wernham, 

1976), the carved lilrestone caves on the "Western shc .... 'e of Te Whanga 

(Park 1976), Pitt Island (Harre, Hurst and Sutton n. d.) and the 

smaller offshore islands of the Little Sister (Sutton 1977); the 

Fbrty-Fours (Canpbell, H.J., n.d.), Round Island in the rerrote Star 

Keys group ( ibid) and Mangere and Southeast Islands '~Fyfe, n. d.). 

Over 700 sites were recorded and these have been included in the 

Offshore Islands file of the New Zealand Archaeological Association's 

site record:ing scI1Em9 . 

Several interesting points arose fran the site distribution 
'~ 

data. !irstly, prehistoric 1briori settlerrent was concentrated on 

the coastal areas of the large islands, and the western shore of 

Te ·whanga. Secondly, the sites recorded fell into three categories: 

burial areas; relatively frequent srrall, shallow specialised middens 

and a few larger; corrplex sites. 

Exploratory Excavations 

The second phase, of exploratory excavations, occurred during 

a :four rronth sumrer season, from Nov""enber 1974 to March · 1975. Seven 

sites were excavated and they v.Bre chosen to represent the range of 

sites and site locations evident from the site survey data. The 

objective was to docunBnt 1-briori ID=thods of exploitation which were applied 

in a variety of habitats. The radiocarbon dating of each excavation 

was importar,t too as there were, at this t:iJre, no published dates from 
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the O:iathams. 'Ihe sites excavated fall into four categories. 

'l\vo "tuatua 11 middens, each consisting of a single very 

dense layer of Paphies spp. shell, were excavated by Mcilwraith (1976) 

near Katiki Creek at the southern end of Hanson Bay (Figure 1: 3). 

'These were typical uf literally hundreds of sites found in the 

dl.Illes behind the north and east coast beaches and along the 

beach at Petre Bay. 

A further group of specialised middens were excavated; 

also by Mcilwraith, on the southwest coast. These were small rocky 

shore middens at Pokiakio, Chinemamao and Te Ngaio. Like their 

softshore counterparts at Katiki Creek, they contained little 

~part from large numbers of a few species of shellfish. There 

were few if any artefacts, little bird or sea IIRrirral material and 

no evirence of structures. 

At the srure tirrB, .Mason excavated a small midden on the 

northwest rr:argin. of Hu..--ro, a large freshwater lake northeast of 

Waitangi. Although it contained an interesting conbination of 

faunal corrponents this site was soon to fall outside the priorities 

of the project as these developed through 1975. 

The seventh site exca,lated that SlllTITBr, the Waihora 1bund, 

was to becorm the major focus of the CnathanB project. 

'The Point Durham Project 

The site survey had revealed a high ratio of specialised 

middens to large corrplex sites. This fact has led successive workers 
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to suggest that the 1:briori were itinerant hunter-gatherers 11Dving 

frequently fran resource to resourre (see for exanp1e Richards, 1952; 

SimIDns, 1964). While the late, highly questionable historical 

records of th~ M:>riori may appear to support this view (See Skinner, 

1923; Richards, 10(;52 ,1 their unqualified application to the pre-· 

European period is unacceptable . 

The crucial problem of the prehistoric 1'briori settlerrent 

patterns was therefore the role of the few large sites and their 

functional relationships to the specialised middens. 'This problem 

becarre the central priority of the J.ater st~aes of the Chatharrs 

project. Attention was focussed on the Point Durham area (Figure 1:4) 

\'.'here one of the best examples of the ~arge corrplex sites, the Waihora 

M:>tmd, is to be found in close association with a range of specialised 

middens. 

The Waihora nbund site was first recorded by D.R. Simmns when 

he described it as an "area of club making .... n on the basis of the 

nunber of schist and basalt flakes he saw in the one small area of 

the mlll1d exposed at the t:i.nB, (Si.rrrrons, Ms.,. :Uth January, 1964). 

Wheri the author first visited the rround in 1973 a winnowed cultural 

surface over 120 rretres in diarreter was.exposed due to recent 

overgrazing of the ground cov-er. A range of stone artefacts was 

seen on the surface of the site. These included adze blanks in a 

range of materials, large chert cores, chert flake tools, waste 

flakes, harm:erstones, . grindstones, and fragrrents of clubs, In 

addition the landowner had a small but corrpelling collection of 

artefacts collected from the surface of the site. It contained 
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many of the 1k>riori fonns ooscribed in Skinner's ( 1923) classic 

ethnological .. study:mata~schist clubs, distinctive adze types and 

fragrr:ents of bone points. 

The surface evi Jenee on the rround included-burials along 

the seaward margin, stone-lined hearths scattered over an internediate 

area son:e twenty n:etres from the sea, a large central area covered 

with ·heat-fractured stone thought to indicate cooking and a series 

of at least three middens arranged around the northeast, leev,ard, 

margin of the IIDund. This was the strongest evidence of a pre

historic 'village' found during the surveys and, although winnowed, 

it offered evidence of the internal plan of one exarrple of this 

E<1te type. 

1
An extensive excavation was laid out on various activity 

areas on the round. It was designed to establish whether all the 

areas were contemporary or related to successive settlen:ents 

on the nDund arid to clarify the role of corr:plex sites in lvbriori 

settlen:ent patterns. 

Over 8 tonnes of midden and artefactual material were 

returned to Otago from the Cllatham:; by March, 1975. Laboratory 

analysis proceeded throughout the year and preliminary results 

were available by Noverrber. These suggested that each of the 

specialised coastal middens represented short-term, probably 

recurrent, exploitatiC?n of resources easily available within the 

irmediate vicinity of each site. Moreover, rapidly accumulating 

field experience and understanding of the relevant botanical and 
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ZDC>logical literature sugg-ested that large quantities of the food 

resources known historically or fran our analysis "to have been taken 

by the M::>riori, v.ould have been available from within surprisingly 

small areas. 

'Ihus, although the sites excavated in the exploratory phase 

v.Bre largely contemporary - the first major series of radiocarbon 

dates returned established the contemporaneity of all the specialised 

middens and the sites of the Waihora area within the period 

1550 - 1650 A.D. - it seemed unlikely that sites at saIB distance 

from one another belonged to the sarrB settlerrent pattern. 

These two factors, conten!)Oraneity of such a saJil)le of sites 

and the author's growing impression that the Chathams resources, 

and marine resources in particular, were such that quite small areas 

might have sustained sizeable human populations, therefore led 

to a major refonnulation of the project's ajms. The priority of 

diachronic reconstruction was set aside. All subsequent researc.ri 

was concentrated upon a three phase investigation of the small area 

south of Point Durham. These were: a thorough re-survey of the 

area; excavation of sites which encompassed the site types defined 

after the broader survey ( specialised middens, cc.mp lex sites , burial 

areas) and the detailed reconstructioP- of the history of aspects of 

the physical environrIBnt relevant to man's occupation and exploitation 

of the area. 

The Durham area is a small triangle of coastal terrace on the 

exposed southwest coast of Glatha..'TI Island (see Figure 1:4) .. It is 
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bounded on the north by a line drawn across from the top of Ridge IV 

to Point Durham. This line represents the southern extent of 

ploughing in the vicinity. The coastal .terrace ends at Awatotara 

and the south coast cliffs begin there. This small creek IDJuth 

th~efore fonns the abrupt southern margin of the study area (Figure 2: 2) .. 

The perimeter to the east is the steep scarp up to the inland terrace 

(see Figure 1:4). The sea rings the area to the west. It includes 

three small gullies, each approximately 1 km across at the coast, 

and 1 km long, reaching back to the inlanc. terrace. The gullies are 

separated by low leading ridges from Kauaeroa and Stony Hill to the 

inland terrace (Figure 2:2). The floor of each gully is now partially 

filled by a peat swamp. These have been drained by European fanners. The 

geology of the area is dominated by flat-lying well-bedded lava related to 

the great mass of the southern volcanic zone (Hay et aZ, 197C~' -, 

off· 1 which younger tu££ s have been rerroved by sea erosion. Occasional 

trachyte dykes in the area fonn low ridges running generally seaward. 

Along the coast extensive boulder beaches are separated by the low 

rocky reefs and platforms and is therefore very extensive. 

The intensive survey of the study area began with the premise 

that the exposed sites are only a small portion of those in the area. 

An innovative site survey followed. It was based on Illllti-<test 

pitting. The author had becorre dissatisfied with the results of the 

extensive survey and wanted IIDre detailed understanding of the 

distribution of sites throughout the area. Accordingly, a very large 

number of testpits were dug over all aspects of the terrain. They 

were laid out systematically and covered all the dry ground on 
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Ridges I, II and III and the southern.slope of Ridge IV. Stream 

IMrgins through the swamps were examined in detail, though the inner 
I 

swamps which could only have been wetter in the prehistoric period were 

not searched exhaustively. We found a total of 80 prehistoric 

sites (Figure 1:4), only 35 of which had been located during the 

initial survey. 

'Ibe relative frequency and distribution of the site types 

is discussed in Appendix 1: 1. The sites i :found include examples of 

all types found during the extensive surve:7: specialised middens; 

complex sites; burial areas and a further category: forest-margin 

bircfuig middens. 'Ibe last were found on Ridge III approximately a 

kilometre from the sea. 

'Ibe second phase of intensive research at Durham involved 

the excavation of a number of sites . Those chosen represented 

the whole range of variation in size, location and contents (as 

seen in test pits and natural exposures) of the available sites. 

'Ibey were also thought by the author at the time to be those TIK)St 

likely to have formed parts of a single synchronic settlement 

pattem. Excavations were carried out under the author's direction 

on mo ''mutton-bird" middens, a coastal midden of seal bone and the 

burial area on the seaward side of the Waihora TIK)tmd. 'Ibe investigat

ion of the burial area completed our research on the Waihora mound. 

'Ibe many "paua middens" found along the boulder beaches were so 

similar in size and contents to those Mcilwraith had excavated further 

north along the coast the previous season that his results were 

incorporated in the author's analysis as if the sites (Pokiakio, 

Ohinema.m?.o and Te Ngaio) actually occu.."Ted within the Durham area. 
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'Ihis avoided the lil1warranted duplication of Mcilv.Tai th I s research 
I 

and allowed extension of the rangse of sites studied intensively. 

The contents of each site were analysed at the University 

of Otago during 1975-1976 and used to reconstruct a synchronic cultur

al adaptation in whic.h the rugged physical environment of the Durham 

area was exploited by a sizeable group of coastal hlil1ter-gatherers 

at circa :J-600 A.D. However, the conside:rable step from excavated 

faunal nnterial to the lil1derstanding of 1briori economics required 

a detailed reconstruction of the Durham environrrent for this period, 

and in particular of the distribution of resource zones from which 

the principal foods would have been seasonally available. A series 

of cooplerrentary specialist a~.1.lyses of aspects of vegetaticil history 

was· organised. This constituted the third phase of the Durham 

resea.I'.ch. It was later extended to the fields of stone sourcing and 

coastal georrorphology and climatic history but the interrelated 

studies of vegetation were the main initial thrust of the environrrental 

reconstruct ion. 

Historical records of Maori and European land clearance and 

the subsequent developrrent of the Otonga Land Block (see Figure 1:5) 

were studied by Begg ( 1977) . Her report provided a clear description 

of the ve.getation cover at the end of the prehistoric period and of 

the course and causes of the catastrophic events which overt(X)k it 

subsequently. 

C.OnteII!J()rary vegetation ecology was studied by Hamel ( 1977). 

She isolated the tolerances and corrpetitive advantages of major plant 
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species and used these to fonn a tentative reconstruction of the 

vegetation in the study area at the tine of occupation of the Waihora 

site. 

'l\vo dated pollen spectra were worked up for peat deposits near 

the Waihora nnund by D:xlson and Kirk (n.d.). These provide a picture 

of vegetation change in resJX)nse to major climatic change and finally 

Moriori activity and Maori-European land developn2nt. 1he Waihora 

palynology is supplerented by a spectrun fran the Wishart Chert 

Quarry site (New Zealand Archaeological Association 240/326 

8 km northeast of Point Durham (Ibdson and Kirk, 1978). 

Wallace (1977,1979) examined land snail asserrblages from well

described plant associations and each of the dated archaeological 

layers in order to reconstruct vegetation in the imTBdiate vicinity 

of excavated sites during their occupation. 

1'.blloy and Bulfin identified charcoal and seed samples 
~ 

respectively from excavated layers in the study area. '111eir results 

are used with the others in the reconstruction of vegetation presented 

in the next chapter. 

Research into the problem of establishing the geological 

source from which excavated lithic rm.terial derived was undertaken 

by H.J. Campbell (n. d.). He developed a source characterisation for 

each of the Q1atham Island cherts and applied these in sourcing the 

artefact collections fran the study area. His results are of 

particular importance in defining the functional relationships between 

these sites,and in the reconstruction of trade and exchange from 

beyond the Durham area. 
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'Ihese six studies together fonn the basis of a reconstruction 

of the envirorurent at the Durham area at the tine of occupation of 

the excavation sites. This reconstruction is the essential background 

against which the patterns of Moriori economic adaptation are 

considered. The synthetic view of the distributiu:i of vegetation type~, 

and terrestrialand marine resources within the study area at circa 

1600 A.D. is presented in 01apter 'l\vo. The excavations are described 

:in Chapter 3. Qiapter 4 contains a reconstruction of the structures 

on the Waihora site. Olapters 5, 6 and 7 review ~,idden and artefactual 

naterial found at Waihora, the coastal sites arid the inland middens 

respectively. 01apter 8 presents a rrodel of hmru1 ecology in the 

Durham area, about 1600 A.D. Chapter 9 considers the Durham evidence 

~n the broader view as one aspect of 11briori culture which is seen as 

one of two phases of the culture history of the 01.atham Islands. 

Sorre possible causes of the very distinctive elements of ivbriori 

culture has been identified. The final 01.apter l(X)ks beyond Polynesia 

in an attenpt to find parallels to M)riori culture. These are found 

in coastal hunters of the Subantartic Zone. The recognition of a 

southern coastal hunting adaptation type is advocated and its 

implications considered. 
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CHAPTER 1WO 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF 'IRE DURR.AM AREA 

The Durham area was chosen for intensive study because it is 

a uni.form and naturally defined unit containing a representative range 

of archaeological sites. This chapter presents a detailed reconstruc

tion of the vegetation, climate and spatial and seasonal distribution 

of major food resources in that area at the time of occµpationof 

the Waihora site. 1m. account of the distribution of stone and other 

technological resources is appended. (Appendix 2:1). 

VEGETATION 

. The most direct evidence of vegetation cover available is 

Dunn.age's map date 1898 (Figure 2:1) which showsllarge are.as of the 

coastal_ terrace covered with ''Mixed Bush Ake ake, Kopi, Matipo, Hoto 

etc." However, this description must be treated sceptically. It 

was applied by Dt..mnage to areas in whlch some of the species listed are 

rrost unlikely to have grown.· It contradicts other early descriptions, 

see for example Dieffenbach (1841) . Furthe....""IOC>re, some features 

on the map are the result of European influence. The lack of vegetation 

near the shore is due to stock which was introduced in the 1860' s. 

The reduction of vegetation of the inland terrace to a uniform cover 

of bracken may be due to repeated burning associated with pastoralism. 

Further clarification of vegetation history is, therefore, necessary. 

Hamel's (1977) study of contemporary ·vegetation ecology 

resulted in a tentative reconstruction of "natural" plant cover for 
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Figure 2:1 Vegetation in the Durham Area, 1898 (after Dunnage,1898) 
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the area; that is, recent vegetation without the effects of man. This 

consisted of four broad classificatory groupings. They are: 

I. · mixed broadleaf forest, including karaka 

(Corynocarpus laevigatus), on sheltered slopes of ric"..g,:=s crossing the 

terrace. 

II. ; low forest of tree coprosma (C. chathOJnica) and tree 

myrsine (M. chathOJnica) with an tmderstory of tree fern (Cyathea sp.) 

·an.d Dicksonia spp.) on the drier and more exposed riuges. 

III. bog~sbrubland in the swampy basi....,_s. This included 

Jwicus spp., Leptocarpus simiZis, the shrub Dracophyllum (D. paludosum) 

and possibly Sporadanthus traversii arid OZeaY'ia semidentata. 

rv. forest margin v~etation including Hebe barkeri 

and Olearia chathOJnica where effective drainage occurred. 

This scheme refines the view of vegetation available from 

the historical evidence. It must, however, be modified in view of 

palynological evidence for vegetation disturbance by prehistoric man. 

This comes from Dodson's n.;o pollen spectra from Waihora (Dodson and 

Kirk, n.d.) and the pollen sequence from the Wishart Qqarry site 

which is on the inland terrace 8 km. northwest of Waihora (Dodson and 

Kirk; 1978). 

The Waihora data show significant man-induced changes within 

the prehistoric period. The 4o - 7 an. level in Dodson's pit I and 

40 - 10 an. level in pit II show a decrease :;_n Myrsine spp. and 

/)y,acophy l Zurn arboreum (tarahinau) pollen while herbaceous and Mueh Zenbeckia 

pollen increase markedly. This suggests burning of vegetation on the 
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swamps and exposed slopes of the area. A calculation of age based 

on the radiocarbon dates and the apparent rate of sedimentation in 

pit II dates the change to 230 ± 35 years B.P. or 1685 - 1755 A.D. 

The Wishart Quarry date (Dodson and Kirk, 1978) document 

change from tarahinau forest, with tarahinau (D. arbo::r.'ewn) and 

hoho (Psewiopa:nax chathamicwn) prominent in the canopy, to an open 

Myrsine scrub/forest. This is associated id.th a radiocarbon date 

of 200 ± 40 B.P. (I.N.S., Lower Hutt). It is due to MJriori burning 

and is likely to have involved large areas of the inflarrrnable 

tarahinau forest, including those on the inland terrace behind the 

Durham area. This follows a pattern general to most areas of Chatham 

Island (Wright, 19 59 : Richards 1 -1962) in which the tarahinau .;as burnt 

off prior to European contact. (Broughton, 1792:85; Hanson, Ms", 1840; 

Dieffenbach, 1841; Marrron, Ms., 188]) while the mixed broadleaf forest, 

'Which is significai.-itly less inflarrmable, remained (Dt.mnage, 1898; 

Figure 2:1; Cockayne, 1901). 

Palaeoenvironmental reconstruction can be further assisted 

by the interpretation'of charcoal, seeds and landsnails recovered from 

the excavated sites. 

Charcoals (MJlloy, pers. corrm. , 1976-1979) from Waihora 

(Table 2: 1) show an overall predornir1ance of Pseudopanax sp. , 

Myrsine spp., and Olearia cf traversii. The Pseudopanax may have 

been used in house construction. The Olearia and Myrsine suggests 

exposed or wet conditions typical of this situation. The forest 

edge is represented by the presence of Hebe cf bar1keri and Corokia 
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macrocarpa. The fern charcoal niay represent material brought to the 

site as food or for use in house construction. 

'Ihe distinct charcoals from the inland, ridge-top sites 

st1ggest a difference in vegetation. Olearia traver .. ~ii is not 

present. Coprosma spp. and Pseudopanax sp. are predominant. The 

former probably represents tree coprosrna. (C. chathamica or karamu) 

which is a m?jor canopy tree in broadleaf stands on Chatham Island. 

It is not present in the Waihora charcoals. The forest-edge component 

particularly Hebe cf barkeri, is reduced in importance at the inland 

sites. The absence of karaka wood charcoal is e..--q,lained by the very 

poor quality of its w0od as a fuel. However, carbonized karaka 

kr:..-mels were identified in both .:_11land sites (Bulfin, pers. corrm., 

. 1977). 

Charcoal from the CHC (C240/689) site is dominated by Pseudopanax 

which, as a species of the more sheltered forest, must have been brought 

to this location. 'Ihe Coprosma spp. charcoal rr.ay represent the scrub 

coprosrna. and may, therefore, have grown on or near the site. The 

absence of all three forest-edge species suggests that particular zone 

was some distance from the site. 

Landsnails (Wallace, 1979) recovered from excavated 

archaeological sites provide a detailed view of vegetation on or near 

each site during its occupation. The i~a~hora evidence shows a 

vegetation succession across the mound wesi.: to east involving "e.xposed 

to relatively sheltered scrub/forest composed of Olearia traversii 



and Myrsine chathamica" (Wallace, 1979:134). This observation 

reinforces the :impression gained from charcoal identifications. 

Both inland sites appear to have been covered with a forest 

of the "Inter.mediate Dr·acophy Uwn/Mi:xed Broadleaf" type. This was 

denser at the sheltered CHB site (C240/680) than at CHA (C240/681) 

which is on the windward side of Ridge III (Wallace, 1979: 137), see 

Figure 1:4 and 2:2. 

Landsnail assemblages from coastal middens in the D...1.rham 

area were not analysed. However, vegetation cover vJOuld have been 

similar to the exposed scrub/forest on the seaward side of the Waihora 

IIDtmd and the "rather specialised and scrubbier" (Wallace 1979: 136) 

vegetation at the Te Ngaio midcle1.1.. The density of vegetation ':·;()uld 

vary directly with degree of exposure to the southwest. The CdC 

site was particularly exposed to that quarter and may be expected to 

have had only minimal vegetation cover. This is confinned by the 

absence of charcoal from forest-edge species ·which composed the scrub/ 

forest on the lee side of Waihora (Table 2:1). 

~ . 
2J; . 'Ihe 16th Century vegetation of the Durham area was affected 

by natural factors, particularly drainage and expo!3t,rre to the wind, 

as well as man-induced changes. A detailed reconstruction of this 

vegetation can be made in view of the data reviewed above and 

published infonnation (Cockayne, 1901; Wright, 1959; Allan, 1961; 

Kelly, 1971). It probably comprised four·principal vegetation types. 

They were the shoreline vegetation, bog-sh_rubland, mixed broadleaf 

forest and tarahinau. 
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TABLE 2.1: IDENTIFICATIONS OF ARCHAE01DGICAL CRARCOAL SAMPIBS 
(expressed in terms of percentage Qf sample weights) 

- . 
lj ~ 

~ - ~ ij § ~ - lj ·~ ·~ ~~ ·t ~ ·~ B §.~ lj ~ C) .µ 
\)) lj lj lj rl l;l)~ fj t) lj E 

I ~ ·~ ~ ·~ l;l) ~ .µ C) 0) ~ 

\)) ~ ~ C) rl ~ -~ lj ~-~ ~ 
~ 

C) rl lj lj ff;;~ ~ .µ t~ ,.(.) ,.(.) rl ~ \)) rl rl ~ \)) lj ~ 
\)) I;\., 8~ N-j..:, ~!;'.. ~is C) lj 8 µ:.i ::r::: '--' C) '-- ~'-- (;.)N 

Samples per site . F H . .· ... C 0 . . 'Mc:; Ps C 

· ·pokiakio 

C240/266/I/6,L.3 52 12 4 32 

· Ohinanamao 

C240/273/I/20,L.l; 6 2 45 2 45 

· Te Ngaio 

C240/277/I/13,L.2 32 24 12 8 24 

· Waihora 

C240/283,IV/23,Lens D 4 5 61 14 14 2 
C240/283/V/15 Lens B 6 18 48 8 20 
C240/283/Vb/2&7 
L.l (Subsample A) 2 8 14 36 6 34 
Subsample B 25 25 20 2 28 
C240/283/V/6,Surface 
Under L.3 100 
C240/283/VI/18&19,L.l. 28 6 40 26 
C240/283/VII/1&2 
Stone Structure (Layer 2) - 10 90 -
C240/283/VIII/6 & 7,L.3 15 15 70 
Me.ans of Waihoa Site 0.25 12.0 10.38 25.63 23.75 27.75 0.25 0.00 
CHA 

C240/681/I/2,L.l 2 10 20 48 20 
CHB 
c2"40/680/II/19, 
Crust of L.2 6 4 90 
C240/680/II/23 & 24 
Base of Ash Lens in L.l Trace 16 18 13 21 32 

· ·me 
c2"40/689/I/2d. 
Base of Layer 1 2 84 4 10 
C240/689/l/10a & lOc 
Base of Layer 1 6 80 14 
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The shoreline vegetation would be primarily :influenced by 

' soil conditions, availability of fresh water and degree of exposure 

to salt spray and drenching. It can be °divided into three categories. 

'Ibey are: 

I. an "eminently xerophytic" (Cockayne, 1901:265) 

plant association fm.md on low flat rocks just above the tide line. 

II. the denser.and m::,re diversified vegetation of the 

boulder beaches. 

III. low plant cover of the cl.iffs and cliff-edges. 

The first group, which includes all the peritidal plants, 

w:ruld have been of very little consequence to man. It must have 

included crevice dwellers such as LiZaeopsis novae-zeZandiae, 

Schoenus spp. and possiply TiZZ~ea moschata. Senecio radioZatus and 

Sonchus grandifoUus IDuld have been present in the crevices and 

in the sandy interior margin of the boulder beach at Waihora. 

Cockayne (1901) records the presence of ake ake (OZearia traversii) 

seedlings down to rocks surrounded at high tide at Te Whakaru. 

Their occurrence in the Durham area is unlikely in the more 

e1s.-posed aspect of this coast. 

The second association, covering the boulder beaches, was 

IIDre diversified and denser in response to "altogether rr:ore edaphic 

conditionsi' (Cockayne, 1901:265). The bush nettle (Urticaa austraZis) 

-oould have been the dominant plant. Cockayne (1901: 265) records it at 

Te Whakaru as "not very tall, being 30 cm in height but the leaves 

measured 15 cm by 10 cm. A thick stem, 1. 5 cm in diameter, enables 
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it to resist the wind". Allan (1961:404) notes that it reaches lm. 

' in height. It vlOUld, therefore, have fonned a substantial cover on 

many boulder beach areas (Hamel, 1977) shading out the smaller plant 

species and providing protective cover for nesting and moulting 

penguins. Other plants present on the boulder beaches v,;ould have 

included the native spinach (Tetragonia spp.), daisy family weeds, 

the native forget-me-not (Myosotidium hortensia), native celery 

(Apium australe), ice plant (Disphyma australe), Asplenium spp., 

and a fat-hen-like plant (Chenopodiwn ambiguum). Some small and 

gnarled ake ake may also have been present. 

The cliffs and cliff-edges would have included Veronica 

chathamica which is very well adapted to salt spray (Allan, 1961: 911) 

and was tenned the '\rost charac:.i::eristic plant of this formation" by 

Cockayne (1901) . Geranium traversii vX:>uld have been preset1t (-ibid) . 

In addition, sizeable sheets of Mesembryanthemwn australe, sn1aller 

sheets of SaUcornia austraUs and large green patches of Apiwn australe 

would have lnmg down the rocks. A small salt-tolerant fern is also 

likely to have been present with smaller plants of Chenopodiwn sp. and 

A trip lex sp. Associations of this sort can now be · seen only on the few 

ungrazed offshore islands, such as the Little Sister (Sutton.1977). 

The wettest areas of the coastal terrace are m:>st likely to have 

been covered by a disturbed bog-shrubland vegetation. A flax (Phormium 

tenax) cover with some D. paludosum may have been present over the swampy 

basins and the exposed slopes. Sporodanthus traversii~ Myrsine spp. 

and D. a,;,boreum ,;v0uld have been reduced in significance by burning. 

Juncus spp. and Leptocarpus simiforis may have been included in the 

bog-shrubland (Tu:nnel, 1977) . Hebe bar•keri would become TIDre numerous 
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as the slope increased away from the swampy basins (Cockayne, 1901:275). 
' 

In general tenns the broadleaf forest of the Durham area 

corresponded to Cockayne's (1901:276-281) lowland forest, the mixed 

broadleaf types defined by Wright (1959) and Kelly (1971) and Hamel's 

(1977: 7) ''mixed broadleaf forest of the southern region". Tree 

species conrnon to most of the tmits are karaka, hoho, ake ake, karamu, 

Hymenanthe~a chathamica, Corokia macrocarp~, Veronica gigantea, Piper 
7 

exceZswn and the tree senecio (Senecio huntii). They fonned a canopy 

at 6 to 8 m. in the most sheltered locations. At least two species 

of tree fern (Dicksonia squarrosa and D. fibrosa) were present. 

In view of the physiography of the Durham area and 

palaeoenvironmental data mentioned above it is likely that 

I. dense broadleaf forest covered sheltered areas on 

the northern slope of.each of the ridges. 

2. the windward sides of these ridges carried a scrubbier 

and less diverse vegetation with no karaka. OZearia traversii would 

- be a conspicuous species of these less favourable areas. 

3. this pattern changed markedly north of Point Durham 

where broadleaf forest went near 1 y to the shoreline as exposure to· 

the southwest and the extent of local swamps decreased. 

Tarahinau was the most fire--affected association in the area. 

It once covered the inland terrace and may have been important in the 

swamps of the coastal terrace. It was heavily disturbed by prehistoric 

burning. At the time of occupation of the Waihora site a landscape of 

pockets of tarah-Z:nau surrorn.ded by fire-induced clears would be seen 
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on the inland terrace. By the tim2 of Dunnage 's visit ( 1898), after 

30 years of pastoralism, the pockets of bush were largely gone from 

this vicinity. It should be rerrerrbered, however, that at no stage did 

the tarahinausupport any quantity of bird or other animal life. The 

reconstructed 16th Century vegetation oover of the Durham area is shown. 

in Figure 2:2. 

Th~ rrajor features of the climate which prevailed in the Chathruns 

during the 16th Century can be broadly reconstructed from present day 

climatic data when set against recently developed rrodels of climate 

change in the New Zealand region. The contenp)rary clilmte of the 

Cllatham Islands is dominated by features which result from location in 

the zones of sub-tropical conv::-rgence (Garner, 1959: Burling, 1961) 

and west wind drift (Knox, 1975: Figure 2: 3). The convergence is forrred 

as thE; warm and saline waters of the East Cape Current rreet the colder 

and less saline body of the Southlarid Current along an irregular line 

from 100 miles off Banks Peninsula to the Chathams. 

The west wind drift effects latitudes 40 - 60°S ( Flohn, 1969: 

Knox, 1975). The Cllatharrs lie within this range and are therefore within 

the norrral path of anti-cyclonic fronts as they travel northwest between 

the Sub-Antarctic High Pressure and the Tropical Low Pressure Belt 

(Coulter, 1975) . Seasonal effects are important to both the oceanic 

and atnospheric systems and therefore to the climate of the Cllathams. 

The sub-tropical convergence IIDves through a 5° 
\ 

latitudinal range 

from 42°S in Noverrber /December to 4 rf>s iu May/ June, according to thernnl 

surface charts based on satellite rronitoring of infra-red radiation 

from the convergence latitudes (Jenks, pers. comn., 1978). Garner and 
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Ridgway ( 1965) sha,,v surface isothenm around Chatham Island of 

11 - 12°c in w:inter and 14 - 15°c in the surmer of 1956-1957. 

Similarly, Jenks (pers.comn., 1978) reports a difference of at least 4°C 

in sumer and w:inter sea surface temperatures at 180°'V and 44°s 

for 1975-1978. This seasonal change has a major lnfluence on air 

temperatures which::tend to reflect sea surface temperatures to the 

0 south and are usually about 2 C below sea surface temperatures at 

the Olathams. 

'111e atrrnspheric influence also varies with the seasons. 

High pressure systems over the northern Tasman and the sub-tropical 

Pacific have their strongest influence in New Zealand from November 

t_o April ( de Lisle, 1961; Coulter, 1975) . This also applies 

in the Olathams. Air.temperatures are lowered duringwinter as low 

pressure systems have rrore effect and the sub-tropical convergence 

rroves north covering the islands with the dense cloud cover associated 

with the zone (Heath, 1972). 

Characteristics of the dual influence of the convergence and 

west w:ind drift systems are : rroderate temperature?, windy conditions, 

low sunshine hours and high humidity. Min:tniurn & ·n-i.:L"'l:imum rronthly. temperatures 

for the decade 1961-1971 are shown in Figure 2 :4. 1here is usually 

only one frost per annum (Richards, 1962 : 7). 1breover, "in 46 

years the temperature has not risen above 76°F, nor below 28°F ( ibid) . 

Winds are alrrost incessant, changes of direction occur frequently 

but gales are lil1COrmDn (Figure 2:5). V2.riation from SlffiTIBr to winter 

in wind speed and direction involves a change to generally windier 

conditions and the increased importance of the southwest quarter. 

Stmshine hours a.re low, particularly in win.ter. The islands receive 
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significantly less sunshine in all nonths than either Banks Peninsula, 

Wellington or Auckland (Figure 2: 6). As cloud cover is low and dense 

and distances to the sea srrall, hlllTiidi ty is high. At 8. 3) a .m. the 

daily average is 87%. 'Il1is is only slightly reduci:1 to 8CP/o at 2 p.m. 

(Richards, 1962: 7). 

The course of Holocene climatic change in_ Ne.v Z.ealand has 
// 

been clarified in a series of recent papers (See H.M.Leach & B.F. Leach, 
I . 

1979 : Figure 1). Conditions at 1600 A.D. are thought to have been 
/ 

I 

influenced by the onset of the Little Ice Age. 01aracteristics of 

the epoch were 

"(i) Low values of long-term mean temperatures at all 

seasons of the year. 

( ii) Atrrospheric circulation patterns associated with 

an extended polar cap, expanded circtm1JX)lar vortex, frequent blocking 

and meridio1:ali ty in the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere 

and displacement· of the nost frequented depression tracks to sorre.vhat 

lower latitudes than in other epochs." (Larrb, 1977). 

Historical and physical evidence shows that these factors applied 

in ~the New Zea.land region. Storm frequency was increased as normal 

depression tracks nnved to lower latitudes in the period from about 

1550 A.D. In surrrm.rising weather records fran Cook's first voyage 

Leach (H.M., 1976: 168) said: 

'The significant features of the weather in the surrrner of 

1769-1770 were the short-lived anticyclones, the nurrber of 

low pressure systems crossing the North Island, the i:ossible 
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passage of deep depressions close·to the south of the 

South Island at a t:ilre of year when they are normally far 

to the south of New Zealand, the prevailing west to south

westerly air stream, the apparent survival of active fronts as 

far as Northland, and the occurrence of :1.. tropical cyclone 

in late Decerrber when the normal cyclone season is late 

sumner-early autumn". 

'Ianperatures in the New Zealand region were markedly reduced 

at about 1600 A.D. A reduction of about 2-3°C below present annual neans 

is suggested by direct and other. evidence (Hendy and Wilson 1968; 

Wilson and Hendy, 1971; Salinger, 1976; see also Burrows and Greenland, 1979). 

The total smshine l~nurs 1-\Duld have been either close to 

or below the present level. SorrB overall reduction nay be eXJ:Bcted due 

to increased cloudiness associated with rrore frequent storms but the 
\ 

cbminant factor of cloud cover associated with the convergence ,vould 
' i 

still have applied. I 

Temperatures would have been markedly IIDre severe than at 

present, especially in winter. The wind s"l)eed and direction pattern 

of the period would have involved an increase in stonn frequency and 

severity for all seasons and a further change whereby a greater 

proportion of all winds, especially the stronger winds, came from the 

south and southwest. A reduction in the already small nurrber of 
' 

calm days would also have been likely. 

The potential food resources available with.in the Durhan1 

area during the period under study can also be defined. In order to be 

.. 
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useful to the study of prehistoric human adaptation this definition 
\ . 

includes three parts. First, the species present whid.1 may have been 

used as food resources are listed. Secondly, the areas in which 

they occurred are defined. Finally, the periods of the year in which 

these were available are documented. This section of the work is based 

on p~lished accounts of the fauna of the islands and of the ecology 

of the species involved. Taken together these three elements define 

the ann~l biological cycle for the area . This is the background 

against which the 1briori economic strategy which operated at Waihora 

is discussed in Chapter 8. The available resources are considered 

here in the following order: 

1. land-based species : terrestrial birds, fl"8shwater 

fishes, the Polynesian rat (Rattus exula11,s ) and plant foods. 

2. Marine-based species : sea birds, rrarine mamnals, 

fish, shellfish, crustacea, kelps and seaweeds and echinodenns. 

TERRESTRIAL FOOD RESOURCES. 
·, 

Th~ terrestrial bird\ species can be divided into four groups . 
\ 

Each group includes species which are known to have been found rrost 
\ 
\ 

corrIIDnly in one of the several environrrBntal zones within the area. 

They are : coastal birds; species of the bog-shrub land and fore st-edge 

w~es; species which occupied the broadleaf forest and, finally, 

wetland species. 'The fifty s~cies involved are listed with adult live 

weight per· species in Appendix 2: 2. Extinct and unstudied species 

-
were assigned to a particular group in viEf.V of the ecology of their nearest 

known relative. 

'The terrestrial birds were distributed in a rrosaic of species 

coobinations, each of which was associated with a particular habitat . 

.. 
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1.breover, seasonal variation overlay the spatial pattern. Stora ( 1968) 

has derronstrated that three factors affect the period during which 

indi vi.dual bird species are taken by Northern Eurasian hunters. 

'Ihese are: 

( i) presence - absence of migrating species 

(ii) aggregation and ease of capture; solitary birds are 

not taken but large aggregations,· particularly of sani-imrobilized 

birds, are hunting foci. 1bulting waterfowl and fledgling petrels 

are the rrost obvious examples of aggregated and easily taken birds. 

(iii) condition of the birds; it is commn for menbers 

of a particular bird species to be either neglected or used only a . .:.· 

errergency food (Eidlitz, 1969) when they are lean but taken in large 

nurrbers during the small interval of the year in which they are fat. 

'Ihis is known to occur with t!:e ptarmigan ( Lagopus mutus) (.Ic;idlitz,1969) 

and in Ne:.v Zealand with forest birds such as the native pigeon 

( Hemiphagasp.) (Tumapiri, 1895; Best, 1902; DJwnes, 1928) and various 

petrels (Oliver, 1955). 

Each o:f'._ these variables .has been established for all bird 
' -\ 

species present in the Durham area. The period when optimu.m conditions 
i 

/ for capture apply is shown for each terrestrial bird species in 

Appendix 2: 2. Sare of the birds appear to be equally available at 

a11 tirres of the year. Howe~Ter' these "all-ye~" species include 

only 16 ( 32%) of the bird species. Coastal birds tend to be available 

as visiting adults or breeding groups in sl.lIIITBr and auturrn, although 
.-

the shag species are a notable exception. Birds of the broadleaf 

forest are at their be:s't and .rrost aggregated in autumn and winter. 

Similarly, the rails of bog--shrubland and forest-edge habitats forrred 

an autumn resource with nost of the Anseriformes of the wetlands. 
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At present, this sort of seasonal selection is applied to zueka in the 

Chathams. The birds are taken in large numbers in autumn when they are 

fattest and preserved for consumption during other seasons of the year 

although they are equally available at all t:imes of the year. Birding 

outside the season if regarded as wasteful and is rrost unconrnon 

(Sutton, pers. obs., 1974-1976). 

The freshwater fish of the Chatham Islands are limited to 

9 of the 29 species wld.ch occur in New Zealand and one endemic . 

species (Skrzynski, 1967) . As the streams within the Durham area are 

small, slow moving and swampy with no direct flow into the sea, only 

six species are likely to have occurred there (Table 2:2). 

They are the tv;o eels, the endemic smelt, giant kokopu~ inanga and 

the red-finned bully. Those found in fast streams (Lo-wland Galaxias 

and Banded kokopu) "MJuld be found in the Te Ngaio stream, one 

kilometre north of Point Durham and in the Nairn River watershed 4 km 

to the east. The estuarine species (lamprey and the Corrm:>n Smelt) 

wuld be available in the Nairn River 

along the shores of the Te Whanga. 

TABIE 2:2 . FRESHWATER FISHES 

estuary and in greater abundance 

\\ 

Anguilla spp. (cf austraZis and dieffenbachi) Eels 

Retropinna chathamensis Endemic Smelt 

Gala.xias argenteus Giant Kopkopu 

G. attenuatus Inanga 

Gobimorphus huttoni Red-firmed Bully 
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In these and other suitable areas the eels migrate downstream 

to the sea in autumn (Graham, 1956 :125) and would have been rrost easily 

taken during that optimum season. They could be taken, however, 

throughout the year with nets or eel clubs (Skim1er, 1923). 

The only land marrnnl present in the area, apart. from man, was 

the Polynesian rat, C. Rattus exulans). The kiore is now known to have 

a restricted breeding season (Craig and 1bller, 1978) which probably 

coincides with the maximum availability of forest foods (Campbell, 19TJ). 

In the Durham area kiore v.Duld be found nnst coITIIDnly in the broadleaf 

forest (vide Campbell, 1978), particularly near ka_n:ika sbmds. A 

population boom is 8).1)8Cted to have occurred during the autumn forest 

berry fall, after which body weights and population densities would 

l:all (Craig and 1bller, 1978). The rats would therefore i,e nnst 

aggregated, easy to catch and heaviest in the autumn. 

A total of 37 potential plant foods may have been available 

within the Durham area (Table 2: 3). This list was prepared by comparing 

accounts of' O:lathams botany (Dieffenbach, 1841; Mueller, 1864; Buchanan, 
----- -------------------

1874; Cockayne, 1901; Hamel, 1977, Kelly, 1971) and the NE\'l Zealand -

floral checklists (Allan, 1961: 1bore and Edgar, 1971) with Colenso 's 

(1880) classic list of the "Vegetable Foods of the Ancient New 

Zealanders". Ethnographic records of the 1briori were also searched. 

They contained detailed accounts of Moriori use of karaka berries . 

(Shand, 1911; Skinner, 1923) and the bracken fern (Skinner and Baucke, 

1928) but rrention no other plant foods. While possible, the exclusive 

use of these two reS0urces is nnst unlikely in vie.v of the records 

of the Southern M.aori (Beattie, 1954). 
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TABLE 2:! POT!:NTT At. PL.\NT FOODS 

(A) Broadleaf Forest Species 

Nomenclature 

Subclass: FiliaaZes 

Dioksonia squarroaa 
D, fibroaa 
Cyathea medullaris 

Subclass: Piperales 

Maoropiper exoelsum 

Subclass: Ce!astrales 
Corynooarpus laevigatus 
Subclass: /./ysinales 
Myrsine ohatiiamica 

Subclass: Rubiales 
Caprosma chathamioa 
Subclass: Solanales 
SoZ«num aviculare 
CaZystegia sepium 

C, tuguriorum 
Subclass: Palmales 
Rhopalostylis sapida 
Subclass: OrchidaZes 
Gastrv4'ia cunninghamii 

(B) Bog-shrubland Species 

Subclass: Filicales 
Pteridium aquilinum 
esculentum _ 
Subclass: Coriariales 
Cor1.ar1.a arboi•ea 

Subclass: Myrainales 
Myrs1.ne coxii 
Subclass: Asterales 
Taraxacum magellanicum 
Subclass: Agavales 
Phormium tenax 
Subclass: Orohidalea 
Ca ladenia carnea 
Aporostylis bifolia 
Chiloglottis cornuta 
Corybas maoranthus 
C. trilobus 
Thelymitra venosa 
T. puZchella 
Pterostylis banksii 
Prasophyllum colensoi 
P. nudum 

Common Name 

Wheki 
Kuripaka , 
Mamaku 

KatJakatJa 

Karaka or kopi 

Chatham Island 
Matipo 

Karamu 

Poroporo 
Pohue 
(Bindweed) 

Nikau 

Bush Orchid 

Bracken 

Tutu 

Availability 

Su1mner 
Summer 
Summer 

Autumn 

Autumn 

Autumn 

Autumn 

Winter 
Perennial 

~·Perennial 

Spl'ing 

Perennial 

Winter 

Autumn 

~~~ub Myrsine Autumn 

- Perennial 

New Zealand Flax Spring 
Wetland or Grass-
land Orchids Perennial 
n " 
n " 
" n 
n . " 
" n 
ft " 

n " 
" n 
n n 

~ 

Young Fronds 
,Young Fronds 
Young Fronds 

Drupes, 2-3mm. in 
diameter 

Drupes, 2. S by 4cm, 

Fruit, S-9mm. 

Drupes, 2-3mm, 

Ovoid berry, 2,5cm. 
Rhizome 

Rhizome 

Terminal Bud 

Small tuber 

Rhizome 

Juice from succulent 
petals 

Fruit 6l!llll. in diameter 

Taproot, lcm.in oia.i.ieter 

Juice from perianths. 

Small tubers/rhizomes 
" n 
n 

" : --- ........ 

" 
" 

Footnote: Raupo (Typha orientaZis) is amongst the adventive flora of the Chathams and is 
not, tfierefore, included above (Madden and Healy, 1959). 

(C) Coastal Species 

Asplenium Zuoidum 
A. obtusatum 
A. faZaatum 
A. buZbiferum 
A. [Zaccidum 
~class: Caryophyllales 
D~sphyma austraZe 
Tetragonia trigyna 
Subclass: Chenopodiales 
Chenopodium ambiguum 
Subclass:Umbellales 
Apium aua trale 
Subclass: Solanaleo 
eatystegia aoldanella 
Subclass·: Cyperales 
So~rfua nodosus 

(D2 Tar•ahinau Species 
/ 

Subcla~s: FiZicales 
Dicksonia squarrosa 
D.r fibrosa 
Cyathea medullaris 
Subclass: /./yrainaZes 
M11rsine chathamica 

i 
Subclass: Rubiales 
Copz,osina chathamica 

\ 

Coastal Fern 
Coastal Fern 
Coastal Fern 
Coastal Fern 
Coastal Fern 

Ice Plant 
Kokihi 

Fat-hen 

Native Celery 

Whek.(. 
Ku1•ipaka 
Mamaku 

Chatham. Island 
Hatipo 

Karamu 

Summer Green leaves 
Surrt.m.er Green leaves 
Summer Green leaves 
Sum."':'le~ Green leaves 
Summer Green leaves 

Perennial Fruit or leaves 
Perennial Succulent leaves 

Summer Green leaves 

Summer Stalks and leaves 

Perennial Rhizome 

Perennial Rhizome 
-- ------· 

Summer Young fronds 
Summer Young fronds 
Summer Young fronds 

Autumn Fruit s-smm. 

Autumn Drupes, 2-3nun. 

'l.'OTAL: 37 species 
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The potential plant foods available in the Durham area are 

listed as they occurred in each of the principal vegetation types. 

Seasonal and spatial discontinuities are strongly evident. Plant 

foods are most abtm.dant in the broadleaf forest autumn when fruit 

of the karamu~ karaka; kawakawa and matipo are avai~able. Fern root 

appear to have been collected in winter (Skinner and Baucke, 1928). 

Swrner plant foods included six small ferns, fat-hen and native 

celery along the coast, and three tree fern species which occur 

in the broad.i.eaf forest and tarahinau. The perennial plant foods 

include wetland and forest orchids, CaZystergia spp. rhizomes, 

the ice plant and Tetragonia sp. None of the latter group are 

likely to have yielded very much food material. 

The greatest concentration of plant foods was undoubtedly 

in the auturm and winter seasons with the forest berry (5 spp.) 

and fern root resources. In general perennial plant foods and 

those available outside the autlm.1-winter season were small and 

fibrous. 

Kumara (Ipomea batatas) cultivation was never possible due 

to major climatic factors: low sunshine hours; low temperature 

and low rainfall. Leach (H.M., 1976: 150-158) has argued that a 

minimum of 762 nm. of rainfall well-distributed throughout the year 

and a mean monthly temperature of 17°c were critical to th~ 

successful cultivation of kumara :in New Zealand. The present 

temperature and rainfall regimes of the Ch;tham Isla..'1ds are 

clearly unsuitable. Only four m:mths have rainfall totals ·within 

the range of the "Optimum M:)nthly Rainfall" for kwnara given by 
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Leach (H.M., 1976:160). 'Il1ese a.re April, May, June and August. 

:Further, there are only three rronths in which even the max:i.rrn.nn 

nnnthly terrperatures exceed 17°C and during these nnnths only 

17&rrn. of rain fell on average for the period 1961-1971 (Anon, 

1961-1971). Sunsh:ir.2 hours, which II'.ay be a critical factor in kumara 

cultivation, are low for all individual ITDnths and annual totals. 

'The stations with which the Chathams data are compared (Figure 2:6) 

are 1:?oth near areas in which substantial evidence of prehistoric 

horticulture has been found (Leach, H.M., 1976; Sullivan, n. d.). 

'The clirmtic conditions in the sixteenth century can only have 

been even less favourable. Temperatures and sunshine hom-s were 

reduced. Rainfall would have been increa._c;ed but· the pattern of 

concentration in cold winter rronths outside the growing season would 

have persisted. There also appears to be little chance that kumara 

was cultivated successfully at the beginning of settlerrent even if 

this occurred during the Clirratic Optimum (Appendix 2: 3). 

In surrrnary, fu the absence of hort'icul tm-e, terrestrial food 

resources were limited to small-IIBdilnTI sized birds, the Polynesian 

rat, a few freshwater fishes and a group of natural plant foods, 

rrost of which were small and fibrous. The dog was not represented 

in any of.the excavated faunal asserrblages, indicating that it was 

probably absent fran the Durham area in the sixteenth century. 

'This suggests that it was either· absent from Olatharn Island at that 

t:iJrB or pre~,ent only in a small population. 

· MARINE RESOURCES 

Marine 1-esources a.re described in ternJS of species present , th~ir 

spatial distribution within the Durharn area and se'.l.sonality . 

. . 
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The rmrine birds present include species of subantarctic, mixed 

zone and subtropical origins (Fleming, 1939). Sixteen species of 

migratory or oceanic feeding birds corre ashore to breed and/or to 

noult (Kinsky et al., 1970; Marshall, Scarlett and Sutton, n.d.). 

They are drawn from the orders ProceUariiformes and Sphenisciformes 

Petrels are the nurrBrical strength of Olathams birdlife at present, 

notwithstanding the rmny recent range reductions and extinctions 

(Marshall, Scarlett and Sutton, n.d.). The islands were 

"proba'bly ..... the rrost inportant breeding station of petrels 

in the world at the tirrB of their first human occupation". 

(Bourne, 1967:2). 

All the marine birds lmown to have been present are li::::ted in 

Appendix 2: 4 with the live body weights for adults and fledglings 

of each species. The petrels are nost aggregated and easily taken 

in their breeding seasons, and particularly in the latter part of 

the season when the adults are feeding large, fatty fledglings, 

usually in the burrows. The condition of ·the adult birds declines 

through the chick rearing period while the fledglings show a weight 

increase to a pre-flight rmximum which is usually equal to or larger 

than the adult lj_ve v,,-eight (Figure 2: 7). The interval in which 

the fledglings are nost aggregated and in optimum condition is 

defined fu the present study as the last 50% of the pre-flight 

period. These intervals are given for each species in Table 2:4. 

Ethnographic accounts of petrel exploitation from areas of both 

hemispheres (Annandal~, 1905: Williamson, 1945: Oliver, 1955: 

Serventy e·t al~ 1971) indicate that adult birds were not cormrmly 

taken. However, the periods in which they were present in the colonies 

are also shown (Table 2:4). 

7' 
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TABLE 2:4 SEASONAL1TY OF MARINE BIRDS 

Species 

Ot•der: Sphenisoiformos 

Aptenodytea patagoniaua 
(King ·Penguin) 

Eudyptuia minor cf 
ahathame,isis 
(C.I. Blue Penguin) 

Eudyptes paahyrhynahus 
saiateri 
(Erect-crested Penguin) 

Order: ProaeZ7ariiformes 
Diom:dea epomophora 
sanfordi 

.Adults P;resent 

Winter 

Nov-Feb 
(moult) 

Sept-Jan and early 
March (moult) 

All year . 
(Northern Royal Albatross) 

D.buZleri 
(Buller's Mollymawk) 

D.aauta eremita 
CC.I. Mollymawk) 

Pterodroma inexpeatata 
(Mottled Petrel) 

Pterodroma magentae 
(Taiko) 

P, hypv!euoa cf axittari.s 
(C.I. Petrel) 

P. hypoteuaa cf 
nigripennis 
(Black-winged Petrel) 

Pterodroma sp 
(Intermediate Petrel 

Paahyptita v. vittata 
(Barad-billed Prion) 

P. tnrtur 
(Fairy Prion) 

Puffinus griseus 
(Sooty Shearwater) 

Oct-June 

Sept-April 

Nov-May 

O:::t-May 

Nov!June 

No data available 

March-Dec 

April-Feb 

Sept-April 

Petagodroma marina maorina Sept'-March 
(White-faced Storm Petrel) 

Peteaanoides urinatrix March-Jan 
ahathamensia 
(Southern Diving Petrel) 
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Fledglings· in References 
optimum tonaition 

Not present 

Dec-Jan 

Late Dec-Jan 

Late Aug-Sept 

Late May-June 

April 

Mid-late May 

Late January 

Late M3.y 

Late June 

December 

Late Feb 

Late April
early May 

Late March 

Late January 

Scarlett (1976) 
Marshall Scarlett and 

· Sutton (n.d.). 

Hursthouse (1939,1940} 
Warham ( 1958) 
Kinsky (1960) 

Warham (1972,1975) 

Tickell ( 19 6 8) 
Robertson and Kinsky (1972) 
Dawson (1973) 

Fleming (1939) 
Richdale (1949) 
Dawson (1973) 
Robertson (pers.comm, ,1978) 

Murphy (1936) 
Dawson (1973) 

Warham,Keeley & Wilson (1977) 

Sutton (n,d.) 

Archey and Lindsay (1924) 
Fleming (1939) 

Turbott and Buddle (1948) 
Oliver (l95S) 

Bourne (1967) 
Marshall, Scarlett and 
Sutton (n,d.) 

Fleming (1939) 
Richdale (1942,1944) 

Archey and Lindsay (1924) 
Richdale (1944a) 

Richdale (1963) 

Fleming 0.939) 
Richdale (1943a) 
Oliver (1955) 

Richdale (1943a) 
Thorensen (1969: 

A similar pattern of W3ight gain is followed by the young of 

both the penguin species which bred on the Durhmn coast (Figure 2: 8). 

ldult penguins lose weight during the rearing of chicks (Kin.sky, 19(30; 
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Warhrun, 1972). Although they do not breed j_n colonies. sensu stricto., penguin: 

especially the Chathams Blue Penguin (Eudyptul.a minor chathamens1.:s), 

v.ould have been present along the shore in considerable nurrbers 

in the breeding season. The penguins also corre ashore· to rroult. 

This short period of plumage change is marked by dramatic weight loss 

of· up to 35 percent of the live body weight annngst adults (Figure 2 :9). 

The optimum period for penguin capture is defined here as the first 

half ·of the nnult fer all birds inv-ol ved and the last half of the 

breeding season for young bi.rds to be taken from nesting sites. 

These intervals are shown for both penguin species in Table 2:4. 

Large nurrbers of marine bird..s were available to the M:Jriori of 

t:he Durham area. The Diving Petrel and Prions would nest ori cliffs, 

and other rocky areas. The shearwaters and petrels would burrow 

where· dry soil was available at sorre height above the surrounding 

landscape, preferably facing into the wind to assist fledglings in 

early atterrpts at flight. 'The densities of petrel breeding colonies 

- in the Foveaux Strait region (Richdale, 1963; Harrel, 1977a) and in the 
~ 

offshore islands of the Oiathams group (Robertson, C.J.R. pers corrm., 

1976-1979) suggest that several thou.sand adult and young birds may 

have been involved. 

Species were available througho'clt the year but irnJx)rtant 

concentrations occurred in winter and S1..ll1'I1Br. 'The latter period, 

Noverrber-Fr:>brmny, included the breeding seasons of the two prions 

(Paqhypti la 1J. vi ttata and P. _turtw' ) , the Southern Diving Petrel 

(Pe Zecanoides urinatrix chathamensis ) a..nd the ·'laiko (Jfterodroma_ 

magentae). 
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· There are 17 species of marine mamnals recorded for the Olatham 

Islands and a further 13 species are likely to have been present 

(Appendix_ 2: 5). They range in size from the rrassi ve Sperm Whale 

( Physeter catodon) to the dolphin and Fur Seal pup. Some species 

are present all year round, others migrate past tne islands during 

specific seasons. Certain species strand often, others never. 

Data on size, seasonality and strandings per species are surrrnarised 

in Appendi.'. 2 :5. The New Zealand Fur Seal (/!rctncephalus forsteri) 

was of rmjor potential irrportance to the Ivbriori. Smith ( 1977) 

has argued on the basis of the physical requirements of breeding 

seals that there is only one area on thE Durham coast which could 

have been used as a seal breeding colony. This is located in the 

small errbayment 400 metres nm.·ch of Waihora. He suggests that 

it contained an annual maximum of 50 to 100 aninals (Smith, 1977). 

The proportions of age/sex categories at seal breeding colonies_ 

undergo major changes throughout the year (Figure 2: 10), although 

- the nurrber of seals present never falls belO\v 30 percent of the 

annual rnaximuin. The arrival of the adult fen:ales begins in mid

Noverrber. They· begin bearing pups as soon as they are ashore. 

~~ng adult males increase the overall nurrber of seals present, 

despite tp.e departure of the sub-adult males and juveniles. The 

colony should reach its naximum nurrber of. seals by the end of 

Dscerrber ( Figure 2 : 10) . 'The adult females and bulls are at their 

fattest in the early sU11TIBr after being at sea feeding and storing 

fat as an energy reservoir for the period spent ashore during the 

-~-
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\ 
breecling season. The bulls cb not feed again after first landing and 

are thought to lose 3:) to 40 percent of the early sl.IllIIBr body weight 

v.hile ashore (Smith, pers. conm. , 1978) . The females return to sea 

after a short spell ashore but nost of the energy gained during these 

feeding forays is .transforrred into milk for the pups. The latter 

gain v.Bight rapidly during the first weeks of life (Figure 2:11). 

The adult females lose a substantial percentage of the post-partum 

weiglit \mile feeding their young (Bonner, 1968). However, there 

is no information available specifically for the New Zealand :Fur Seal. 

The Leopard Seal , . Elephant Seal and Hooker's Sea Lion also visit 

the Qiatha..'TIS. Adult males of these species weigh circa 600, 8, 000 

c::u2d 700 pounds respectively. Their arrival from the .. subantarctic 

breeding grounds in winter would probably IIDre then corrpensate 

for seasonal reduction in Fur Seal nurrbers. 

The ceiacea _ may also be regarded as a seasonal resource 

. (Appendix 2 :5). }\vo whale species and the ConnDn Pilot Whale are 

IIDSt likely to have been available in surrrrer. Gray's Beaked Whale 

and the HU1T1pback are present in autrnm. Toe Southern RLght 1\11ale 

mi.grates past the area in winter. A further six whales species 

and,at least tw:> cblphins are either present all year or known only 

from undated records. Therefore, in Hddition to the perennial seal 

breeding colony and winter arrival of the larger seal species, 

1k>riori of the Durham area may have benefited.from occasional 

strandings of any of at least 17 cetacea. 
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birth. The absence of significant sexual dirDrphism at 2~0 days in Crawley' s 
(Figure 2: 11) data p:rd::>ably results from SIT1c.1.ll sample size. 
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'lhe density of fish in CllathanE waters is extremely high _ 

(Waite, 1909; Young, 1923). Concentrations of certain species are 

known to exist on the offsho~ cod and groper "grounds" and inshore; 

that is, within 100 nBtres of the shore and 10 to 20 metres of the 

surface. 'Ihe inshore zone is particular)y r,ich i.::1 prirmry and other 

marine life due· to increased light penetration, temperature gradients 

and turbulence {Colinvaux, 1973). 'Ihe fish species known to be 

present from published sources, Mcilwraith 's. (1976) survey and the 

archaeological bone identified by the author may he divided into 

inshore and offshore species. 'Il1ey may be further organised into 

groups (Append.:L'{ 2:6) according to the methods required to catch 

each species in quantity (after B.F.Leach, 1976). 

'Ihe seasonal rrovements of fish in the Cllathams area have never 

been adequately studied (Paul, 1979. ). !vbreover, 

the severe limitations of the official records of COOITBrcial fishing 

· in the Cllathams (Anon, 1928-1974) rrean that meaningful seasonal 

probability distributions (Leach B.F., 1976: 436-456) cannot be 

produced for individual species. Therefore, the use of fish as 

seasonal indicators must be limited in the present study to the 

g-eneral effects which are known. to occur in rmny areas of New Zealand. 

Littoral resources are abundant in the Durham area at present, 

particularly at Kauaeroa, Waihora, Stony Hill and Point Durham 

where larg-e areas of intertidal platform are exposed. Toe principa.l 

resources are shellfish, fishes, crustacea, kelps and seaweeds and 

echinoderms. These are described be low in terms of the four zones 

in which they occur; the upper shore, above mean sea level (M.S.L.); 
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lower shore, M.S.L. to rrean low water during neap tides (M.L.W.N.); 

the kelp zone, which is inrr:ediately subtidal for the purposes of 

this description, and the offshore zone. 'The latter slopes aviay 

from the kelp zone to approxi.nntely 3'.) fathoms about one nautical 

mile offshore before descending to much greater depths (Knox, 1957; 

Chart 2). This zonation is based on a series of published and 

other works on shoreline ecology in the Chatham:; and elsewhere 

(Oliver, rn21; Knox, 1954, 1975; Ivbrton and MillAr, 1968; 

Stephenson and Stephenson, 1972; Mcilwraith, 1976). · 

The tidal range experienced at the Chathams is small due 

to its oceanic location. 'Ihis factor and the generally steep 

gradient of the Durham coast oculder beao..'1es restrict the extent 

and irrportance of the upper shore. Srrall crevice-dwelling rrollusca, 

chitnrs and barnacles are COI1TIDn, but of little inportance to man. 

The seaweeds present are discussed below. 

The local !impet (CeUana strigilis chathamensis) is important 

along the seaward margin of the upper shore with ~ Me l_agraphia aethiops_ 

i_Dit&ma. digna and a chi ton (C.peUiserpentis). Mcilwraith (1976) 

recorded densities of Di Zoma sp. of up to 185 per square rretre . 

. Paua ( Haliotis- iris) is the rrost inportant rrollusc of the inter

tidal-lower shore region of the Durham coast, particularly in terns 

of current COimBrcial value. Mcilwraith (1976) recorded densities 

of up to 40 juveniles per:_ square rretre, the larger specimens 

having been taJrnn recently. "fi. australis is also mnnerous while the 
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other species (H. virginea) was found to be scarce throughout 

the coastal survey. 

The proportion of major shellfish present changes markedly 

towards the lower shore. In particular Haustrum haustorium :Lll.creases 

in frequency, Cookia suZcata is particularly conspicuous at and 

belowM.W.L.N. while the echinoderm (Evechinus chZoroticus) 

literally carpets the bottom in areas of the lmv--er shore (Mcilwraith, 

pers. corrm. , 1976) . It is seldom exposed by the tides but can easily be 

collected in shallow·water. The barnacle (Chamaesipho brunnea) is seen 

down to the margin of the lower shore and the kelp zone (}brton and 

¥..iller, 1968:378). BuccinuZum sp. and Trochus viriaZis occur down 

to six metres below M.S.L. (Mcilwraith, 1976). The shellfish species 

identified from the Waihora middens are listed in Appendix 2:7. 

The kelp zone includes two species of D'urviUea: D. antarctica 

and D. caepestipes. Other seaweeds and kelps recovered by 

Mcllwraith (1976:85) and identified by M.J. Parsons are listed in 

Table 2: 7. T'ney occupy both the sub and intertidal zones . Some 

species may have been collected as food. 

TABLE 2:7 

(A) 

(B) 

SEAWEED SPECIES COLIBCIED DURING THE MARINE SURVEY 

OF SOUI'HWEST COAST, 1975 (.AFIER Mcilwraith,1976: 

Table 2) 

Intertidal Species 

Horrnosira banksii 
UZva sp. 
Intertidal species found in Rock Pools 
CheiZosporum wardii 
Cystophora scaZaris 
Cystophora retrofZexa 
GZossophora ku:nthic 
HaZopetris spiciera 
Zonaria turneriana 

Colour 

Brown 
Green 

Red 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
·Brown 
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TABLE 2: 7 (Contd) 

(C) Stibtidal Species 

Carpophylus maschalocapum 
Carpophyllum plumosa 
Desmarestia firma 
Ecklonia sp. 
Hymenena serncostata 
L(J);)rencia thyrisfera 
Pterocladia lucida 
Lesaoma variegata 
Xiphphora chondrophylla 
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· Colour 

Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Red 
Red 
Brown 
Brown 

At this latitude foods collected from the littoral zone trn1st 

be regarded as seasonal resources. Inshore sea conditions, 

largely detennined by swell and wind speed and direction, limit the 

periods in v,.hlch efficient shellfishing is possible (vide Anderson, 

1973) in all seasons on the Durham coast, particularly winter. As the 

shellfish middens are all dated to within the period of greatest severity 

of the Little Ice Age (Lamb, 1977) the shellfish.ing activity they 

represent is likely .to have been limited to periods of a fev;r days in 

the calmer months of surrrner and irregular, shorter intervals during the 

other seasons . 

. · CONCLUSION 

Marine foods were overwhelmingly important on the Durham coast. 

They included a wide range of species from large rnarrrnals and sea birds 

to rnollusca. These existed at widely separated trophic levels of 

the marine food web (Colinvaux, 1973) and therefore fonned a diverse 

and stable.economic base (Fitzhugh, 1972). Location of the Chatham 

Rise within the zone of subtropical convergence results in the presence 

of exceptioru.~ lly rich marine resources. The Bounty-Campbell Gyrall 

. and Ekman currents move cold, nutrient-rich waters across the Bounty 

Trough, vmere depths reach 1,750 £~thorns, north up the constantly 

rising flank of the Chatham Rise to less thar1 250 fathoms (Burljng, 

1961; Knox, 1975), along the crest of the Rise and around the islands 
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(Knox, 1957) . These waters surface in several areas near the Chathams 
' 

and west along the Rise (Garner, 1959). Unusually high levels of 

priffig.ry marine production (Bradford and Roberts, 1978), reflected 

in abnormally high chlorophyll levels (ibid) and squid schooling 

(Gaskin, 1973), are also known to occur near the islands. 

Concentrations of marine marrrnals and pelagic birds (Gaskin, 1972) in the 

Chathams area are primarily due to this factor (see also Heather, 1966). 

In contrast, the terrestrial foods were limited in number, size 

and availability. The number of non-coastal terrestrial birds present 

was limited by biogeographical factors (Fleming, 1962; 1979; MacArthur 

and Wilson, 1967). Coastal birds were much less aggregated than the 

marine species. M:3.j or plant foods, apart £ran the fern root, ;;,ere concentrated 

within the narrow corridor of broadleaf forest on the coastal terrace. 

The larger and 100re gregarious bird species were also fotmd in the very 

restricted and vulnerable habitat. The Polynesian rat was the only 

land rnarrrnal present, apart from man. 

The spatial and seasonal distribution of the major food 

· resources has been established where possible. Fur seals were available 

at the nearby breeding colony. Penguins bred and rroulted on or near 

the- boulder beach, particularly under the dense protective cover 

of the Urtiea sp. nettle. Shags were clusteJ;"ed in b:i:-eeding groups 

on·the coastal promontories anci low cliffs of the area. Prions 

and the Diving Petrel would have been fmmd in the crevices of these 

cliffs. The mutton-birds appear to have formed their breeding colonies 

some distance from the sea on the crests of low.leading ridges. 
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The areas around the colonies were forested during their occupation, 

however, the fire-induced clears of the inland terrace were less than 

200 metres away. Forest birds would have been most aggregated in 

the autumn season when they could be speared or snared on the berry

producing trees of the broadleaf forest. Wetland birds were 

not plentiful in the area, except at the Lang Pond, due to the shortage 

of open wetland._ Rails and other forest edge birds w:iuld be £01.m.d 

in the clearings, wetland areas and on the fire-induced clears. 

Finally, the shoreline was a major potential resource zone, 

especially in the four areas in which largG :intertidal platforms 

were exposed: Kauaeroa; Waihora; Stony Hill and at the Long Pond. 

Af"cess was undountedly restricteJ. in part at least to the sunrner 

· months. The major resource zones of the Durham area are shown in 

Figure 2:12 (See also Figure 2:2). 
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INTROOUCI'ION: 

Excavation was concentrated on sites in the Durham area 

.where it seemed a pattern of sites was found which might represent 

a synchronic prehi.storic settlarent pattern (Figure 1:4). There 

follows a revie~ of the excavations and analysis of their 

structural and economic data. Specifically, Chapter 'Il1ree 

reviews the excavation of the Waihora village (C240/283), 

four coastal middens (C240/266,273,277 and 689) and tv,D inland 

sites (C240/680,681). All these excavations followed a standard 

set of procedures. (See Appendix 3:1) Cb.apter Four deals 

with the structural evidence found on the Waihora site. 

A perspective view of a reconstructed house is presented 

after discussion of posthole patterns and other evidence. 

Chapter Five reviews the faunal and artefactual 

assenblage from the Waihora site. The analytical methods 

which were applied throughout the study are outlined in 

Appendix 3:2. Chapter Six describes the naterial recovered 

from ~he very specialised coastal middens, while Chapter Seven 

discusses the inland sites. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE EXCAVATIONS 

SFrl'ION l: WAIHOP.A 

The surface evidence found on the Waihora nnund was 

discussed in Chapter One. TI1e excavation plan used was designed 

on the basis of the superficial evidence to allow a thorough 

understanding of the site. 

'Too five by five metre excavation areas were laid 

out over the lenticular bird and seal bone middenon the inland 

margin of the site (Areas I and II). 'I\vo further areas were 

positioned on the shellfish middens (Areas III and IV) near 

the crest of the nnund. The eastern 11Dst of these v.,n..s expecte-<l 

to encroach on the margin of the "Cooking area" indicated by 

a dense surface scatter of heat-fractured stones down the 

south side of --the nnund. The fish bone midden on the northern 

margin of the site was covered by a single five by five metre 

area (Area V). A snall annex (Area Vb) was dug into the intact 

. and grassed area to the west . This was to establish the 

~epth ?f cultural material eroded off the exposed surface of this 

quarter of the site. Three adjacent five by five metre areas 

(VI, VII and VIII) were laid out on the central and seaward 

margin of the site ·where a series of stone-lined hearths appeared 
. 

on the surface. The excavation areas were positioned so that each 
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contained a hearth and so that each hearth was in a different 

quarter of the area. 'Ihis arrangenent was designed to nnximise 

the chance of recovering the JX)Sthole pattern of at least one 

residential structure. 

strategy, 

The excavation of the burial area followed a different 

The superficial scatter of human bone was mapped 

and tv.o twenty by ten metre excavation areas (Al·eas IX and X) 

were excavated. They were turfed and then trowelled and spaded 

down to natural. One of them was JX)Sitioned over the greatest 

concentration of human bone .. The othe:;..· was laid out in an area 

·where further intact burials were expected to occur. The intact 

burials recovered were excavated in 1. 5 metre squares within the 

larger grid of Areas IX and X. The distribution of excavation 

areas is soown in Figure 3:1. 

Cultural stratigraphy on the site never exceeded 
., 

40cm in depth. Four layers and the initial deflated surfa.ce 

were identified in ITDst areas. The effects of occupation of 

the surface of the site are surrmarj_sed in Figure 3: 2. The 

nDund is a relic sand dunerepresenting an earlier, lo~Br sea 

~level ·at approximately 7000 B.C. (Ibdson and Kirk, n.d; Jenks, 

n.d. ). A thin mantle of water-rolled pebbles was deposited on 

the surface of the dune .. They ~re very probably storm thrown 

as is suggested by their concentration on the seaward areas of 

the nDund. Wellman has advanced the alternative hYJX)thesis that 
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that they were disgorged by sea lions hauled out on the dune 

(Wellmm, n.d.); an explanation that has been advanced by 

Flaning (1951) for,pebble de:[X)sits on the Auckland Islands. 

It is, hoVtBver, tu.1likely to fit the evidence equally well in 

the prer,ent case (D::xiron and Kirk; n.d.; Jenks, n.d. ). The 

pebbles had the effect of stabilising the surface of the seaward 
.. 

margin of the d~e and vegetation was subsequently established 

over the rround. A sandy soil horizon v.ould have developed under 

this vegetation. It is shown as Stratum B in Figure 3: 2. The 

pebble layer is shown as Stratum C. The coarse-grained and horro-

geneous sand of the rround is represented by Stratum D (Figure 3:2). 

Jenk's (n.d.) established it to be over 2.7 metres deep oelow 

excavation Area IV. He recovered a wood sample from the boulder 

beach on which the dune was deposited. This was radiocarbon dated 

+ to 6920 - 110B.P. (Instltute of Nuclear Sciences, Lower Hutt). 

OcqJpation of the rround disturbed its natural vegetation 

cover substantially. A cultural deposit accumulated on the 

surface of the pebble horizon. It formed the main cultural 

layer on the sites with its internal lensing, postholes and 

middens. The pebble mantle was penetrated by bone and other 

cultural debris which was trodden into the surface. The pebble 

layer itself therefore becaire a second eultural layer (Layer 2). 

Postholes were dug from the surface of Layer 2 (Figure 3:2), 

through the pebble .ma.trix and j11to the sand beneath. The upper 

20 cm. of the sand was darkened by a general humification due 

to the presence of organic cultural material above. This 
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deposit was r61Dved as layer 3. Ari. arbitrary Layer 4 was 

raroved from rrost excavation areas to check posthole identification 

made in the upper layers. Structural evidence showed up ver; 

clearly in the b·cight yellow natural sand. 

The last archaeological unit to be mentioned here 

was the first encountered· on the site. When the Waihora site 

was first reportE;J it was described as a "site 40 by 20' 

in an eroded sand blow .... there is rrore under the grass" 

(Simrons, Ms., 30th January, 196.4). In the fifteen years 

since tbat rep:Jrt was made the gTass cover has been lost from the 

rest of the site and som2 deflation of the cultural surface 

resulted. This produced a light scatter of loose cultural rraterial 

over the nDlmd. It was termed the Initial Deflated Surface and 

treated as a separate stratigraphical unit during excavation. 

It was, however, separated from Layer 1 only by natural events 

which hav~ occurred since the abandorurent of the site. The 40 
,, 

by 20 foot sandblow mentioned by Simmns is now a large hollow on 

the northern edge of the site where cultm·al rraterial has been 

deflated at least 50 cm. down from the level of the cultural layer 

·, around the edges of the deflation. 

This ITDund surface has now been effectively stabilised 

by a stock proof fence and the sowing of suitable grasses. A low 

weed veg2tation is developing on the rmund. It is shown as 

stratum A'in Figure 3:2. 
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A brief description of the stratigraphy and structural 

evidence found within each of the five groups of excavation 

areas (Figure 3:1) i$ given below. 

Areas I and II: 

The cultural deposit in this midden area on the inland 

margin of the rrounJ. never exceeded 25 cm. in depth. It consisted 

of the Initial Deflated Surface material ( I .D .S ~), a dense layer 

of bone (L.1) and the natural sand. The layers followed the 

convexity of the rround along the long axis of the excavation areas. 

The surface below Layer 1 was thoroughly searched for structural 

evidence but nothing was found. The pebbles were present below 

Layer 1 as a scatter through the top of the sand rather thrm as 

a distinctive layer. 

Areas III and IV: 

Stratigraphy in this area on the highest point of the 

rround consisted of the I.D.S., a midden layer (L.1) which was 

only 4-10 c~. deep, the pebble rratrix of Layer 2, and 

finally Layer 3. Layer 4 was rennved only in Area IV . 
. • 

Plan and section views of the area are shown in 

Figures 3:3 and 3:4. 

over the excavation. 

All layers were thin and continuous 

Layer 1 lensed out to the east. It was 

15 cm. deep at the western baulk and 4cm. deep at the other 
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bau1k. C The density of pebbles in I.ayer 2 increased markedly 

from east to west; that is, towards the seaward slope of the 

nnund west of its highest point. 

~ 

A number of lenses andpostholes were defined. These 

occurred in I.ayer 1 or on the surf ace of Layer 2. 'I\ro 

ftresC(X)ps and a midden lens found ir' the southwest comer 

of Area IV are held to represent food preparation activity. 

Three IX)stholes near the peri!reter of the firescoop shmvn as 

Lens D (Figure 3:3) nay represent the the renains of a semi

circular windbreak, placed betv,-een the fire and the prevailing 

wind. A similar pattern is repeated in the northwest ~~arter 

of Area IV with a firesC(X)p (Lens A) present between the two 

miq_d'::!n lenses (E and B). However, the postholes adjacent 

to these features fonn no discernible pattern. Similarly, postholes 

found in Layers 3 and 4 below Lens B cannot be interpreted at 

present .. 

Area III contained only two lenses. No postholes were 

evident in the area. One of the lenses, midden Lens B, nay have 

been related to a firescoop outside the excavation. The lens (A) 

on the eastern side of the area is an oval ash deposit representing 

a snall but probably sustained fire on the sand-pebble surface 

of Layer 2. 
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Areas V and Vb: 

This area contained evidence of the cooking of fish and 

sorr:e shellfish within a single cultural horizon which was 
I, 

built on the surface of Layer 2. The excavation was planned 

to recover rraterial from a fishlx>ne concentration eXJX)sed on the 

surface and to establish.the anount c-f deflation which had occurred 

on this part of the sound since 1964. 

The stratigraphy consisted of the I .D.S., a thin layer 

1 which lensed out over the fishbone concentration and, finally, 

Layers 3 and 4. A plan v~o,w of the features on the surf~ce of 

Layer 2 is given in Figure 3:5. with a North-South section 

(Figure 3:6). '!he fishbone concentration was the IIDst prominent 

feature on the surface of Layer 2. It was surrounded by a scatter · of 

fishbone and shellfish, four ash lenses, a rough hearth and a total 

of sixteen postholes. All of these features were judged to be 

contemporary. The hearth was not a stone-lined hearth of the 

sort found in Areas VI , VI I and VI I I. It was instead an alignrrent 

·of s.nall pebbles and fire-fractured stones which fonn':;d a 

right-angled corner from tv.-D straight sides (Figure 3: 5). The 

~substantial ash lense in Area V may have been made of rake out 

from the hearth. Alternatively, fires in unexcavated parts of 

the site nearby may have accounted for the fonnation of this 

lens, as well as for the two snaller lenses on the southern 

boundary of Area V. 
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'Ihe postholes defin~d'in Area V fonn no clear pattern 

and cannot be interpreted at present. 'Those in Area Vb fonn 

a single oblique line across the area and may represent a wind

break protecting the cooking fire represented by Lens A. 

The possibility that this line~of postholes represents the 

eastern wall of a house or other structure should not be over

looked. Ho\\ever, no spec~fic interpretation is possible at present. 

Areas VI , VII and VI II : 

Occupation here first occurred on the surface of the 

pebble horizon, Layer 2. It resulted in the formation of four 

major layers ru1d mnmrous lenses, postholes and stone str·11ctures. 

'Ihe I .D.S. was present over the whole area. Layer l consisted 

of a shallow but dense de!X)sit of occupation debris. P..rtefacts 

were particularly conspicuous. There was very little midden 

present outside the extensive but thin lenses in Area VII. 

Layer 1 represents the gradual bui;J-d-up of the living surface 

during continued _occupation of the general area. 

Hearths were built on the surface of Layer 2. Post holes 

were cut foto it and lenses of various compositions were fonred 

911 its surface. Cultural material was incorporated into Layer 2 

by acq.ldental rmvement. Layers 3 and 4 were deeper here . than 

elsewhere, reflecting the density of occupation on this quarter 

of the site. The excavation of Layer 4 ·was a valuable check 

on the posthole pattern defined in Layer 3. A north-south section 

is given in Figure 3: .7. The post holes defined in Layers 3 and 4 
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are shov..n in Figure 3: 8 with the hearths, lenses and stone 

structures found.on or about the surface of Layer 2. It is 

assumed that the lX)Stholes were contempJrary with the other 

structural evider,ce. A total of 59 lX)stholes, 3 hearths and 

7 lenses are represented. 

A p~t~ern of alignment is evident in the structural 

evidence. It is iirst suggested by the parallel orientation of 

the hearths in Areas VI and VIII. Fu..rther, six major lines 
I 

of postooles can be fonned ITDst economically from the distribution 

s~own in Figure 3:8. Each of these is aligned along the sarre 

axis as the hearths in Areas VI and VII: that is, southwest to 

northeast. The presence of two large rectangular houses is 

suggested on the basis of this evidence in Chapter Four. 

The intern1t..-"'Cl.iate lX)rtion of the excavation shows no com

parable a}-ignm.:mt. The hearth there is circular :in fonn and 

surrounded by.-a series of ·midden lenses. The leeward margin of 

one of these is circled by an arc of slim postholes suggesting 

the presence of a fence retaining the midden. The 1X)Ssibility 

that the open hearth and midden complex in Area VII represents 

the earliest evidence on this part of the site rema:ins open. It 

does appear to have been confined tQ an unnaturally limited 

space by the construction of the Area VIII house in particular. 

On the oi;her hand, the housef,, to the north and south oould have 

afforded badly needed shelte.r from the wind while artefact and 

food prepa.ratj_on went on around the hearth in Area VII. This and 

other lX)Ssible interpretations are discussed in 0-,.apter Four. 
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The Burial Areas IX and X: 

The reoovery of superficial bone from the region between 

Areas VI, VII and VIII has been described above. Dennison's (n.d.) 

original data on the distribution of this nnterial are given 

in Table 3: 1. He recovered bone frol'Il 14 discrete locations 

iI?, December, 1974. The area was searched again in Nove.11ber, 

1975 after the foreshore area had been divided into 20 by 10 

rretre rectangles. 

Four relatively intact burials were reoovered. They 

were prinnry burials in the crouched position. Burial postures 

are described in detail in Chapter Four. TI1e stratigraphy 

enoountered is represented in Figure 3:9. 

Chronology: 

Seven securely provenanced charooal samples were 

radiocarbon dated. These are kn.own to have contained different 

corrbinations of locally available·wood species (Table 2:1). 

They returned contemporary dates which are sho\~1 in Figure 3:10. 

The provenances and calibrations of all the radiocarbon samples 

:run are .given in Table 3: 2. Unfortunately, Areas I and II did 

not contain any charcoal other thc.m a . few scattered fragments. 

They oould not, therefore, be dated by this rreans. 

The nitrogen assessrrents made on human bone apparently 

contradicted the oonclusion of contemporaneity for all dated areas 
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TABLE 3:1 I.JXATION OF SUPERFICIAL HUMAN BCNE,.WAIHORA 

(after Dennison, n.d.) 

Bo ne De . t' scrip ion * D'st 1 ance f ran 

Tibia eroded medial fragment 0.65m 

Fam.tr and 
fragments of -- 24.8Em 
hip bone 

Clavicle large, left 57.45m 

Scapula medial portion 54,9Qn 

Left Humerus 
2 fragments of -- 59.6(:m 
Scapula . 

1 Calceneum 
J - I 

Tibia medial portion, ~ 63.34m 

1 Carpal a.11d 
rib frag;nent left 70.76m 

Humerus distal portion, left 85.6Qn 

Fanur 2 snall fragments 90.14m 

? Humerus fragment 103.3Qn 
.. 

Femur subadult, left 124.2Em 

1 Metatarsal fragment l20.5Qn 

1 Femur in soil 111.50 

' 
1 Thoracic 

vertebra, 1 
Radius, Ulna 
2 Metacarpals, Clustered in area 
and frag;nent Of 0.30 X 0.3Qn 111.7Qn 
hip bone I 

I Femur left 88.0 m 

* See Figure 3:1 

P *D' t lS ance f ran 

3. 7Qn v.est 

24,9Qn west 

6.22m \\€St 

16.6Qn west 
--

14,65m ~BSt 

14.6Qn west 

12.36m west 

19.06m v.BSt 

11. l&n \vest 

9,lQn ~BSt 

1.40n east 

~ 0.65m west 

4.0 m west 

16.2Qn east 

15.9Qn east 
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on the Waihora site indicated by the radiocarbon evidence. 

Houghton (1976:6) re!X)rted nitrogen levels ranging from 1.19 

to 4.33 percent and interpreted these as indicating: 

"the impression that Burial II is from a considerably 

earlier period than the others. The Burial II 

nitrogen level is corrmensurate with death about 

1500 A.D. The other values suggest ::..nternm:3nt about 

1800 A.D. and the texture of the scattered bone 

suggests they also belong to this later period". 

Houghton (1978:261) has since published data on tooth wear in 

the Waihora burials and stated the dates of intennent as 

"1400 for the younger Chathams individual, and about 1800 

for the older". 

The present author, hov.ever, takes the view that a 

clear derronstration of a high and consistent correlation between 

the results of nitrogen, radiocarbon and other dating methods is 

necessary before results can be interpreted at this level. 

Sorre results obtained to date show no such correlation. Radio

~arbon. dates and nitrogen a...ssessments are slnwn for six New 

Zealand sites in Table 3:3. They agree in two cases. Age 

estimates based on nitrogen levels are older than those based 

on radiocarlxm dating of charcoal in :::->ne case. The reverse 

applied in the remaining three cases. Such a range of variation 

between radiocarbon dating and nitrogen assessment suggests the 

urgent need for further research on these and other dating rn?thods. 
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TABLE 3:2 RADIOCARPDN DATES FOR THE SOOrHWFSI' CDASJ: SITES 

Site Provenance C14 Age w.r.t. C14 Age in 
New'i'f, and Secu- Years·A.D. 
lar. Correction 

Area IV/23/lens D 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 

Area V/ 15/lens B 46C :f: 40 1490 ± 40 

Are~ Vb/7 + 2/L.1 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 

Area Vb/6/layer 4 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 

Area VI/18 + 19/layer 1 420 ± 60 1530 ± 60 

Waihora. Area VII/l +2/layer 2 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 

(C240/283) (stone structure 2) 

Area VIII/6 + 7/layer 3 450 ± _30 1500 ± 30 

Area IX/Burial 1 490 ± 310 1460 ± 310 

Area IX/Burial II 620 ± 70 1330 ± 70 

·" 

[ Area I/2/laye= 2 
ClIA 250 ± 90 1700 ± 90 
(C240/681 

!>-

[ Area II/19/Crust of layer 2 440 ± 70 1510 ± 70 
ClIB Area II/23 + 24/Base of Ash 259 ± 90 1700 ± 90 (C240/680) , - lens within L.1 

i)-
[ Area I/lOa+lOcjBase of (Modern 200 200 years 

me · layer 1 years B.P.) 
(C240/689) 

.-Area I /2d/Base of Layer l 210 ± 140 1740 ± 140 

:.r . Te Ngaio 
(C240/277) 

.iµ-ea I/13/layer 2 L.2 . 380 ± 50 1570 ± 50 

Ohinanamao 
(C240/?73) Area I/20/layer 1 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 

~· 

Pokiakio 
(C240/266) Area I/6/layer 3 450 ± 30 1500 ± 30 
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In the present instance human bone collagen from 

Burial I is radiocarbon dated to 1460 ~ 310 years A.D. 

Burial II is dated to 1330 ~ 60 years A.D. (Figure 3:10). 

Neither of these dates supports Houghton' s (1976:6) est:irrate of 

the age of the burials, although the order of interment suggested 

by the nitrogen levels is corroborated. 

More specifically, radiocarbon dates based on human 

bone collagen, at least within the time. range of the New '.Zealand 

sequence, tend to be older than those based. on charcoal (Davidson, 

1978). This trend is clear in Table 3:3, though it may not hold 

for all cases. A general ~iscrepancy of approximately 100 

years is suggested by the data in Table 3: 3. If the means of 

the dates for the Waihora burials are advanced by this 100 year 

interval; that is, up to 1560 and 1430 A.D., for Burials I and II 

. respectively then these est:irrates span the age range for the 

cultural level on the site inferred from radiocarbon dates based 

on charcoal °(Table 3 :2; Figure 3: 10). 

In view of the ambiguities which at present surrolilld 

the use of nitrogen levels as an absolute dating m2diwn (Table 3:3; 

Ortner et al, 1977) it is concluded that the evidence at Waihora 

suggests occupation on all areas of the sites and the-interment 

of the burJals during a single short period, probably no longer 

th.111 a century, in or about the sixteenth century A.D. 
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TABLE 3:3 AGE ESTIMATES BASED 00 NITRO'.JEN LEVELS AND RADIOC.ARIXN DATES 

*dates given new T! and secular correctior 
**not known with T! or secular correction 

***dates given old T! without secular 
correction 

I .. , Radiocarbon Date Nitrogen Assessmept Difference Years 

Site Collagen Charcoal % Age (Charcoal Date - Nitro-
gen Age) \. 

630 ± 40 BP.* Post - 1500 A.D. 

(N.Z.4347, human (Law 1975) 1.5% "about 1400 AD." > 100 years Motutapu bone collagen) \ 

N38/30 (Davidson, 1978) (Houghton 1977) 

520± 71 BP.* 185 ± 71 BP.** "late eighteenth 
I·., (N.Z. 4346, human (N.Z. 1168) 4.0 century'' 

V.ctutapu bone collagen) . 
(Davidson,1972) (Houghton, 1977) 0 

N38/37 (Davidson,1978) 
1~, 

450 ± 30 BP.* Modern ( :>- 200 BP. ) ~' 

.Motutapu (N.Z.4348, human (N.Z.4349, charred Burial I 3.61 "early eighteenth 
l N38/25 tone collagen) bracken fronds) Burial II century" 0 

(Davidsoo, 1978) (Davidson, 1978) 3.46 (Houghton, 1977) I - I 
I 

Pooled Age of 1180 Burials A 1.28 
±12*** B 2.88 

Eastern Palliser (N.Z.1505 759 41 E 1.99 sixteenth-century 
Bay -- and 1511 782 41) F 3.44 (interpreted fran >400 years 
N168/22 (Leach B.F.,1976: -- above) Mean 2.39 Appendix 4) -

(Leach B.F., 1976: 
Appendix 4) 

Eastern Palliser 470 ± 70*** 3.32 late seventeenth 
Bay -- (N.Z.1638, VvDOden century (as above) >200 years 
N168/27 artefact with burials 

I - -
689 ± 66 BP.*** I 

Eastern Palliser (N.Z. 1315) 1.57 · circa 1400 AD. :>400 years 
R1y (Leach B.F.1976: \ 

N168 _9E_2 - I Append.ix ,1) I 
- - "- .. ----·- . 

I 

! 
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SECI'ION II THE CDASTAL MIDDENS 

Introduction: 

Four coastal middens were excavated. Three of these 

were·daninated by paua, a situation typical of many such sites 

found on the coast of the Durham area and along the Southwest 
.. 

Cbast as a whole. They were located a;:. Pokialdo, Ohinemama.o 

and Te Ngaio. 

The fourth.coastal midden was a dense seal bone midden 

situated on a low river bank terrace 300 metres north of the 

Waihora rround. The methodc· of excavation used were those 

mentioned in Appendix 3: 1. Adjustments were made where necessary. 

These are mentioned in the discussion of each asserrblage. The 

location and stratigraphy of each site are described below. 

Pokiakio (C'24Q/266) 

The Pokiakio site is located on the leeward side of 

-- a snall prorrontory at the southern end of the· Wa,itangi tuff cliffs 

JHay et al, 1970 ; Figure 6). The midden consisted of three 

cultural layers stratified over a compact natural surface of 

weathered yellow-brown tuff. 

layer I was a thin deposit of fragmentary shell and 

friable brown soil. It was eXJX)sed over rrost of the ,site and 

J 
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reflected recent damage to the surface of the site by stock 

animals. I.ayer 2 was a deep and dense shell layer,' containing 

very large numbers of paua (HaZiotis iris), limpet (Cellana 

strigi"lis chathamensis) and Cook's Turban (Cookia suZcata·). 

Very little bone was present. There were no artefacts other than 

a few flakes of chert and no soil develOP'J'Bnt within the layer. 

Many of the paua shells were nested and showed no signs of 

bun1ing. 

Layer 3 1,vas a dense mass of charcoal and ash with 

sare heat-fractured stone. Although the surface below Layer 2 

appeared to contain a nurrber of layers or lenses these could not 

be follmved during the excavation of Layer 3. This body -::>f 

• rmterial was the result of successive snall fires and rake out. 

It was treated as a single stratigraphical unit •. · A section 

diagram of the fukiakio midden is shown in Figure 3:11. 

Oh:irr:marnaD (C240/273) 

Thj_s midden was found on the inland edge of the boulder 

_ beach, 15 n:etres from the sea, approximately 4 km southwesi: of 

Pokiakio. The site is positioned in the lee of a dyke running 

northv,est into the sea. It is therefore very protected from the 

prevailing winds. 'Ihe midden area, approximately 3 by 3 metres, 

was expo-:'.ed on the surface and a much larger area of charcoal 

soils and heat-fradtui-ed· stone was found to extend som:: 40 rretres 

inland along the foot of the dyke and up to 10 metres from its 

base. No portable artefacts were found in this area. No 
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midden was found outside the sna.11 area excavated, although test

pits ~Bre dug over the whole site on a 2 by 2 TIBtre grid. 

A 5 by 5 metre excavation area was laid out over the 

exposed midden. A single cultural layer of densely packed 

shellfish was found in a rrntrix of grey soil. 'I\ro discrete 

lenses were defined. One of these contained ash and charcoal. 

The natural surface beneath the midden was the boulder beach with 

ovoid lx>ulders up to 50 cm. in diarreter present. A section 

of the site is sl'Dwn in Figure 3 : 12 . 

Te Ngaio : (C'240/277) 

This site was also located on the inland rra.rgin of 

the boulder beach. It was covered with a dense turf and 

although a 2 by 2 metre grid of test-pits was laid out over 

inmediate vicinity no midden and only a few scattered artefacts 

were found outside the dense concentration excavated. 

Layer I was a dense shell layer with nested paua being 

particularly conspicuous. layer 2 consisted of a rich black 

- charcoal soil with a few heat-fractured stones and SOffi9 scatters 

df ash.· The natural surface was the boulder beach. Stratigraphical 

sections are shown in Figure 3:13. 

rnc: < C'240/689) 

The seal bone midden was located during the intensive site 

survey of the Durham area. (Figure 1:4). The first test pit revealed 
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a dense layer consisting of broken Fur Seal bones. Test pits 

were laid out on a five metre grid. They revealed a dis~ribution 

of cultural material over an area of 60 by 14 metres. The bone 

midden was the cer1tral component of the site. All other areas 

within the site appeared to reflect activities which were 

compleirentary to the butchering of the seals. A large area 

of charcoal rich soil was found by the bank of the creek. It 

extended for alrrost 20 metres along the stream. The balance of 

the site consisted of a discontinuous scatter of large flakes, 

possibly flake knives used in flensing before the butchered 

carcasses were heaped onto the bone midden. 

A 6 by 6 metre area with a 50 cm. baulk was laid out over 

th~ dense bone midden area. Only half of this area was excavated 

due to the density of the bone in the cultural layer. The 

stratigraphy after turfing consisted 0f a subturf soil, the 

dense bone midden layer 1 ru1d the natural substrate. This last 

was a hard compacted brovm soil which gave way to a weathered 

basalt 30 to 40 cm. below the midden. Small pebbles were scattered 

on its surface. These may have been stonn-throv1n or brought to 

the site as gut content in seal carcasses. A section of the site 

is shown in Figure 3: 14 . 

The excavation procedure outlined in Appendix 3:1 

was rrodified in view of the density of bone encountered in Layer 1 . 

As Smith (1977) intended to reeonstruct as rrn.i.'1y of the fragrrentary 

bones as possible and record the distribution of various body 

parts through the midden each metre square was divided into four 
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50 by 50 cm. subsquares. All bones were provenanced to these 

quarter squares. The complete bones were bagged separately, 

frag;nents of s:ingle bones were collected carefully and bagged 

together wherever possible. Only the smaller. fragirents 

were sieved as there was no significant reduction of volUTIE 

achieved through field siev:ing of the general material. In 

fact, it rrErely damaged the bone material and took up valuable 

field tirrE. Sma.l:! .. er fragrrents were wet sieved through !" 

mesh using water from the nearby stream. Teeth were rerroved from 

the sieve before wet sieving but undoubtedly some were lost. 

They were not used :in the calculation of mininn..rrn numbers. 

Total samples were kept from 15 percent.of the excavated squares. 

Chronology of the Coastal Middens: 

Charcoal samples were recovered from each of the 

coastal II?iddens and dated after v.ood species present had been 

identified .(Table 2: 1). The dates from Te Ngaio, Ohinermmao 

and Pokiakio clearly dem::mstrated the contemporaneity of these 

sites with the occupation at Waihora. (Figure 3:10). Tne 

-, tm:> dates from rnc are later. The earlier one overlaps with 

:the means of all the Waihora dates at minus t,ro standard 

deviations, suggesting at least the possibility of contemporaneity. 

The nndern age of the other sample is puzzling. No trace of 

Maori or European material was found during the excavation. The 

flal(es present strongly suggest .a prehistoric age for the whole of 

the der:osH as does the position of the bone midden as the central 

component of an extensive site. 
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SonE possible sources of contamination may be identifed. 

Firstly, the mid.~n has been compressed since its deposition. 

It was once a sizeable rround of rotting carcasses. When found 

it was barely 10 cm thick. The long process of decomposition would 

have involved the breakdown of viscera and flesh remaining on the 

bones as well as loss of sarE part of the organic comr:onent of 
.. 

the bonP- itself. This entailed heightened chentlcal exchange with 

the at,rosphere, presumably while the site was open to the air. 

The dates obtained may therefore represent the date at which 

this process stopped and the site became closed to the atnnsphere 

rather than the beginning of deposition of the midden. 

An attempt soould have been made during the excavation to 

date deposition of the bone material using charcoal fran the 

concentrations near the creek bank. These are very probably 

contemporary with the bone midden and vvould not have been effected 

by the proces~ of decomposition. 

Ironically, the range of nitrogen assessnents for the 

seal bone in rnc supports the author's suggesticm of greater age 

;ror the deposit than is suggested by the present radiocarbon dates. 

The observed nitrogen values range from 1.00 to 2.03 percent 

which may jndicate the deposition of the bone over a period of as 

much as 300-400 years (Houghton, pers. comn., 1977; Smith, 1977). 

The author contends that· the arc seal bone midden is 

· prehistoric in age. There is nothing in the available accounts 

of European sealing in Southern New Zealand (McNab, 1909,1913) 
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to indicate that a midden such as this could have resulted from 

that strategy. On the other hand, 1briori hunters are recorded 

(Baucke, 1922) as having rerroved seal carcasses from the colonies 

to ensure return of the breeding an:imals. It is further argued 

that the interval over which the middsn was deposited coincided 

at least in part, with the occupation of the Waihora site. Dating 

of sampl2s from parts of the site unaffected by the decomposition 

of the midden v.ould be necessary before this problan could be 

finally resolved. 

SECTION III 'IRE INLAND MIDDENS 

Intrcxluction: 

'I\x.D inland middens were excavated. They were found on 

opposite sides of Ridge III (Figure 1:4) during the intensive 

survey of the .. Durham area. They are located approximately 1 km 

from the sea and 60 metres above mean sea level (NZMS 270/Ci33A 

and 033C) . 

CHA: (C240/681) ,__ 

This site v;as exposed in a shallow bull-wallow on a low 

and very exposed ridge leading from the peat swamp of the 

Waihora gully floor to the crest of Ridge III. A series of test 

pi ts wa.s dug on a 5 by 5 metre grid around the midden area 

exposed in the wallow. It revealed a discontinuous scatter of 

midden, flakes and c1'..arcoal patches within an elliptical area 
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approxinntely 40 rretres by 15. A dense midden area, consisting 

largely of bird bone and shellfish, approximately five rretres by 

seven, was the focus of the excavation. '1\\0 five by five ITBtre 

adjacent excavatJ on areas were laid out. One of these was the 

dense midden area. The other covered an area containing at least 

two charcoal lenses. 

Stratigraphy consisted of a subturf dark soil, the single 

cultural layer (Layer I) and natural. Layer I v.ias a dense midden 

dep::>sit in Area I and included the two charcoal lenses in Area II. 

'These t\\O dissimilar horizons were judged to be contemporary and 

designated as interrelated parts of a single cultural h0~izon. 

No evidence of p:::>stholes or other structural evidence was found. 

Th~ very small number of artefacts present included SO!D2 flakes 

and a single bone awl. A section view of the excavation is 

presented in Figure 3:15. 

QIB ( C240 / 680} 

Tnis site was found under a_ Pinus radiata shelter belt 

on the northern side of Ridge III (Figure 1:4). It is between 

the crest of the ridge and a srrnll, recently straightened and 

'deepened stream. This stream drains from the inland terrace down 

into the extensive swamplru1d of the northern rrost of t~e study 

area. The stream was rrodified, to prevent flooding of the nearby 

horrestead, sorretime soon after 1952. 
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The site consists of a dense body of midden, approximately 

12 rretres by 7. The standard grid of test pits failed to locate 

any evidence outside this area. Natui-al and other sections in the 

vicinity were toor::mghly searched for evidence of occupation 

related tD the midden but nothing was found. TI1e conclusion reached 

is that there were no substantial structures ass:::iciated with this 

site. It follows that settlarent here is rrost likely to have 

consisted of recurrent short intervals of occupation rather than 

a single long period of settlement. 

The stratigraphy included a thick turf, which had 

developed rE->cently under introduced .grasses, a subturf d2-rk roil, 

the midden Layer I and natural. The latter was a hard clay-silt, 

reflecting the former high level of the nearby stream. The sub

turf soil was remved as a single non-cultural horizon. The 

surface of Layer I showed a major disturbance in the centre of 

the baulk. between Areas I and II. TI1is was found to be filled 

with sheep bones; It was excavated inmediately after the subturf 

dark roH and the contents discarded. The excavation of Layer I 

followed and no major internal stratigraphy wa.s encountered. 

There were, however, sane snall ash lenses present which represented 

fires built on the midden at intervals during its deposition. 

The base of Layer I was found to merge with the 

underlyi11g natural surface. An interrrediate horiwn, called the 

Crust of Layer 2, was defined and partially excavated. It 

consisted of midden from I.ayer I which had been pressed down into 

the wet natural surface and then set there when the water table was 
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lowered by recent drajnage. A scoop hearth was evident in the 

surface of the natural material. It had presumably been built 

there in s:unmer when water flow in the creek was minimal. It 

represents Lhe earliest occupation on the site. A radiocarl:xm sample 

was excavated frcm the middle of the scoop ('fable 3: 2). 

After the use of the scoop hearth a substantial arrount 

of midden v::is deposited over the area. The midden deposit is all 

clearly prehistoric. Artefacts found incl_ude a schist club 

(see Chapter Five) a mnnber of flakes and sorre bone awls. Some 

rf!cent damage has been done to the site. A section diagram is 

given in Figure 3:16. 

Chronology bf the Inland Middens: 

Charcoal samples were recovered from CHA and CTIB, 

identified and dated. The two dates for CHB suggest that occupation 

there had begun at least by 1510 A.D. and that it continued for 

some ·tim2; perhaps after 1700 A.D. The earlier date is within 

the range of means for the Waihora site and McilwTaith 's coastal 

middens. The second date cares within the range of the Waihora 

dates only at minus two.standard.deviations. 

The single date for CHA is later than the Waihora dates. 

Other snall charcoal lenses or scoop hearths within the GIA site 

Il"ight have returned dates later than the one obtained. 

The important point for the present study is that the 

radiocaroon dates obtained indicate that at least the beginning 
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of the exploitation of the inland resources in the Durham area 

was conterrqx>rary with the occupation of the Waihora site and the 

coastal middens. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

STRUCTURAL EVIDENCE ON THE WAIHORA SITE 

nmmucrrrn 

The first section of this chapter surrrnarises evidence of 

postholes and other features which were found on the Waihora site. 

This is interpreted in Section II on the basis of historical evidence 

of Moriori structn.res. 'lbe burial postures are described in Section III, 

the. village plan is outlined in Section IV. 

Section I : The Archaeological D/idence 

Areas I and II contained no postholes or other evidence 

of structures. No clear pattern was evident in the distribution of 

postholes in Areas III and IV, except on one group of three postholes 

which were found in a semi-circular align.inent around the side of a 

firescoop (Lens D, Figure 3:4). A two-sided hearth fonred of small 

pebbles was tlie central structure in Area V. (Figure 3: 5). 

'Ihe postholes in Area V, do not form a clear pattern. 'Ihere is however, 

a single stra:i.ght line of postholes, set across the direction of the 

prevailing wind, in Area Vb each of the posts in that line was small 

~.nd vertical. 

There is a dense concentration of structural evidence in 

Areas VI. VII, and VIII (Figure 3: 8). Six parallel rows of postholes 

are evident. 'Ihey occur in two groups of three and there is a· stone

linE:d hearth in the centre rmv of each group. Post holes in the 

central lines are larger (I<igure 3:8,Table 4:1) and fewer in number 



Tal).Le q : .l l'osthoJe Mea.surerrents, Areas Vl, VII and VIII >'· t) 

Asterisked postholes are those supported by stones. All rreasureimnts 
are in cm. 

Posthole Nurroer North-SOuth East-West Depth from 
(Figure 3:9) Diarreter Dia.meter Base of L.2. 

1 14 14 15 
2 25 23 10 
3 20 18 
4* 15 17 20 
5 14 16 22 
6 10 12 16 

I>- 7 13 12 17 
8 10 14 17 

.9 17 21 
10 8 10 7 
11 .14 10 9 
12 20 24 

[f 13 15 . 14 10 
14* 25 25 31 
15* 23 22 29 
16 22 25 
17 14 12 18 

1. 
18 16 14 18 

I' 19 14 12 16 
20 17 19 23 
21 15 13 12 

>- 22 9 11 14 
23 20 14 9 
24 14 12 15 
25 15 14 17 

ll 26 16 14 15 
27 13 15 11 
28 10 8 11 

:,. 29 12 14 
30 15 16 

·' 31 9 11 16 
32 10 9 18 
33 9 10 18 
34 

., 
12 12 20 

35 16 16 18 
36 10 8 16 
37 9 6 10 

1r 38 9 20 17 
39* 17 16 18 

.. 40 19 14 22 
41 16 22 27 
42 20 22 25 
43 20 16 19 

L 44 16 14 11 
45 15 17 .19 
46 10 14 16 
47* 28 25 40 
48* 22 19 32 
49 '12 14 16 
50 12 21 
51 14 11 13 
52 20 21 18 
53 16 16 20 
54 10 14 16 
55 12 20 
56 10 12 14 
57 12 10 8 
58 · 14 16 14 
59 26 21 11 
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than those in the side rows. 
I 

A+l postholes are vertical. 

Sotn:3, particularly the two major postholes in each central line, 

are supported by water-rolled or fire fractured stones. 

'Ihese have been packed into the sand around the !X)sts. The stones 

around postholes 14 and 15 (Area VI I Figure 3: 8) were fire 

fractured hearthstones.· 'Ilrree large cobbles, representing a canplete 

f orrrer hearth, were f o:nned when the pieces of stone in each of the 

postholes ~rere glued together. 

The large area excavated in search of burials contained no evidence 

of postholes. 

Section II: Historical Evidence of Moriori Structures 

Unfortunately there are no illustrations or detailed 

~Titten records available of Moriori cooking structures. 'Ille 

interpretation offered below of this aspect of the evidence must 

therefore be made on an a priori basis.. However I five types of 

Moriori habitq.tion or house structures are known. Records of their 

construction are presented here as an aid to the interpretation of the 

archaeological evidence. 'Ihe five recorded types are: 

(i) Arbours 

(ii) Single screen wind breaks 

(iii) Circular huts 

(iv) Inverted V-shaped structures 

(v) Roofed and walled rectangular houses 
·, 
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'This classification is m:xlified fran one offered by 

Richards (n.d.). 

'Ihe arbours were seen by Broughton at Kaingaroa in 

November 1791. He wrote; 

"the woods were in many places formed into 

arbours by bending the branches while young and 

enclosing them with srmller trees11 (q"L1oted in Vancouver, 

179'2:87; see also Johnson, quoted in McNab, 1914:505). 

'Ihe arbours would leave no postholes. Jefferson (1955) believed the 

dendroglyphs in the forests of the north and east of Chatham Island 

had been carved around arlxm.:-s. This assertion was not proved, either 

by her survey· or Simn::ms' excavations in the area (Ms., 1933-1934). 

as, 

Single-screen windbreaks were described by Parker (Ms. , 1833) 

11C9nsisting merely of a few posts set in the ground 

with the intermediate spaces filled up with fern or 

dry grass forming a kind of screen to· keep off the 

wind with a half roof like a thatch. 11 

parker was in the Chathruns in 1833, apparently in early SllllID:;r between 

the albatross season ( August-Septerrber) and November. This view· is 

based on comnen ts in the surviving fragment of his diary (Ms. , 1833) . 

'Ihe structures he described would be represented archaeologically by a 

single line of vertical or oblique postholes. 1hese would be of srmll 

diatTBter and be well-spaced. 
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'l\vo types, of circular huts are described. 'The first 

' is mentioned in Taylor's (1870:17) Te Ika a Maui which is not a 
. . 

primary source. It is in fact very heavily influenced by a late 

and den:igratory view of the Moriori. Taylor wrote, 

"formerly ... their houses, if they could be called 

that, were made by a few poles reared together over a 

circular pit, two or three feet deep, covered with sods, 

thus forrning a cone-shaped but with a small hole in the 

north side just large enough for a man to creep in, 

which was closed by a. bundle of sedge or other substance. 

Probably this was the sjmplest form of habitation we 

are acquainted with ... in these miserable holes they sat 

huddled together with their children between their knees 

for warmth. '' 

Travers (1877:21) reports his son's description of a s:Lm.lar 

structure rmre sjmply. . It was a, 

"rough shelter, conical shaped, comprises. . . of a circle 

qf~poles drawn together at the top and then thatched ... 

a trench was dug to carry off the rain water." 

This type would be represented archaeologically by a circle of oblique 

postholes, a few ITBtres jn diameter, in rrost cases these would be 

·:-arranged around a shallow depression with a low raised rim resulting 

fran the collapse of the sod walls. Taylor's (1870:18) description 

:i.Iq:,lies the use of long slender poles in construction rather than 

substantial posts. 
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'fue inverted V-shape d structures rr.ay be divided into at 

least two types on the basis of size and pennanency. 'The smaller type 

is reported by several authors (Welch and Davis, 1870; Koche, 1873:553; 

Tregear, 1904:557; Baucke, 1922. 

Welch and Davis' ( 1870: xcvii) description is the most 

succinct. They claim that, 

"'Their only dwelling place consisted of two poles stuck 

in the ground and a cross piece one to the other, against 

which a. few branches of trees were placed in sloping position 

with sane flax leaves to fonn a shelter." 

Another exanple is docllITBnted by Skinner (1923:75) who presents a sketch 

of a rectangular Moriori house without either corner posts or upright 

walls. It was built over a shallow excavated floor. The sketch was 

made by Skinner on the basis of infonnation given to him by 

Mr R. McClurg, an elderly resident of Te Roto, where the house apparently 

once stood. 

, Larger structures of this type may also have occurred 

(Shand, 1911:179) Williams (1898:344) was told of, 

"inverted V-shaped huts, constructed of tree ferns and 

toi--f;oi grass, often sufficiently large to accorrmxlate 

twenty to thirty persons." 

~Another source describes a srr.allbut evidently nnre permanent house of 

this form. 'The young Travers (Travers, 1877:21) took a set of carved 

planks off a Moriori house and sent these to the Ixxn:inion Museum, 

Wellington. Skinner (1923:76-77) and Richards have attempted to 

reconstruct the heigbt and breadth of the house from these. Richards 

n.d.) noted. that they, 

, .. 
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"seem to be from the end wall of an inverted V-shaped 

house, for at their upper end they·have been sawn with 

metal tools to make a 45 degree angle. As their forked 

centre-pole stands 5 feet 2 inches high and was cut across 

at ground level this hut was less than five feet wide 

at its base." 

These conclusions are essentially the same as those reached by Skinner 

(1923:76), although he referred to the structure, perhaps mistakeni.y, 

as a social hall. It does appear too, that the opinion that the end 

of the planks were below ground surfac.e is an assumption by Skinner, 

perhaps influenced by the McClurg sketch. It is not mentioned in the 

Travers publications (H.H Travers, 1868, 1868a; W.T.L. Travers, 1865, 

1871,1877) This point obviously effects the credibility of both 

the Skinner and Richards size reconstructions because the pla.11.ks could 

have corre fran a walled hc'ise. 

Known variants of the inverted V-shaped type would be 

represented archaeologically as follows: 

I. 

II. 

After the Welch and Davis (1870:xvcii) account: two 

·vertical posts, probably similar in d..i..arreter and depth, 

separated by a distance of about two metres. This distance 

is unlikely to have been exceeded without the use of 

a central post supporting the ridge pole. 

After the McClurg drawing (Skinner, 1923:75):a line of 

substantial posts and two parallel lines of oblique stake 

holes equidistant from the centre line. These might be 

difficult to define archaeologically. The structure is likely 

to ha~-e been built over a shallow excavation. 
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III. After the Skinner/Richards reconstruction of the Travers 

' house: a series of centre line posts and two pai,allel lines 

. of oblique stake holes separa~ed by approximately five feet 

(1.52m) or 2'6" (1.26m) each side of the centre line. 

Engst's various and contradicatory accounts of the Moriori 

contain reference to a large, rectangular house type. Richards (n.d.) 

has translated an Engst manuscript held in the Florance collection in 

which Engst recalled, 

"there has also been shown to rre by sarB Morioris, a pla,ce 

where they had a very large house, whether for winter lodging 

or for a place of assenbly I cannot say; but how it was built 

was minutely pointed out to rre, ... the ground plan is rectangul 

twice as long as broad, the uprights were put in the ground-

(shaped or staked) of the hardest durable tinber which 

grows there, and the roof parts are fastened on the uprights 

with flax string; then the whole is overlaid with bark of 

the ake ake tree; at least all is covered, sides and roof 

with the water flax that grows in the Whanga(lagoon). 

Ch the one side of the gable is the door, and on both sides 

of the door is a large hall as broad as the whole building. 

I speak here of a tirre when neither Maori nor any other 

foreigner were arrongst them." (Ehgst, Ms., 1900) 

An abbre"vr:i.ated version of the account was given to Schauinsland by 

Engst soon after 1897. It was canpiled by Weiss (1901). The follo,ving 

quotation is taken fran Dennison's (1976) translation. It is reported 

that: 
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''their large houses, like a great barn, had a door in 

the gable side, giving entrance into a great roan; above 

and on both sides of the door were three windavs. 

The uprights, prepared fran . ake ak~ a very durable 

hardv,rood were simply dug into the earth. 'The bark of 

this tree.overlaid with a long water flax or grass, thickly 

covered the walls and roof. 11 

Richards' (n.d:6) translation is only very slightly different. 

Field evidence of a structure of this type rna.y have been f ow.1.._: 

at Tenant's lake by Skinner (1923:76) for he reported, 

''a rectangular depression marking the site of a very large 

house, 72 feet in length and 12 feet wide". 

An. attempt was made by the author to relocate this site but it wa..s 

not successful. Several oblong depressions were found but all proved 

to be natural, relating to erosion of the limestone substructure. 

Sim:rons (1964:57) reported three "Prehistoric Villages" 

on Chatham Island. Each of them contained rectangular depressions. 

SirrnDns' data are given in Table 4:2. The Matangi-nui site (C'240/54) 

~TABIB · 4 : 2 FIE:lD EVIDENCE OF RECTANGULAR HOUSES FR0\1 SIMMCNS ( 1964) 

Site No. 

50 

51 

80 

location 

Kaiara 

Te Matarae 

Matangi-nui 

Depressions 

"four or five ... 6"x5'x6'' ... " 

"about 5 ... 8' xfi I x6" and 6 'x5 'x6" ... 

''three ... are rectangular 8 'x5 'x6'', 
one ... rounded of 12' dirureter. '' 
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was visited by the author and test-pitted. No cultural 

material was found in the area in front of the cave .. The depressions 

i]1 the vicinity are natural. 

'!he other two locations were not revisited. Most 

importantly, the location of a large Moriori site at Ka.i.ara was 

confinred by Mr Regnaul t, the fonrer landowner (Begg, 1977). 

'!he site is about 7 km north west of Waihora. It may represent 
. . 

the second and only other major settlement site on the Southwest 

coast of Chatham Island. 

The large rectangular.house type mentioned by Engst would 

be represented archaeologically by parallel rems of vert:ical posts. 

'!hose in the centre rem would be largest in diameter and depth. 

'!hose on the walls would be smaller but more nurn2rous. The ''hall 

before the gable" or verandah would be a conspicious feature of the 

sheltered end of this house type. It should be noted here that this 

type was.not established as being of prehistoric age by either 

Engst's accounts or Skinner's field evidence. '!he features expected 

in the archaeological recprd for each of the 'five habitation types 

described above are shown in Table 4:3. 
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TABIE 4: 3 ARQIAEOLCGICAL EVIDENCE OF KNCWN HABITATION TYPF.S 
- ' 
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LIVING STRUCTURES 

The posthole pattern presented in Area~VI and VIII 

matches the one expected of rectangular houses (Table 4 :3). It 

does not fit any of the other expected patterns. Therefore the 

presence of two such houses is suggested. Their· plan measureID.'?nts 

were at least 5.2Cm.·. by 3.5Cm for the Area VI house and at least 

5.50m by 2. 70m for the one in Area, VIII. (Figure 3:8) The area 

excavated was not extended to include the ends of either structure 

due to shortage of' tirre. HC/1.,\Bver, it is rrost likely that the door 

to each house was on its sheltered end. 

The posthole pattern present in Area: VII is less clear. 

'I11e presence of three midden lenses and a concentration of 

over 300 flakes in a single metre square adjacent to the hearth 

(Appendix 4:1) suggest that this area was used for sare food 

preparation and the manufacture and use of artefacts. Darestic 

activity such as hook and net making, skin and fibre working and 

the manufacture of stone tools may all be repl:-esented by the arte

facts found in Area VII, as well as within the two house structures 

(see illustrations and discussion of the Waihora artefact assemblage 

in Chapter 5). The curved line of postholes (numbered 31-34 around 

the J.eeward perirreter of lens C, Area VII suggests a low fence designed 

to stop midden being blown across the settlement. The group of post

holes in the northeast of Area VII includes two straight lines. 

These are fran 3?-23 and 23-21 (Figure 3. 8) However, no specific 

interpretation is possible at present. It is important to note that. 

these postholes are smaller and shallower as a group than postholes 

of the centre lines in Areas VI and VIII (Table 4:1). 
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A speculative recoostruction of the above ground 

portion of the houses is now possible. For this purpose a 

rectangular ground plan is assumed (Figure 4:1). Ll.ght stakes 

were placed at short and fairly regular ir1tervals to fonn. the walls 

Flax and fern r.-.... w have been interwoven around these stakes to 

fonn a low but windproof vertical wall (Figure 4:2). These walls 

must have been low to withstand the strong prevailing winds. They 

.are shovin to be 40 cm. high in Figure 4 :1. The gable on these 

structures woul<:l also be· low. It is shown to be 1.5 m. high. 

It is known to have been supported by at least two major posts. 

A single beam is suggested for the apex of the gable. (Figure 4:1). 

The roofing material may have consisted of four elerrents (Figure 4: 2) .

In view of the strong cold winds which are characteristic of the 

area a continuou..s layer of punga (Cyathea sp, or Dicksonia. sp.) 

beams may have been placed frorn the low outside walls to the gable. 

rlhls would then have been covered by fern and flax to make it rain 

and wind proof. Strips or ake ake bark would have formed the outer 

surface of the roof. These can be up to 40 cm. wide and. could 

be overlapped to form a sound roof. Llght rails or some alternative 

material must have been lain along the outside of the roof and 

bolll1d to its inner structllre with strong cord, presumably of flax 

fibre. This would serve the essential function of holding the roof 

together despite the wind. (Figure 4:2) This reconstruction' 

applies equally to the structure represented in Area VI. 

The issue of whether a verandah was present must remain 
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open. However, it is possible that the sheltered end of the 

Area VIII house is represented by a line through postholes 42,49 

and 55 and that the charcoal lens beside this line represents a 

fire which was actually inside a porch or verandah. This possibility 

is assurred in Figure 4:1. The reconstruction of material tJsed in 

house construction is based on Richard 1s (n.d.) corrpilation 

of historical data on Moriori houses. 

COJKING S'IROCIURES 

There are five places within the site at which 

archaeological evidence of cooking structtJres was encountered. 
. . 

The hearth in Area VII, which was discussed above, must: be counted 

as one of these, a.1 though there is only a small annunt of 

midden per se in the vicinity. The hearths within the houses, 

however, are not seen as having this function. The postholes beside 

the Area VII hearth may represent a rack or sare other structure 

associated with food preparation or storage. 

The ash lens and straight line of·postholes in Area Vb 

(Figure 3:5) is a second exarrple. The posts were all vertical 

and slender but they were all set at sare depth in the sand. 

The.presence of a low w:ind break similar in design to the house 

wall illustrated in Figure 4.2 is suggested. Food was cooked in 

a small fire in a shallow scoop hearth now represented by the ash 

lens (lens A, Area Vb). 
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'!he "hearth" .in Area V also represents cooking 

activity. Its juxtaposition with the concentration of fishbone 

suggests that fish were brought in a.nd cooked over a fire contained 

within the hearth. 

The. ash lenses fotmd in Areas III and IV also 

represent cooking activity. These areas lie on the periireter 

of a large "cooking area" (discussed in Chapter One) which covers 

the southern flank of the m:nind. '!here the surface is covered 

by burnt shellfish and bone, heat fractured stone and charcoal. 

The midden found within the two excavated areas was evidently 

cooked here over low fires set in shallow scoop hearths. The 

only clear evidence for the erection of shelters around a cooking 

fire in this part of the excavation is seen in the three postholes 

which fonn a curved line arotmd the windward side of ash lens D 

in Area IV. Again, a lQW vertical wall similar to the house 

wall shown in Figure 4.2 ma:y te represented by the excavated evidence. 

Toe cooking area was test-pitted at three discrete locations. 

The fire .fract.ured stones were not fotmd in hang~. When in situ 

they were fotmd in shallO\v scoops, the fire evidently being lit 

on the stones. They are therefore taken to represent hearths 

used in the cooking of marine marrrnal blubber and flesh. 

The.basis of this interpretation is Baucke's (1922) description of 

the "roasting" of blubber. 'This would account for the concentration 

of seal bone in Areas I and II (Table 5 :4). 
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'Ibe absence of hangi frcm at least the excavated 

portion of this site is noteworthy. It relates to the sandy 

nature of the substratum here and not the cultural repertoire of 

the inhabitants. Successful ftangi may not have been possible 

in this site t.:;cause of the rate of heat loss away frcm the 

centre of the oven (Sutton, 1971; Gillies, 1979), which would 

occur in sand. 

Section III: Burial Postures 

The small and fragrrBntary sample of human bone recovered 

frcm Waihora represented a minimum of 14 individuals of which on_ly 

fOlLt were relatively intact. Age at death and sex data for the 

collection are presented in Table 4:4 (Houghton, 1976, see 

also 01apter 8) . 

Evidence of four m)des of burial was recovered. TI1ere were: 

1. . r prir_nary burial in an upright flexed posture with sare 

variation in the position of the lirrbs. This position was ·used 

in the inter:rnent of Burials I, III and IV. 

2. primary burial in a reclining flexed posture with 

hands on the chest. This IID<le was represented in Burial II. 

3. prhnary burial in a supine posture. This was evidently 

used in Burials V, XII, and XIII. 
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4. secondary burials in stylised canoes. This practice 

was represented by two exposed and badly damaged burial "canoes" .. 

Che of them contained human bone when is was discovered. 

Each nnde of burial is discussed below with information 

on sex and age at death, and the health of each of the individuals 

for whon:i burial posture can be reconstructed. No grave goods 

were found with any of.the burials. This represents a remarkable 
, 

departure from the earlier burials found at O.Venga which contained 

rich Archaic grave goods (Sirrrrons, 1964). This contrast is 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

THE UPRIGHT FLEXED POSTURE 

Burial I represented a male, about 33 years of age 

at death. PalaeodeITDgraphic data for this and the other burials 

are discussed in Chapter 8. The burial posture is shown in Figure 4 : 3. 

The relevant features of the posture in this case are the tight 

flexing Qf the legs, with the left foot cro~sed over the right, 

the ankles drawn up tightly into the groin, the hands are clasped 

over the knees. and the humeri are placed straight da.xm the sides 

of the thorax. 

The procedure of interment was as follows: a conical 

grave 1,vas dug (its shape in cross section is shown by the dotted line 

in Figure 4:3, the large flat foundation stone was put into 

position and the corpse put·into the grave sitting upright on that 

stone and supported by a large flanl~ing stone being placed on either 

side of the corpse. TI1e grave was then filled up to the mid-thora-'< 
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level and a flat capping stone :was placed over the knees. 

A smaller bo~lder was placed behind the head. The grave was 

then filled in. The top of the skull protruded above ground 

level at the ti.Ire of burial, as shown in Figure 4:3. 

Burial III represented an old man, aged about 50 years 

at death. Bone atove the mid-thoracic region was lost due to 

erosion, however, the fonn of the grave and procedure of int ennent 

can be reconstructed. The grave was conical (Figure 4 :4). 

A suitable stone was placed in the bottan of the grave and the 

corpse interred. The posture used was very similar to the one 

described for Burial r, except that the elbows were dra~n together 

in front of the rib cage, in this case. A circular stone was 

placed over the feet and the back was supported by sorre smaller 

stones placed behin9- the middle of the back. A large flruudng 

stone was then placed at each side of the corpse and the grave 

filled in. In was dug on the seaward side of a large flat roc.k. 

The cranium rested back against this stone (Figure 4 :4). · The skull 

again pro~rude~ above grOlmd level. 

Burial IV was the third and last example of the upright 

flexed burial posture recovered. It represents a male aged about 

40 y~ars at death. The burial posture was identical to the one 

described for Burial I. The grave was subrectangular. The corpse 

was placed in the grave without a fou.ridation stone. Stones were 

then placed behind the buttocks, over the crossed feet and in front 
'\ 
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of the shins. Larger fla..r1.king stones were positioned on 

each side of the corpse to maintain its upright position. 

In this case there was no capping stone over the knees. 

TI1e burial is illustrated in Figure'4:5. 

RECLINING FLEXED roSTiffiE 

Burial II was the only example of this posture 

encountered. The remains represent a•ma1e, aged about 26 years 

at death. The corpse was buried in a broadly conical grave 

(Figure 4:6). It was placed on a small foundation stone and then 

laid down or back on tr.,.ree ·slab-shaped boulders. The hands 

were placed over the chest. The · legs lfere drawn up tightly 

onto the abdaren and the chest of the corpse, the chin was 

then placed down or very near the hands. 'Iwo sizeable stones 

were then placed on the shins of the corpse and a large flanking 

stone was placed on each side. The gTave was then partially 

filled· in and a large capping stone placed over the knees before 
.( 

the grave was filled in up to normal gTound surface. It is 

.possible that the corpse was bound into the burial posture away 

from the grave and then simply put in place as a tightly flexed 

and bound body. 'The burial posture and surrounding stones are 

shown in Figure 4:6. 

PRIMARY SUPINE BURIAL 

The available evidence for the use of this style is 
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less clear. The positions in which the fragrrentary remains of 

individuals VXII and XIII were found suggested the use of a 

supine posture. Each of these individuals were represented 

by fragments of bone which were found in orientations and 

positions which suggested that they represented complete 

skeleton in supine posture. 

Burial V represented a female aged 20-30 years 

at death. She was represented by a left tibia, ferroral shaft, 

a right lateral incisor and a few other fragm3nts. These were 

found near the present ground surface suggesting burial in 

a shallow grave. The rest of the skeleton had been lost due 

to decorrposi tion and erosion of the gro.1:1nd surface. , 

Burial XI~ represented a male aged about 30 years. 

Again, fragm3nts of bone were discovered in an arrangerrent which 

suggested primary supine burial and subsequent loss of nnst the 

skeleton d~ to erosion. 

Burial XIII was found nesrby. It represents a female 

aged between 40 ru1d 50 years at death. The position in which 

the remaining bone material was found suggests supine burial. 

SECDNDARY BURIAL IN S'IYLISED CANOES 

1'wo stylised canoes were found on the crest of the 

boulder beach near the northern end of the site. One of them 

contained the mid-shaft portion of an adult human left femur. 
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Unfortunately there is no assessrrent of age and sex for the 

specirren in Houghton' s report . ( 1976). It was, . however, fran an adult.· 

Other human bones found in the vicinity may be attributed to the 

canoe burials. The procedure involved may be reconstructed as follows: 

the corpse wi:;.s laid out or possibly buried for a time to 

allow decomposition of the flesh and separation of the major 

bones of the s.1{.eleton, these Ji?ere then scraped or cleaned by 

sorre other method, possibly rubbed with ochre, and then 

bound into a tight bundle and tied onto the canoe. One of the burial 

·eanoes was canplete. It was 1. 9m long, 21. 5 cm in diarreter and 

tapered to a rough point at both ends with a slab of timber 

cut out of one side to fonn a flat platfonn onto which the bones 

would have been tied. This platfom1 was 15 cm. wide and 1.20 m. 

long. The other canoe was represented by an end fragment. 

This was 75 cm. long and 20 cm. wide. The end was rounded 

off fran two sides and the bottan to form a more typical canoe 

prow fonn. The log fran which the canoe was made had been 

adzed.flat along one side. This surface forrred the top of the 

canoe:. · It has been hollowed out to fonn a steep sided inner 

cavity which had a narrow flat bottan. There is little doubt 

that the other end of the canoe would have had the same appearance. 
\ 

An intensive search was made for other pieces of ~D<Xl fran the 

canoes . fuwever, nothing was found. 
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The distribution of all the human rermins recovered 

from the burial area at Waihora (see Table 4:4) is shown 

in Houghton (1976~. The 1nore intact burials are shown with the 

orientation of each skeleton. 

Section IV: The Village Plan 

The Waihora site consisted of a series"~ 

of synchronic and functionally interrelated activity areas 

which fonn an integrated village plan. The activity areas are: 

the burial area, houses, food preparation areas and the middens. 

The distribution of these areas is described below. 

The burials were consistently placed in a narra,;,r 

strip of land between the houses and the sea. Three of the 

four IIDre . .intact burials face radially out from the centre 

of the site. There was very little cultural material in this 

zone other than the burials . It was set aside as a burial 

area and certain rules evidently applied to ;its use. 

The nurrber of houses which stood on the site at any one 

tinB cannot be established beyond doubt. However, the distribution 

and ~aximum possible nurrber of houses on the site can be assessed. 
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Eleven canplete or broken stone-lined hearths were found 

within a cres,centic area on the west and particularly 

southwest of the rmund. The distances between 

the hearths are snnll suggesting that the houses were either 

tightly packe~, or that they succeeded each other. 

Alternatively there may have been rmre than one hearth 

per house. It is important to note here that clusters of 

fire-fractured stones similar to those around postholes 14 

and 15 in Area VI would have been recognised and counted in 

the search for hearths outside the excavated areas. Those 

in the Area VI represent fonner hearths fran within that 

house which had become unsuitable for use. This 

indicates that at least that house was used for a considerable 

bme. 

'Ihe orientation of the excavated houses is signific=int. 

It would minimise resistence to the winds from the southwest 

quarter_ ;Nhich are the prevailing arid strongest winds on this 

coast. (Figure 2:5) Similarlv the deployment of the houses 

within an arc on the windward side of the rmund is not without 

method. It would have created a sheltered area in the middle 

of the site. No hearths or middens were present in 

this area. It was testpitted at several .points along the 

principal axis of the site (AB in Figure 3:1), and found 

to r;,.C; covered by only a very thin cultural stratigraphy. 
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The open area bears a striking similarity to the 

Maori marae f onn (Bellwood, 1970; Errory, 1970) , except 

for the evident absence of a whare nui (rreeting house) 

and the proximity of danestic houses. Ho.vever, the 

author takes the view that this open area was not a marae 

in any meaningful sense but rather that it consisted of two 

zones. 'The first, which was adjacent to the houses, was 

used for shelter, sane food preparation and a wide range of 

· darestic activities. 'The second zone is _an interval of 

physical and social space (see Prickett, 1974, for a discussion 

on this eoncept in relation to spatial relationships within 

Maori hotises) which separated the houses and burials together 

from the opposite, profane side of the site anct the activities 

carried on there . 'The internal di vision of the open space in 

this way is supported by the highly structured distribution 

· of artefacts across the area ( see for example Appendix 4: 1) , 

The middens were small, separate and quite m.1rrerous . 

'They also.occurred within an arc, although in this case it 

was the direct opposite of the one formed by the distribution 

of the houses. It includes the northern and 

western flanks of the mound and a small area. on its crest. The 

excavated middens have very different canpositions in terms 

of the relative frequency of shellfish (Appendix 5:3), fish 

(Appendix 5:2), seals (Table 5:15), and birds present in each. 
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Date. on ~_he spatial distribution of the bird material is not 

presented below but a very large proportion of the bone was 

recovered from Areas I and II. :No s:i.mple explanation of this 

is evident. It is not a sea,;onal effect, nor a.re 

resources beL.,:; cooked at the point on the mund which is 

closest to the area from which they were taken. Finally, 

in view of the specialisation of sorre of the middens it is 

IIDSt unlikely that each one represents the cooking activity 

of a separate family unit. The pattern may be a reflection 

of the Mor;i.ori attitudes to the food resources in question 

(see Bul.mer, 1976). 

'Ihe cooking structure~ within the site are all in 

intenrediate post ions, perhaps not unexpectedly (Levi-Strauss, 

1969). That is, they separate the middens from the 

houses and burials. In surm:ary, this is a planned village 

settlerrent. The plan is rather IIDre than a strategy to 

maximise comfort. It is an intriguing possibility that the 

layout represents a series of oppositions between sacred and 

profane aspects of Moriori culture; in one case burials 

on the one hand and the middens on the other, (see Prj_ckett, 

1974), the exposure of the plan of the Waihora site facilitates 

comparison with archaeologically and ethnographically known 

villages fran other parts of Polynesia (see for example Firth, 

1959; Green, 1967; BellV,Dod, 1978) .However, such a study is 

beyond the scq~e of this dissertation. 



Table 4:4 Age, Sex, and Burial Postures at Waihora 
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. Burial Aga at fuath Sex . Burial Posture 
Nur!lber 

(. 
I Circa 33 Male Upright flexed 

II 26 Male Reclining flexed 

III 50 Male Upright flexed 

v IV 40 Male Upright flexed 

V 20-30 Fenale Supine 

0- VI 30-40 Male Unknown 

VII 14-15 Unknown 

VIII 4~50 Male Unknown 

IX 7-8 Unknown 

X 20-30 Female Unlmown 

XI 15-20 Unknown 

XII 30 Male Supine 

XIII ;' 40-50 Female Supine 
i,-

XIV 7 Unknown 

1-
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CHAPTEB, FIVE 

THE WAIHORA ASSEMBLAGE 

This chdpter contains a description of the midden material 

and portable artefacts recovered during the Waihora excavation. A 

large amount of midden was recovered fran separate midden areas on 

the.nnund. It is reported as a single assemblage because the discrE:te 

middens have been shown to relate to a single short phase of occupation 

( Chapter 3) . 

The faunal assemblage is described in tenns of the major 

resource categories outlined in Chapter 2. These are: 

(i) Terrestrial Resources; ·birds, freshwater fishes, the 

Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans) and plant foods. 

· (ii) Marine Resources; birds, marine mamnals, fish and 

littoral resources. 

Section I: The Faunal Assemblage 

Terrestrial Resources: 

At least.1461 individual birds were identified fran at 

least 61 species in the Waihora assemblage. Forty-five percent of 

these indi victuals were fran terrestrial species. The minimum number 

per species for birds frcn1 each of the four terrestrial habitat groups 
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defined in Chapter 2 are listed in Appendix 5: 1. This shows birds 

associated with the forest-edge and broadleaf forest habitats to have 

been the llX)St llllportant. In lx>th cases a snall group of two or three 

species v.ere selectively hunted. All the others were of only minor 

importance. Sel<.?~ted'spec~es in the forest-edge habitat were Dieffen

bach's rail, a parakeet and the snipes. The heavy and conspicuous 

tui and pigeon ~Bre selectively hunted in the broadleaf forest (see 

live weight data per species in Appendix 2 : 2) • They comprise over 6t"5 

percent of the min:iJnum number of birds identified fran that habitat. 

By way of contrast, all the coastal birds,except the Fluttering 

Shearwater and a shag, are represented by only a very snall min:inrum 

nunber per species. The \vetland birds are represented in the same 

manner. 

Eggshell was found in several areas of the site. No assess

ment of the number of eggs or the species involved wa.s attempted. The 

14 provenances within the site fran which eggshell was recovered a.re 

shown in Table 5: 1. 

TABLE 5:1 DISTRIBUTIO.~ OF EGGSHELL IN WAUICRA 

Layer Are a 

I II III IV V Vb VI VII VIII 

I.D.S. p 

L.1 p p p 

L.2 p p 

L.3 p p p p P. p 

L.4 p p 

P represents the recovery of a min.irnun of either 30 fr~nts or a 

- total weight of 4 grams of eggshell. Smaller amounts were not 

recorded. 
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Unambiguous evidence of plant food did not survive in the 

archaeological record at Waihora. Juncus spp. seeds were present in 

all cultru.-al layers (Bulfin, pers. conn., 1~76) and may conceivably 

have been gathered. The·snall arrount of fern charcoal identified may 

represent food material or fern used in house construction or sane 

other unknown function ( 'Th.ble 2: 1; Appendix 2: 1). 

The Polynesian rat is represented at Waihora by a total 

minimum number of 224 individuals. This figure is based on the pooling 

of bone at all stages of osteological maturity frc:m all layers within 

each area. This procedure is justified by the scattered distribution 

of the material and the lack of any adequate understanding of the 

relationship between the age and degree of osteological maturity in 

this species. The distribution of the rat material is shown in Table 

5:2. 

TABLE 5:2. 

Waihora 

am 

CHC 

DISIBIBUTICN ft..ND MINIMurv! 1-,'UMBERS OF RATTUS EXULANS 

., 
Area 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

Vb 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

I 

II 
I 
II 
I 

TOTAL 

Minimum Number 

38 

14 

22 

34 

40 

17 * 

12 * 
16 * 

31 * 

224 

Not Present 

41 
23 
66 
. 5* 

*Estimates by the author, all others by Efford (pers.curm., 1977) . 
• 
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Marine Resources: 

Fifty-five percent of the minimum number of birds 

represented at Waihora were from the marine bird group. A 

total of 15 species w~re represente'd (Table 5: 3). Some 

species of marine birds were also hunted selectively. In 

this assemblage two penguins and the Diving Petrel make up 

over 66 percent ot the total minimum number. 

TABLE 5:3 MARINE BIRD SPECIES AT WAIHORA 

Species are listed in taxonomic order. Nomenclature is after 

Kinsky (et al., 1970) except where more recent revisions apply. 

Species Names (15 app,) 

Aptenodytes patagonicus 

Eudyptula minor cf chathamensis 

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus sclateri 

Diomedea epomophora sanfordi 

D. bulleri 

D. cauta eremita 

Pterodroma inexpectata 

P .. magentae 

P. hypoleuca subspp. 

Pterodroma spp. 

Pachyptila vittata 

P. turtur 

Puffinus g1>iseus 

Pelagodroma marina maoriana 

Pelecanoides urinatrix chathamensis 

TOTAL 

Minimum Numbers 

5 

292 

79 

4-

7 

5 

32 

69 

18 

15 

30 

4-0 

18 

27 

162 

803 

or 54.96% of the assemblage 
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Marine marrrnals were represented by a total minimum number 

of 31 seals. The archaeological distribution of these in relation 

to area and layer is shown in Table 5:4. A single Sea Lion was repre

sented by bone fran throughout area.s VI, VII and VIII. The age/sex 

canposition of the Fur Seal material is used to assess seasonality 

of occupation of the site in Section II of this chapter. 

The ct~taon body parts representation for the Waihora P.J.r 

Seals (&nith, n. d.) shows that there is a high representation of 

bones £ran the extremities of the flippers. These were most probably 

included in material flensed off the carcasses at the kill site. In 

Areas I and II at Waihora where the Fur Seal material was concentrated 

(Table 5:4) the most frequently represented parts of thi:=: body were the 

TABLE 5:4 DISTRIBlJTIQ"l' OF SE/U.., MATERil\L IN WAHIORA 
-

Layer 

Area !.D.S. L.1 L.2 L.3 L.4 Total 

I and II 5 4 2 1 12 

III and IV 1 3 1 1 6 

. V and Vb 1 ·1 1 1 4 

VI, VII and VIII 1 2 2 3 1 9 

Tot a 1 8 10 6 6 1 31 

NB: 0!1,3 s~a Lion was represented by material fran throughout Areas 

VI, VII and VIII. 
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upper forelimb, upper hindlimb and the head and neck; that is, 

the parts of the body which bear rrost meat. This evidence (Smith, 

n.d.) suggests that butchering of seal carcasses at the kill site 

in some Wdy involved including flippers in the food material which 

was carried off to settlement sites. :Methods of slaughtering 

the seals and butchering the carcasses are discussed further in 

Chapter 6. 

The saltwater fish represented in Waihora are listed 

w.i.th numbers per species in Appendix 5: 2 . This is a large 

(n=4197) and highly structured sample. Only a portion (about 

half) of the fish species (Appendix 2: 6) available on Durham 

Coast are represented in the midden (Appendix 5: 2) . M::>re0ver, 

the three rrost frequently represented species, Blue Cod, Butterfish 

and Pseudolabrus spp., make up over 90 per cent of the sample. 

They are all inshore species (Table 5 : 5) and were caught through 

the use of just two of the five relevant methods of captUl'.."'e. These 

were outlined in Appendix 2 :6. The division of the Waihora fish 

material by method of capture is shown in Table 5 :6. Inshore 

fishing using baited traps, nets, _spears and l:inefishing is 

predcminant. In Section III of this chapter, where the portable 

artefacts from Waihora are discussed, spears and fishhooks are 

shown to be very uncarmon. The particular importance of nets and 

traps is therefore suggested. 
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1~ABLE 5 : 5 . SALTWATER FISH AT WAIHORA: INSHOHE Vbt?SUS OFFSHOHE 

Cannon names are used here. Scientific names are given in Appendix 

2:6. Species are arranged in order of frequency of occurrence in 

the midden. The min:inrum number of fish identified per species is 

given. 

Inshore Species 

(4 spp.) 

Blue Ccxl 

Butterfish 

. Pseudolabrus spp. 

watherjacket 

Total 

Minimum Number 

1763 

1195 

801 

'6 \, 

3765' 

Inshore+ Offshore Total= 418) 
Inshore = 90% 
Offshore= le:% 

Offshore Species Minimum Number 

(17 spp.) 

·Tarakihi (J3 

Moki 68 

Black Cbd 67 

Red Cbd 60 

Barracouta 39 

Ghost Shark 35 

Rough Skate 14 

Conger Eel 11 

Elephant Fish 11 

Hapulfi·. 8 

Mackerel 9 

Ling 8 

'J.'rumpeter 6 

Sea Perch 3 

Dogfish 3 

Marble fish 2 

Gu.nm.rd 1 

Total 418 
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Table 5:6 Waihora Fish Assemblage by :Method of Capture 

Zone :t-ett1od of Captur.'::. . ·species Hin.No. Total % of Total 
per Sp. fftn. No. 

Freshwater Nets, Traps 
Spears & Clubs Anguilla spp. 14 14 0.33 

,, Inshore (A) Baited Traps, Leather jacket 6 I 

Nets & Spears Butterfish . 1195 
Jasus echuardsii 11 1212 28.80 

(B) Nets, Baited Blue.Cod 1763 
Traps, Spears & Pseudolabrus spp. 801 2564 60.93 
Linefishing 

(C) Set Lines Elephant Fis:1. 11 
Ghost Shark 35 46 1.09 

.T Offshore (A) Linefishing Tarakihi 73 
M:>ki 68 
Black Cod 67 
Red Cod 60 

~ Rough Skate 14 
Conger Eel 11 

•. >- Ifapuku 8 
Ling 8 
Trumpeter 6 
Sea Perch 3 
Dog Fish 3 

\ 
Marblefish 2 

j Gurnard 1 324 7.69 
' 

(B) Pelagic Barracouta 39 
Trolling :M:lckerel 9 48 1.14 

\ 

I TOTAlS 4208 99.98% 
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Littoral ~oods are the final group of marine resources to be 

discussed. Shellfish, crustacea and echinodenns were identified. 

The shellfish as:3emblage is surrrnarised in Appendix 5:3 in general 

order of frequency of occurrerx::"G;for each area and then by area and 

layer. A total of 5563 shellfish were identified fran at least 56 

species. Leach and Anderson (n.d.) identified a total of 11 crayfish 

(Table 5:7). They were the only crustacea identified. A total mininrum 

TABLE 5:7 CRAYFISH IDENTIFICATIONS (after lBach and Anderson, n.d.) 

Site Minimum Number of 

0-IB 31 

Waihora 11 

TE: Ngaio 3 

Total 45 

number of /3 · kim (Evechinus chloroti<?us) wre present. 

bution of the material is sho~n in Table 5:8. 

Cxayfish 

The distri.-

The shellfish assemblage at Waihora differs from the samples 

for the snall and specialised shellfish middens found along the Durham 

·-1·1 coast~ and further north (Chapter ·6). It is snall in relation to the 

size and canplexity of the site. Second, the IJaz.ioUs genus is rela

tively rare and the number of species present is greater (Chapter 6). 
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TABI.E 5:8 DISIBIBUI'ICN OF KINA (Bvech.inus chloroticus) 

IN WAIHORA 

Area Layer Minirrrum Number 

I and II I.D.S. 2 

L.1 1 

III and !V I.D.S. 13 

L.1 35 

L.2 1 

L.3 3 

L.4 1 

V and Vb I .D.S. 1 

L.1 12 

L.2 1 

VI, VII and VIII I.D.S. 1 

L.1 1 

L.2 ::1 
., 

Total 73 

The shellfish at Waihora occurred in two major concentrations. 

Area IV, Layer 1 and Area V, layer 2 (Figure-5:1). The seven major 

species (Appendix 2:7; Appendix 5:3) account for over 90 percent of 

the sample. All belong to upper or lcwer shore zones . ( Olapter 2) ; 

that is, members of each sped.es are either exposed by tidal movenent 

or available in shallow water at low tide. However, the eXJX)sure of the 
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Figure 5:1 Distribution of Shellfish at Waihora (after Nugent,1977) 
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intertidal area ,vhich supports tbese species is very limited at 

Wai11ora. The shore adjacent to the site consists of a bare platform 

which is above the nonnal tidal range and then an abrupt drop to 2-3 

metres of water aoout 30 metres fran the edge of the site. Opportunity 

for the collection ·of econanic shellfish is t:1E=;refore limited in this 

area. The presence of human burials between the village and the sea 

may also have limited use of the adjacent shore. Gcxxi shellfishing 
. 

groundf" do occur at a minimum distance of 300 metres north and south 

of the site (Figure 1:4). The shallow _bay near CHC still contains 

dense populations of the major shellfish species, such as Haliotis 

iris and Cookia s1ifoata. At this range, ho'v\Bver, it becanes possible 

that those gathering the molluscs were shelling them and returning only 

the flesh to the settlaner1t, This possibility v.ould account for the 

shellheaps which occur near areas of maximum intertidal exposure along 

this shore without any evidence of sustained settlement. It would also 

explain the apparent contradiction between the size and complexity 

of the Waihora site and the limited size of its shellfish assanblage. 

This possibility is developed in 01apter 6 in the light of the recon

struction of seasonality of the Waihora site offered below. 

Sane of the very small shellfish species present vv-ere probably 

brought to Waihora unintentionally. Sane are kno\vn to adhere to 

kelpfronds, holdfasts, semveeds and other species of shellfish. They 

may also have been brought into the site in fish guts (Nugent, 1.977). 

The long lj_st of minor shellfish species present at Waihora (Appendix 

5:3) is held to reflect the length of time the site was occupied and 

the variety of activities which VvBre undertaken there, rather than 
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subsistence based on· a wide range of the sna.ller shellfish species. 

The alternative explanation would depend upon evidence for local 

depletion of major shellfish species by earlier occupants of the area 

(see Anderson, 1973). In fact, no evidence of earlier occupation of 

the area around Wa~h6r~ has been found, despite intensive site sur

veying and the excavation and radiocaroon dating of seven sites in tt1e 

broader area. Further, there are simply no shellfish middens in the 

area between the CBC site and the Kaua0roa bay other than those on 

the Waihora mound. The presence of at least sane earlier middens in 

this area would be necessary to support the view of local depletion 

of major shellfish species. 

In view of the evid~nce presented aoove it seens ~lear that 

shellfish gs.thering on the shore adjacent to Waihora was limited by 

the local topography and possibly by the presence of burials. Secondly, 

canplanentary gathering fran nearby areas of rnax:i.mum intertidal e;i..l)Osure 

·is suggested. Evidence of the occurrence of shelJJrounds on these 

areas of the coast and the enigm_q,tic canposition of the Waihora shell-
. . . 

fish asserrblage suggest shelling of at least sane molluscs at the 

points at which they were gathered. 

. . 
Section II: Discussion and Interpretation 

The results of the analysis of the Waihora midden ma terj_al 

are now used to fonn a model of the operation of subsistence econo:nics 

at the Waihora site. This model consists of tbree elanents for each 

of the major resources discussed above . These are: 
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(i) the location at which each resmrrce was taken 

(ii) methods and selectivity of exploitation 

(iii) seasonality 

Location of Resource Zones 

'rhe spatial distribution of areas frrn1 which major resources 

were avai.lable was reconstructed in-~Chapter 2. The Waihora people 

exploited ten of the available resource zones. Most of the terrestrial 

birds present came fran either the forest-edge or broad.leaf forest 

habitat groups. The former covered the w:indwardslopes and swamp edges 

within the Durham area. The latter was confined to a few snall and 

· irregular areas on the lee s~.des of the ridges. The snall number of 

coastal birds represented were taken fran the shore and boulder beach 

area, either as stranded individuals or fran snall headland rookeries. 

The wetland birds are most unlikely to have been taken fran the 

Waihora gully because of the lack of open water there. They were 

probably taken to Waihora fran the nearest pond, at Point Durham. 

The marine birds exploited fran Waihora occurred in three 

discrete zones. Penguins, which were very linpOrtant at this site 

(Appendix 5:1), would have been most-camDn on the boulder beach where 

dense cover would be offered by the nettle CU-Ftica austraUs_) . The 

Prions and Diving Petrels must have been taken off the.cliffs and rocky 

faces of truncated. spurs above Kauaeroa, Waihora and Stony Hill. The 

Shearwaters and Petrels v.Duld have bred where soft, dry soil overlay 

a hard base:nent material, preferably in an area facing strong or fre

quent ,vinds. These requirements are satisfied at the head of each of 
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the three gullies in the Durham area. The resource zone fran which 

these birds were available therefore consists of three small areas 

on the seaward margin of the inland terrace (see F1gure 2:12). 

Seals were available frcm one resource zone; the breeding 

colony north of Wa.ihora and adjacent to the OIC sit.e. The large 

southerr. seal species m:iuld probably have hauled out in the vicinity 

of this colony. 

The fish which were taken came fran a narrow stY'ip of turbulent 

inshore water, including the kelp zone, where fish are concentrated due 

to the high levels of prim';W.'Y and other marine food which occur there. 

The Labridae are particularly important. Numerous Blue Cod are also 

found in the inshore zone, up to 30 metres fran the neap tide line 

(Mcihwaith, pers. cann., 1976). 

The final resource zone exploited caIIprises a discontinous 

series of areas of the intertidal zone. The distri.bution of specialised 

sbellf ish midden in the Durhnn1 area (Figure 1: 4). highlights the stretches 

of the shore upon which exploitation VvaS concentrated. 

Methods and Selectivity of 10£loitatio~ 

The methods of exploitation applied to each resource can be 

reconstructed using biological and artefactual evidence. Selectivity 

is evident where the species taken are only a portion of those available. 

The criteria upon which selection was based can, in sane cases, be 

established. 
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. Forest birds would have been speared or snared. Bird spears 

were found in the site but no evidence of snares was recognised 

(Section III). They would be most easily approached while feeding or 

perching on the low branches of the broad.leaf forest. l{eavier species were 

taken more frequently than the lighter ones (Table 5:9). 

TABLE 5:9 LIVE WEIGHT VERSUS Fr.:EQUENCY OF CCCURRENG: FOR FOREST BIRDS 

REPRESENI'ED IN WAJJIORA 

~cies 

Chatruim Island Pigeon 

.Passeriformes spp. 

Olatham Island Tui 

C. I. Yellow-crowned Parakeet 

C. I. Fantail 

Black Robin 

Bellbird 

Minimum :Number l,i_ve Weight (Appendix 2 :2) 

86 0. 750 kg 

53 

60 

8 

8 

5 

2 

Not la1rn1;11 

0.095 kg 

0.050 kg 

0.035 kg 

0.035 kg 

0.040 kg 

Total 222 

Forest-edge birds would have been snared. The absence of the 

dog fran the.middens analysed implies that it was not present in the 

area and, if present in the Chatr.iams at this tjme, t01t it -...va.s represented 

there by only a sr.rall population. Birds were not therefore hunted with 

the help of dogs, as the weka. is at present in the islands. Data on 

live ~Bight and frequency of occu...."'Tence of forest-edge birds (Table 5:10) 

shows up sane interesting points. Firstly, the unexpectedly high number 

of parakeets present suggests they were sought for plumage·as well as 

a food resource. B.F. Leach (1976) has rrn1de this suggestion for parakeets 

in the Washpool site, Palliser Bay, New Zealand. Secondly, from the 
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TABLE 5;10 LIVE WEIGHT VERSUS ~UENCY OF CCCORRENCE FOR 

FORES'1~E1XiE BIRD SPECIES 

§pecies Minimum Number Live Weight 

Chatham Island Red-crowned 
Parakeet 77 0.058 kg 

Dieffenbach's Rail 63 0,165 kg 

Extinct Snipe 38 0.50 kg 

C.I. Snipe 26 0,50 kg 

Extinct Giant Rail 16 3.00 kg 

C.I. Rail 14 0.15 kg 

N.Z. Falcon 13 0.50 kg 

Pipit 10 0,050 kg 

Extinct Coot 4 2.0 kg 

Ext:inct Crow 3 0.20 kg 

C.I. Warbler 1 0.150 kg 

Total 26,5 

,--------'--------

data in Table 5:10 1 Dieffenbach's Rail may q_e apsumed to have been 

the most cannon bird in this habitat group. The Snipes and Giant Rail, 

although much larger,are all much less frequently represented in the 

midden material. There seans little chance that any of these ground 

dwelling species were much rrore easily caught than others. Therefore, 

different natural populations of the rail species are thought to 

account for their relative frequencies in the midden. 
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The ducks are most likely to have been taken when they were 

flightless during the moult (Baucke,· 1922). The fernbird would have 

been snared and was presumably the most cannon species in this group. 

'Ihere are several exceptions to the general correlation between fre

quency of occurrence in the midden and live weight (Table 5:11). 

TABLE 5:11 LIVE WEIGHI' VERSUS ~UENCY OF CXUJRRENCE FDR WETLAND 

BIRDS 

Species 

Chatham Island Fernbird 

Grey Duck 

_Grey Teal 

N.Z. Shoveler 

Pa-radise Duck 

Harrier 

Extinct Swar1 

N.Z. Scaup-

Marsh Crake 

Ana3. ~-. 

~Pachyana3. chathamica 

Total 

Mininrum Number 

33 

15 

10 

10 

8 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

87 

Live Weight 

(Appendix 2:2) 

0.20 kg 

1.10 kg 

1..1.so kg 

0.60 kg 

2.00 ·kg 

0.50 kg 

8.50 kg 

0.80 kg 

0.20 kg 

Not Known 

4.00 kg 

0.50 kg 
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Paradise duel,;. is thought to hav.e been most uncmm:m in the Chathams 

(Williams, 1974). The Extinct Swan cannot have been present in the 

Durhan1 area in any numbers due to the lack of open water in the area, 

other than at the Long Pond. Pachyanas chathamica . is rare in the sub

fossil deposits in the Chathams and has not been found in association 

with evidence of Polynesian occupation of the islands before (Kinsky 

et al, 1970: 78). 1~ergus SJ?· has not been idenU.fied from the 

Chathams before. in general, Wetland species comprised only a 

minor part of the large bird assanblage fran Waihora. The species 

represented included a number of species, which "<Nere rare, either 

locally within the Durham area or for the island group as a whole at 

this time. 

Cbastal birds present in the middens represent individual 

stranded birds and sane light exploitation of breeding colonies or 

clus'ters of coas'tal species such as shags. The frequency of occurrence 

and live v..eigbt data for the coastal species (Table 5: 12) reflects 

light and generally unsysteniatic use of this resource. 

TABLE 5: 12 LIVE WEIGHT VERSUS ~lJENCY OF CXXXJRRENCE FDR OJASI'A1:: 

BIRD SPECIES IN WAIHORA 

I3~0ies 
Fluttering Shearwater 
Pitt Island Shag 
Charadr{~formes spp. 
Black-backed Gull 
Short-tailed Shea.rwater 
Blacl,;.-fronted Tern 
Chatham Island Shag 
Shore Plover 
Cape Pigeon 
C. I. Oystercatc.l1er 
Fairy Tern 
White-fronted Tern 
Grey Petrel 

-Palaeocorax sp. 
Skua 
Rt:xl-billed Gull 

Mininn.nn Number 

Total 

22 
13 

.11 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1. 
1 
1 
1 

82 

Live Weight 

0.60 kg 
1.50 kg 
Not Known 
2.00 kg 
0.80 kg 

. 0.40 kg 
1.50 kg 
0.20 kg 
0.40 kg 
0.20 kg 
0. 30 l<g 
0.30 kg 
0.60 kg 
Not knovm 
0.40 kg 
0.60 kg 
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The mariJ.1e birds v.Bre taken during the brief intervals in 

which the species are present for breeding and/or moulting (Appendix 

2:4; Table 2:4). In these intervals petrel fledglings are unable to 

fly and the moulting penguins are unable to return to the sea. Young 

petrels are the ref ore easily taken fran their burrows. Penguins are 

rrDSt easily taken at night when they can be dazzled ,vith the light 

fran a torch, possibly of burning m:xxi or grease. Factors other than 

we1ght influenced the number of birds tl:i..ken per species (Table 5:13). 

TABIB 5:13 LIVE WEIGHT VERSUS FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE roR MARI1'-1E 

BIRDS 

Species Minimum Number Live Weight 
(Appendix 2:4) 

Chatham Island Blue Penguin 292 (C) 1.5 kg 

Southern Diving Petrel 162 (C) 0.135 kg 

Erect-crested Penguin 79 (C) 5.0 kg 

Chatham Island Taiko 69 (I) 0.55 1'-.g 
\ 

Fairy Prion 40 (C) 0.20 kg 

Mottled Petrel 32 (I) 0.40 kg 

Broad-billed Prion 30 (C) 0.140 kg 

White-faced Storm Petrel 27 (C) 0.050 kg 

Sooty Shearwater 18 (I) 0.80 ¥.g 

Pterodroma hypoleuca subspp. 18 (I) 0.55 kg 

.pterodroma subspp. 15 . (I) Not knovm 

'Buller' s Moll:ymawk 7 '(O) 3.0 kg 

C. I. Mollymawk 5 (O) 5,0 kg 
! 

King Penguin 5 (C) 16.0 kg 

Northern Royal Albatross 4 (O) 9.0 kg 

Total 803 

NB: Letters in parentheses after minimum number per species identify the 
breeding zone of each species. I, C and O refer to inland, coastal and 
offshore resrectively. The categories are discussed in Chapter 5. 
Percentages of the total minimum number of marine birds drav,n fran each 
of the three breeding zones are: Off.3hore 1. 9$o 

Coastal 79. 08% 
Inland 18. 93% 

100.00% 



' The most obvious of these is .location. The coastal dwelling species, 

speciHcally the penguins, Southern Diving Petrel and the too prions, 

are predaninant. 111ey canprise over 78 percent of the birds repres

ented. She.arwaters and the small-medium sized petrels which had 

colonies at the heads of the gullies within the Durham area are not 

cannon in this assemblage. They mal;.:e up less than 20 percent of the 

sample. 

The very large piomedea f.PP. are unccmnon. However, it is 

important to note that the three species identified in the Waihora 

material are all represented by adult and inmature bone. Assuming 

the present distribution of breeding colonies (Dawson, 1973) applied 

in the sixteenth century, l.i1i.s reflects exploitation of Diomedea brec--'Cl

ing colonies on the Pyramid, 56 km to the Southeast, the Forty-Fours, 
.• 

·' 
69 km to the east, and/or the Sisters which are 53 km to the northwest. 

Methods of taking the albatross have been described by Shand (1911) 

and Baucke ( 1922) . The birds \\ere clubbed on the offshore colonies, 

thrown into the sea and collected by those waiUng in the boats and 

then tal;.:en to one of the ma.in islands where they were preserved or 

eaten L.11Tlediately. 

'fhe Fur Seals would have been clubbed to death on the breeding 

colony. A sharp blow on the point of the nose kills even adult nm.le 

Fur Seals instantly. Sea Lions would have been killed by the same 

means. 
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The methods of captm·ing 'fish and the zone fran which most 

of the fish represented in the Waihora site were taken have been 

established above. 

Seasonality: 

There are a nunber of seasonal indicators present in the Wai

hora site. Only the more reliable of these are used here. They are 
.. . 

the evidence of age/sex canposition of the Fur Seal material recovered 

-and the presence and osteological age at death of various species of 

marine birds. The question of seasonality of shellfishing in the 

intertidal zone ·was discussed in Chapter 2 and is also mentioned in 

Chapter 6. Terrestrial birds are considered as seasonal indicators 

in Chapter 7. The presence/!Ci.bsence of sane fish species i::.:; used. 

However, the reb.ability of the seasonal interpretations based on 

fish.cannot be assessed without further study of fish movenents in the 

Chathams area. 

The s~~ies and age/sex canposition of the Waihora seal 1:x)ne 

indicates occupation in the surrmer and non-sumner seasons (Table 5 :14). 

Surrrner exploltation of a breeding colony is reflected by the presence 

__ of Fur Seal pup bone ru1d bone of adult males (F-igyre 2 :10). Non-

~r occupation is suggested by the presence of juvenile Fur Seals 

and the Sea Lions (Appendix 2 :5) which are known to visit the Chathams 

in winter. 

The marine bird evidence reinforces this interpretation. The 

seasonality of marine bird fledglings in the Chathams is sumnarised in 
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TABLE 5; 14 MINIMUM NUllIBERS PER AGE/SE,'{ CATEGORY l'DR TI-IE WAIHORA 

FUR SEAL'S 

Age/Sex Category 

Provenance Adult6' Adu1tp · SubadultO Juvenile Pup Total 

I and II 

IDS 2 1 1 1 5 

1 2 1 1 1"•, 5 

2 1 1 

3 1 1 

12 

III and IV 

IDS 
\ 

1 1 

1 2 1 3 

2 1 1 

3 1 1 

6 

V and Vb 

IDS 1 1 2 

2 1 1 

3 1 1 
----

4 

VI, VII, VIII 

IDS 1 1 

1 -1 1 2 

2 2 2 

3 1 1 1 3 

4 1 1 

9 

Tot a 1 6 6 2 7 10 3:J. 
------
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Figure 5:2 Seasonality of Marfoe Bird FJcdglings in 
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Figure 5 :2 fran the data presented in Appendix 2 :4. · Surrlrer occupation 

of Waihora is indicated by the presence of adult and young Blue 

Penguins. No count was ~ade of the irrmature bone amongst the penguin 

material but it is known to have canprised a sizeable portion of the 

material. The presence of irrmature bone of the Taiko, Broad-billed 

_Prion and Southern Diving Petrel may also indicate occupation in the 

interval December-January. 

Autumn occupation is suggestL"Cl by the presence of adult bone 

of both the Erect-crested and Blue penguins. These birds may have 

been ·taken while a..shore in February-March for the moult. It is more 

positively indicated by the presence of imnature Sooty Shearwater bone, 

representing fledglings tal<.en in the intervals March-May. Inmature 

bone of the Fairy Pr ion represents birds taken in late February.· Finally, 

fledglings of the White-faced Storm Petrel represented in the site by 

inmature bone could only have been taken in late March. 

Winter occupation is indicated by the presence of imnatU1·e 

bone of the .Mottled Petrel, Chatham Island and Black-winged Petrels. 

Fledglings of these species are available in May, late May ru1d June 

respectively. The _presence of the King Pengµin also indicates 

winter occupation. This species apparently straggled to the islands 

as a winter visitor. 

The imnature Diomedea spp. bone represents fledglings talrnn / 
- -

in the non-sumner seasons. The young Omthrun Island Mollymawk could 

only have been taken in April. Buller' s rrollymawk fledglings are availabl 

fran late April to the end of June. The young Northern Royal Albatrosses 
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are available in optimum conditions and known historically to have 

been taken in August and September (Ritchie, Ms.; Shand, 1911; 

Skinner, 1923). The :inmature l:x)ne of these species is of no 

industrial use and there is no record of l:x)ne being preserved with 

the flesh and oil of albatross (Baucke, 1922). It is therefore very 

likely to reflect occupation at Waihora during or just after the 

season of capture. 

The seasonality of capture of the terrestrial birds is .much 

less clear, principally because tbe numbers.present per species are 

usually snall. Positive use, however, can be made of sane of the 

coastal species. The Grey Petrel is most likely to have been present 

only within a short surrrner G.1.·eeding season. Poth the Black-fronted and 

Fairy Terns, which are species not previously identified for the 

Chathams, are very li.~ely to have been there only in the interval 

September-March. Finally, the Short-tailed· Sheanv··d.ters present were 

probably collected as beach v.Tecks. · !3ome specimens, presumably young 

birds, are f oup.d on New Zealand shores in :May and Ju.rie, but this 

species is more likely to have been collected in surrmer, particularly 

in NovBTiber. 

The forest birds present less clear indications of seasonality. 

The pigeon was present all year, although historical records fran New 

Zealand suggest that it would be in optimum condition in autumn and 

winter and that hunting of the pigeon was concentrated in those roontbs 

(Appendix 2 :2). There is no carrparable evidence of seasonal hunting 

of pigeon in the Chathams, it does rather seen to have been taken at 
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all seasons of the year (Ritchie, MoS.-; Shand, 1911; Skinner and Baucke, 

1928; Richards, 1950). This dHference may reflect a broader seasonal 

range over which plants in the Chatharbs bear berries and other edibles 

(Table 2:3). Forest birds were not used as seasonal indicators in 

view of this possibility. 

Dieffenbach 1 s rail is the most numerous of the forest-edge 

bird species. It is most likely to have been·taken in autumn. The 

other rails are not sufficiently strongly represented to be useful as 

seasonal indicators, although all are associated with capture during 

the autumn season (Appendix 2:2). 

The ~Btland birds are also associated with autumn capture. 

The Moriori evidently netted moulting ducks in autumn (Baucke, 1922; 

Skinner and Baucke, 1928). However, the total of 47 ducks fron eight 

species does not represent the number of ducks ~xpected frcm netting 

(Skinner and Baucke, 1928; Stora, 1968). The wetland bird material 

is taken to represent either autumn netting, presumably at Long Pond, 

or the occasional capture of ducks at seasons throughout the year. 

Shellfishlng in the intertidal zone was most frequently possible 

during the sumner months and during short intervals in other seasons 

of the year ( Chapter 2) . The Waihora shellfish assanblage may, therefore, 

represent activity concentrated in the calmer months of the surrmer 

season. Some of the fish species represented may have been taken 

during the surrmer m:mths when they are inshore. This applies 
\ 

particularly to the barracouta and hapuku (1-1.M. Leach, 1969), and 

possibly to the tarakihi (Mcllwraith, 197_6) . 
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In sUIIIP.ary there are positive indications in the Waihora midden 

for occupation at seasons througqout the year, suggesting perrennial 

settlement of the site. 

Section III: The Artef_actual Assanblage 

The artefacts found in.the Waihora site are illustrated and 

described in this section. Tenns used in the description of the clubs 
.. 

and adzes are tals::en . frrn1 Skinner ( 1923: 104 and 90 respectively) . 

However, the adze types mentioned a.re after Duff (1956). All identifi

cation of stone material cited are after either Morris (n.d.) or 

Can1Pbell (pers. cann., 1977). Identifications of 1:x:>ne used in the 

artefacts were made by R.J. Scarlett. Provenance of each artefact 

and other infonnation is lis.ted on the pages following eac:-:i Figure 

5:3 5:17. All these artefacts a.re now in the Otago Museum, Dunedin. 

Clubs: (Figure 5:3) 

Only one club was found during the excavation at ,Va~hora, 

although others .. frrn1 the site a.re known. The one recovered was made 

frcm a natural slab of olivine basalt. The shor:t grip was formed by 

flaking and harrmerdressing. One longitudinal edge, indicated by the 

arrow in Figure 5:3C, has been roughly sharpened by irregular bifacial 

fl~ldng. 

Another club (Figure 5:3B) was found on the surface of a 

nearby site (C240/694). It \Vas formed out of trachyte frrn1 one of 

the nearby dykes. It was shaped by harrmerdressing to form a circular 

grip, a heavy body and one roughly sharpened edge. 
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Adzes: (Figure 5:4 - 5:8) 

An interesting small collection of adzes was recovered. 

Tiu·ee methoos of manufacture are apparent in the unfinished spedJnens. 

In the first quite large untanged adzes, apparently of Duff 'l'ype 2A 

and 3A, are formed fran large fiakes of basalt (examples 5:4 A, B) or 

dolanitic limestone (Figure 5:4D). These were trimned by flaking from 

the front to give straight edges and sli~htly divergent longitudinal 

edges and convergent sides. All the illustra.ted examples appear to 

have been abandoned after attempts to flake the bevel failed. The 

dolomitic limestone, in particular, has only m:xlerate flaking qualities 

(Table 2:5, Sutton and Campbell, n.d.). 

In the second methcx:l. large pieces of hetetof$neous, non-

. conchoidal, dolanitic limestone .were harrm2rdressed to fonn adzes of 

the Duff Type 2B ( examples 5: 4C and 5: 5C and· D) . One fully hamner

dressed example in basalt v.-as recovered (Figure .5:6A) but it _may have 

been flaked at an earlier stage of manufacture. 
" 

In tbe third methcx:l., small flakes (examples Figure 5:7A, 

."C, D and Figure 5:6B) or _spau.Ls (examples Figur.e ~:7B) were ground 

to fonn adzes after either no flaking of the longitudinal edges or 
. 

very little. The adzes prcxiuced by this method are of Duff Type 2, 

varieties A and B. 

A sna.11 sample of flake and core tools wa .. s also rec.overed . 

One core of Ouira stone was apparently used as a spokeshave (:Figure 

5:6G). A second example in convex fonn shows edge damage wbich 
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suggests use as a scraper (Figure 5:6D). Several of the other snall 

basalt artefacts show similar signs of retouch and/or use (Figures 5:6C, 

5: 8J, 5: 9B, C and D) . Five flake tools in dolani tic limestone were 

recovered (Fj_gure 5:8). .One of these (5 :8F) has steep retouch on 

three sides, again suggesting use as a scraper. One mama was found 

(Figure 5:9A). It represents a number of artefacts of this type taken 

fran the site by the landov.ner and now held in his private collection 

and the Chatham Islands museum. 

The four columnar artef a.cts in dolomitic limestone shown in 

Figure 5:8 are enigmatic. The example shovm in Figure 5:SC is close 

to Duff's adze type 6. The others are tentatively regarded as potmders 

( see note on page fallowing Jl'igure 5: 8) . Three sections s.:;.~,n from Fur 

Seal mandibles appea.r to represent a method used in the manufacture of 
. . 

. one-piece fisr.ihooks (see the note following Figttre 5:10). Coutts 

(1972) has described the method used in southern New Zealand for the 

II1:'Jnufacture of hooks fran dog mandibles. The use of seal bot1:e may be 

seen as a 11oriC?,ri adaptation to the absence of the dog fran the Chathai'11s. 

Only tbree finished hooks Vv-ere found in Waihora and none was 

_found in any of the other excavations. One of .those recovered Wd.S a 

lure point (Figure 5:lOD). It is presumably fran a barracouta lure 

( .: Anell, 1955) , although Baucke (Baucke and Skinner, 1928 : 360; 

Appendix 9:1) figures a similar point in use in a cast lure. Two one

piece ivory books were also recovered (Figure 5:lOE and F). One grooved 

piece of pumice was folli'1.d (Wai.hara, Area VII, Square 9, L'=i .. yer 3). It 

may have been a net float. Others could have been present but now 

lost due to the friabJ.e nature of the pumice. 
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A total of seven spear points were recovered.. Tu.o of these 

(Figure 5:llB and C) are bird spears.in the wellknown form (Skinner, 

1923; Leach, 1979). One is a broader example in the same form as 

the bird spears (Figure 5: 11A). The largest &-pear found is a well 

sharpened sliver of human bone which has a butt reduction and is 

notched for lashing (Figure 5:11F). One bone artefact (Figure 5:11D) 

has been tentatively identified. as a gouge for use in fishing and, 

more probably, in the capture of marine. bj_rds, particularly shags 

and albatross. The three other spears recovered. (Figure 5:14A, Band 

C) are sharpened shaft fragments of robust bird bone. They may also 

have been used as bird spears. 

A total of 61 awls _;vere recovered fran Wa.ihora. ·i11ey have 

been studied by Cave (1977). She divided then into 13 types on the 

basis of canbinations of non-metrical variables. Eight of the types 

are shown , in Figures 5: 12 and 13. Their relative frequencies 

are shown in Table 5: 15. The distribution of awls by layer and area 

,• 

TABLE 5: 15 CThlBINATIONS OF i\v.c"'l'-METIUCAL V/iliIABLES IN AWLS 
(after Cave ,1977: Table 3) 

Canbj_nation Number 

Step/Totally ground/Short 
-

0 StepjPartly ground/Shaft 
Synmetrical/Partly ground/Shaft 
Step/Partly ground/Short 
S:rooth/Partly ground/Short 
Srrooth/Partly ground/l! .. :mg 
Smooth/Tota.Hy ground/Short 
S:nooth/'l'otally ground/1.Dng 
Step /Totally ground/Long 
Step/Unground/Sbort 
Symnetrical/Totally ground/Shaft 
Syrrrnetrical/Pa.rtly ground/Long 
Synmetrical/Unground./Sha.ft 
Indeterminate 

11 
-10 

8 
7 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 

61 

·---··---·-----------
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is shO\\n in Table 5:16. Cave's (1977:38) experjmental replication 

of awl use indicated that, the most likely function of these awls 

involved the perforation of skins; and (that) the skins being wrked 

were probably those of seals and birds . 

. A small group of needles ru1d bone points is sho\vn in Figure 

5:14. It canplanents the size range of the awls shovm in Figures 

5 :'12 and. 5: 13. Three bone artefacts of unknO\m function are also 

shown in Figure 5:14 (D, E, and M). The only other itan sho~n there 

is a very small reel carved in an unknown material (Figure 5:14N). 

It is quite clearly similar in fonn to the larger reels in Dent~lium 

spp. which have been described by B.F.Leach (1976) and to Ard1aic reels 

in stone a11d bone described by Duff (1956). 

A total of 13 snall abraders-:rolishers were recovered. They 

are illustrated in Figures 5:15, 5:16 a11d 5:17C and dj_scussed in 

the notes following each figure. Their function is likely to have 

included the preparation of awls and other worked bone. A s11all 
·' 

number of edge da.inaged _Paphies ~p. shells were found in Waihora. 

These appear to have been used as scrapers (Harsant, 1978) a...'ld are 

discussed in C'hapter 8. Only two other pieces. of worked shell were 

recovered. The largest was a grooved piece of . paua with edge wear 

suggesting use as a scraper, possibly in fibre preparation (Figure 

5:17A). The other two (Figure 5:17D and E) are parts of a single 

notched piece of paua which may have been used in decoration. Notching 

is a recognised Archaic trait in New Zealand Maori art (Mead, 1975). 
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TABLE 5:16 STRATIGRAPHICALDISfRIBUTION OF AWLS (after Cave, 1977: Appendix 1) 

I 

I ~ III IV I V Vb VI VII VIII X Unprov- Totals % Layer 
. enanced 

1 Initial 
I Deflated 2 2 -- - 6 3 1 1 -- 15 24.59 

Surface 

L.1 1 2 -- 2 8 2 -- - -- 15 24.59 

L.2 -- -- -- -- 3 9 5 -- -- 17 27.87 -°' , -L.2 I 
(lens B) -- -- -- -- - 4 -- -- -- 4 6;56 

L.3 - -- 1 -- 2 -- 1 -- --
.. 

4 6.56 

L.4 -- 1 - -- -- -- -- -- 1 1.64 

l ·unstrati-
fied -- -- -- - 1 1 1 1 1 5 8.19 

Totals 3 5 1 2 20 19 8 2 1 61 

I 
% Area 4.92 8.20 1.64 3.28 132. 78 31.15 13.11 3.28 1.64 100.00 % 
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A total of ten hamneTstones were identified fran Waihora. 

Nine of these were found within Areas VI, VII and VIII. The other one 

was fran Area V. They are all water rolled boulders, of either a tough 

schistose material or local basalt. A number of snall pebbles of 

Wharekauri chert mn.y also have been used for this purpose. All the 

positively identified hamnerstones show d:-1.ma.ge due to use. 

The large flake assemblages fran Waihora is sumnarised by 

source i11 Table 5: 17. This information is disct:.ssed and interpreted 

in Chapter 8. 

TABIB 5:17 MINIMUM DISTANCE TO SOURCES AND RELATIVE FRF_,QUENCY OF 

THE SJ.Th~ TYPES IN TIIE FLAKE ASSEMBLAGE FRC:M THE 

WAIHORA SITE 

Material 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

- 7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

.. 13. 

Basalt 
Wishart Chert 
Maipi ti Chert 
Cascade Ix:)lanite 
Limestone 
Red Bluff Bianicrite 
Te Whanga Chert 
Korako Chert 
Talmtika Grit 
Tiotiori Chert 
Tutuiri Chert 
Wha.Tekauri Chert 
},l!.airangi Chert 

Materials of Unknown Sources 

Schist (could be local) 
Pumice (watertorne) 
Carbonaceous Residue 
Calcite Crystal 
Quartz Sand 

Mir..imum 
Distance 

Unknovm 
8.8 km 

10.4 
13.6 
15.2 
17.6 
27.2 
28.8 
29.6 
29.6 
30.4 
32.1 
34.4 

Frequency of Occurrence 

Number Percentage 
of Total 

5363 
3145 

0 
301 

16 
3 
0 
0 
0 

: 46 
0 

873 
0 

272 
3 
4 
3 
1 

Total 

53.47 
31.36 

3.00 
.16 
.03 

.46 

8.70 

97 .1&% 

2.82% 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FLAKJ':B 10, 029 TOI'AL 100 . 00 

* A total of 5 obsidi.an flakes were also found tn Waihora. They 
have been analysed by Leach and WaTren (n.d.). They are not included 
here because the origin of the obsidian is, as yet, unknown. 
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A. Schist club found in am, Area II , Square 18, Layer 1. 

B. Club in trachyte found on the surface of site C 24-0/694 

just south of Waihora (Figure 1 :4). Fo:rrred by hamrer

<4Bssing. 

C. Small club in local olivine basalt found on the surface 

of Waihora near Area Vb. 
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A. Flake adze made of basalt fran the southern volcanic zone. 

Found on the surface of Waihora. Duff Type 2A. 

B. Flake adze made of basalt fran the Ouira (Stony Creek) 

source (Figure 2:13). Duff Type 2A. 

C. Har11IBrdressed adze in dolomitic lirrBstone-fran Cascade 

Cove (Figure 2: 13). Found in two pieces on the surface 
/-

of the Waihora site. Duff Type 2B. 

D. '. Flake adze blank in dolomitic lirrEstone. Folmd on the 

surface of the Waihora site. Duff Type 2A. 
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Blank of a fiake adze (Duff Type 3A) in dolomitic li.rre

stone. Found on the surf ace of the seaward margin of the 

Waihora site. 

Blank of a shorter flake adze (also Type 3A) in dolomitic 

li.Jrestone. Fotmd on the Waihora site. 

C. Poll and grip of an untanged adze of subrectangular section. 

D.' 

t 
Presurred to be a large specirren of Duff Type 2B. Found on 

the surface of the Waihora site. 

Poll and grip of an untanged adze of subrectang;ular section. 

Also presurrep. to be of Duff I s Type 2B. Found on the 

surface of the Waihora site. 
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A. Poll and grip of a small adze of subrectangular-lenticular 

section rrade of basalt from the southen1 voleanic zone. 

Duff Type 2B. Recovered fran Waihora Area VI , Layer 2. 

B. Small flake adze in Ouira basalt which has been ground to 

fonn a couvex bevel and back and flat front with a sharp 

cutting edge. Recovered from Area VI II , Square 19, I.D. S. 

J:>:uff Type 2B. 

C. Small subrectanguJ.ar artefact in southern volcanic basalt 

with at least one ·weathered surface. C6nsiderable edge 

wear along surfaee arrowed in Figure 5:6(c). Surface 

collected fran Waihora. 

D. A rough flake in Ouira basalt which has been lightly hanmer

dressed a corrvex-sectioned tool. Surface eollected fran the 

Waihora site. 

E. Srmll aclze of local olivine basa.lt. A flake including one 

weathered surf ace has been hamrerdressed and roughly flaked to 

fonn a blu..11t adze of subrectangular section., ~ Recovered from 

Waihora, Area VI I , Area 9, surf ace below Lens B. Duff Type 2B . 

The butt end is groowd presumably for use-in hafting. 

F. The bevel and cutting edge of a finely polished Type 2B adze 

iI) southern volcanic basalt. Recovered from Waihora, Area VII, 

t,quar·e 19, .Layer 2. 

G. A rough core of Ouira basalt with use rrnrks in. the circled area 

(:Figure 5:6(g)) suggesting use as a spokeshave. Recovered from 

Waihora, Area VI, Square 19, Layer 2. 
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A. A ground flake adze in southern volcanic basalt . Surf ace 

collected fran Waihora. Duff Type 2A. 

B. Very srnall g-:round flal{e adze in southern volcanic basalt. 

Recovered from Waihora, Area VIII, Square II, Layer 2. 

Duff Type 2A. 

C. Finely made small flake adze (Duff Type 2A) in Ouira basalt. 

The front of the adze has been ground but the convexity of 

the flake scar surface is still apparent. Surface collected 

off Waihora. 

D. Small rectangular sectioned adze in southern volcanic basalt. 

Dlff Type 2A. Recovered fran Waihora, Area VIII, I .D.S. 
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A-D: "Unclassified Adzes and Olisels" (Skinner, 1923: Plate XXV) 

A. Round-sectioned and ridged artefact in dolomitic lirn2stone. 

B. 

c~ 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Surf ace collected from Wai.hara. Function as a pounder is 

suggested in view of the damage to the ends of the artefact . 

and absence of any cutting edge. 

As above, except that this example is not ridged. 

As above. This example does have a bevel al though it could 

not have operated as an effective.cutting edge. It is, however, 

classified as an adze of Duff's Type 6, Variety A. Surface 

collected from Waihora. 

Round-sectioned artefact in dolomitic limestone with edge 

damage at the ends; this it is presumed reflects use 
J.. 

as a pounder. Surface collected off the Waihora si.te. 

Represents an unsuccessful attempt to make a, small flake adze 

of dolcm:i.tic lirrBstone. Edge damage indicates that it was 

subsequently used as a scraper. Surface collected off the 

Waihora site. 

Small adze of scraper in dolomitic lirrestone fonred from 

a retouched flake. Surface collected off Waihora. 

G. Flake of dolomitic lirn2stone which has been harmerdressed 

to produce parallel sides, also possibly used as scraper. 

Surface collected from Waihora. 

H. Srr2.ll retouched flake of dolomitic lirrestone. Surface 

collected off Waihora. 

I. 

J. 

As above. 

A pebble of local olivine basalt which has been hamrerdressed 

and roughly flaked to fonn a small chopper or scraper. 'D1ere 

is considerable edge damage, presumed to be due to wear, on 

the edge arrowed in Figure 5:8 J. 
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A. "Blubber knife" or mataa (Skinner, 1923: 98-99) in Wishart 

Chert (Figure 2: 13). Recovered from Waihora, Area VI, 

Surface below Layer 1. 

B. Flake of southen1 volcanic basalt which has been retouched 

to form parallel sides and a bevel. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area VI, Square 8, Layer 1. Reserrbles pieces from the blade 

tradition of Murihiku ( B. F. leach, 1969). 

C. Small fragn:ent of a larger, polished artefact sha.ving evidence 

of retouch and/or use around the thin edge. Recovered from 

Waihora, Area VI, Square 5, Layer 1. Stone material not 

identified. 

D. Retouched flake of a fine-grained volcanic stone material. 

Presun:ed to have been used as a cutter or scraper. Retouch 

is on the two edges ind.teated in Figure 5:9 D. Recovered 

from Waihora, Area VI , Square 3, Layer 3. Another artefact 

of this type was recovered frcm Waihora, Area Vb, Square 11, 

· Layer 1. 
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A, B and C. Transverse sections from the ascending ramus of the 

rm.ndible of the New Zealand Fur Seal. These may 

represent the process by which one-piece fishhooks 

were manufactured. The section was sawn fi"Om the 

nruidible (see the saw marks on Figure 5: lOC). 'The 

A. 

B. 

. C. 

D. 

the thin cortical bone was drilled out (the beginnings 

of this step are clear in Figure 5:10 A and B). 

This would leave an arc of thick an.ct strong bone for 

use as the hook. 

Recovered fran Waihora, Area III, Square 13, Layer 1. 

Recovered from Waihora, Area v1I, Square 14, I .D.S. 

Recovered fran Waihora, Area v1I, Square 9, Layer 2, 

Lure point in (?seal) bone recovered from Waihora, Area IV, 

Square 7, Layer 1. 

E. One-piece fishhook in ivory, probably from a circumferential 

section of·a large cetacean tooth. Recovered from Wsihora, 

Area VII , Square 13, Lens B. 

F. Snood and shank of a one-piece fishhook in ivory recovered 

.from Waihora, Area VIII, I .D.S. 
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Spear point in marine mar"1IIlal bone. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area VIII, I.D.S. This example may be too broad in section 

to have been used in birds. 

B. Bird spear point in human bone recovered frcm Waihora, Area 

VI , Square 12, Layer 2. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Bird spear point in (?human) bone recoveYed fran Waihora, 

Area VIII, Square I, Layer 2. TJ:ij_s example is notched for 

lashing at the point of section in the figure. 

Bone artefact in (?human) bone recovered fran Waihora, .Area 

VIII, Square 6, Layer 2. It has sharpened edges and ends 

and may be a gouge used for either fish or seabirds. 

Bone awl made from left adult human femur. Found on the 

surface of the Waihora site, near Area XI . 

Long, sharp spear made frcm human bone. Recovered from 

Waihora, Area VI, Square 10, Layer 10. It is notched at 

the point indicated in Figure 5: 11F. 
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a Symmetrical/partly ground/ 
long 

C 
b Smooth/ totally ground/short 

. ~· C Smooth/ partly ground/ long 
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.'>. 

d Smooth/ partly ground/short 

e Smooth/totally ground/long 

d e 

0 cm 4 -
Figure 5: 12 Awls 
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a Step/totally ground/short 

b Step/ partly ground/shaft 

C s.tep / pa rt ly ground/ short 
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A. Bird bone spear point recovered fran Waihora, Area VII, Layer 2. 

B. Bird bone spear point recovered frcm Waihora, Area X, I .D.S. 

C. Bird bone spear point recovered fran Waihora, Area ·vn, Square 

19, ~yer 1. 

D. Cut and polished section of bird bone. Tunction unlmown. 

Recovered from Waihora, Area VI , Square 14 , Layer 1. 

E. Cut and polished section of bird bone. Tunction unknown. 

Recovered fran Waihora, Area VI, Square 9, I .D.S. 

F. Bor1e artefact, possibly a corrb tooth. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area VIII, Square 18, Layer 2. 

G. Bone point recovered from Wail10ra, Area VI I, Square 22, Layer 22. 

IL Fine bone point in bird bone recovered from Waihora, Area III, 

Square 16, I.D.S. 

I . Bird bbne fashioned into an awl with evidence of considerable 

use. Recovered frcm Waihora, Area VI, Square 21, Layer 2. 

J. Sn-all and sharp needle in bird bone recovered from Waihora, 

Area V, Squai·e 14, Layer 2. 

K. 
1
·Very fine point in bird bone recovered fran Waihora, Area VIII, 

Square 24, Layer 2. 

L. Bird bone point recovered fran Waihora, Area VIII, Square 3, 

Layer 2. 

M. Artefact in seal bone. A section of cortical bone has been cut 

out and srroothed. Tunct ion unknovvn. Recovered fran W aihora, 

Area VII, Square 2, Layer 1 .. 
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N. "Minireel" in unidentified material. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area VI, Square 14, Layer 2. Similar in fonn, but not size, 

to reels in DentaZiwn sp. discussed by B.F.Leach (1976). 
1 • V < • 
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A. Fragrrent of schist with one very srooth surface, presumably 

reflecting use in polishing. Recovered fran Waihora, Area 

VI , Square 19, Layer 1. 

B. Small slab of schist with one srrooth edge and surf ace. The 

edges appear to have been crushed to produce the squarish 

shape of this artefact . Recovered fran Waihora, Area VI , 

Square 19, Layer 1. 

C. Schist chip with a srrooth, polished, surface. Recovered 

from Waihora, Area VI , Square 7, Layer 1. 

D. Small burnt chip of local oliv'i.ne basalt with one snx::oth side 

reflecting use. Recovered fran Waihora, Area. V, Square 14, 

Layer 2. 

E. 

F. 

Fragment of a small pebble of olivine basalt with a single 

convE;x·-~face which has been polished snd ground snooth. 

Recovered from Waihora, Area VI II , Square 13, Layer 3. 

Srrall fragment of schist also evidently used as a polisher. 

Waihora Area VI, Square 21, Layer 1. 

• 
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A. Triangular abrader in cryptocrystalline stone material with 

distinctive wear facets o'n both longitudinal edges and one 

surface. P.ecovered from Waihora, Area VII, Square 14, Layer 2. 

B. Srrall schist artefact with one srrnoth surface, either an 

abrader/polisher or fragrrent of a larger artefact. Recovered 

from Waihora, Area VII, Square 18, Layer 1. 

C. ·SmaJ.l schist slab with a very s>ooth and concave surface re-

flecting use as a polisher or abrader. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area V, Square 1, I.D.S. 

D. Stone file with one flattened surface, the other comprising 

three wear facets and both edges rounded. The stone appears 

E. 

to be a basalt from the southern volcanic zone. Recovered from 

Waihora, Area VI, Square 14, Layer 1. A sj_rrJ.lar artefact 

in shale was surface collected from the site. It is not figured. 

A small ,,flake of basalt which has been used as an abrader. Three 

wear facets can be seen on the upper surf ace (Figure 5: 16 E) . 

P.ecovered fra:n Waihora, Area V, Square 2, Layer 2. 

·- F. Sandstone file recovered frcm Waihora, Area V, Square 20, Layer 1. 

G. Sandstone file recovered from Waihora, Area VI , Square 22, lens A. . 
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A. Piece of worked paua shell with three large notches and 
\ 

evidence 6f wear on one· edge. Recovered fran Waihora, Area 

VI, Square 18. This artefact rnay have been used in fibre 

preparation. 

B. Fragment of drilled _P~cte1::_.sp. necklace unit. Recovered 

fran am, Area II , Square 19, Layer 1. 

C, Marine worm cast (? Novastoa sp) which has been us~d as an 

abrader and half-sectioned by wear. Recovered from Waihora, 

Area VII, Square 13, lens B. 

D. and E. 

Pieces of notched paua shell. They were found. in P..rea Vb, 

Square 4, Layer 1 and Area V, Square 20, I .D.S. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE COASTAL MIDDENS 

This chapter reviews evidence recovered fran the four 

excavated coastal middens. The midden material is described :in tenns 

of the major resource categories defined in Chapter 2 and used in 

Chapters 5-8. The few artefacts found are described in the final 

section of the chapter. 'I\vo anissions in the analysis must be 

mentioned at this point. A sna.11 amount of rat bone and some fragments 

of (f~inawere reeovered fran the three shellfish middens but were not 

available for analysis by the author. 

'Il1e locations of the coastal middens -were described in 

Chapter 3. They are all contemporary with the Waihora site, which was 

described in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Section I: Tbe. Faunal Assemblages 

Pokiakio (N.Z.A.A. C 240/266) 

Terrestrial birds are represented by a.total minimun 

mJmber of only 24 individuals. These are fran all four terrestrial 

groups ( Appendix 6 : 1) . The coastal birds are ID'.)st carrnon. This group 

is represented by a minimum of 14 birds frcrn no less than seven species. 

No evidence of plant foods was recovered fran Pokiakio. 

Marine birds are represented by a total minforum m.nnber of 

14 birds frcn1 six speeies of ·ivhich only tbe Southern Diving Petrel 
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contributed more than tv.o individuals. 'The eight birds of that 

species represented would have been readily available fran the 

nearby cliffs. They represent either occaBional captures, possibly 

of stranded birds, or a very short hunt. No evidence of seals or 

other marine mamnal3 was found. 

The site contained a very large number of shellfish 

( Appendix 6: 2) . A total minimum number of over 27, 000 mollusca fran · 

21 species were identified. The three largest inter and subtida_l 

species (Haliotis iris, (jookia sul.cata· and ce·Uana strigiZis chatham-

· _ensisJ make up over 93 percent of the sample (Table 6:1). 

TABLE 6:1. RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF SHELLFISH SPECIES IN CDASTAL MIDDENS 

(after Mcilwraith, 1976: Table 8) 

Species Name Pokiakio Ohi nemarn8a Te Ngaio Average 

L.1 L.2 L.3 L.1 L.1 

Haliotis iris 29. 9 43 .1 Ji~ . 1 69.1 87.1 44.3 

Cellana strigilis 38.0 27.0 68.1 11.0 2.8 29.2 
&.hathamensis 

Cookia sulcata .- 25.3 23.5 9.4 4.0 2.5 18.8 

:Haliotis australis 0.6 3.7 1.9 2.5 2.8 3.3 

Melagraphia aethiops 2.3 1.3 3.1 3.6 2.2 1.8 

Haust1°wn haustorium 0.6 0.8 1.9 7.1 0.9 1.6 

_ Aulacomya maoriana 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.3 

Comine l la maculosa 0.1 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.3 

All other Species 3.3 0.3 -0. 7 0.9 1.2 0.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Minimum ntnnbers of fish species identified fran material in the 

coastal middens are given in T'able 6: 2. 

TABLE 6: 2. FISH FEPRESENI'E.D IN THE COA~l' AL MIDDENS 

(after McilwTaith, 1976: Table 9) 

Pokialdo 

Species Name L.2 

Parapercis colias 

Chei~odactylus macropterus 

Genypterus blacodes 
- - -- .. -

Pseudo labrus 

Total 

Also present: 

spp. 

Galeorhinus. spp. 

Anguilla aucklandii 

A. aus tra lis 

1 

1 

2 

S i t e 

Ohine:namao 

L.1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

5 

Te Ngaio 

L.1 

1 

1 

2 

These three species were represented by a very snall runount of .-

material. No minimum numbers were available at the time of v.,riting 

(Leach, B.F., pers. car:m. , 1979). 

Ohinemmra;:,o ( C240 /273) 

The pattern evident at Pokiakio is repeated in the snaller 

assemblage fran this site. A very snall arrount of bird bone was 

recovered. It represented a total minimu:n nurnber of 24 birds. These 

were equally divided between terrestrial and marine birds fran a total 

of 18 species (Appendix 6: 1). There was no evidence of seals or 
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other marine mamnals, no crayfish and only the typically i:rna.11 

am:mnts of fish (Table 6: 2) and rat bone. 

The shellfish assanblage, on the other hand, represented 

a total minimum number of 2497 rrollusca fran 11 species of which 

the largest (JJ. iris ) was easily the mosi; numerous. It comprised 

69 percent of the sample. 

Te Ngai~ (C240/277) 

The third coastal midden excavated was the snallest but it 

repeated the pattern established at Pokiakio and Te Ngaio. There was 

a total of 16 birds represented. 'I\vo fish were identified (Table 6:2). 

A total of 1377 shellfish fran 14 species were identified 

(Appendix 6: 2) . The paua . ("f!. iris.) canprised over 87 percent of the 

sample. All other species were unccmron. Three crayfish were 

identified (Table 5:7). No evidence of seals was found. 

Section II: Interpretation of the Shellfish Middens 

Econanic debris i.n these sites shows a uniform and high degree 

of. &1)ecialisation. The gathering of shellfish was the main activity 
' . 

at each site. Fishing and fowling were incidental. There is no 

evidence of sealing, although Fur Seals are present at their breeding 

colonies all year round (Figure 2: 10) a!'.d it is most likely that 

colonies existed in the vicinity of these sites; on the long 
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stretch of coast fran Point Durham to Pokiakio, during the period 

of their occupation. This view is supported by the existence of 

the snall colony near Waihora during the occupation of these sites 

( 01apter 2, Chapter 5) . Several areas along this coast wou~d meet 

the physical requirements of breeding l<'ur Seals (Wilson, 1974). 

The shellfish middens are all located on indented areas of 

the shore which provide maximum intertiJal exposure. Pokiakio is on 

a low ridge which extends into the sea creating a large area of gently 

sloping intertidal zone. Ohinanamao is on the lee side of a dyke 

which has the same effect. Te Ngaio is on the sheltered side of a 

shallow bay. 

In their size, specialised contents and locations these 

sites represent sane thirty or more similar middens located at inter

vals along the boulder beach in the Durham area (Figure 1 :.4). 

The s~~n of occupation of the shellfish middens can be 

assessed. It is probable, on the basis of information presented in 

Chapter 1\R), that they represent exploitation of the intertidal znne 

largely wit:hin the calmer sumner months, October-February. Their 

snall sjze, specialised contents and the virtual absence of artefacts 

(see Section III this cbapter) indicate that occupation consisted of 

recurrent, short term visits rather than longer periods of sustained 

settlement. The shellfish middens are therefore to be seen as one 

canponent of a broader settlement pattern. They reflect selective 

gatherings of the larger, rr.ore econanic intertidal shellfish species 

(Chapter 2; Appendix 2:7) at optimum areas where intertidal exposure 
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was rnax:imised. 'fuis exploitation ippears to have occurred as a 

series of brief, recurrent visits, lar~ely in surrmer. The possi

bility that the people involved may not have returned at least s:xne 

of the shellfish they gathered to a central place settlE!l1ent is 

suggested by the degree of specialisation of these middens, particu

larly the lack of evidence of sustained occupation and with the size 

of the shellfish collections. This possibility is discussed further 

in Chapter 8. 

rnc (c:240/689) 

The fourth coastal midden to be excavated contained an entirely 

different type of evidence. llo'M::ver, it ~as similar to the others 

in the degree of specialisation evident in its contents. This \vas 

predaninantly a seal bone midden. Evidence other than seals comprised 

a min:imum number of 12 birds, 5 rats, 3 fish and 6 shellfish (Table 6:3). 
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TABIE 6 : 3 MrNIMllM NUMBERS OF SPECIES O'IHER 'IHAL~ FUR SEALS 
(after Smith, 1977: Table 10) 

Sea Marn:nals 

S0uthen1Elephant Seal 

Leopard Seal 

· Miri:i.rrrurn Nmber 

New Zealand Sea Lion 

Other Mam:nals 

Polynesian Rat 
Birds ----
Pitt Island Shag 

Southern Diving Petrel 
Dieffenbach's Rail 

Erect-crested Penguin 

Chatham Islands Blue Penguins 

Chatham Islands Ivbllymawk 

Petrel sp. 

Puffinus sp. 

Anas sp. 
Smali Rail 

Fish 

Blue Cod 

Ling 

Spotty 

Shellfish 

Cookia suZcata 

HaZiotis iris 

HaZiotis sp. 

Bivalves (tmidentifiable) 
+ mi.ninn.rn numbers not able to be calculated 

12 
8 

2 

5 

7 
2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

3 

3 

+ 
+ 
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There was no evidince of vegetable foods, crayfish or echinoderms. 
\ 

Smith (1977 :67) has estimated that seal bone recovered from 

12.5 square metres, about a quarter of the deposit, represented a 

total minimum number of 130 New Zealand Fm.· Seals and 12 Southern 

Elephant Seals, 8 Leopard Seals and 2 Hooker's Sea lions (Table 6:4). 

This suggests that the whole deposit ms.y have contained the re.rrains 

of over 500 seals . Age at death and sex were assessed for the Fur 

Seal and Elephant Seal bone (Appendix. 3: 2) . The results are included 

in Table 6:4. 

TABI.E 6 : 4 POPULATION STRUCTU&"S OF FUR S&LIJS REPRESENTED AT . CHC 
(after Srnith,1977) 

!',ge/Sex Category Minimum. I\1urnber 

Adult Male 

Adult Female 

Sub-adult Male 

Juvenile 

Pup 

TOrAL 

Material of Indefinite Age/Sex Statu.s 

'Adult Male/Female 

Adult Male/Fernale/Subadul t 

Adult Male/Sllbadult M'.1le 

Adult Female/Subadult Male 

Subadult/Juvenile 

Subadult Male/Juvenile/Pup 

Juvenile/Pup 

28 

50 

10 

14 

10 

112 

3 

1 

8 

2 

1 

5 

3 

Percent~3e of Sample 

25 

45 

9 

12 

9 

100 
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InterpretatiOJ:?. of CHC: 

This site was located less than one hundred metres fran an 

area of the shore which &nith (1977) postulated was the only Fur 

Seal breeding col011y on the Durham coa..st. Seals were evidently 

slaughtered on that colony and their carcasses dragged to the arc 

site and butchered. There is no evidence of sustained settlanent 

in ·the vicinity of the seal bone midden (Chapter 3). 

Seasonality of exploitation of the colony can be assessed 

using data on changes in the age/sex·canposition and population size 

at Fur Seal breeding colonj_es (Figure 2: 10). The size of the postu

lated colony is such that it would have held a maximun population of 

50-100 animals (&nith, 1977). If the upper limit applied the percenta,ge 

figures in Figure 2:10 could be read as population numbers; that is, 

the nlnI'.tber of seals per age/sex class present at a specific ti.me of 

the year. 

The.presence of adult male Fur Seals indicates Sl.lIIIrer 

exploitation. The presence of juveniles, particularly as the third 

most carmon age/sex category, suggests winter exploitation. A subjective 

assessnent of the size of Fur Seal pup bones in relation to the few 

young ~eal skeletons of knmm age and sex which W=re available to 

&nith (1977) suggested that many of these represented archaeologically 

were unlikely to have been killed when new born. This suggests exploit

at ion in autlnI'.tn-winter. , The presence of Elephant ru1d Leopard seals also 

suggests exploitation outsj_de the Slllrrner season. The Chathams are ·well 
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north of the normal breeding range of these species. Visits to the 

north are usually made in winter (Appendix 2 :5). There is no evidence 

to suggest that Elephant Seals -were breeding in the Qiathams at the 

time of occupation of the site under study, although the posstbility 

was raised by recent records of Elephant Seal cows bearing pups on 

the New Zealand coast (Mills et al, 1977). 

~~he evidence of seasonality positively indicates exploita,tion 

during both SUim1er and non-surrmer periods. All year round exploitation 

see:r.s likely, however, it was not estaqlished unambiguously due to the 

shortage of suitable ca11parative material during Smith's (1977) 

analysis of the material. 

Butchering patterns applied to the Fur Seals have been recon

structed on the basis of relative frequency of major bones of the 

skeleton in the archaeological de!X)sit. Seal carcasses were evidently 

butchered using a method which involved flensing the meat and b1.ubb€r 

off the streamlined a..xial skeleton. The skeleton, viscera and body 

fluids would have remained on the midden. Evidence for this prctctice 

is seen in the equal representation of .all parts of the spinal column, 

except for the sna.11 and fragile caudal vertebrae 2 which occur· in 

the site (Smith, pers. carrn., 1978). This danonstrates that there has 

been no cut made through the spine in order to ranove a portion of the 

skeleton. Major bones of the limbs are also neal.'ly equally represented 

indicating that the limbs were generally not re."I10ved fr011 the axial 

skeleton. Bones of the e:,.,.."treni ties, hoyvever, do tend to be slightly 

underrepresented at QIC, suggesting that they may have been cut off 
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the skeleton during flensing and ramved fran the site wj_th the mass 

of meat and blubber taken fran each carcass (&nith, pers. coom., 1978). 

Parts of the inedible material left on the midden would have 

been removed for specific uses as required. ManJibles were drilled 

out to form fishhooks (Section ~II, Chapter 5). Some teeth were 

fashioned into fishhooks. There is no historical record of milk or 

blood beir~g used as food, although both are highly nutritious (Eidlitz, 

1969). 

Conclusion: 

The coastal middens represent two separate activities; shell

fishing and sealing. Each of then was selective and highly specialised. 

They were both ccmponents of a broader settlarent and subsistence 

pattern. Sealing is likely to have occurred at all seasons of the 

year, perhaps with sane concentration of activity in spring and sunmer 

when the Fur Seal population was at its largest. Shellfish gathering 

was concentrated within the sumner months. 

Section III: The Portable Artefacts 

No artefacts,other than a few flakes,were found in the 

coastal middens. A total of 28 flakes were found at Pokiakio, 8 at 

Ohinenamao, 5 at Te Ngaio and 3 at QIC. Source attribution data on 

these is given in Table 6:5. 



TABLE 6:5 

Site 

CTIC 

Pokiakio 

Ohinanamao ,. 

Te Ngaio 

r 
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SOURCE DATA ON FLAKFB FfDM THE Q)ASTAL MIDDENS 

Materials 

Basalt Wishart Wharekauri Schist 
Chert Chert 

. 

- 3 - - . 
. -

6 9 - 12 

5 2 1 -

2 2 - -
: 

13 19 ·1 12 

' 

Sediment Waikaripi 
Pumice 

- -

1 -

- . -

- 1 

1 1 

-

3 

28 

8 

5 

44 
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CHAP'T'ER SEVEN 

THE Il\1I.AND MIDDENS 

This chapter reviews the biological 8..Ild artefactual material 

recovered fran the two excavated inland middens. The fonner is des

cribed in terms of the resource categories developed in Chapter 'lv,,o, 

The few artefacts found are described in the final section. Faunal 

evidence fran both sites is interpreted in Section II in te1ins of 

location of resource zones, seasonality of occupation, and methods 

and selectivity of occupation. Approximate food values are presented 

for each of the major resources represented in the sites. The larger 

of the two assemblages is discussed first. 

Section I: The Midden Material 

CHB: (240/680) 

Terrestrial Resources 

Terrestrial birds canprise only about· 2.9 percent of the 

total rninimun m.nnber (n==63i'1.) of birds represented .(Appendix 7; 1). 

Coastal birds \rere U.."1irnportant. They are represented arc1"'..aeo1ogi

cally by a total of only 12 birds fran 5 species. The forest-edge 

group is represented by a total of 61 birds fran 7 species. Cnly 

two species, the Giant Rail CpiaphorapteI"tfX h(JJ;)ki_nsi) and the smaller 

Dieffenback's Rail (Ral~us phil~ppe~sis dieffenbach{_) 1 fonn a large 

enough proportj_on of the sample to sc:ggest tr.at they were hunted 

selectively. 
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Clear evidence of selective hunting is present in the 

data on relative frequency of the forest bird species. First, only 

four of the eight available species were represented in the site. 

Second, the pigeon, which is the heaviest and IIDSt conspicuous of 

the forest birds, is nll!U8rically daninant (Appendix 7:1) 

In contrast, all the duck species are alrrDst equally 

presented and the wetland birds as a group are unimportant. Hunt

ing of this resource was not annng the purposes of occupation of this 

site. Freshwater fish, the Polynesian rat and vegetable foods are 

the last of the terrestrial foods to be irentioned. The first was 

represented by a total of 4 eels, or just 0.07 percent of the min.i

mum nurrber of fish represented at the site. There was a total of 

89 Polynesian rats represented by bone from throughout the midden 

deposit (Table 5:2). The rat was apparently a food resource at 

this site. Rats may have been found in bird burro.vs during e::-.'f)loi t

ation of the small petrels (for evidence of the interest of Rattus 

exul.ans_ in petrel eggs see Inber, ( 1978)). 

A total mininn.ml nurrber of sixty-liine lwraka kernels were found in 

the midden deposit (Table 7: 1). They were the only evidence of 

vegetable foods recovered. 

Marine Resources 

The rrerine birds represented are listed in Table 7:2 with 

mini.rm.mi nlll1i)er3 per species. Thirteen species have been positively 
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TABLE 7:1 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF KARAKA KERNELS IN 
CHB7II7L.l. -

Total 

3 2 l. 6 

3 8 6 11 28 

21 11 6 2 40 

5 16 4 18 8 51 

4 1 2 5 12 

Total No. of Half Kernels 137 

Total Min. No. of Whole Kernels 69 

Two whole kernels were represented in CHE/I/LAYER 1. 

TABLE 7:2 MARINE BIRDS IN THE INLAND SITES 

Species are listed in taxonomic order. Nomenclature is 

after Kinsky (et al, 1970) except where more recent revisions 

apply. 

Species Name 

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus sclateri 

Eudyptula minor cf.chathamensis 

Diomedea epomophora sanfordi 

D; cauta eremita 

Pterodroma magentae 

P. hypoleuca subspp. 

Pterodroma sp. 

Pachyptila vittata 

P. turtur 

Puffinus griseus 

Pelagodroma marina maoriana 

Pelecanoides urinatrix chathamensis 

Total Marine Birds 

Total of all Birds Per Sample 

CHB 

1 

I 

1 

1 

339 

2 

30 

3 

1 

6 

63 

448 

632 

Site 

CHA 

75 

3 

4 

3 

32 

117 

152 
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identified. All the . Diomedea spp. bone recovered was osteologi

cally mature and may represent older storm stranded birds. Cbly 

three of the marine bird species represented were nurrerically 

sigq.ificant. One species, the Chathams 'Taiko_, ccmprised over 75 

percent of the sample of marine birds. In ascending order of 

frequency of occurrence the major species are; the Broad-billed 

Prion CPachyptila vittata), Southern Diving Petrel CE_elecarwides 

_urin0tr- ix _chathamensi[!) and the Taiko CPt§rodromg, magentae). 

Birds of each of these species were taken as fledglings 

during the latter half of the short period spent in the burro.v 

(Figure 2: 7). This was indicated by the results of a study of 

osteological maturity in tL'? rrost frequent bone avail::tble for each 

species (Appendix 3:2). The results of the study were that as 

many as 16. 6 percent of the tiny coracoids of the Prion su:rvi ved 

as irrrnature bone; 43 percent of the Diving Petrel coracoids were 

irrrnature and over 65 percent of the Taiko coracoids were osteologi

cally irrrnature when recovered. In view of the expected differentiaJ 
., ... 

loss of irrmature bone, particularty for the smaller species (Binford 

and Bertram, 1977) all of these figures are to be seen as low rriini

m.nn. estimates of the proportion of birds which were taJwn as 

fledglings. 

The data on bird seasonality (Figure 5:2; Appendix 2:4) 

and live body weight per species (Appendix 2:4) show that Tai7w 

was the heaviest petrel avaiJable onshore in the surrrrer season. It 

is also very likely to have been the nost m:nmrous. For these 

reasons it was the focus of a short period of petrel e;,,.'Ploitation 
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which occurred at that tirre of the year. This is reflected in 

Taiko being the rrost frequently represented petrel species in the 

inland sites, in fact in any of the Durham area sites. Evidence 

of seasonality is discussed further below (Section II). 

The fish bone recovered from CHB, Layer 1, represented 

a total minimum nurrb~r of alrrDst 5 , 000 ·fish fran thirteen species 

(Table 7:3). 'The inshore species are predomin::nt. 'The offshore 

TABLE 7:3 THE FISH MATERIAL FROM CHB, LAYER 1 

Species Naire (13 spp.) Minilmnn NuTTber % of the Sample 

Blue Cod 3066 61.59 · 

Butterfish 1288 25.87 

Pseudolabrus spp. 242 4.85 
- -

Tarakihi 183 3.68. 

Black Cod 116 2.33 

Leatherjacket 30 .60 

Mold 22 .44 

Conger Eel 16 .32 

Red Cod 5 .10 

Ling 4 .08 

:Iong-~inned Eel 3 .00 

Hapuku 2 .04 

Short-firu1ed Eel 1 .01 

Total 4978 99.9l7o. 
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species (Appendix 2:6) such as ling, Red Cod and Hapuku, are 

alnDst as uncommn as the eels. At the other end of the fre

quency distribution Blue Cod, Butterfish and rrerrbers of the 

Pseuq_olabrus genus together canprise over 92 pereent of the sarrple. 

In tenrs of both species present and minimum nurr:bers per species 

_the QIB sample is a specialised version of the Waihora asserr:blage 

(Appendix 5 :2). A carparable fishing strategy is reflected but 

the long list of minor species which ~\·ere caught and taken to 

the Waihora site have not been taken to'the QIB site, presumably 

because only the ID'.)re valued species were carried up the slope 

to the jnland location. 

Shellfish present in QIB (Table 7:4) fonn a sm:J.ler and 

ID'.)re specialised ·version of the Waihora asserrblag-e. This and the 

TABLE 7:4 

Species Nrure 

HaUoti:.s iris 

SHELLFISH IN THE I111AND MIDDENS 

Minimum Nurrber CHB 

Cookia su7,;ata 

Cellana s. chatha.mensis 

Meiagraphia aeth{ops 

H. haustoriwn 

Paphies suhtrianguiata 

·. P. au.strale 

iiaZiotis australis 

S'urho (Mode Ua) granosa 

Diloma ·, spp · 

Total 

479 

189 

164 

52 

45 

14 

2 

11 

10 

9 

975 

Minimum Nurrber GIA 

209 

42 

84 

17 

12 

12 

4 

380 
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fish material from CHB define a 1patten1 ·which is characterj_stic 

of resources transported from the coast to the inland middens. 

'Ille pattern is repeated in both fish 'and shellfish in the OIA site. 

'Ille Qil3 shellfish material is dominated nurrerically by the three 

largest and nost economic intertidal-subtidal rrolluscs ( see 

:Mcilwraith, 1976), 'The less frequently represented species follow 

a general order of frequency typical of shell middens on this coast 

(Appen.dix 6 :2). They carbine to form just over 15 percent of the 

minimum nurrber of shellfish in the sample. The comron echinodenn 

or _kina. (Evechinus chloroticus) was represented on the site by 

18 individuals. Leach and Anderson (n.d.) identified 31 crayfish 

from mandibles found in the midden (Table 5: 7). Yost importantly, 

marine manmals were represented by evidence of only one 2eal. This 

was the left femur of a juvenile Fur Seal. This stands in marked 

contrast to both the Waihora site ( Chapter 5) and the arc seal 

butchery site (Chapter 6). It is, however, comparable to the 

situation with the specialised shellfish middens which contain no 

evidence of. seals al though they appear to have been occupied in 

sUITITBr when Fur Seals are ITDst nurrerous (Figure 2:10). 

CHA: (C240/680) 

This site was. very similar to am. Therefore its contents 

can be reviewed briefly. 

Terrestrial Resources 

Terrestrial birds corr:prise a similar proportion of the 

total minimum nUJ:rber of birds at QIA as at am (Appendix 7:1; Table 7:2) 
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and the four terrestrial habita,t groups are represented with very 

similar relative frequencies. Cnly one eel was identj_fied in the 

QI.A material (Table 7:5). A total of 41 Polynesian rats were 

TABLE 7:5 

Species Narre 

Blue Cod 

Butterfish 

THE FISH ASSEMBLAGE FIDM CEA, LAYER 1 

Minimum Nurrber 

602· 

147 

_Pseudolabrus spp. 89 

% of the sarrple 

68. 01 

16.63 

10.06 

Tarakihi 

Black Cod 

Moki 

Hapuku 

21 

14 

9 

1 

2.38 

1.58 

1.02 

lDng-finned Eel 1 

.11 

.11 

Total 884 , 99;.90 

identifi.ed (Table 5 :2), again they nay have been taken frcm bu.rrows 

during birding. A total of 22 carbonised karaka kernels were found 

in the (){A midden. '!heir distribution is shown in Table 7:6. 

TABLE 7:6 

I 

Total 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUfIO.\T OF KARAKA KERNELS IN rnA/II/L.liYER 1 

Total -·--
1 6 1 1 5 14 

1 0 4 10 4 19 

0 0 0 1 3 4 

0 1 0 5 0 6 

0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 

2 7 5 17 12 43 

43 half kernels gives a tot3:l mintrmrm number of 22 ken1els 
1 kernel was :found in GIA/I/layer 1. 
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Marine Resources 

The sample of ITlc:'1.rine bird bone recovered from CHA 

represented a minimum nurrber of l;J..8 birds fran 6 species (Table 7:2). 

·Taiko (64%) &."'1.d the Diving Petrel are predominant. The Broad-billed 

Prion is less frequently represented in relation to sample size at. 

CEA than at am. The incidence of osteolog-lcal imnaturi ty in the 

rtajor petrel species was not recordeJ. However, it is very likely 

to be sim.i.lar to the pattern in the am material. 

The fish bone reoovered from CRA was very similar to 

the am sample (Table 7: 3) but smaller in relation to the overall 

bulk of the sample. Minirr.iUffi nurrbers per species are gi -.;:,en in Table 

7:5. Aga:i.n the inshore species are comron; Blue Cod and Butterfish 

predominating (85 percent). The eel and Hapuku are equally uncarrnon. 

· The shellfish material (Table 7:4) is simi.lar to the 
< 

. ' 

CHB satrple in ternB of Sl)E;Cies present an.d the relative frequency 

of each. Parts of kina C[Evechinus sp) present represented a total 

of 14 specimens. No crayfish were identified. There was no evidence 

at all of seals or any other nnrine man:rrals. 

Section II: Discussion and Interyretation 

'The dist:!"ibution of rna.jor resource zones in the Durham 

area was reconstructed tn Chapter 2. The major resources represented 
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in the inland middens are birds of the broadlea.f forest, small 

petrels, fish and shellfish. The pigeons would have been taken out 

of the low canopy of the mixed broadleaf f crest which occurred a.-s 

a narrow and irregular corridor on the lee sides of the major ridges 

in the Durham al"'<;;a ( Figure 2 : 2 ; · Figure 2 : 12) , including the ridge 

upon which these sites are located. The Taiko is arrongst the 

shearwaters and petrels which breed in colonies located where dry 

soil is available at some height above the surrounding landscape, 

preferably facing in to the prevailing wind to assist fledglings in 

early attempts at fli"ght (Chapter 2; Chapter 5, Section II). 

'These conditions are all met by the area around the CHA and CHB 

sites. It faces into the prevailing wind, has suitable soil 

conditions and is thought to have .been on an ecotcne bc~veen forest 

and rrore open vegetation (Figure 2 :2). 

TI1e fish represented in the inland sites were selected 

from arrongst those caught in the narrow strip of turbulent inshore 

water. The shellfish present were taken fran the intertidal and 

subtidal zones·on the coast. 

V.ethods and Selectivity of Exploitation: 

The operation of three separate fo.vling strategies is 

evident fran the inland sites. "Mutton-birding'' is clearly the 

IIDst in:portant. 'The Taiko, including fledglings, were ta.l<en fran 

burrows. The Di vi~1g Petrels and Prions would be hand caught in the 
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crevices in which they breed. Spears would have been used for 

fowling j_n the hY.o<'rileaf forest (see.Skinner (1923:. 78 ff) and the 
. 

artefacts illustrated in Chapter 5, Section III). Snares and nets 

may also have been used. Factors behind selective hunting of the 

pigeon have been discussed aoove. This selectivity is evident at 

both QIA and Qffi. Taiko is predaninant numer.ically and it was the 

largest and most numerous petrel available in the sumner season 

(Appendix 2 :·4) . 

The forest-edge birds represented would have been taken using 

snares and/or traps (Chapter 5). Because ,\Btland and coastal birds 

canprise such a s:nall proportion of the midden they are tal(en to 

represent occasional and opportunistic captures rather tha....-: the operation 

of a fowling strategy. 

The most frequently represented fish species are those ,vhich 

would be taken most carmonly using nets fran the shore. They are also 

amongst the lai:gest of the inshore species. The need for an adaptation 

of fishing technology in ord~r to catch butterfish efficiently may 

suggest that it was a particularly favo'..lred species. The major shell

fish species appear to have been selected for S.ize and availability 

either out of the ~~ter and in the shallows. Water t611peratures in the 

Chathams are cold enough (Chapter 2) to make intertidal or just subtidal 

shellfish a preferred category. 

Seasonality: 

The best indications of the seasonality of the inland sites 

canes fran the presence-absence and age at death data on the marine 
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birds. The relevant infonnation is shown in Figure 5 :2. The juxta

position of a high proportion of imnature bone fran Taiko Diving 

Petrel and the Broad-billed Prion can be used to establish seasonality 

of CHA and CHB. Broad-billed Prion fledglings are available in 

December. Diving Petrel fledglings are available in January .. The 

breeding season of the Taiko has not yet been positively established 

on the basis of livi?,g birds. However, its presence in GIA and am 

while i:rrnature oone of White-faced Storm Petrel, Sooty Shea.prater and 

the Mottled Petrel is not present, suggests that·Taiko.fledglings 

were available in the December-January interval. 

The inland sites appear to have been occupied in that short 

sumner season. This interpretation makes other aspects of the use of 

inland sites clear. Firstly, the virtual absence of pengui.n and seal 

oone fran sites occupied in sumner when ooth these resources were most 

abundant (Figure 2:10; Figure 5:2) means that they were available 

on the coast but not used at these sites. Secondly, the presence of 

karaka kernels in both GIA and CHB may be more importru1t than the 

numbers identified fran each deposit suggest. This is particularly 

so bs~ause no kernels were identified at Waihora or in the coastal 

middens, although occupation of each of the sit~s involved would have 

occurred during the sunrner-autumn interval in which the kernels are 

available. The few kernels which survived in the archaeological record 

may have done so only because they were caroonised by being thrown into 

a carnp fire after the flesh had been eaten off the outside of the harder 

central kernel. They may therefore represent a much larger number of 

kernels most of which have decanposed in the deposit or been chewed and 

eaten. It should also be rernanbered that karaka trees only grew in a 
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few small, sheltered locations on the Durham coast and that these 

were near the inland middens. 

In surnrrary, short-term occupation of the rnA and CHB sites on 

the inland ridge top situation may be seen as rreeting two needs. One 

was for the rich flesh of the flying marine birds which had been ~bsent 

from the inshore colonies for several months (Figure 5 : 2) . The second 

was for ka:raka kernels ymich were easily the most abundant of the 

plant food8 apart from the rhizorres. (Table 2:3). Other "inland" sites 

in the Durham area (see Figure 1:4.) may also represent exploitation of 

these resources. 

Section III: 'lhe .Artefacts 

Faunal and other indications of the short-term nature of 

occupation at these sites is reinforced by the scant artefactual 

evidence. 

A schist club (Figure 5: 3A) was found in CHB with a drilled 

Pee ten spp. necklace unit (Figure 5: 17B), two bird bone awls of the 

type represented in Figure 5:13B and a total of 3l'small flakes. 

rnA contained three awls and a total of 13 flakes. The 

source attributions on the flakes are given in Table 7: 7. Only tlrree 

stone materials are represented. These assemblages are very different 

from the material recovered from Waihora ( Chapter 5 : Section III) . 

The difference reflects use of the inland locations for short recurrent 

visits, whereas the village site was occupied throughout the year by 

a sizeable group of people (Chapter 5 and 8). 
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TABLE 7: 7 SOURCE DATA O..~ F1AKFS FRQ1 INLAND MIDDENS 

Site 

ClIA 

CHB 

TOTAL 

Wishart Chert Wharekauri Chert Basalt 

10 3 

18 4 9 

28 4 12 

Total 

13 

31 

44 
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INTERPRETATION 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

HUMP,.N ECOLOGY IN THE DURHAM AREA, CIRCA 1600 A.D. 

INTRODUCTION: 

. 
This chapter is presented in three sections. The first 

describes the settlement-subsistence system (Fitzhugh, 1972) 

represented by Waihora and the related sites. The second 

presents a reconstruction of the diet and expections of life 

(Sutton, 1979) of the inhabitants of those sites. The third section 

interprets evidence for trade and exchange of materials fran beyond 

tlE SO'...ithwest coast of 01a+ham Island. 

Section I: The Settlerrent-Subsistence System 

The archaeological evidence presented above (Chapters 5-7) 
-

represents ,a synchronic settlerrent pattern which consisted of two 

interrelated elerrents: the Waihora site and the specialised middens. 

Sorre of the factors which effected the nature and distribution of 

three sites can now be defined. First, all th~ sites are located 

on the small available areas of dry ground (Appendix l: 1). Second, 

eacL of the sites is located near the source of at least one of the 

major food resources it contains. The pattern of distribution of sites; 

therefore, coincides closely with the distribution of resource zones 

within the Durham area (Figure 2 :12). Shellfish middens are found on 

the inland edbre of the intertidal pat forms. The seal bone midden was 

found near what is held to·have been the only seal breeding colony 

on this stretch of the ·coast. The inla.'1d birding micidens were found 
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near one of the very few locations in the area which fulfills the 

physical requirerrents of breedir'lg and fledging seabirds.of the 

_ Fterodroma genus. 

However, there is rrore to the pattern than a correlation 

in the distribution of sites and resource zones. The size and 

complexity of individual sites is closely related to the nature of 
. 

the major resources they contain. The separate shellfish middens 

represent recurrent short term visits spent in exploitation of the 

intertidal platfor:n. The inland birding middens, similarly_ represent 

short te11n occupation ti..med to take advantage of the return of a 

particular petrel species after the virtual absence of birds of 

this sort fran the coast for at least six TIDnths (Figure 5:2). 

Large quantities of fish and some karaka. kernels and she_;__lfish were 

also eaten on these sites. However, birding of the !Paiko fledgings 

is seen as the raison d'etre of these sites. In a final example 

of site function, the arc site is seen as a location at which seal 

carcasses were butchered rather than as a settlement site pf;ir_ se.· 

The Waihora site is unique within the Durham area. 

First, with a total area of approximately 8,000 square metres 

(Figure 5: 1) it is very much larger than any. 01 the other sites 

{Appendix 1: 1). Second, it canpri92:sa series of synchronic activity 

areas which included evidence of various aspects of village life from 

f(X)d preparation to burial. Third, it was occupied at several seasons 

throughout the year and presumably all year :round. 
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It was located in a very e}..-posed situation while other 

nnre sheltered locations, such a$ the flat land on the northeast 

of Stony Hill (Figure 1:4), were not occupied. The location of the 

seal colony may explain this apparent enigµE.. Tr..e two were separated 

by an optimum distance such that the animals wuuld not have been 

disturbed by the irrmediate presence of man, at the same ti.me it 

was easily available to the inhabitants of the village and the 

carcasses could be £lensed and offal left to rot cMay from and 

leeward of the village. The "latter may 11ot have been an unimportant 

factor given that tl:.':! midden appears to have contained the rernains of 

sare 500 seals. 

The Waihora site appears to have functioned as a central 

place setdernent within the L~ham area. In this view i.t is seen as 

the home of the inhabitants of the area and as the centre of a 

seasonal round of exploitation which en':ompassed all the more 

economic food resources of the Durham area and sorre, though on.l y a few.., 

£ran beyond. Individual food resources were e.-x:ploited at separate, 

usually seasonal, resource zones where they could be taken most 

economically. This practice fanned a pattern of complementary 

exploitation. It appears that at least som2., and probably a great 

deal, of the food hunted and gathered at discrete locations was returned 

to the central place settlement. 
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'Ihis possibility is indicated by several pieces of the 

archaeological evidence. For im,-tance, the seal bone recovered from 

Waihora p1-ubably greatly underrepres~nts the rurount of seal flesh 

which was consurred there. This contention is supported by Smith's 

(n.d.) analysis of body parts representation,at both sites (Chapter 5 

and 6). Meat and blubber flensed off carcasses at rnc and carried 

to Waihora would leave no durable eviclence there. Secondly, the 

relatively small and irregular shellfish assemblage at Waihora may have 

been supplerrented by the flesh of paua and other nDre economic 

species which were ('ollected away fran the site, shelled, and then 

carried to Waihora for preservation or i.rrrn8diate consurrption. 

Finally, the dense layer of _Taiko bone found in the inland 

middens could represent birds which were captured nearby, "boned out", 

preserved out and then eaten in the village site during tne winter 

IIDnths. A :rrethod of bird preservation, applied to Sooty Shearv.~ter 

fledgings by the southern Maori, which is corrpatible with this hypothesis 

has been described by Richdale (1948), 

The., suggestion that the Fur Seal colony was of fur1darrental 

irrportanc.e to the perennial settle:rrent of the Durha.'11 area is 

confirned by an assessrrent of the approxirria.te food values represented 

by each of the major food resources (seals, Iffi!ine a.rid terrestrial 

qirds, fish and shellfish) recovered from the excavated middens. 

The ID:!i:hods u..sed in the assessment are presented in Appendix 8:1. 

The results are stmnarised in Table 8:1 in terms of food values 

per site and per resource. 
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Table 8:1 FCCD VAIJJISREPHESENTED BY 'lliE }L\.JOR RESOJP.CFS 

(I) Per Site Food Energy (}~) Protein (kg) Carbohydrate (kg) Fat (kg) 

Pokiakio ----
Marine Mamnals 0 0 0 0 

Marine Birds 45,261 2 0 4 

Terrestrial Bird.s 60,348 3 0 0 

r'ish 2,000 0 0 0 

Shellfish 1, CXX) ' CXX) 162 12 97 

SITE WTAL 1,107,609 167 12 107 

Chinerramao 

Maxine Mamnals 0 0 0 0 

Marine Birds 20,641 1 'O 2 

Terrc-strial Birds 17,334 1 0 2 

Fish 6,000 1 0 0 
,_ 

Shellfish 212,000 34 3 21 

SITE TOTAL 255,878 37 3 25 
---

Te Ngaio 

Marine Man:rnals 0 0 0 0 

Marine Birds 5,136 0 0 1 

T Terrestrial Birds 12,198 1 0 1 

Fish 3,000 1 0 0 

Shellfish 99,200 16 1 10 

SITE TCITAL 119,534 18 1 l,2 

arc ,. Mar.~ .. rie Mamr.als 88 I 129 />36 3,532 557 7,871 

Marine Bires 58,743 3 0 5 

Terrestrial Birds 14,766 1 0 1 

Fish 3,000 1 0 0 

~- Shellfish 0 0 0 0 

SI'IE TOTAL 88,205,745 3,537 557 7,877 

IBA 
Marine Y,amnals 0 0 0 0 

Marine Birds 95,016 5 0 9 

Terrestrial Birds 59,706 3 0 5 

Fish 987,000 1.97 0 20 

Shellfis.'1 17,600 3 0 2 

>- Sl'IB TOTAL 1,159,322 Z08 0 36 

CSE 

Marine Manmals 844,108 3 1 6 
, 

Marine Bi rd.s 467,376 23 0 42 

Terrestrial Birds 297,246 15 0 27 

Fish 5,514,000 1,103 0 110 
r Shell.fish 46,400 8 1 4 

f SITE TOTAL 7,169,130 1,152 z· 189 

Waihora 

Marine AnL=ls 6,371,560 277 42 565 

1!arine Birds 2,017,485 101 0 182 

Terrestrial Birds 680,199 34 0 62 

Fish 4,683,000 937 0 94 

Shellfish 85,000 ~4 11 8 

SITE 'rorAL 13,807,244 1,363 53 911 

TOTAL VAll"ES 111, 82•1 ; 460 6,482 618 9,157 -------
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( II ) E.E:! P,:,sourcc For All Sites O:m:>ined 

Marine Mamm.ls 95,344,904 3,812 600 8,442 

Marine Birds 2,709,561 135 0 245 

Terrestrial Birds 1,141,797 58 0 104 

Fish 11,198,000 2,240 0 224 

Shellfish 1,460,200 237 18 142 

TC/I'AIS: 111,824,460 6,482 618 9,157 

·r 
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Eighty-five percent of the food energy, almJst 60 percent 

of the protein, 97 percent of the carbohydrates and 92 percent of 

t..li.e fats represented by the excavated evidence of rraj or food resources 

was drawn from the seals identified from CHB, Wai.hara and one quarter 

of the CHC midden. On the other hand, shellfi:5h m the excavated sites, 

although gathered ic quantity and presunably by the use of time consuming 

and laborious methods (lliehan, 1977, Kirch and Dye, 1979), represented 

only 1.3, 3.6, 2.9, and 1.6 percent respectively of t~e same totals. 

Terrestrial birds are of approx:i..m3.tely the same importance as shellfis1:i. 

Marine birds appear to have contributed over twice as nruch in terms of 

total food values as the terrestrial species. Fmally, fish are of very 

considerable importance. They represent nearly ten percent of t..l-ie 

total food energy and one third of all protein. 

In s1.mmry, the subsistence-settlerrent system 1..mder examination 

was focussed on the exploitation of seals from a single Sfl1.all colony. 

It also mcluded a seasonal rotmd of c01nplementary exploitation of 

other resources. It is no possible to assess the importance of plant 

food directly. However, as is indicated in Section III belaw, severe 

tooth wear suggests that fibrous vegetable food was eaten frequently, 

an.d although the available plant foods were small and unnutritious 

the carbohydrate obtained from them may have been important in a 

very high fat diet. 

Section III: Life Expectancy and Diet 

Llrnited inforr~ia.tion on lengt..l-i of life, illnesses and injury 

are available from Houghton's (1976) report on the small collection 
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of human bone fran Waihora. A summry of information on each of 

the 14 i.ndi vid~als represented is presented in Appendix 8 : 2. 

Length of life data are s1.mmarised in Table 4: 4. Unfortunately, 

there is no infonnaUon on infant rrortality. The average age at 

' death for the ten adults represented was about 37 years. 

'Ihis is a long life span by compar~son with the estimated average 

age at death for adults at Wairau Bar (Houghton, 1975) of 28 years. 

However, it is close to the adult average estimated for the 

Wairarapa srurple by the author (Sutton, 1979). No specific 

interpretation of these differences is justified at present given the 

small sample sizes involved. 

'Ihere is positive evidence of illness in mast individuals 

represented in the Waihora sample (Appendix 8:2). All the 

indi victuals with long bones present show many fine Han·is lines 

distributed throughout the period of. childhood. These may represent 

recurrent periods of deprivation or illness but no specific 

interpretation of either the cause or the severity of these 

episodes i_~ possible at present. Burial III contained evidence of an 

extensive plaque of atherorna in the abdominal aorta. This 

condition has been related to high fat diet and a number of other 

causes., 

In general the pattern of onset and severity of spinal 

and infraspinal arthrosis is rroderate, particularly by canparison 

with the Wairarapa rnaterial (Sutton, 1979). This may suggest that 

life was less physically demanding at Waihora (Houghton, 1976). 

None of the clavicles show first rib depressions and arthrosis of the 

cervical spine is present only in one minor joint of the oldest 

individual. This suggests (Houghton, 1976 :7) that canoe transport, 
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involving paddling, was seldcm used. 

Dental wear is rmrked and includes early severe wear to 

the first rrolars and the flanking teeth. Burial IV shows loss 

of the first and second lower rrolars which,is alrrDst certainly the 

result of dental wear; specifically, the developrrent of a"fernroot 

pland 1 (Taylor, 1963), dislocation or the rrolar roots, infection 

around the tooth roots and inevitable tooth loss . Toe 
.. 
conseq~nces of infection of this sort to general health may have 

been very severe. Toe pattern of dental wear encountered suggests 

that fibrous vegetable food, presurmhly fernroot, was eaten frequently 

(Houghton, 1976; Olsen, 1979). 

Toe only eviden '"" of traurr.a found in the sample is a 

healing fracture of the sixth left rib in Burial III. It probably 

occurred two to three weeks prior to death. Reconstruction of 
. 

stature for the adults represented by long bones a.re given in Table 8:8. 

Table 8:8 Stature P~constructions for Adults (after Houghton, 1976:11) 

Burial Stature Sex 

1 172/3 rrm (518ft) H 
II 1753 rrrn (5 19!f) M 

III 1689 rrm (5 16-?!1') M 
V 1635 rrm (5 I 411) F 

XII 1732 nm (5'8!f) M 

The dietary intake of these people can be reconstructed at 

least in general terms, fro.~ the canpasition of the excavated middens. 
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No detaUed reconstruction is possible due to the loss of 

organic materials, very consideqble sampling problems and the 

possible difference between potenti~lly 

f(X)d values (Lyrran, 1979). 

usable and conslllned 

The ratio of protein: carbohydrate: fat evident from 

the assesSJrent of food values (Table 8:1) is of particular 

interest. It is one part carbohydrate to 10 parts of protein 

to 15 parts of fat (Table 8:1 II). Th~s is of the same order 

as the ratios estimated for m:i.ddens at Ashishik Point in the 

Aleutians by D2nniston (1972). The very high fat: carbohydrate 

ratio which could only be increased by rmre complete excavation 

of the 0-IC site, could be a hazard to health (WCX)dyatt, 1921: 

Dueul, 1957). It indicates that there would be a need fc,.i the 

consumption of vegetable foods to counter this irrbalance. Considerable 

time is therefore likely to have been spent in gathering fern root 

(Skinner and Baucke, 1928), and karaka kernels (Welch and 

Davis, 1870) and possibly sorre other vegetable foods. There is 

no evidence to suggest that a shortage of vitamins and essential 

minerals woula bave occurred in the diet (see D2nniston, 1972). 

In sumnary, the inhabitants of the Waihora site were 

tall and robust Polynesians who lived on a rough but nutritionally 

!;ldequate diet which was characterised by a very.high fat: protein: 

carbohydrate ratio. There is some evidence that the physical demancLs 

on them were not great and that they lived as long, and possibly 

longer, than at least sorre groups in prehistoric New ZeahU1d (see 

Houghton, 1976). 
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~'ECTION III Trade And Exchan~ 

'The nature of contact bet-ween the inhabitants of the 

Durham area and those occupying other regions of the islands 

can be inferred from an examination of the non-local resources 

found in the excavated sites. 'Ihis topic is described below under 

two headings; midden Imterial and :3tone resources. Resources 

referred to in this discussion as irrported or non-local are 

those which must ha v"e come from beyond the Otonga area. 

(Figure 1: 5 ) . 

Midden Material 

'1hree shellfish species foilnd in the excavated sites 

are non-local. 'lhe minirrn1lT! nurrbers per species are given in 

Table 8:9. 'Ihe drilled Pee-ten ~.~shell found in QID (Figure 5:17B) 

is the first of these. Toe Hanson Bay Beaeh, approx:irn:'l.tely 24 km 

east of Waihora, is the nearest source of this species known to 

the author. Valves of _Paphies suhtriang!!:l<!t~- porrecta 'Uld 

'faphies __ australe australe _ were also recovered. 'Ihe nearest 

source of -p,_ s_uhtriqngulataisthe Petre Bay beach, 13 km north

east of Waihora. Paph~es a. az1:3trale _ requires !illre sheltered 

conditions and Te Whanga Lagoon provides the only s-ui table habitat 

for this species on Cnatha.11 Island. Living specimens have been 

'found· at Awapatild, the rrouth of the lagoon, which is' approximately 

24 km north-east of Waihora (see Mcilwraith, 1976:34; Nugent, 

1977: 23). 

Toe non-local shellfish species comprise only a tiny 

proportton of the shellfish assemblagBs in which they occur. 

It appears that they rray have been irrported to the area to serve 
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as scrapers. They are better suited to this function than 

rrost of the locally available roclcy shore shellfish species. 

Harsant ( 1978: 117) searched sorre of the rocky shore she11 fish 

and all of the Paphies spp_. from Waihora for edge damage. Only 

the :Paph.ies spp. showed signs of use as tools. Many of the 

fragnents of_ Paph.i_e.!!_ spp. from Waihora appear. to have been used 

but no specific interpretation off.unction could be made. 

However, four whole valves were identified .which had been used to 

scrape a rredium-hard textured material such as wood (Harsant, 1978: 

117; 166-167). A fifth valve examined was probably used as a 

scraper (Harsant, 1978: Plate 17). 

TABLE 8:9 Minimum ~runners and Distribution of Non-local 
Shellfisn. 

Species 

Site Paphies subty,iqngulata Paphies a, australe Pecten 

Waj_hora 74 6 0 

Pokia."l{io· 30 0 0 

Chinein::'lI!lao 
., 

0 0 0 

Te Ngaio 7 0 0 

-CHA 12 0 0 

QIB 14 2 1 

;rnc 0 0 0 

Totals: 137 8 1 

Immture albatross bone was found in Waihora ( C110 .. pter 5) . 

All albatross bone found in the other sites was osteologically 

mature (Ta.1Jle 6: 3; Appendix 6: 1; Table 7: 2). It is, therefore, 

presUID2d to represent storm v.rrecked adult birds which were collected 

SI 
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off the shore or feeding adults, possibly captui-ed with a g;ouge 

(Figure 5 :llD). Toe imnature bone, however, represents fJedgJJng 

birds which could only have been taken from the offshore colonies. 

These are all a long way fran the Durham area. The distances are 

given in Q1apter 5. In fact, there is no area i.n the a-iatham 

Islands which is fUl~her fran an albatross cclony. 

Toe nature of contact with the co.lonies is nDst likely 

to have been secondary, rather than involving trips to the 

colonies by the inhabitants of the Durham area. In this view, 

albatross would have been obtained from others who did visit the 

colonies, through trade, exchange or gifting. 

Evidence in supp.rt of this interpretation coITBs from 

the excavated midden evidence ·which shows a predomi11ant emphasis 

on exploitation of locally available resources. It also contains 

little, if any, evidence of the use of water craft (see 0:iapter ~ 

and the interpretation of the fish material, for instance). In 

fact, craft of any size would be very difficult to rrnintain on 
r . 

this coast where there is no all-weather harbour. Toe boats 

Broughton (9-uoted in Skinner, 1923:23) saw on tqe beach 

and being ''hauled up' 1 at Kaingaroa were only 8 or 9 feet long 

and had a rmxirrrum beam of 3 feet. An open sea voy~ae of over 60 lrn 

·,necessary to visit even the nearest of the albatross colonies 

would require a substanti.ally larger craft . Shand (.1871) 

records that the larger class of 1briori raft were usually 30 to 

35 feet long, 4 to 5 feet deep and 4 to 5 feet wide. It is quite 

possible that these "Extraordinary Machines" (Parker ,Ms., 1833) made 

the voy2.ges out to the colonies but it seems unlikely that they 

could have been hauled up for protection, as would have been 
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necessary on the Durham coast, given the recorded n>2thod of 

construction (Skinner, 1923: 112-118). No other non-local 

midden material has been identified in the excavated sites. 

Stone Materials 

The excavated stone asserrblages have been described 

in Chapters 5-7. The specialised midden sites contained only a very 

~11 number of flakes and very few other artefacts. This reflects 

the short-term occupation of these sites and their functional 

specialisation in subsistence tasks which require very little 

durable technology (Appendix 9:1). On the other hand, a complex 

_ asserrblag-e of stone material was recovered dtrring excavation of 

the Waihora site. It included adzes, abraders, harrmerstones and 

over 10,000 flakes._ The spatikl distribution of this rra.terial 

reflects the functions of the activity areas within the village 

( Appendix 4: 1; Chapter 5) . The relative frequency of materials 

from different sources (Figure 2:13,Table 5:17) can be used to 

reconstruct the nature of contact wHh other areas. 

The flake asserrblage, in particular, is highly structured. 

_Only a proportion of the potential sources are represented 

and SOITB sources are much IIDre frequently represented than others. 

:Three. factors can be identified which account for this variation. 

Toe first is distance from the source. The second is the physical 

properties of each material; particularly the important variables 

of quality of fracture, hardness and edge holding ability. TI1ese 

are surrrrn.rised for each of the stone IPaterials in Table 2: 5. TI1e 

third factor is the purpose for which specific ma.terials were 

used. There is some evidence, for instance, to sugg-est that sehist 
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was the rnaterJ.al rrost commnly used· in handclub rrrumfacture by 

tradition rather than because of any functional adVBntage 

gained by its use. 

'Ihe distance factor is an irrportant underlying variable. 

' At least anxmgst the non-basalt flake material there is a general 

inverse correlation between distance from source and frequency 

of occurrence. (Table 5 :17) • There is, therefore, a strong 

tendency to use the locally available materials. At the sarre 

ti.ire materials with distinctive and particularly useful physical 

properties were imported from distant sources. For instance, 

the good quality of fracture, hardness and edgeholding 

ability of the Wharekauri chert (Table 2: 5) appears to account 

for its relatively comron occurrence while all the other northern 

nnterials (Figure 2:5) are very W1comron. On the negative side, 

inferior physical properties may accom1t for the absence of a group 

of materials in the middle distance :range. 'They are the non-
I 

dolomitic lirrestone, whid1 outcrops on the western shore of Te 

Whanga Lagoon, Te Whanga chert, Red Bluff biomicrite and Korako 

chert. They·al'E? all soft, splintery or brittle (Table 2:5; 

C'l!Ipbell, n. d.). One local material, the Maipito chert, is also 

absent from Wathora, presumably also due to its generally poor 

working quality which is described by Campbell {n.d.). 

'The pattern evJ.dent in the non-basalt flake material 

consists of two elanents; the use of large quantities of locally 

available materials which range from very good to intenrediate in 

quality and, secondly, the importation of relatively small quantittes 

of preferred materials from distant sources and their u .. se in 

functions for which the local materials were not as well suited. 
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This pattern is repeated in the adzes. Morris 

(n.d.) has examined thin sections of the crystalline volcanic 

adzes and other artefacts fran Waihora, and found that 7 of them 

are made . of material fran Ouira source 25 km to the north. 

'Ihe balance were of material from the southe1n volcanics, 

although specific source areas could ·not be unarrbiguously 

attributed. The fine grained and horrogeneous Ouira material 

was f asrioned into sare of the best adzes in the site ( Chapter 

5). Most of the ·13 artefacts of southern volcanics appear to 

be of the local trachyte. Carrpbell (n. d.) has noted that 

"The trachyte lithology of the artefacts is identical 

to the trachyte r:.r~<es which occur between Point Durham 

and Point Weeding. Trachyte dykes are not knovm to 

occur elsewhere ill the 01atham Islands. The trachyte 

is not a partj_cularly workable stone." 

The adzes made of this material include the rrost irregular in the 

collection ( Chapter. 5) . 1he Ouira material was apparently irrported 

to overcarE deficiencies LD the local volcanic material, particularly 

its cryptocrystalline composHion whicJ1 produced irregular, often 

barely conchoidal fracture. 

Further evidence of the importation of a specific mate~ial 

for a particular purpose is contained in the data for dolanitic lirrestone. 

A total of six adzes, four "chisels" (Skinner, 1923; Chapter 5) and a 

gTOup of irregular fl~e tools, in this material were found in Waihora, 

although it corrprised only 3 percent of the waste flake material (Table 

5: 17). Tnis is because the material has poor flaking properties but is 

soft enough to be hanTIBrcL.~ssed, rather than flaked, into heavy 
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though rather blunt adzes. 

!lbst of the flake tools used at Waihora were evidently 

made of Wishart chert. Several mataa (Skinner, 1923) are 

known from the site. They are no.v in the Olatham Islands mu.seurn 

and a private collection on Olatham Island (sse note following 

Figure 5 :9). They are presumed to have been used in flensing 

where the excellent edgeholding properties.•of the Wishart chert 

\\Duld r.e rrost useful. 

A third example of the importance of stone materials 

for a specific use is found in the materials used in abraders. 

They include schist, sandstone and shale none of v.hich are 

available within the Durh:-m1 area. The schis"'t has been trans]X)rted 

a minimum of 30 km.· The source of sn.nc'l.stone has not been 

established but the material is knovm to occur on Pitt Island and 

the J_j_ttle Sister (Campbell, n.d.). 'The only source of shale known 

to the author is at Matarakau, 42 km away on the north-east 

of Q1atham Island. 
,, 

Finally, at least two schist handclubs are known frcm 

· the Waihora site. They are now in the Chatham Island rrruseurn. 

Another example was recovered from the nearby CHB site (Figure 5: 3A). 

:The stone used in them could only have come from the schist 

zone alrrost 30 km to the north. The srrnll handclub "in olivine 

basalt (Figure 5 :3C) may be seen as an attempt to produce a functional 

handclub in the local stone due to the shortage of the northern 

schist. 
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Sunrna. ... ry: 

The argument of the present chapter ma.y be surrmarised 

as a series of three .IX)ints. These are 

(I) 'The excavated archaeological evidence in the Durham 

area represents a synchronic settlement pattern, dating to the 

16th Century A.D. 

( II) Toe occupants of the area were coastal· hunters who 

maintained a single perennia.l village settlerrent and dispersed 

for short intervals during the surrrne:c IIDnths in particular to 

exploit a nunber of rr.arine-based food resources. In descending 

order of importance these were seals, which were taken 

throughout th~ year,· fish, marine birds and shellfish. 

Terrestrial resources, including birds and plant foods, were 

also exploited. The fornEr were of only relatively minor 

importance. The plant foods rr.ay have been :iJnportant in that they 

supplemented-the low carbohydrate intake from rr.ajor resources. 

(III) There was very little irnportation of food materials 

or lithic resources from beyond the Otonga area. (Figure 1: 5 ). 
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CHAPTER NINE 

A CULTURE HISTORY OF 'IHE C1-L4.'IlI.AM ISLANDS 

Introduction 

At this point an attempt is made to place the Dt.rrham evidence 

in perspective within a model of the culture history of the Chatham 

Islands which has been developed by the author. fm expanded version 

of this chapter is in press (Sutton, n:d.a.). The definition of culture 

history assumed here is particularly suitable to isolated oceanic 

islands wh~re there has been limited previous archaeological research 

(Skinner, 1923; Jefferson, 1955; Sirrm:ms, 1962, 1964; Richards, 1962, 

1972). It consists of three elements. Each of these must be clearly 

defined if the pre-European culture history is to be well tmderstood. 

'Ihey are: 1. date of first s0ttlerrent 

2. · geographical and cultural origin of the 
settl0 rs 

3. · course of cultural adaptation after settlement 
with emphasis on explanation of t.i."'1e observed 
change. 

This chapter s1JJ1In:1.rises my attempts to develop satisfactory 

answer€)to these questions for the case of the Moriori people of the 

Chatham Islands. I should emphasise here that this is a deductive 

model. The field archaeology undertaken in the Chathams between 1974 

and 1976 did not have the erection of a culture history as its pri.nE 

9bjective (Chapter One). It was concentrated inst~d on synchrorri.c 

evidence of 16th century occupation of the Durham area (Chapter 5-8). 

The Evidence 

Evidence supporting the conclusions which were outlined in 

Chapter 9, Section I, is presented in two parts. The first relates 

evidence of date of settlerrent and origin of the settlers. Tne second 

deals with aspects of the development of furiori culture. 
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I. Settlers: origins and date of arrival 

The Levison, Ward and Webb (1973) voyage simulation study 

confinns the inaccessibility of the Chathams. Contact possibilities 

are low (1.0-4.9%) for one-way drift voyages, to the Chatham.s frcm New 

Zealand. They are very low ( 1. Cf%) for voyages fran the Kermadecs 

and negligible for voyages fran other sources. The contact probabil

ities of reverse voyages to these and other 5ources are not available 

in the pJblished information. However, the distances between the 

Chathams and all "neighbours" are so large that these would be very 

low, if not negligible. The distance :fran the Chathams to the nearest 

neighbour, New Zealand, is well beyond the maximum range of t\ro-way 

voyaging of 600km. proposed by Green (1978: 4) and supported by Lewis' 

· (1972) evidence of actual ,_:()yaging. 

It is necessary to note here that the simulation study is 

based on present-day climatic conditions (Levison, Ward and Webb, 1973: 
. 

13-17). Wind speed and direction are most important to drift and other 

voyaging. Hmvever, these parameters are knovm to have been more se-;ere 

follmving the Mediaeval Thrust (Chapter 2) than at present. T'nerefore 

contact probabilities would have been even lower after 1400 A.D. than 

before. These conditions continued to apply until at least the tlme 

of Cook's voyages (Leach, H.M., 1976). 

In view of the information presented above a number of 

assumptions· can be made. First, that one-~y drift voyages from. New 

Zealand are the most likely means of settlE!Tient; secondly, that no new 

arrivals made landfall at the Chathams after about 1400 A.D.; thirdly, 

two-way voyaging resulted in little, if any, return contact. Use of 

double--hulled canoes in the voyage of initial settlernent and a..11y few 

subsequent landfalls is indicated by distribution of oceanic canoe 

types (Doran, 1974), and the cha.nges in canoe styles \~hk.h occurred 
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in New Zealand during the prehistoric (Bathgate, 1969) . Furthenoore, 

the use of double-hulled canoes is made necessary by the rigours of 

long distance west-east travel at this lat·itude where seas are of 

"unl:imited fetch" (Anderson, 1973).J.Campbell's (1977) record of 

shipwrecks in Chat hams vra ters reinforces this point . 

Independent evidence of New Zealand origin of first settlers 

may be seen in the linguistic data. The phyrogenetic background 

of the Mc,riori language is as follrnvs (Green, 1966): The proto-Ya.hitic 

subgroup differentiated into four languages (Figure 9 :1). These were: 

Tahitian, Rarotongan, 'fua.rrDtuan and Macri. Moriori is regarded as a 

dialect of the Maori language (Biggs, 1961; Green, 1966; contra 

Williams, 1919). Subgrouping of Moriori with Maori is strongly 

· suggested by the results of ':~1irres' ( 1977) analysis of Grey New 

Zealand Maori Manuscript 144. This document is the report of the 

Moriori Council Meeting of July 1862, written in Maori and Moriori. 

Shirres (1977: 13) found that, 

"Moriori shares with ¥ill.Ori, not only the same basic phonological 

structure, a high degree of lexical agreement and some shared 

lexical innovations, but also sane basic syntactic innovations 

However h9 vras unable "to find sufficient information to reach any 

definite conclusion on the relationship of Moriori to any particular 

Maori dialect 11 (Shirres, 1977: 13). 

In taking this last issue further, Harlow (1979) has compared 

Moriori with eight North Island dialects of Maori and the South Island 

dialect using a 228-item list of basic vocabulary based on the Swadesh 

list. The South Island and Moriori lists v.ere canpiled by Harlow from 

the l:imi ted doc'1.1'Tlentary sources. Grey NZMMS 144 was the principal source 

for the Moriori data. · Harlow calculated percentages of sl:k'lred cognancy . 

. . His data a.re shown in Figure 9. 2. 

II 
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Figure 9 :.l A linguistic Family ,Tree for Eastern Polynesia_ , 
(After Green, 1966). 
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'l\vo important :rx,ints errerge. The first is the systematically 

lower shared values between 1,:briori and all others than between any 

other dialects. This is taken to reflect the long isolation of 

lliriori. fran 1Iaori, which becam3 effective, sorretilre after initial 

settleITEnt and before 1400 A.D. The second pcint is the relatively 

constant and high sharing levels evident between M:>riori and several 

other dialects. Values of above 60 perceni: between 1briori and Te 

AUpmu·j (61.0), Kahungunu (63.5), South Island (66.3) and Taran.:aki 

(67.7) are notable. 'Ihe latter reflects influence of Ngati-Awa who 

invaded and conquered the Chathams in 1835. The high shared cognancy 

with Kahtmgunu and with South Island, on the other hand, tends to 

sup:rx,rt Biggs' (1971: 498) suggestion that Moriori derives from sorre 

South Island or Eastern Ncrch Island dialect. 

Green's (1966: 31-32) re:rx,rt of this matter has different 

errphasis. He was careful to point out that, 

":rx,ssible linguistic evidence from some dialects in 

New __ Zealand and the Chathams that may point to contact 

with l~guages of the Marquesas rather than the 

Ta..11.i tia11 subgroups. First are the sound shifts *ng 

to E-. arrDng the Ngati-Awa and related tribes in Bay of 

Plenty, and the *ng to k shift arrong the Ngai -Tahu and 

the South Island Md one dialect of MJR. The first i~~ 

rrore likely indeP3ndent and a case of convergence with 

SE - 1,QA. The second may reflect a _commn origin between 

the MOR and. Ngai _-Tahu as there a....YB other linguistic 

features corrirnn to 'both a11d it may just possibly derive 

ultimately from an ini tiaJ. innovation in . Nv,7-~p,A." 

(Enphasis mine) . 
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Figure 9:. 2 PERCENTAGE OF SHARED o::x:NACY BEIWEEN EIG-IT NORI'H ISLAND 
DIALECTS OF MAORI, sourH ISIAND AND M)RIOIU (After Harlow, 1979) 
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Biggs (1979) however favours independent origin of the 

.s:imi~c!Y'ity. He' considers the _'.l'ng to k shift to be one of many instances 

of the regular process of sound change which has occurred within 

Polynesian. It is a canron feature of Nga,\~-Tahu and Moriori but 

no historical explanation is possible at present, beyond Skinner's (1923) 

view of the origin of the initial settlers of the 01atham.s fran arrongst 

the fore bears of Southern dialect speakers. .. The points to be 

rem2rd:Je-red fran linguistic information are the subgrouping of 1briori 

with the Maori language and the evidence of a substantial period of 

isolation shown in reduced cognancy. 

Early occupants of the Chatharr.s left archaeological sites 

and artefacts, although very few early sites can be identified in 

the field. Early evidence _;_s known to occur in few locations: O.venga 

and Kaingaroa on Olatham Island and Waipaua and Tupuangi on Pitt 

Island. Notably each of these locations is sheltered from the oceanic 

swell and high winds of the Southwest quarter, and have cove or creek 

rrouth harbours. This suggests that canoe shelter W''a.S an important 

factor in their selection. Tne 0.Veng"8. evidence is the rrDst substantial. 

There are 52 whaletooth necklace units rendered in ivory (Duff, 1.956: 

Plate 16A). These ccmpare very closely with examples from Burial 2 

at Wairau Bar and examples fran other New Zea.land locations. They 

are not, ho.vever, siimlar to the ovoid form of the same artefact type 

. found· in Raoul, Kenna.dee Islands by , ·· Anderson (1979: Plate 4). 

'l\vo ivory reels, 2 sperm whale tooth pendants (Duff, 1956: 

Plate 16A), 5 reels of whale bone, an unspecified nllIT'ber·of perforated 

sharks teeth and "two necklaces of whale bone imitations of porpoise 

teeth" (Simrons, 1964), are also recorded frcm O.Venga. The O.Venga 

evidence was found with eroding burials (SirmDns, 1964). 
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The Archaic material fran Kaingaroa includes a whale tooth 

imitation unit," squared and perforated sharks teeth and a whale 1:x)ne 

fish pendant (Sirrroons, 1962) reminiscent of the fa.rrnus Okains Bay 

exarrple (Duff, 1956). 

TI1e Pitt Island material is not yet· reported. It is held 

in a rrost important private collection on the island. Included in 

the collection are 60 of the 70 pieces of obsidian which have been 

found to date on Chathams, a long chisel in d'Urville argillite and 

both hog-backed and large rectangular adzes. Sare of the latter have 

the characteristic Archaic concavity of the ventral surface. Several 

exarrples show exceptionally fine flaking and a high proportion of 

polish. These features are not carrron in what I shall refer to later 

as -~riori assemblages. "1:-1e piece of obsi~a:I]. has been sourced . 

to Mayor Island (Leach, 1973) . However, rrore recent research, 

i~volving the use of neutron activation analysis on a sample of 14 

obsidian flakes, indicates that the material corrBs from another, 

previous_ly unknown source ( Leach and Warren, n. d. ) . 

Addit:i,.onal information on artefact fonTB present in the 

Chathams, or notably absent, may be gained from published sources. 

Arrongst items of jewellery, Archaic forrrE are well represented (Skinner 

and Phillips, 1953), but those associated with ·the Classic Maori phase 

·are largBly absent. 

'I\vo well-known but rare Archaic omarrent types, the 

chevroned amulet and the "partly divided spheres" (Duff, 1956), have 

not yet been folU1d in the Chathams. No historical e:i<..1)1anation of this 

apparent absence is justified at present. Both forms are uncomron 

in New Zealand. 
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One rmst interesting presence in the island is the pendant 

form Skinner described as "a single bird suspended by its legs held 

centrally" (Skinner, 1974: 63). The back of the bird in the Chathams 

exam_Jle figured by Skinner (ibid) is notched, suggesting its Archaic 

associat-:b.1 (Mead, 1975) . Another speciiren ' ( Otagu Museum No. 24 . 99) 

is sha.vn by Skinner and Baucke ( 1928: Plate VIII) . It is a rrost 

distinctive form not recorded fran New Zealand, despite the avidity 

of our early artefact collectors. It is kna.vn from Tonga, the 

Australs and possibly the Cook Islands. Any argurrent for tropical 

origin of initial settlers would depend, at least to sorre extent, 

on this occurrence . 'l11e form is evident in some 1briori tree 

carvings and rock etchj_ngs, although inverted. Skinner (1974) 

suggests that it will eventually be found in New Zealand. The rei-puta 

hei-tiki and pekapeka Classic ornament forms are absent, reflecting 

severe.n.ce of contact with New Zealand before these forms were 

developed or COITTIX)n. 

The pattern which is emerging, of represe!1tation of rrost 

New Zealand Archaic forms and absence of later ones, is repeated 

in M:,riori fis_hing gear. The KahauJai lure is represented by only 

one exanple ( Ane 11, 1955 : 184) . 'The ca:rposi te hook is very uncommn . 

'I\vo very large specirrens (6f! and 4! inches long) are shaw11 by Skinner 

with two sma.ller examples (Skinner, 1923: 84: Plate XII). Baucke's 

(Skinner a...lld Baucke, 1928: 360) account of 1briori fishing shows large 

curved and barbed hooks on a gaff. This may accolmt for the f'.illction 

of the two large Skinner specimens. Baucke also illustrates hooks 

the same length as Skinner's two smaller specirrBns (1-~ inches) set 

into a wooden barracouta lure, evidently cast on a rod (Skinner and 

Baucke, 1928: 360). This may account for. the few sma.ller composite 



hooks known from the Chatha.'IB . In any event both size classes of the 

canposite hook are very unccmmn. 

The one-piece unbarbed fishh..ooks are predaninant. These 

are made of marine mamnal bone, (eg. Figure 5:10) cetacean ivory or stone. 

Examples in stone are rare but widely known. Stone fishhooks are 

found on the Chathams, Pitcairn and Easter ~.sland. Seventy-nine 

one-piec~ Chatham Island fishhooks are held in the Canterbury and 

Otago Museurrs(Sirrrrons, 1962). My impression is that a proportion 

of these were pendants and not functional hooks. Line fishing methods, 

either trawling or bait fishing, were unconm:m in_ Moriori 

economies. The virtual absence of the trolling (minnow) lure 

(Anell, 1955) , is to be sec~~ as brought about by adaptation to local 

sea conditions and fish populations, rather than having simple 

hi~orical eA1)la11atory po,ver. 

Spear types which are well associated with early levels in 

New Zealand are represented in the Chathams, al though U11COrmDn 

there. (Chapter 5, Section III, Skinner, 1923). 

M::>re robust spear and aw 1 types illustrated by S.kinner, ( 192 3) may 

represent fishing activity. The toggle harpoon is represented by one 

example found at Matarakau in the northeast of Chatham Island (Skin..11er, 

1937) . The artefact type was armngst the technologj_cal repertoire 

taken to the islands by the initial settlers but its importance declined 

quickly in a situation of corm.on cetacean strandings (Gaskin, 19E>8; 1~72) 

and canmn occurrence of fur seal breedtng colonies. 
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Handclubs fran the Olatham.s a.re arr.ongst the rrost 

farrous components of Ivbriori technology. They received praninent 

early attention (eg. Haast, 1886). Skinner and SirmDns_ (1974), 

have since documented the similarities which exist between 

Maori and M:iriori handclubs. The suggestion that the well-lmovm late 

period handclubs fran New Zealand and the Chathams had an imnediate 

carm::m ancestor in sorre plainer form fran New Zealand is strongly 

rrade (Skinner and Simrons, 1974). It is spelt out in Skinner's 

rronograph on the M:iriori (Skinner, 1923: 103-108; 132). 

The discovery of three whale' bone patu_ associated with a 

+ 
r·a diocarbon date of 850- -70 ( GAK..,.4629) on IIuahine in the Society 
\/ 

Islands is of importanee because it :nay identify the rrore rerrote form. 

The degree of s:imilari ty between these and Chatham:; patu appears to 

have been overstated (SinL-::0 and McCoy, 1975: 167-168). The Huahine 

clubs have convex distal edges ~hich narrow (insofar as one can tell 

fran the illustration) to a point in transverse section (Sinoto and 

McCoy, 1975: Plate 4a). The Chathams patu of the c0twarable type 

(Skinner, 1923: Plate XXIX) have flat distal edges which a.re square 

or blunt in section (Sutton, pers. observation). Moreover, the grips 

on the Hual:line speciments are rrore severelytapered than in the Chathams 

examples and their polls evidently show decoration ~rith two points 

rather than the knobs or human heads which are found on ccrqpar'd.ble 

C...'ha.thams patu ( Skinner ,u:id Sirrrrons, 197 4 : 164-165; 167: Figure 11, 121 . ' 

' and 11.122) . When these factors are considered the Huahine pat:,c may be _ 

seen a.s IIDre similar to the earlier examples of New Zealand patu 

Types! and II, see examples 11.25-11.28 (Skinner and Sirmons, 1974: 153ff) 
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Keyes (1967) has presented evidence of stylistic evolution 

of patu fonn in the Chathams and New Zealimd. He argues for the 

use of shouldered forms at early levels as seal and rroa clubs 

and the development later of handclub forms as weapons (Keyes, 1967). 

Those in this category are characterised by the ease with which they 

may be wielded. His study confirms the developn:ent of Chathams 

·pat2!- styles in isolation, at least· fran "late North Island cultural 
.. 

development" (Keyes~ 1967:14). However, the use of many Chathams 

·patu in conibat or as seal clubs is to be doubted. Skinner's 

(1923: Plate 32) original Groups I-IV and all stone pounders are 

heavy and syrrrrBtrical enough to have been used as seal clubs. 

But those in the other categories are either too light and delicate, 

where made of whale bone with lightly serrated edges, or curribersome 

(Group VI) to have had any function which involves quick manipulotion 1 

and percussion. They are best seen as being of use principally as 

evidence of status or rank. 

Assyiretrical patu possibly related to the well-kno.m 

Chathams fonn in Skinners Group VI, are not unkno.vn in New Zealand. 

In addition to an example in the Banks' collection in Stockholm 

(Ryden, 1965; Shawcross, 1970), there are at least six other examples: 

I. Mangakaware 1 (Anthropology Iepartrrent, Auckland, 

Accession No. 252) wooden example (:Bellwood, 1978, F:!.~,ure 35). 

II. Ovoid stone example (Bellwood, 1978:59) frcm PiOPio in the 

King Country (Auckland Museum Accession No. 1869). 
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III. South Kaipara Head wooden (Auc.l(land Museum No. 2735) 

example (Bellwood, 1978:59) 

IV. Te Awamutu Museum (Accession No. 134) sickle-shaped 

wooden weapons, (Bellwood, 1978:_59). 

V. Example in stone in the Nelson Muse,_un (Sutton, pers. 

observation ) which is srnaller than but close in fonn 

VI. 

to the Chatham types . .• 
A particularly interesting wooden example from a Taranaki 

swanp (Prickett , pers. cann .• 1979) held in the Taranaki 

Museum (Accession No. A77-203). 

The conclusion about hand clubs is that all the distinctive 

late period New Zealand fJ.1."!US developed locally from a symnetrical 

type similar to Sinoto's e~les and that at a date prior to that 

at which me1°e~ ·toki-poutanga__ta_ and other Classic styles bega..11 to 

fonn, the Chatha...111 Islands were settied and an independent ha..'1dc1ub 

tradition established. This developed as one dimension of a 
· distinctive tradition in art style reflected in three carvings, 

seal or bird ID'.)tif rock etchings, and house plank carving.(Skinner, 

1923). There is a very definite similarity in -style between all 
,. 

- aspects of 1briori art. It is sepaxate from developrrents of art 

-
style in New Zealand (Mead, 1975) and elsewhere in the Pacific. 

One further pi~ce of evidence for direct contact between 

tropical Polynesia and the Chatham Islands may now be disregarded. 
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This is the "marae or cerem:mial centre" reported by S:inmons 

(1964:67). The author has searched the location given by Simn::ms 

on three occasions and failed to find any trace of the structure. 

The two rrnvs of "non-local sandstone" uprights 50' apart of which 

the northernm::>st were 2' 6" high and 8" square ,(Si.nm::ms, 1964: 6 7) 

should have been conspicuous. The slope is, however, strew:i with 

naturally formed blocks of red tuff. Simrons (pers. conm. 1976) 

removed one of the uprights to the Otago M.Jseum. It is made of a 

red tuff & 1d the light markings on its surf ace are held to be natural 

and not eroded petroglyphs. Enory (1970:85) and Bellwood (1970:101; 

1978 :416) have used the Chathams marae in assessing Polynesian 

culture history. 

The case for New 2.eali·nr~ origin and later isolation 

in the islands, beginning by about 1400 A.D. , will be made here wit.11. 

reference to the evidence from physical anthropology. Figure 9 : 5 

shows generalised results of Pietrusewsky 1 s analysis of inter

population relationships based on discrete osteological traits 

(see also Howells, 1973: 23lff.) . The 1:vbriori are securely within the 

Polynesian grouping and associated most closely with samples fran 

the margirial Polynesian islands of Hcrwaii, New Zealand and Easter 

Island. Historical explanation of this association inevitably follows 

a version of the age-area nodel, arguing that the phenotype represented 

in material from the marginal areas of Polynesia was evident among<:t 

the inhabitants of the central eastern Pacific when mJvement to marginal 

areas began (Howells, 1973). 

On mJre detailed examination, MJriori skeletal remains show 

features which reflect origin within the range of ¥.aori material. 
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Contacts Populations of : 

Fiji 

.. Tonga 

·-
POL YNE!::iAN Tuamotu Island 

- : 

Society Island 

I 
Marquesas 

Hawaii 

Easter Island 

-
Chatham Island 

; 
New Zealand 

·27 ·24 ·21 ·18 ·15 ·12 ·09 ·06 ·03 ·00 

Berry & Smilh 's Distances 

F°igure 9:3 Diagram of Polynesia..'i Skeletal Relationships. Fro:n. ·R.C. Green, 1975, 
after Pietrusew5ky. 
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Taylor's (1963) classic papers on 11aori-1briori palatal form 

show close affinity between the two groups. Houghton's (n.d.) 

analysis of variation in mandtble fonn behveen samples fran 

throughout the New Zealand region puts Chathrurs material close 

' to evidence from MurihDru, separates these two from material 

from the Cook Strait region and mali::es an even rrore marked 

separation between the 01.atham Islands and evidence from the 
-· 

East Coast and a region further north. Sample sizes are too 

limited for conclusive analysis. However, the highly structured 

pattern of regional affiliation m2ntioned is a considerable interest. 

Skinner (1923) may have been right about the M:urihiku culture 

area as the origin of the forebears of the 1briori. But no unambiguous 

interpretation is J:X)ssible at present. 

The major characteristic of Moriori crania, however, 

is frontal flattening (Howells, 197$). It was previously 

thought to have been the result of headbinding or the effect of 

"a radical elerrent DDre prL"Ili ti ve than the bulk of the 1 South 

Oceanic Races"'_ (Pearson, 1921, quoted by Howells 1978:198-9). 

It is now seen as a very distinctive feature (Howells, 1978:Table I) 

which developed locally "as an extreme version of one aspect of 

' Polynesian cranial form" (Howells, 1978:202). -This reflects 

~ sustained genetic isolation from the New Zealand and other 

Polynesian populations. 

In sumnary, drift voyaging fran New Zealand is seen 

as the rrost likely nnde of initial. settleJTBnt. The use of double

hulled canoes in voyages of initial settlem2nt is suggested. 
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A small founding population with little chance of secondary settlenent 

was involved. This population increased and becam2. viable. The 

trajectory of this increase could be reconstructed (McArthur, Sanders 

and Tweedie, 1977) because we are now more aware of the basic demographic 

parameters (age-specific fertility and mortal~ty rates) for comparable 

groups living at a range of periods within the New Zealand sequence 

(Houghton, 1975; Sutton, 1979). 'Ihe results obtained would have to 

take cognizance of the higi.~ presently accepted·protohistoric Moriori 

, populatior.. level (Figure 1: 2) and length of the Chatharns sequence. 

II. Cultural Adaptation 

Tne culture history of the Chatham, ma.y be divided into two 

phases (Chapter 9). The earlier one, prior to 1500_ A.D., is terrred 

the Archaic phase. 'Ihe Durllli,n2vidence is one aspect (Golson, 1959) 

of the later phase, referred to here as 1briori. 'Ihe kn~vn 

characteristics of the Archaic phase are; the occupation of a small 

number of sheltered east coast locations, a pattern of extensive 
-

redistribution of stone materials, rich grave goods interred with 

burieals and the presence of ornarrent and adze forms associated with the 

Archaic phase in New Zealand (Golson, 1959). 

'Ihe locations of known and possible Archaic 9ites point to the 

small population of the period and the importance of canoes, rather 

than the wash-through rafts associated with 1'briori culture, dur~ 

this phase. 'Ihe extensive redistribution of stone materials, documented 

elsewhere (Sutton and Campbell, n.d.), also reflects the use of ca.110es. 

It :includes stone materials from New Zealand being found in Archaic 

contexts :in the Chathams, the presence of obsidian and the transportation 

of sizeable cores from the north of Chatham Island to Pitt Island. 

Information on P..rchaic grave goods found in the Chathams is surrmarised 

above. Unfortunately, no economic evidence is available from the 
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Archaic period. The subsistence strategy and settlement pattern of 

the phase therefore remain lIDClear. 

Each of the identified characteristics of the Archaic phase can 

be contrasted with evidence dated to post-1500 A.D. First, occupation 

appears to have spread from the sheltered coasts onto even the most exposed 

areas such as the Durham coast. This change is taken to ref le.ct the 
.. 

develoµnent of the type, of coastal hunting strategy outlined in Chapter 8. 

Substantial population increase may be expected to have occurred by 

1500 A. D. but this is not seen as having caused the· spread of settlen:ent. 

The redistribution of stone rnateriais associated with the 

Y.oriori phase of the sequence was limited (Sutton and Campbell, n.d.) 

as in the reconstructed model of trade and exchange developed for 

the Durham area (Chapter 8). This pattern was confirmed through an 

examination of the non-Archaic distribution of four stone IP.aterials; 

• Cascade dolomite, Pitt Island rhyodacite, Takatik.a g£it and Tioriori 

chert. Each of these materials was shown to have very lirni.ted redis

tribution, alt.hough at least the latter three were very important in 

sites near their primary sources (Sutton and Campbell, n.d.); 

Finally, in contrast to the burials of the Archaic phase 

Moriori burials are characteristically without grave goods (Skinner, 

1923, Chapter 4), Archaic ornarrent forms are either absent or only 

indirectly represented (Chapter 5, Section III) and adzes of Type 2 

are predorninant.(Skinner, 1923; Chapter 5, Section III). 

'Ihe economic strategy and settlement pattern evident in tl1e 

Durham area appears to be characteristic of the later phase of 
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Chatharns prehistory. This suggestion is· supported by surface 

archaeological evidence. During the site surveys mentioned in 

Chapter One over 700 archaeological sites were recorded. During 

research for this dissertation the site records, now on conputer file 
' 

as part of the New Z.ealand Archaeological Associ&::ion's offshore 

islands file, were searched for eviden~e associated with major settlenent 

sites like Waihora but not found in the related specialised middens. 

This included site size over 300 square metres (Appendix 1:1), evidence 

of houses and other discrete activity areas, human skeletal remains, a 

range of stone types and portable artef&cts and man-made pits. 

Two or oore of these criteria were f0tmd to occur together 

in only 20 locations. Without excavation there is no way of dating 

these sites satisfactorily. It has, however, been possible to exclude 

the Archaic sites mentioned above and 1'13.ori and Moriori historic 

villages described by S:imrons (196L~). The remaining 17 sites (Fig1.rre 9 :4) 

are therefore taken, at least tentatively, to date £ran within the 

MJriori phase of Chatham Islands prehistory. 'The ratio of major 

settle.rrent sites to specialised middens suggested by this reconstruction 

is of the order of 1:40 which is comparable to the Durham evidence. 

'The n1ajor settlement sites identified from field s1n..-vey data 

represent an unknown proportion of those present, however within this 

limitation, each one is seen as the centre of a pattern of coastal 

hunting similar to the one described in Chapter 8 for the Durham 

area. There is evidence to suggest that at least sane of these major 

settlerrent sites were located near seal colonies. Fur seals still 

haul out near sites nurrbered 1,2,8,11,12,16 and 17 (Figure 9:4) 
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Figtrre 9: 4 Distribution of :Major Settlement Sites 
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and there is a small breeding colony at Te Whakaru, near Kaingaroa 

(location 5, Figure 9:1, Sutton, pers. obs., 1974-1976). It is almost 

certain that greater mmibers of seals, possibly in breeding colonies, 

occurred at these and other locations prior to the nineteenth century 

dedmation of the Chathams Fur Seal population (Richards, 1962; 

Wilson, 1974). 

P...spects of the composition of 1'briori artefact assemblages may 

be explained in part as a reflection of the coastal hunting strategy 

mich developed (see also Chapter 10). The major subsistence sources 

within the strategy in descending order of importance were: sealing; 

fowling; fishing; shellfish gathering and the collection of plant foods. 

The dependence of the strategy ,on seals, at least in ti.1i.e Durh@n area, 

is clear from the food value data offered in Chapter 8 and the location 

of the village site near t..he only seal breeding colony on that stretc..h 

of the coast. It is also evident in tl.1.e importance of flake tools i...-ri 

non-Archaic assemblages from throughout the islands. For instance 

large specimens of mataa or blubber knives as they are still known 

in the Chathams are m:Jst likely to have been used as flensiog ·tools, 

presumably in butchering seal carcasses. Smaller and less prepared 

flake tools are also likely to have been used in butchering. 

The early sites in the Chatham Islands which are knom. to 

contain large adzes with rectangular and triangular sections present a 

marked contrast. They are replaced in late assemblages by smaller 

adzes of rectangular-lenticular section (Type 2A and 2B) (Skinner, 

1923, Chapter 5, Section III). These latter may be related to use 
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in working skins as their effectiveness in woodworking wuld be 

limi..ted (Best, 1975). · The small awls in bird bone 'Which are corrrnon 

in the large artefact assemblages from Waihora and other 1vbriori phase 

collections (Skinner, 1923; Skinner and Baucke, 1928; Chapter 5, 

Secticn III) are also related to skin working,. (Cave, 1977; Chapter 5). 

Tne capture of pelagic birds is 'an activity requiring little 

durable technology. Wooden albatross waadi or· clubs have been folIDd 

in the of fahore albatross colonies , and one example, from Buller' s 

Cave on the Little Sister (Sutton, 1977) is probably prehistoric. 

No clubs would be required in taking fledglings of smaller petrels. 

They would sirnpl y be dragged from the burro.vs , killed by hand and 

preserved or eaten. Bodies would be preserved in kelp bags (Richdale, 

1948) of 'Which no trace rernai"'s. Penguins were also probably killed 

by hand and preserved in kelp bags or eaten :inrnediately. 

}briori watercraft (Skinner, 1919), theri farmus rafts, 

''extraordiri.ary rna~hines'' (Parker, Ms. , 1833) , were developed in response 

to local sea and wind conditions as an aspect of birding rather than 

fishing or voyaging technology (Skinner, 1923; see also Lothrop, 1932; 

Jones, 1976). They were broad and law in the water (Shand, 1911; 

Skinner, 1923) and therefore stable in the corrm:m high swell conditions. 

They would also be particularly suitable in attempted landings on 

precipitous shores (Suttonpers. obs. 1974-1976; Robertson, C.J.R., 

pers. comm. 1979) such as those at the albatross colonies. In the 

conditions of frequent wind shift and frequent high wind speeds from 

all quarters they could be used in cor1trolled drift voyages to the 

off-shore albatross colonies. Sailing canoes would be disadvantaged 

by these conditions. 
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'Ihe analysis of fishbone (Chapter 5, Chapter 8) from 

excavated middens in the Durham area shows fishing to have been 

shore-based and to have been specialised in the use of nets. 

'Ihe importance of netting is rniirrored in the scarcity of fishhooks 

in the excavated and !Ill.lSeum collections. For "instance, only three 

. hooks were found at Waihora but a rrdnimum nurrber of over 4,000 fish 

from at least 20 species were identified (Chapter 5). 

Shellfish gathering is another activity which ·will leave 

little, if any, artefactual remains. Baskets and other organic 

gear used will simply not be recovered archaeologically. Evidence 

of hunting land birds has been d:i.scusseci elsev:ihere, (Sutton n.d.). 

Only two terrestrial plant foods, karaka (Corynocarpus Zaevigata) 

and fern root, are mentioned in the historical records (Shand, 1911; 

Skim.er and Baucke, 1928) as being regularly gathered. .Archaeological 

evidence of both was found in the Durham sites but none of the 

technological evidence found could be directly related to their collection. 

Sum:r.arv: _ ____._ 

'Ihe conclusions reached on the basis of the· evidence presented 

in this chapter are as follows : 

(I) 

(II) 

'Ihe Chatham Islands have been settled for approximately 

the same period as New Zealand. 

Initial settlement was made by a group using one.or more 

double hulled vouaging canoes which travelled £ran New Zealand 
,.; 

to the Chatharns. 
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(III) Secondary settlement may have occurred but only in the 

interval prior to about 1400 A.D. Even then arrivals 

would have beei.1 solely from New Zealand and very infrequent. 

(IV) The prehistoric sequence in the Chat.hams can be divided 

into uro phases; the Archaic, and the M:>riori phase of 

post-1500 A.D. The identified characteristics of each are: 

Archaic M:)riori 

1. settlerr.::mt of a few sheltered l. settlement on all habitable 
east coast locations areas of the islands 

2. extensive redistribution of 2. restricted redistribution of 
stone ma. terials stone resour:ces and other 

dur:able materials 

3. presence of Archaic adze types 3. reduced range of adze types 
including Duff types 1,2,3,4, present wit.11. types 2, 3 and 
and 6 (Duff, 1956) 6 found at Waihora 

4. all ornament fonns represented 4. very strongly reduced variety 
at Wairau Bar present (Sldnner of ornament types present and 
~d Phillips, 1953) a reduction in the degree of 

embellishment found in 
material cultur:e 

5. bur:ials interred with rich 5. no grave goods found vJith 
grave goods bur:ials at Waihora, nor 

reported from 19th Centur; 
sour:ces (Skirmer 1923) 

The available evidence indicates that this change occur:red 

within about 500 years prior to 1500 A.D. The following chapter 

advances the view that this change reflects die development of an 

egalitarian social structur:e which appears to have been characteristic 

of :M:>riori culture per se. 
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. CHAPTER ·TEN 

.. THE BROADER Vlliw 

Introduction 

This chapter is in tv.O sections . The first advances the view 

that furiori social structure was most similar to the egalitarian form 

which is characteristic of Polynesian atolls (Sahlins, 1958). The 

second section offers an explanation of the deyeloprrent of this egalitarian 

social structure from a rrore stratified Archaic precursor :in the 

Chatham Islands. 
~·~ 

Section I: 1'briori Culture: Polynesian Adaptation to a Cold Hater Atoll" 

Moriori culture, whether observed in the archaeological or 

ethnographic record, has long been regarded as. an enigma. Some 

(Smith, 1910; Best, 1916; BaJ ,cur, 1918; Buick, 1937) have chosen to 

emphasise its apparent· affinities with t.11e allegedly primitive cultures 

of ~lanesia. Others have emphasised similarities with other ''ma.".cginal" 

Polynesian islands (see for example Skinner, 1923; Heyerdahl, 1952; 

Duff, 1956). Moriori culture simply does not appear to fit comfortably 

into the well-knovilil, if sOTIEwhat stereot-yped, form of Polynesia.1 

culture. Early visitors to the islands, such as Broughton and Johnson, 

described the natives they encountered as unadorned, possessing only 

a very simple technology, showing none of the signs of warfare and 

chiefdomship vmich had so impressed the Europeans in Tahiti, Hc.11:vaii 

and northern New Zealand, but living without obvious difficulty in 

their isolated island home. 

As the disastrous events of the protohistoric (Figure 1:2) 

overtook the l'briori a new generation of corrrrentators (Smith, 1960) 

visited tl.e islands. 'Ihey saw a culture in the process of disinte-

~kThe author is indebted to Roger Green for this phrase. 
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gration and a population approaching extinction. However, with few 

exceptions (see for example Dieffenbach, 1841; Deighton, Ms. 1 1882), 

through the cold eye of middle-late Victorian perception of social and 

political events, they recorded a native people characterised by 

indolence and ill-health who were unfit to survive. For instance, 

S. Percy Smith who first visited the islands in 1868, when there were 

just 480 Moriori left alive (Figure 1:2), invoked non-Polynesian 

origins o-f the Moriori in order to account for their primitive con

dition. Remarkably, he had read Shand 1 s (1911) Empathetic papers on 

Moriori cosrology and their protohistoric experience before the 

publication of the later editions of his popular work. Whatever wre 

may now think of Smith 1 s conclusions or his scholarship (Sinmons, 1969; 

· 1976) the fact remains that ;:.~me aspects of Moriori culture do require 

explanation. This section is an attanpt to provide that expla..riation. 

In his classic study of social stratification in Polynesia 

Sahlins (1958) sought to relate differences in, 

11a.n aspect of social systerrBof Aooriginal Polynesia 

stratification -- to differences in the adaptations of the 

cultures to their enviror..rnents'' 

(S~ins 1 1958:ix). 

The cultures he reviewed were divided into four major cate-

gories of stratification. These ranged fran canplex ranking systans 

or chiefdanships, which are found on Hmvaii, Tonga, Samoa, and Tahiti, 

to the egalitarian societies characteristic of Polynesian atolls 

· (Sahlins, 1958: 11-12). The characteristics of the egalitarian social 

structure a.re listed by Sahlj_ns (1958:12). The essential points are: 
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(i) very limited power of chiefs. Ccmnunity elders (senior 

manbers of kin groups) tend to manage carrnunal lands and initiate 

cannunal production 

(ii) violations of resource rights are.usually supernaturally 

punished 

(iii) distributions•. of raw mater:i .. als and other goods were 

reciprocal exchanges between ldn groups. Kin groups tended to be 

localis~d and self-sufficient (Sahlins, 1958: 92-105),therefore, the 

volume of goods involved in redistribution was limited. 

(iv) insignia or rank almost non-existent and the chiefs and 

senior members of kin groups usually prcx:luced their own subsistence. 

(v) status differences were rarely manifest in the punishment 

· of wrongdoers and there wac.' µ~ strong dependence on supernatural sanctions. 

Evidence for a surprising number of these attributes can be 

found in the historical and archaeological data on Moriori culture. 

For instance, it is clear that social stratification in Moriori culture 

included only ~wo levels in Sahlins' tenns (1958) and that there were 

few manbers i.11 the upper class . 

The isla.11ds were divided between 7 tribal areas (Figure 10 .1) . 

The occupants of each of these claimed descent fran a single male 

ancestor associated with one of the founding canoes (Shand, 1911, 

Richards, 1972: 358-360) . The population of .each ''tribal area' 1 appears 

to have existed as a number of "family" groups (Dieffenbach, 1841: 

209; Skinner and Baucke, 1928: 374) each of which may have included 

approximately 30 persons (Richards, 1972: 352). Each group had a 

single headman who was the senior manber of the localised kin-based group 
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rather than an hereditary chief. The arbitrary powers of these 

"headmen" (Richards, 1972: 352) were very limited. Welch and Davis, 

(1870:c) contend that, 

· 
1 ''Ihe Moriori do not appear to haveehad any hereditary chiefs 

or leaders. . .. 1 it appears that their usual method was to elect 

such as were considered the most usef~l. Thus any one who was dis

tinguished for stature or prowess, or as a successful bird-catcher 

or fishe:.r, was usually chosen as leader, but did not possess rrore than 

ordinary pov.Br, being simply looked upon as a leader or judge." 

(Emphasis mine.) 

According to the historical data there were 172 Moriori dwelling 

·in the Otonga area (Figure \.;'1) in 1835. (Grey, N.Z.Maori Ms.,144). Six 

"headrren" from the district signed the plea to Gove.rnor Grey for recognit

ion .of their land claims in 1859 (Grey N.Z.Maori Ms.16; Walters,1977). The 

possibility that the Otonga tribal area wa.s occupied by as rrnmy as six 

eA--tended family units is confirmed by this information. These groups 

shared relatio!1s through carmon descent and intern1arriage. They appear 

fran the historical sources to have been similar in size, and equal 

in their genea,logicaL relationship to founding ancestors. They also 

appear to have been relat~vely independent of one another. Sj_milarly, 

it may be argued, on the basis of data presented by Shand (1911) and 

Richards (1972) 1 that the populations occupying- each of the trib-:-.1 

areas were similar in size and structure, that they were also relatively 

independent of one another, and that the founding ancestors which headed 

these populations were seen as being of equal status (see Shand, 1911). 
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'I11is suggests that marked differentiation by rank \vas 

simply not present at least in the latter part of the prehistoric 

sequence in the Chathams. This view is supported by several lines of 

evidence. For instance, although rich Archaic grave gocds were found 

with burials at CN.enga, later burials almost invariably lack grave 

goods ( Skinner , · 1~23; and Chapter 4,, Sect ion I II} ~ The 

distribution of grave goods is taken to be an. index of differing social 

st~tus (Brown, 1971). }'urther, according to Skinner (1923) and Welch 

and Davis (1880) the considerable variety of postures in which Moriori 

corpses, particularly those of adult males, were interred reflects 

'various acquired skills in hunting or fishing rather than inherited 

status. Finally, there is no histori~2 .. l or archaeological evidence 

.of tattooing wrongst the Mor;ori, although this is a widespread and 

ancient criterion of rank in Polynesians. 

'I'he importance of supernatural sruictions to the Moriori in 

the absence of a chiefdanship charged with arbitrary power to settle 

disputes and punish wrongdoers j_s apparent in the unpublished Deighton 

(Ms., 1882) ccmpendium of Moriori karakia. These refer to supernatural 

regulation of hunting, fishing and gathering act~vity. Careless or 

ruthless behaviour may be punished by interruption of supply and other 

·· misfortune. No mention is made of social sanctions initiated by 

arbitrary authority. 

Evidence for the limited geographical range and quantity of 

materials being traded or exchanged between areas of the islands has been 

presented in Chapter 8. 
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The virtual absence of insignia of rank is reflected in a 

general lack of.the elaborate or'highly differentiated in Moriori 

material culture and art. This \\ell known feature has been interpreted 

as evidence of the primitive status and the~efore Melanesian origin 

of the Moriori (see for example Balfour, 1918). Ho\\ever, it is more 

realistically se8:1 as a reflection of the egalitarian nature of Moriori 

social structure, particularly the absence of i...11herited chiefdanships, 

and the fact that Moriori subsistence econanics was based on activities 

which required only the simplest equipment. Seal~ng, the capture and 

preservation of pelagic birds, the types of fishing nBthods used and 

shellfishing_require little durable or elaborate technology (.Ci'lapter 

9). This implies that the number and particularly the varj_ety of 

· artefacts used by the Moric1.L j_ was limited by the nature of the focd 

quest. 

The lack of embellj_stment in art forms is very noticeable. 

Headdresses and other apparel included albatross feathers. Sane quite 

elaborate hand club forms, house carvings, tree carvings and etchings 

in Hmestone are.also known. The first appears to reflect the importance 

placed upon the albatross slaughter and the birds themselves by the 

Moriori. 

lbwever, the decorative use of feathers is very limitei by 

canparison, for instance, with evidence fran Northern New Zeala.11d or 

Hawaii. The most lavish club forms are included in Skinner's (1923) 

Group VI. There is considerable uniforrruty of style vtithin the groJp. 

G.1ly one basic form is involved. Supplanentary rrotifs may be added but 

such elaooration is uncorrmon (Skinner, 1923; Sutton, pers. obs., 

1975-1978). 
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Further, the structure from which Travers took the only 

known examples of J:.briori house carvings was small. The carved planks 

evidently only covered a portion of the front of the structure (Richards, 

n.d.). There are simply no historical records of elaborate carving 

, by the Moriori of the sort which is so powerfully rendered in northern 

New Zealand C'M=ad, 1975) and in the Tropical Pacific. 1be etching in . 
l:imestone and the tree carvings both include a.very limited variety of 

design miti..fs. 'lhe overriding impression is of a real lack of embell

ishment or more simply of differentiation in this and all at.tier aspects 

of M::iriori art and material culture. 

An additional piece of evidence for the egalitari&."1 structure 

of M::>riori culture is the evi ~:mt lack of intensive warfare. Th.e 

M::>riori declared themselves to have been a peaceful people who did not 

resor:t to violence in the pre-European period (Grey N.Z. Maori :Ms., 144). 

Lethal combat was prohibited (Mg.ir, 1904). Hawever, fighting of a form 

which occurs within lineages and clans (Dalton, 1977) was practised. 

This involved cessation of canbat as soon as the first blood was 

drawn (Deighton, Ms., 1882; M3.ir, 1904; Shand, 1911) . 

Section II: Towards a Definition of Cause 

Chapter Nine contains the contention that the first settlers 

in the Chatharns ·were of a New Zealand-derived Archaic East Polynesia."1 

culture and that this culture was markedly more Hierarchical than 

:MJriori culture which developed by about lSqO A.D.-1600 A.D. The 

development of an egalitarian social structure in the Chatharns, 
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which is indicated by the evidence presented in Section I, may be 

related to the absence from the Chathams of twu conditions under vJhich 

hierarcl;lical societies.have developed in other areas of Oceania, and 

possibly elsewhere (see for example Rathje, 1972; Friedel, 1978; 

Zeitlin, 1978). These tm conditions are: 

(I) the potential for the intensification in subsistence production 

(II) the possibility of small groups gaining control over the 

supply of important resources. 

For the first, Earle (1978: 141) has recently argued that the 

development of chiefdomships on Polynesian high islands resulted from 

a positive feedback process based on "the seemingly limitless potential 

for intensification" which occurs with irrigated agriculture. No sud1 

potential existed in the Chatna1.TIS. The abundance and seasonality of 

the marine-based food resources upon which the J:.briori depended were 

determined by climatic and biogeographic factors (Chapters 2 and 11) 

which v.ere quite beyond the control of the Vnriori. Sustained predation 

on some resources, such as terrestrial birds, rnay have diminished supply. 

- However, it is very difficult to conceive of a neans by which the 

supply, of these or any other resources, available from a particular 

area could have been increased. It is conceivable that the burning 

pf the tarahinau forest (Chapter 2) increased the ?bundance of 

resources such as grotmd birds and bracken. However, grmmd birds 

are tmimportant in the excavated Il'iddens (Chapters 5, 6, and 7) ans. 

the bracken which grows on forrrer tarahinau_grotmd is of poor quality 

(Sutton, pers . obs . ) . In view of these points the tarahinau is more 

likely to have been burnt either accidentally or to facilitate travel 

rather than in an attempt to ''fa.nu'' natural resources. 
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Attempts to increase the productive capacity of the economic 

system through various fonns of capital re-investment by the central 

hierarchy, which underlay the development of c.hiefdanships in Hawaii 

(Earle, 1978), had no place. The absence of expansionist warfare and 

of significant craft specialisation, which would have resulted in 

elaborate personal adornments for at least sane rrembers of society, 

may be explained on this basis (Earle, 1978: 1~3-196). 

The potential :importance to the evolution of hierarchical 

social systems of the possibility of control over the supply of major 

resources being vested in sma.11 groups has .been doctn1ented by Irwin 

(1974, 1977, 1978) for M"ailu Island, SotV:h Eastern Papua (see Friedel, 

1978; Zeitlin, 1978 - for corrr:r.irable :Mesoamerican cases) . M"ailu Island 

emerged as a location of a larger, more influential and functionally 

spec~alised settlement than any other place in the vicinity (Irwin, 

1978:406; see also Allen, 1977, 1977a): 

''lwo thousand years previously this coast was relatively 

sparsely occupied by pottery users (rather tb.an manufacturers). 

They "practised a ge11..eralised gardening and fishing economy 

and lived in villages which were distributed along the 

coast and on offshore islands." (Irwin, 1978: 407) 

1:1:Jst importantly, by the beginning of the historic period the. 

village on Mnlu had an additional level of local organisation. 1hls 

was a phratry system in ,;vhich clans, comprising households and 

lineages, were grouped by amalgamation into four residential 

phratries. This additional level of organisation is regarded as 
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having "evolved" on the spot (Irwin, 1977). Its evolution and the 

size and degree of specialisation of the village on Maily are related 

to.economic specialisation in the manufacture and trade of pottery 

(see Allen, 1977). In fact, the people of r-1:3.ilu achieved a monopoly 

of pottery making and traded large quantities of this valuable comnodity 

over considerable distances. 

Comparable control over the supply of any IM.jor resource 

is very unlikely to have occurred in the Chathams. ·:Ma.jor food resources, 

particularly seals, are thought to have once been available at points 

arotmd the coasts of both Chatham and Pitt Islands (:Chapter 9) and 

certainly within each of the Moriori "tribal areas" (Figure 10.1). 

S:i.mi..larly, marine birds, inshore fish species and rocky and/or soft 

shore shellfish vJOuld have been widely and relatively evenly distributed 

throughout the islands. The obvious exception to this generalisation 

is the albatToss which was at once highly-prized and inaccessible. 

There is some evidence from the Durham area (Chapter 8) for trade 

- of albatross fledglings. Some other resources, specifically 

Pecten spp. and Paphies spp. shells and some stone materials, were 

also transported into the Durham area. Hawever, these non-local 

~esources comprise only a very sIM.11 proportion of. the excavated 

collections, indicating that the volume of the trade was indeed low, 

and alrrost certainly not the result of a formalised redistributive 

network; rather it probably occurred on an ad hoc, idiosyncratic 

basis. The overall situation IM.y therefore be characterised as one 

.in which both economic specialisation and the control of supply were 

either not possible or very limited. 
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Surrrnary: 

1he development of an egalitarian social structure in the 

Chathams is suggested on the basis of historical and archaeological 

evidence. 'The egalitarian nature of furiori culture and the causes 

of this develop:rent set the Chatharns apart froII).much of Polynesia, 

except the atolls (Sahlins, 1958; Ryan, 1977) and, possibly, the 

environmentally similar coastal areas of Mi..Irihiku (Anderson, n.d., 

n.d.a.). 
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CHAPTER ~LEvEN: CROSS-CULTURAL SIMILARITIES IN THE --·-- SUBANTARCTIC ZONE 

INI'RCDUCTION 

Previous chapters have contributed" to an interpretation 

or archaeological evidence from the Chatham Islands. The result 
. 

is a nndel of 1briori subsistence , sett lE.ment patterns and social 

stratification. These are seen as the resuli:; of adaptation over 

sme centuries to the physical envirorurent of the islands. 

Two factors, in particular, are seen as being of 

fundamental :i.rrportance to this adaptation. They are the lack of 

potential for intensification of food production and, second, the 

absence of the possibility u.f control over the supply of major 

resources. 

lliysical environments in whieh these factors CD-occur are 

very uncomron in Polynesia ( see Sa.hlins, 1958) . However, they 

appear to be cornron to coastal areas of the Subantarctic zone 

(Figure 11: 1). ·Evidence in sup.[X)rt of this contention is presented 

in Sect ion 1. 

There are only four landrra.sses in the zone which were 

occupied during the prehistoric period. They' are the Chathans, 

Murihiku (which is the area of the South Island of New Zealand 

oouth of 45°S), Tasrmnia and the related islands and Patagonia, 

which is the area of South Am2rica below 40°s. In this discussion 

I am specifically concerned with the Foveaux Strait coast of 

Murihiku and the Pacific and southern shores of Pata.::,aunia, 

0 
below 48 S; thc'lt is, the terTitorf of the Canoe Indians 

( CDoper, 1917) . 
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The prehistoric occupants of three of these areas were 

historically and racially independent of one another. Ho.vever, 

the description made of them by their European "discoverers" and 

particularly by the Victorian commntators are similar in several 

important respects. But the features shared by subantarctic cultures 

have not been the.focus of attention. Instead, each one has been 

studied as part of a separate historical tradition. The 1brioris 

have been discussed, at least since Skinner's ( 1923) ethnological 

study, within the literature of Polynesian archaeology and culture 

history. Similarly, the Tasrm.nians have been studied as a part 

' of Australian prehistory '(Jones, 1971: 17-32). · The Fuegians are 

seen as one aspect of the American tradition ( Zerries, 1968) . 

There has been very little ct.ttention given to the significance 

and causes of cross-cultural similarities in the subantarctic 

(see Jones, 1975). 

respite the independence of approach only a very limited 

nunber of factors have been advanced to explain the evidently simi.lar 

and "primitive" cultures of the zone. They are reviev,'ed in 

Section II. An alternative explanation is advanced in Section III 

and its implications considered. 
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SECTION I Biology of the Subantarctic Zone 

'fue zone comprises a circumpolar band of ocean between 

the ;antarctic and subtropical convergences (Figure 2:3 and 

.l l: 1). · A nurrber of very irr:portant envirorur:ental characteristics 

are shared by the O:lathams ( Olapter 2) and the other occupied 

coastal areas within the zone. They are as follows 

·-
(I) all these areas were beyond the range of prehistoric 

horticulture (Jones, 1971; 1'bseley, 1975; H.M.Leach, 1976). 

(II) terrestrial food resources were limited ( see below) both 

in quality and abundance . 

(III) levels of primary marine production are high; in fact in 

sare areas they are arrongst the highest in the world (Maeda and 

KishinDto, 1970; Koblentz-Mish..~e et al_, 1970). 

(IV) due to major biogeographical factors (Fleming, 1979) 

a similar set of marine-based and littoral resources were available 

on each of the occupied coasts within the zone: 

. (V) these resources occurred in closely corrparable rrnrine 

· conditions. Inshore oceanic water temperatures and climatic C(J11di tions 

are similar throughout the zone (Eidt, 1968; Williams, 1974; Coulter, 

1975). The irr:portant variables are rroderate terrpera.tures at 

sea level, frequent changes of \Vind speed and direction, a low 

prorortion of calm days, especially on windward shores, a marked 

increase in s'torminess during winter and low sunshine hours. 'Ihe 

last.factor is rrost severe in winter rronths when it limits rrnrine 
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Figure 11:1 'Ibe Subantarctic Zone (after Heather,1966). 
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productivity thus bringing about the 

dispersa..1 or migration of sare resources, particularly pelagic. 

birds (Lack, 1968; also Figure 5:2) and the gregarious seals 

(Crawley and Wilson, 1976; also Figure 2:10). The rmjor food 

resources of the subantarctic zone are reviewed in Appendix 10: 1. 

'!hey are seals, cetecea_, marine birds, terrest1·ial birds, fish 

and shellfish. 

The terrestrial resources present consisted of plant 

foods, terrestrial ·birds, freshwater fish and land animals. 

A large m..nrber of plant foods were avctilable in Tasrrania (Hiatt, 

1967, 1968; Jones, 1971: 'Table· 1), Murihj_ku (CDutts, 1972) 

and the Olatharrs (Table 2: 3), although fewer were available in 

coastal Patagonia where in :riany areas the barren f,lothofagu.s. forest 
,· 

extends down to sea level ( see G:)dley, 1960; Laming-Emperaire, 

1972; but also Bridges, 1948 : 71 ff; st eager, 1965) . 

Plant foods of the zone are comronly small, tough and 

fibrous (references above).They are all most unlikely to have been very 

nutritious, al though they rmy have been i.Jrix)rtant as a supplerrent 

to low carbohydrate levels (see OJ.apter 8). 

Terrestrial bird life was limited, particularly in 

older-island and archipelago situations such as the Chathams 

(Fleming, 1962, 1979) and the Chilean archipelago (Olrog, 1969), 

by island size arid ecological diversity (Lack, 1976) and distance 

from the colonising source (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). The 

Tasmanian case, where the nurrber of breeding species present is 

very limited, is discussed by TI1omas ( i._g74) . Freshwater fish 

were limited in species nrnnbers and size in all areas of the zone 
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(see Gery, 1969; Frankenberg, 1974; ·Mc.Dowall and Whitaker, 

1975). However, the migratory eel AnguiUa spp. was present 

in three areas; Tasmania, Muriliiku and the Chathams (Frankberg, 

1974; Mcrowall and Whitaker, 1975). It is known to have been 

taken in considerable quantity in the Cbathams (Baucke and Skinner, 

1928) and Murihiku (Beattie, 1954). 

Land mamnals were present on all occupied areas of the 

zone except the Cbatha.rrs. Sorre South American species (03good, 

1943; Fittkau, 1969) are known to have been hunted on Tierra del 

Fuego (stuart, 1977) and the Chilean archipelago (1~Cartney, 1975). 

Several of the placental and marsupial manrnals of Australia crossed 

the Bassian land.bridge and were available to the Tasna..nians 

(Green, 1974; Hope, 1974). Finally, a number of moa (Rattite) 

species were present in Ivfurihiku at the tin:B of rmn' s arrival 

(Hrurel, 1977a). 

. However, the irr:p:)rtance of land animus in prehi...storic 

coastal hunting strategies in the zone is unclear. It is disputed 

in the Tasnanian case (Bowdler, 1977) and for the Foveaux Strait 

coast of Murihih'"""li" (Higham, 1976; Sutton and Marshall, n.d; 

see also Anderson, n. d. for an appraisal of the economics on the 

·, northeastern coast of Ivfurihiku). 

'Ihe distribution of seal breeding colonies during the 

prehistoric period is not clearly understood for any of the areas 

in question (Appendix 10:1). However, it is very likely that 

present peripheral distribution of colonies on offshore islands 

around 'I'asnania (Pearse, 1979), Murihiku and the Chatharrs 

(Wiloon, 1974) and Patagonia (Brandenburg, 1938; Pine et al_, 
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1978) is largely the result of njneteenth century exploitation. 

1bst of the early subantarctic seaJ.ing was conducted either by 

illiterates, as McNab (1909, 1913, 1914) records, or in contravention 

of a New South WaJ.es statute passed in 1805 ·which outlawed seaJ.ing 
. 0 

south of 43 39'. (Gaskin, ]972). The effect of these dual causes 

is that there are very few reJ.iable.historicaJ. records available 

f:ran which to reconstruct the pre-European distribution of seal 

colonies. It is clear, however, that many thousands of seals were 

slaughtered in the Q1athams in the interval between 1805 and 1830 

(Richards, 1962) and that by 1835 land-based sealing there was 

uneconomic (Dieffenbach, 1841). A similar se::iuence of events appears 
' . 

to have occurred in Tasnunia in that interval, or possibly s()J]_Ewhat 

earlier. Seals were indeed uncorrrron onshore during the period 

Robinson &"l)ent with the Ta.gnan.ia.ns between 1829 . and 1834 (Plomley, 

1966 :518-524). The killing of seals or butchering of the 

carcasses is apparently not anongst the f-ur1ctions of artefacts 

rrentioned in his journals and other historical sources (Jones, 

1971 : 454-4 72) . Further, he mentions the considerable pleasure 

the Tasmanians expressed when they found a solitarJ sea1 onshore 

at Cox's Bight in E:'">Outhwest Tasmania in 1'.arch, 1$30 ( quoted in Jones, . 

1971: 549). 

In the PatagDnian case it is clear that there must have 

been a very large pre-European seal lX)pulation on the .coasts, 

particularly the Pacific and southen1 shores (Pine et al, 1978; 

Bridges, 1948). The fullest accounts of the hunting of land anima.ls 

_ ( for example Stuart, 1977) are based on historical records which 

post-date intensive COITI1Ercial exploitation of seal populat5.ons. 

The inland, highly rmbile gam3 resources m:1..y have been used as a 
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substitute for seals formerly available at sizeable and perennial 

colonies (see Bridges, 1948; 62 ff also Bird, 1938; Darlington, 

1960; Steag-er, 1965) . The vast seasonal rrovements · of Ta...c;maniru1 

bands, reconstructed from Robinoon' s journals and other late 

sources by Jones (1971: Appendix A) may also be an adaptation to 

the demise of the onshore seal :p::,pulation and the military context 

within which those people lived. 

In view of the limitations of the historical records on 

the sealing period it is at least :p::,ssible that seal colonies 

existed onshore or on adjacent isiands ( see Vanderwal, 1978) in 

rrost areas even up until the end of the prehistoric period. 

Elephant seals, however, may not have bred onshore in Tasnania 

during the latter part of the sequence. This important :p::,ssibility 

will be tested by the analysis of de:p::,sits dated to after 1300 B .P. 

(Jones, 1965,1966) ~uch as those Ranson (1978) is involved with 

at present. The size and gregariousness of Elephant Seals makes 

the history of the Tasrrrulian breeding p::ipulation particularly 

impJrtant to the comprehension of the course of cultural adaptation 

in the Bassian archipelago. 

Ji\rr seals and particularly the Elephant Seals now appear 

; to be becoming rrore nurrerous and extending their breeding ranges 

north again in all areas of the zone as prohibitions on sealing 

becorre effective. Markham ( 1971) and Castello and Rurrboll ( 1978) 

discuss the Patagonian evidence. Carrick (et al-., 1962) 

and Mills ?tai, 1977) has reported recent Elephant Seal pupping 

on the minland coast of New Zealand and Tasrmnia. 
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'Ihe unifonnity of the pre-European biology of the zone 

consisted of three elements. They a.re : 

(I) perennial seal colonies were accessible on each of the 

occupj_ed landmasses at least during the earlier part of the sequences. 

These comprised the largest, nDst aggregated and nDst easily 

taken food resource available. ·They also contained the richest 

food material present j_n the zone (.Appenmx 8: 1). 

(II) rmrine brrds, shags and SOI1)3 wetland bj_rd species were 

available in concentrations and were relatively easily taken at 

specific seasons of the year at specific locations. 

These locations, or resour~e zones (0:iapter 2), were 

large coastal breeding "cr:~onies" in the case of the penguins 

(see Boswall and Maciver, 1972). Procellariifonnes were available 

f~m densely occupied colonies in nDre elevated IX)Sitions. TI1e 

larger species tended to breed offshore (Tickell, 1968; Watson, 1975). 

'The important wetland bird species could be taken from nDOrlands, 

bogs and some sheltered shorelines. 

(III) Shellfish and inshore ·fish species found in all four 

-occupied areas of the zone are similar in their taxonomy and abundance 

(Knox, 1960; 1975, Dartnall, 1974). 

These three elements and the oceanographic and clinntic 

similarities mentioned aoove comprise a broad ecological fram2v1ork 

within which prehistoric settlement of the subantarctj_c is to be 

consj_dered. 
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Pitterns in the Explanation of Subantarctic 
Coastal Hunting Culture 

The native peoples of the zone have alnDst invariably 

been regarded as rrore primitive than their northern counterparts. 

Darwin's reaction to his encolmter with the Fuegians is perhaps 

typical. It certainly had an imp:)rtant influence on his work 

(Darwin, 1871, 1872); 

Earlier voyages, particularly the French on their !lBeting 

the Tasmanians in 1772, were rrore generous (Smith, 1960: Jones,1971: 

3-6). However, irrespective of the background of the observer 

subantarctic peoples were found to J;X)SSess only the simplest 

technology, they appeared to live in small and rather loose 

aggregations, apparently without fixed abodes and certainly without 

towns or fortifications. 1hey were also unadorned. · Their clothes 

-were simple and minirm.l, despite the clinnte. They wore little, 

if any, jewellery and their wea]'.X)ns were only simple spears and 

clubs (see Broughton, 1792; Peron, 1807-181.6; Darwin, 1839). 
( 

In each of these respects they were set apart from 

cultures to the north. The !vbrioris and southern Maoris \Vere 

:compared with the Maori occupants of fertile areas of. the north, 

such as the Bay of Islands (Taylor, 1870). The Fuegians were 

contrasted with the civilisations to the north (Zeeries, 1968; 

M:)seley, 1975). The natives of Tasmania were seen as"if ]X)SSible, 

still rrore barbarous and uncivilised than those of New Holland" 

(Wentv.Drth, 1819:115, quoted in Jones, 1971:18), apparently because 

of their rrore restricted material culture. 
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The e:is.'Planations which have been offered of the prinri.ti ve 

nature of subantarctic cultures are as limited in both variety 

and accuracy. Racial origins in dubious or inferior groups 

were comronly identified and often used as explanation. The 

1brioris (Smith, 1910; Buick, 1937), Maoris' of Murihiku (Best, 1906), 

the Tasrranians ( see MacIntosh and Barker, 1965; Jones, 1971: 27ff) 

and the Tuegians (Furlong, 1917) have all been identified as 

descendants of the putatively primitive M2lanesian peoples. The 

Tasnania.1s have further been identified as an .autochthonous race, 

as Papuans, negroes, and an intennediate group between negri tos and 

Papua-1~lanesians (Jones, 1971: 19-29). It is no coincidence 

that none of the di verse groups on this list were perceived very 

positively. This factor, alrrDst as much as biometrics, may have 

been involved in their selection. 

The rrDst surprising thing about the explanations based 

on racial detenninism is how long it took for a clear state.neut of 

origin to supersede the rrDre bizarre theories. , This point is made 

for the Tasmanian case by Jones ( 1971). The same is true of 

''theories" about the racial origins on the 1briori. &>rre 

uncertainty obviously still exists in the public mind as to v,hether 

.. they were derived from M3lanesian or Polynesian. stock ( see for 

:example Natusch, 1974; Phillips, 1974; Walker,1974). 

In a second explanation, nnst explicity stated by Graebner 

in his Kul tW'kries. theory ( see 'Cooper, 1917, Jones, 1971) subantarctic 

cultures have been seen as archaic remnants, alnDst as fossils, 

representing earlier cultural s--trata. The tv'Driori and the southern 

Maori, for instance have been equated with the first occupants of 

:t\1ew Zeal~rnd who, in this e1Toneous vie.v, are held to have been 
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peaceful, non-horticultural and rather nomadic people (Buick,1937; 

Adkin, 1948; Duff, 1956 contra Green, 1975) . The Tasmanians were 

similarly seen as representative of the first colonisers of Australia 

(Lubbock, 1869; Tylor, 1893; see also Jones, 1971: 21 ff) . 

'Il1e fuegians are seen as representative of the first Americans 

(Cooper, 1917: 218-228) . 

Subantarctic areas have been seen as refugia into which 

reluctant populations were forced to flee by the arrival in their 

hanelands of rrore advanced and aggressive cultures from the north. 

'These are precisely the elerrents of the popular account of the 

origin of the 1brioris (Smith, 1910; Duff, 1956). A nndification 

of the refugia theory has recently been used to explain the origin 

of the Fuegians by staeger ( 1965) . 

The option of leaving their evidently inhospitable 

refuges was always, rather strangely, denied to subantai·ctic 

peoples, at least by the prehistoria...11s. In the Q1atharn.s they a.re 

thought, quite incorrectly, to have lacked tirrber suitable for 

canoe construction (Shand, 1871; Skinner, 1919). Again, this 

notion reflects the negative attitude o_f the inyestigators rrore 

-than any historical truth. In the OlathanB case 1vbriori rafts 

are seen as a poor substitute for canoes rather than as craft 

·which ca.ire into comron use as a positive adaptation to local sea 

conditions (t.h-a"pcrer 9 ) . Indeed the latter interpretation 

has been nude of Fuegian craft (lDthrop, 1932) and Tasrrru1ian water 

craft. Jones (1976) has shown that the Tasm'lllians 

substantially increased the am::>unt of shoreline to which they had 

access oy the use of rafts in travel to offshore islands. 

(see also Vanderwal, 1978). 
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The fourth and most simplistic explanation of the primitive 

nature of subantarctic cultures offered is a particularly extreme 

version of envirorrrnental determinism. In this view the physical 

environment was so demanding that all the time was spent in the 

pursuit of foods, "leaving little t:ime for cultural advancement" 
.. 
(Horton, n.d.; see Furlong, 1917a). This view can be dismissed 

here without further discussion. Finally, at least nro authors 

have identified isolation as.a cause of simplification of the cultural 

repertoire (Duff, 1956; Jones, 1971, 1977a,1978; see also 

Cooper, 1917 and Steager, 1965), and indeed of ''maladaptive" 

behaviour (Jones, 1978). Two aspects of isolation have been identified 

as causes of the process of simplification. The first is the possible 

"genetic effects of long isolation on a small population, itself 

internally divided into discrete language and tribal groups, ... " 

(Jones, 1971: 630). The second factor is somewhat less tangible. 

It is described as a "slow stra.I\:,o-ula.tion of the mind" (Jones, 1977a: 

203). Elsewhere Jones has proposed that, 

"events in Tasmania constitute a specific case within a 

general proposition that the number of ideas in a cultural 

system is a ftmction of the m.:rrnber of minds interacting 

witWn it" (Jones, 1978:47). 

This view has invoked some excited criticism, (Schrire, 1978) . 

In the author's view it is an entirely inadequate explanati0n. 

To take a specific case, Easter Island is a small and extremely 

isolated island with an estnnated population at 1835 of only 4,000 

people (~traux, 1971:22). However, prehistoric society on Easter 

Island was highly stratified and material culture was both diverse 

and highly embellished. In the following section a nurrber of 

similarities between the disparate cultures of the subantarctic zone 

are identified and an alternative explanation of these is advanced. 
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Section III Towards An Explanation 

The CormDn Attributes 

The subantarctic cultu...~s share a nunber of fea.tures 

in nRterial culture, social stratification, subsistence strategies 

and.settlerrEnt patterns. 

First, they are all known for their- limited and 

rather crude material culture. Artefacts presented are limited 

in variety of fonn, degree of finish and errbellishmen ~.. This point 

has been rrade for the Tasmanian evidence by Jones (1971); Skinner 

(1974) defined the fvbriori culture area on the basis of the cornmn 

occurrence there of crudely made and })CX)rly finished artefacts. 

Q:::<.valt (1973) has recently desc:·..i..:"led the material culture of the 

. Canoe Indians of Tierra del Fuego. 111e sarr:e 1 imi ted variety 

and degree of finish are apparent there. 

Thj_s apparent poverty of material culture is explained 

ii\~part the fact that subantarctic Slibsistence tasks did not require 

a diverse suite of durable artefacts (Appendix 9:1). It also 

incllcates that these cultures were all of a similar, relatively 

unstratified, nature. This point is developed below. 

In addition, several specific artefact fonns occur in 

all areas of the zone. Sorre of those involved also occur in other 

areas, however, their occurrence together in all areas of the zone 

is taken to be particularly significant. Five i terns are m:mtioned 

here i.n a preliminary list of similarities. 

First, handclubs in a limited variety of forms are 
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found in the Chathams ~Chapter 9 ) , l1i..lt'ihiku (Simnons and Skinner, 

1974) Patagonia (McCartney, 1975) and Tasrrania (Jones,1971). 

Second bone awls, which are usually associated with the working 

of skins, are comnon to the Chatbams (C'napter 5) , 1''.li..Irih:i.ku (Sutton and 

Marshall, n.d.) Patagonia (Oswalt, 1973) and the earlier part of the 

Tasmanian sequence (Jones, 1971). 

The toggle harpoon is known from the Chatharns (Skinner, 1937), 

l1urihiku (Skinner, 1937) , and Patagonia (McCartney, 1975) . It is 

known ethnographically to have been used in hunting marine E,an:rnals 

in the latter (Oswalt, 1973). Th.is is its most likely function in 

the Chathams and southern Nei:~ Zealand. 

Pounders used in the preparation, or perhaps prema.stication, 

of tough vegetable foods are fm.md in all four areas (Sk.inner, 1923; 

Skinner and Baucke, 1928; Jones, 1971; £1:Cartney, 1975). 

Flake tools, and particularly retouched 11knives, scrapers and 

spokeshaves" are particularly important fa1 lithic assemblages from 

all areas. In the Chatham Islands flake tools are com:non i...11 major 
•, 

settlement sites (Chapter 5). At least some of the smaller flakes 

found in the Waihora site, in addition to those illustrated above, 

v;ere probably used as tools. Jones (1971) has presented a detailed 

analysis of the Rocky Cape flake tool assemblages. UZu and greywacke 

spools, both artefact types with obvious northern circumpolar parallels, 

(Gjessing, 1944) are knov.n from the Murihiku (Skinner, 1971+) as are· 

stone blades (Leach, 1969) . These artefacts may have served similar 

functions, probably in the butchering of large carcasses and skin 

preparation, in each of disparate areas of the zone. 
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The water craft used in each of the subantarctic areas 

were of a similar design and had similar properties of seaworthiness. 

In Murih:iku the bundle raft was used on occasion for river crossings 

(Skinner, 1923). Toe !vbriori wash-through rafts have been mentioned 

above. Jones (1976) and Lothrop (1932) have discussed the very 

similar fonns from Tasmania and the Olilean archipelago respectively. 

In each case the craft nRY DCM' be seen as a :[X)Sitive adaptation to local 

sea and climatic conditions which was used to adw...ritage by the native 

peoples of e~c..~ area. 

A reconstruction of 1briori social stratification has been 

presented in Qiapter§ 8 and 9. The elements.of that reconstruet.ton 

are; absence of marked social stratifieation, organisation of :[X)pulation 

into "tribal groups" within each of which there were a nurrber of 

extended family groups arid the division of labour by age and sex rather 

thru1 rank. 'These appear to apply to each of the subantarctic regions, 

except perhaps Murihiku. Jones ( 1971; Appendix A) has described 

the tribes of Tasmania. They fulfill each of the con.di tions mentioned 

above. One notable. difference between Tasma.nian bands ( ibid) and the 

comparable groups in the Qiathams is the apparent ITDbility of the 

former. However, the late date of the records u:[X)n which Jones' (1971) 

reconstruction is based must raise the possibility that this is an 

unus~al condition, :[X)Ssibly induced by loca.1 extermination and range 

reductions of seal :[X)pulations. 

Anderson's (n.d.a.) reconstruction of protohistoric 

social organisation and settlerront patterns is also based on sources 

which post-date European sealing and, apparently, the onset of 

considerable entrepeneuria.1 spirit. However it does show the 

:imp)rtance of extended family groups, particularly those involved with 
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multi-hapu settlen")'.?nts, the presenc<i: of major settleirent sites and 

seasonal dispersal to outlyi.ng resource. zones and a di vision of labour, 

within the indi victual settlarents, which reflected age and sex rather 

than rank. Negotiation with Europeans, particularly in aspects of land 

and property sale, involved another, and possibly new, level of.social 

organisation. 

Records of Fuegian social organisation show that, again 

in the protohistoric and later, several ITDbile eAi:ended family groups 

were to be found within each ''tribal'' territory (Lothrop, 1928; 

Bridges, 1948). These were largely self-sufficient, at least in 

terns of their subsistence needs. The nature of prehistoric settlement 

patterns in the Fuegian archipelago is, as yet, unclear. 

It should be emphasised here that archaeological research 

in each area of the zone has proceeded through a similar initial stage. 

The archaeological landscapes of each area share a nurrber of 

irnp:)rtant features, principal a.rrongst which is a high ratio of specialised 

shellfish middens to larger, rrore corrplex, sites representing longer 

periods of occupation (see Bird, 1938, Chapman and Hester, 1973 and 

1.aming--Emperaire, 1972a for information on Patagonia; Jones, 1965, 

1..966 _and 1971; Lourandos, 1970 and Horton, n.d. on Tasmania; Simmns, 

1964 and A:Jpendix 1: 1 on the Chathams and Huf fa.dine and Watson n. d. 

on the Foveaux Strait coast) . 

In this situation field research in each area has 

tended to concentrate on the conspicuous, often very large single 

shellfish middens (Bird, 1938; -Simmns, 1964 and lmpublished excavation 
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notes, Ms. , 1963-1964; Lrnrandos, 1970, 

Ranson, 1978) rather than initially testing the possibility that they 

represent one cornp::>nent of a con]J.)lex settl6nent pattern. There has 

also been a tendency to interpret these sites through the direct use 

of nineteenth century records. 

'Ihe shellfish middens tend to contain very complex 

microstratigraphy, few bones in relation to site volume ( Laurandos, 

-- 1970; Jones, 1971; Mcilwraith, 1976), and very few artefacts. 

'Ihese factors make seasonal dating, functional interpretation· and 

settlen::ent pattern analysis nDre difficult. In short, the vexed 

"problem of sedentism" remains unsolved while these sites are the 

focus of attention. 

concentration. 

ln]J.)Ortant sites of other types may be obsctrred by this 

Examples of this tendency may be seen in Sirrrrons' ( 1964) 

failure to identlfy rrore than a very few 111'briori" villages on Q1atham 

Island. Again, Jones' (1965, 1966) discussion of the West Point 

Lighthouse midde1:. is _limited, although the site contains large annunts 

of· Elephant seal bone. · By comparison the North and South Cave 

deposits contained a total minimum nurrber of·25 seals (Jones, 1971: 

Taole 134). 

Independent archaeological research undertaken recently 

in Tasmania ( Lc,urandos, 1970; Jones, 1971; 1977) , on the Foveaux Strait 

coast (Higham, 1976) and the 01athams (Simrons, 1964) has resulted 

in the reconstruction of a settlement pattern in which small nomadic 

groups m:Jved over considerable distances in pursuit of seasonal food 

reSOlU'CeS . This nDdel appears to be rrore appropriate to continental 

hunters corrmitted to the pursuit of w1gulates r-c1ther than to coastal 
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hunters wh:Jse nnst economic food resource was 9- perem1ial rnarrrnal species 

(Figure 2: 10). The nndel is, howevE)r, now disputed in the Foveaux 

Strait case and in the Chathams. In the fonner the author and Marshall 

(n.d.) have argued for perennial occupation of a small ecotonal 

settlenEnt during the 14th century A.D. Subsistence at that site centred 

on 'the exploitation of a seal colony. Unfortunately, field archaeology 

in Patagonia has not yet developed to the point at which issues such as 

-· these can be approached. 

In view of the s.irnilarities identified above it seems 

reasonable, at least at present, to identify a subantarctic coastal 

hunting type. Its characteristic features appear to be a reduced 

variety of items of material culture, a strong cultural conservatism 

(See Cooper, 1917; Skinner, 19~3; Jones, 1977a), relative a::,.sence of 

marked differentiation by rank, and an economic strategy based on major 

IIRrine resources, particularly seals. I also suggest the pr.irm.ry social 

units involved in each area may have been significantly JYDre localised 

thru1 is indicated at present. It may be s.ignificant, in this re.spect, 

t):lat stone materials available within a mile of the excavated sites 

comprise 90 percent or ITDre of the lithic asserblages in Jones' analytical 

units 2-7. Evidence for localised patterns.of redistribution of stone 

materials associated with 1briori culture was outlined in Chapter 8. 

The prehistoric cultures reViewed here are indigenous to the 

subantarctic zone. The case for development of Moriori culture from 

a nnre stratified ATchaic precursor has been presented in Chapter 9. 

Jones ( 1977) has reviewed the Tasmanian case, al though opinion may be 

divided as to whether the first settlers were coastal hunters (Bowdler, 

1977). The Canoe cultures of the Fuegian archipelago are seen a.c; having 
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''developed in Southern Tierra del Fuego, from inland 
I . 

cultures being transformed and adapted to marine 

subsistence" (Barth, 1948 : 197). 

This may therefore be viewed as a. case of convergent cultural 

adaptation. The direction of this adaptation was opposite to ones 

which occurred in lower latitudes and gave rise to urban society. 

The process of culture change which took place.in the subantarctic 

zone inv9lved the development of an egalitarian social structure, 

a relatively simple and urembellished material culture, and rrarked. 

cultural conservatism. 

The "selective factors" (Sahlins, 1958) which brought about 

this change may tentatively "be identified as the factors wt-.: ch underlie 

the evolution of }briori culture. They are the absence of both the 

potential for intensification of food production and the possibility 

of control of the supply of crucial resources. It is important to 

recognise that these conditions also co-occur on Polynesian atolls, 

although this was not emphasised by Sahlins (1958). 

Various simple detenninistic models have been advanced to explain 

the fonn of subantarctic cultures. They have tended to identify 

single factors as the cause of a "cultural devolution". These 

have in~luded the cultural: iand physical inferiority of various 

subantarctic peoples (Smith, 1910); the harshness of the subantarctic 

environment (Horton, n.d.); limitations imposed by their technology 

(Staeger, 1965); and lastly isolation (Jones, 1978). Tb..ese 

explanations are rejected by the author. Instead a model is offered 

which emphasised the interaction of historically independe.i..'1t cultures 

·with the identified, critical aspects of a distinctive envirorment. 
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This interaction produced concomi~ant changes in social stratification, 

materialculture, subsistence str'ategy~ and settlement pattern in each 

area in question. The overall result is a case of convergent cultural 

adaptation. This position is something of a ~parture from Fitzhugh's 

(1975:343) view that 

"Northern ... functionally~related cultural forms are 

due to the similar requirements of northern exploitation 

patterns which arise independent] y in different parts 

of the circumpolar zone." (Fitzhugh, 1975:343; emphasis 

mine). 

This contention has been surrmmded by controversy, as some scholars 

(Gjessing, 19L!4,1975; Simonsen, 1975) have attempted to explain 

similarities within the northern circumpolar zone as the r'-"'<::ult of the 

migration of Palaeolithic hunters into all areas of the zone from a 

cornnnn broad cultural stock while others, including Fitzhugh (1975) 

and }bberg (1975), have emphasised the adaptation argument. It may 

well be that the case can never be resolved in the north where the 

- possibility of circumpolar cultural diffusion exists. · The southern 

case is much simpler. The implications of the possibility of 

convergent ct1ltural adaptation occurring between irrefutably 

independent cultures are, therefore, considerab;I_e. 

I wish to conclude the dissertation with a plea for further 

research on the subantarctic cultures. Three topics suggest 

themselves. First, e..>{.cavation and dating of an Archaic horizon in 

the Chatharns as suggested in Chapter 9. Second, a further look at 

the problem of sedentiffin in Tasmania to involve a reconstruction of 

the history of the seal populations and analysis of the seal bone 
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middens (Jones, 1965, 1966; Vanderwal, 1978) in terms which would 

permit seasonal dating and assessment of dietary importance of 

this resource. Finally, Cooper's (1917) urgent plea for field 

research in Patagonia remains as pertinent now as it was over 

60 years ago. 
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APPENDIX I:I SITES IN THE DURHAM AREA 

A total of 87 archaeological sites were located within the 

Durham area. Seven were historic. 1\vo of these appear to be 

isolated single European graves. 'I\vo others were spaTs and rretal. 

All of these may be associated with the wreck of the Lizzie Scott 

at Kauaeroa in 1866 (J.Campbell,1977). 

The prehistoric·sites can be divided into six types. In 

descending order of frequency of occurrence these are : specialised 

shellfish middens ( 64) , low land middens ( 10) , ridge top middens ( 2) , 

isolated coastal hearths (2), seal bone midden ( 1) and the ':i.113.i::,o-e 

site (1). 

All the prehistoric sites were located on ·natural features 

which give them some elevation above the fonrerly wet landscape. 

'The shellfish middens are all on the boulder beach, which is up to 

5 rretres above the adjacent ground surface in the nnst E\.'l)OSed parts 

of the shore. The lowland middens are all situated on creek margins, 

which are narrow strips of dry ground through the swamps, or on the 

swamp perirreters above the level of the swamp. The ridge top middens 

are located on or near the tops of the main ridges which · separate 

the swampy gullies. One of the isolated hearths is located on a very 

exposed spot on a truncated spur 150 rretres south of Waihora ( C240 / 694) . 

TI1e other one is on a small extension of the boulder beach near an area 

of shallow ponded water just north of the Kauaeroa prormntory. No 

accompanying cultuTal stratigraphy was present with either of the two 

hearths. The seal bone midden was located on an area cormnn to the 
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creek margin and inhmd perimeter of the bouloor beach. The Waihora 

village site was located on the driest ground in the area; a relic 

sand dune. This is. the only sizeable feature of its type in the 

area. 

'Ihe prehistoric sites found are .listed below in these six 

categories with their site nurrbers. These refer to the New Zealand 

Archaeological Association's Offshore Islands File. Shell middens 

are listed in order of occurrence fran north to south. Distance 

between these sites is also given wherever it was recorded. This 

is done to emphasise the point that the shellfish middens are 

distributed in clusters, each of which is adjacent to an area of 

ma.,TI.1TIUIT1 intertidal exposure ( Figure 1: 4) . 

(i) Specialised Shellfish Middens 

Site Nurrber 

C?A0/290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

407 

408 

409 

Size Intersite Distance (rrr:::tres) 

"small _paua midden" 

20 by 10 rmtres, surface scatter 20 

~ by 3 5 

6 by 3 5 

6 metres in diarreter 15 

10 by 20, badly eroded 10 

2 by 5 rrBtres 5 

3 by 3 metres 8 

5 by 5 metres 8 

20 by 5 metres, "spread out by 
wind erosion" 15 

20 by 10 metres, "spread out by 
wind erosion'' 25 

Small dense midden up to 40 cm deep 

Surface scatter 

4 by 3 metres 

6 by 7 JTEtres 

15 

20 

15 

10 
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Site Nurrber 

410 

411 

412 

414 

415 

416 

417 

419 

666 

667 

668 

669 

670 

671 

672 

673 

674 

675 

676 

-677 

678 

679 

690 

695 

698 

699 

701 

703 

705 

706 

707 

708 

709 

710 

711 
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Specialised Shellfish :Middens ( O:mt' d) 

Size Intersi te Distance (metre 

6 by 5 rretres 10 

2 adjacent clusters of midden 
10.by 25 and 15 metres in diaITEter 10 

Surface scatter 

5 rretres in diameter 

Surf ace scatter 

7 separate scatters of midden within 80 metres 

Small paua r.~tdden 200 

Small paua midden 300 

? 30 

? 00 

10 by 5 metres 100 

? 10 

? w 
30 by 6 metres, very scattered 60 

5 by 4 rretres 200 

10 by 10 rretres 8 

10 by 30 rretres, surf ace scatter 

5 by 7 rretres 

10 by 10 rretres 

12 by 10 metres 

2 by 2 metres 

5 by 3 rretres 

3 :rretres 

25 by 20 rretres 

Small paua ;iiidden 

Srrall dense paua midden 

Small midden 

Small eroded paua midden 

10 by 20 rretres, scattered midden 

5 by 3 rretres, paua midden 

5 by 10 rretres 

7 by 3 rretres 

16 by .12 met:res 
111bre extensi ve11 

5 by 5 ITEtres 

30 

? 

4 

? 

? 

? 

20 

20 

80 

100 

30 

40 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 
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(ii) 

680 

681 

(iii) 

417 

418 

682 

683 

685 

686 

687 

688 

691 

692 

693 

(iv) 

689 

(v) 

283 

(vi) 

194 

704 

298 

Inland Ridge Top Middens 

12 by 7 rretres ' · 

Interside Distance 
(See Figure 1:4) 

40 by 15 rretres (discontinuous) 

lowland Middens 

8 by 4 metres 

?30.by 15 m2tres 

6 by 4 rretres 

3 by 3 rretres 

30 by 15 metres 

10 m2tres in dianBter 

10 by 10 rretres 

7 by 7 rretres 

4 by 10 metres 

7 by 5 metres 

? 

Seal Bone Mi :Iden 

60 by 14 :rretres ( discontinoous) 

Village Site 

c. 8000 square metres. 

Isolated Hearths 
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APPENDIX 2 : 1 DISTRTBlll,ION OF LITHIC AND OTHER TE<:JThDI.JXiICAL RF.SOURCES 

The 1briori occupants of the Durham area collected a r-cl.l1.ge of 

materials for use in their· material culture. The nnst obvious of these, 

archaeologically, is stone. Others describedbela.v include plant materials, 

bone, teeth and hides. The description of the non-lithic categories offered 
. . 

is by no Ire ans definitive. It is intended to introduce the extra dirr.ensions cf 

material culture and exchange into the discussion in Oiapter 'I\vo _of resources 
.. 

ru1d their availability. 

Stone: 

The geology of the Olath:mS is. described briefly below in terms of 

the physiographic zones identified by Hay et al ( 1970) and illustrated in 

Figure 2: 13. Pitt Island and the large southern block of Olatham Island are 

included within the southern volcanic region. Tne southern half of Pitt Island 

__ is a dissected plateau with several major hills of coarse-grained basaltic 

conglonBrate and trachyte. The north of the island is fonred of tough sandstone 

a11d nnre recent sedim:mts. Across Pitt Strait the third area within the volcanic 

zone is the southern plateau of 01.atham Island, rising to 938 feet (340 ITBtres) 

above sea level a11d fonned of horizontally bedded lavas which are dissected by 

several substantial streams flONing to the north. The lavas ahutt and/or underly 

the Waitangi Tuffs along a crescentic li.ne approximately :from Waitangi in the 

west to 0.Venga. 

The second major geological zone consists of red tuffs, hard 

crystalline linBstone and a softer linBstone. It fills the middle of Olatham 

Isla11d between the volcanics in the south and the schist in the north and is 

observed as low rolling topography. Major exposures occur along the western 

shore of Te Whanga lagoon with cliffs up to 50 feet (18 ITEtres) high. 
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'Ihe schist area includes the whole of the northern third of Chatham 

Island. 'Ihe structure of the schists has been described by Hay et aZ. (1970). They 

are thickly mantled by peat and exposed along the shore. 'Ihe bleak expanse of 

· peaty clears is punctuated ·by two di verging rems of small volcanic peaks, once 

thought to be the remains of a fonrer cover of Tertiary rocks (Allan, 1928) but 

now identifi.ed as volcanic plugs or cones (Hay, et aZ., 1970). They stretch from 

Matakitaki in the west to Chundleigh and Korako on the east (Figure 2 :~1). 

The workable stone materials· described by C-31T1pbell (H.J. n. d.) 

are distributed throughout these zonGs. A total of thirteen different materials 

were identified. They are listed in Table 2:5 with the locations at which they 

were found in their geological contexts and the characteristics v.hich distinguish 

each. The minimum distances fran each source to the Wail1ora site are also given 

(Table 2:6). 

The volcanic zone contains three hydrothermal cherts; the 

Wishart and 11aipito sources southwest of Waitangi, and the Mumurumu material 

fran the south of Pi t't Island. The Pitt Island rhyodaci te is from m1 unkn0wn 

source thought by Qimpbell (H.J. n. d.) to be nearby Pitt Island. The other 

notable stone material from the southern zone is the dolomitic lirrBstone 

which i~ found in a single, isolated locality at Cascade Cove (Figure 2: 13). 

The middle, lirrestone, zone contains the T~ Whanga chert and the 

possibly useful Red Bluff biomicrite. Tossil whale-bone from V/bareama 

and sharks teeti.1 from several localities on the western shore of Te Whanga 

are suggested by Campbell (H.J. n.d.) as further workable materials from 

this area. 
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c:, 'o ~ >-3 ~ >-3 >-3 >-3 :r-:: a,:: ~ le: .-. TABLE 2:5 STONE MATERIALS ;,, t-'• CD ~ ;,, ;::: t-'• CD :::r ;::: 0 !I) 
Ul rt 0. t-'• rt 0 ;,, .., .., ..... Ul 
(l rt ;,, .., ;::: t-'· ..,. .., ;::: ;,, 'O er ;,, OJ rt ;,, t-'• 0 :::r CD a p,' ..... ;,, 
0, H ..... t-'• ::, .., .., ;,, p,' ;::: 0 rt .., 
CJ> Ul ;::: p,' oq t-'• t-'· ::, ;,, .., 0 rt ..... H, ;,, ht-'- oq ;::: ;::: () 

~ ;,, H, () () ;,, .., :::r () 0 ::, p () :::r :::r ..... 9 CD :::r ::,· ..... 0. OJ .., :::r. CD CD () .., CD (l) 
0 ,... ,... Q .., .., :::r n (D rt .., .., 
a t:O 0 rt .., rt rt <D :::r •1 c+ rt .... :::r a c+ 'i (1) c+ 
I+ '<: ..... rt 'i 
CD 0. (l c+ 

MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERS 0 .., 
(l ..... 
;,, c+ 
rt CD 

\ ..... 
CD 

Field Characters 

Locality of Primary (outcrop) source. known X X X X X 

Locality of Primary (outcrop) source known x. X X 

Locality of Primary source (outcrop or ~rea) 
inferred X X X X X 

Occurring: 1) in outcrop X X X X X 
2) as detrital or reworked 

detrital material X X X X X ·X 
3) as xenolith inclusions in 

volcanic rocks X 
4) only as worked aretefacts, flake'> 

and chips X X X 

Known and 1) Chatham Island X X x X X X X X X X X 
r inferred 2) Pitt Island X X X natural 

occurrence 3) South-East Island X 

and 4) Star Keys X 
distribution 
on: 5) Si.sters X 

Known 1) Chatham Island X X X X X X X X X X 
distribut- 2) Pitt Island X X X X X X ion of arte-

" 
facts, 3) South-East Island X X 

·' flakes and 4) Star Keys X chip,s on: 
5) Sisters X X 

. Not Known to have been worked - no artefacts, 
flakes, etc. X X 

!land Specimen Characters 

-Colour: 
I>-

1) of restricted colour range X X X X X X X 

2) of distinctive colour X X X X X X 

t> 3) colour rf.nge : 1 black,2 white+ 1,2 

grey &. cream, 4 oranges+brown, 2 ,,3, 2 4 3 4 2 2,L 2,4 3,4 4 4 2,4 

5 red,6 blue, _7 yellow 5,6 5 4, 5 

4) mottled,patterned or patchy 
colouring X X X X 

Lustre 1) porcellanous X X X X 
of fresh 2) dull X X X X X X X X X X rock: 

3) waxy X X X X X X X 

4) vitreous X X X 

5) of distinctive lustre X X X 

Surface . 1) smooth and homogeneous x· X X X X 
texture 2) granular surface due to (a) , of fresh 
rock: crystallinity or (b) 

lithologic composi.tion X X X X X· 
,ifl 

3) vesi,:clar or cavity bearing X X X X X 

4) inhomogeneous texture due to 
incomplete or irregular 
silicification 

Weathering 1) development of weathering ring 
features: or pating X X X X 

> 2) evidence of chemical weather.ing X X X X X X X 

3) evidence of mechanical weather-
ing X X X X X 

4) possessing distinctive weather-, 
ing features X X X X 

·----------
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?> ..... (;) ?> ?> C .... (D ::r S' ~ u: u, rt 0. ;.;- ..... rt 0 p .., .., f-• :-r 0 rt ..... '1 C '1 "" '1 C ?> tJ p., ?> tll rt p., ..... .... ::r (;) a :,;" ,,. .., 

TABLE 2:5 STONE }!ATERIALS (Cont'd) 
0. H ,... p., ::, '1 0 ?> ;.;- C 0 rt rt (D u, C ;.;- OQ .... '1 ::, ?> '1 0 

v 
,... H, p., ..... .... OQ C C () n 0 p., H, n ?> .., ::r 9 ::r o· ·::, Cl n ::r n ..... n (D (;) .... 0. tll '1 ::r (D ::r n ::r .., (D Hand ~ccimen Characters (Cont'd) 0 ..... ~ro '1 ..... '1 (D ::r n Cl) rt .., rt s ::,i 0 rt '1 rt '1 (D ::r '1 rt ..... ::r 3 rt rt '1 (D rt rt '<: ..... .-; .., 

(D ,o () rt 
0. .., 

Cornposi t ion l) presence of spherulitic 
p ..... 
() rt 

and crystal forms ..... (D X X X X rt 
structure: 2) of drusy macroquartz 

Cl) 
X presence 

3) evidence of several phases of 
silica deposition X X 

4) presence of expansion features 
(function of crystal growth) X, X 

5) segregation of silica minerals 
and impurities X X X X 

6) presence of distinctive 
segregation patterns - banded 
and dendritic patterns X 

7) preservation of sedimentary 
structures and textures X X X X X X X 

• 
8) presence of detrital li thic and 

authigenic grains X X X X 

9) presence of ( a) macrofossils X X X X 
(b) microfossils X f X X X X X 
(c) chalky inclusions X X X X .. 10) of distitl'ct i ve fossil content 

because of 
y ( a) fossil taxa present X X 

(b) texture imparted by that 
fossil taxa X 

11) distinctive because of complete 
absence of fossil and organic 
remains and sedimentary features X X X X 

• Fracture: 1) irregular X X X X 
> "' ,, J ::-ubcnnc~10idn.l X X X X X X X X X X 

3) conchoidal X X X X X X X 

Of distinctive weight X X 

Relative hardness.: 1 soft to hard, 2 hard to 
very hard 3 extremely hard 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 

Relative ability to sustain a sharp edge: 
~ 1 poor, 2 good, 3 very good, 4 excellent 1 3 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 --l 

'·- MICROSCOPIC OIARACTERS / 

Silica 1) Opal X X 
polymorphs 2) Cryptocrystalline Quartz X X X X X X X X X X 

3) Chalcedony ( fibrous microquartz) X X X X X 

4) Quartz X X X X X X 

5) Cristobalite X 
> 

Crysta-11 in- 1) Sperulitic crystallisation X X X X 
ity: 

2) .Presence of anhedral interlock-
ing quartz X 

--3) Presence of anhectral quartz X 

4) Incomplete silicification X ·X 

5) Weak silicification X 
") 

Other 1) Presel"l.ce of carbonates X X X X X X 
content: 2) Presence of lithic detritus: 

quartz X 
feldspar X 
micas X 
glass shards X 
rock fragments X X X 
tuffaceous detritus X X X 

3) Presence of fine grained impur-
i ty component X X X X 

4) Presence of glauconite X 

.5) Biogenic conterit microfossils: 
( a) radio.laria X X X X 
(b) formainifern X X X X X 

ilacrofossi ls (a) sponge spicule X 
(b) polyzoan 1')ITTJ.J.ru. X 

xi xi 
X 

(c) molluscan frag 
ments )( X X xi YI X X X X X X .. 

I 
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I-' ...., p, .... ,.,. O', C C 9 t::I p, H, n p, 'i n g 
0 :::, 0 () ;:,- () ,-.. () (1) ::;· 

TABLE 2:5 IT9NE MATERIALS (Cont'd) 
I-' p. O:J 'i. ;:,- (1) ;:,- n ;:,- 'i c;i 

(l) 

0 .... .... (1) 'i c;i ;:,- () (1) rt >j 'i 
3 ~ 0 rt 'i rt 'i (1) ;:,- 'i ct rt ,.,. B c+ rt 'i (1) rt 
rt \ ·-< .... rt 'i 
(1) 0 () rt 

p. >j 

MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERS (Cont'd) p, ..... 
() rt .... (1) 
rt 
Cl) 

Distinctive in thin section X ~ X X X X X X X X X X X 

INTERPRETATIO:s 

Chert occurrence inte.rpreted to be the 
result of 

(a) Diagenetic processes X X X X X X X 

(b) Hydrothermal processes X X X X 

' Origin of silica interpreted to be .. 
(a) Biogenic X X X X X X X 

(b) Inorganic or more probably, of 
biogeni.c and inorganic origin X X X X 

• 
>-

-·------·- ···--- - . 

;r 

/' 
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TABLE 2:6 MINIMUM DISTANCES TO STONE SOURCES (km) 1 

Hydrothermal Cherts 

Wishart 
Maipito 
Mumurumu 
Korako · ·• 

8.8 km. 
10 .4 km. 
50.4 km. 
28.8 km. 

Sedimentary Charts and Silicified Sediments 

Wharekauri Chert 34 .1 km. 
(Mt. Chudleigh yaken as centre of distribution)" 

Te Whanga Chert· 27. 7 km. 
(Matanganui taken as centre of d~stribution) 

Tioriori Chert 29 .6 

Tutuiri Chert 30 .4 

Mairangi Chert 34.4 

·Takatika Chert 19.6 

Red Bluff Biomic-
rite 17.0 

Other Non-basaltic Stone Types 

Pitt Island Rhvodacite 
Cascade Dolomite 

km. 

km. 

km. 

km. 

km. 

Follis Whalebone from Whareama 
Fossil Sharks' Teeth : discrete 
occurrences: 

(i) Palaeocene-Eocene limestones 

(ii} Pliocene limestones on Pitt 

Basalt.s 

at 

31.5 km. 
13.6 km. 
17. 3· km. 

Te Whanga 
Te One 
Flower Pot 
(Pitt Isl) 

Island 

18,9 km. 
15.1 km. 

25.6 km. 
27 .6 km. 

(A) Plagioclase-rich rocks with conspicuous trachytic structure -
Waik; ripi -

(B) 
(C) 

Lirnburgitic 
Basalt with 
Stony Creek 

Pt.Durham 2.2 km. 
Basalts - Maunganui and Wharekauri 28.3 km. 
fine-grained Pyroxene aggregate -

24.5 km. 

Other basal ts defined in this sect ion by Watters ( pe rs. comm. , 1974); 

( i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

Olivine basalts 
those with a wide range of textures 
basalt with large pyroxene phenocrvsts 
basalt with conspicuous flow structure 

These cannot be associated with a particular source. At present it appears 
most likely that they came from outcrops on the southwest coast. 

Areas within the schist zone were sources of the '.I'akatika 

grit and seclilrentary cherts from Mairangi, Tutuiri and Tioriori. A 

poor quality hydrothennal chert was found at Korako. A rrore general 

distribution was recorded for the tough Wharekauri chert vv'hich is found in 

srrall nodules over rrost of the exposed hard surf aces of the schist zone, 

particularly in the west and north .. 
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The nrlnor source of chert on ,the Little Sister, reported by 

Robertson (pers.comn., 1976) and subse~ently e.xamined by Watte.rs 

(pers. carm., 1977) and Campbell (H.J. n.d.) is related to the 

discrete volcanics of the northern zone. 

Some obsidian samples have been recovered from archaeological 

contexts in the Chatham Islands. Im. ex.ample in the Otago Museum was 

apparently. collected from Owenga by H.D. f'kirmer. A similar piece, 

'WOrked in the fonn of a nrlniature maata was found at Owei.--iga in 1973. 

These two pieces were subject to elemental analysis by B.F. Leach 

(1973) who concluded that they were from Mayor Island, New Zealand. 

Further samples were tlli:;--i. recovered frorri the Waihora 

excavation; some were surface collecteq during site surveys of areas 

of Chatham Island and over 60 flakes of obsidianwere fmmd in the 

l-bffett private collection on Pitt Island. These were sub:nitted to 

Neutron Activation analysis at the Archaeological Laboratories 

University of Bradford by Dr B. F. Leach and later by Dr R. Bird at 

Lucas Heights in Australia. To date no results are available, except 

that the ea:i:;-lier \'Xlrk suggesting a Mayor Island origin for the two 

Owenga fragments has now been called into doubt (Ward, 1977; Leach, 

pers. corrm., 1976-1979). 

Several geologists who are experienced in the outcrop 

geology of the Chatham Islands have been consulted in a continuing 

search for a local obsidian source. They consider it mo~t unlikely, 

though possible, that a source exists in the islands (Campbell, H.J. 

pers. corrm. , 1977) . Skinner (1923) cites a short_ paper of von Haast' s 
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(1886) as establishing the presence of a sourc~ underwater near Owenga. 

Haast' s paper refers to a letter from Alexander Shand as the source of 

the idea; despite a search of the von Haast papers in the 1'urnbull 

Library and Shand documents there, and ·in the Hocken Library, the original 

commmication from Shand has not been found. 

The obsidian samples recovered fran sites in the Chatham Islands 

have not been satisfactorily sourced. Although definitive sourcing 

is expected from the current analysis in A1stralia the author believes 

this is likely to establish that the material comes from a so1.rrce 

external to the Chathams, very probably in the volcanic region of 

New Zealand. If indeed the material is dra'Wl1 from a single source, 

such as Mayor Island, this would have important :implications for both 

the origins of the first settlers of the Chatharns and the pos:ibility of 

multiple settlement. ·k 

Plant Materials 

A wide range of plant materials was used by the Moriori in 

their material culture. Most of these would have been easily available 

near each of the excavated sites. A series of materials is discussed 

below. These are either evident in the excavated sites or suggested 

by historical sources. 

Tirribers 

Timbers, particularly the heart:v.uod of the ake ake tree 

(OZearia spp.), were used in house and wash-through raft construction. 

This is clearly sho'INtl in the carved house planks recovered from a 

M::>riori house by Travers and now held in the National M.lseum, Wellington 

(see Chapter 4). Ake ake timber was also used in the construction of 

the rrodels of 1'-:briori rafts figured by Skirmer (192.3) and held in the 

National and Canterbury Museums.. Matipo (Myrsine. chathconica) rails were 

·k Leach and Warren (n. d.) have recently suggested that the material may 
come from a previously unknown so1.rrce. 
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also used in rafts, specifically fo~ the strong but flexible outer 

ribs of the craft (Skinner, 1923; SkinnE;r and Baucke, 1928). At 

least these two timbers, ake ake and matipo, vX)Uld have also been 

used in house construction for bearers and major" posts. 

Bark 

The use of ake ake' bark as a roofing material is recorded (Richards 

n. d.) . It is also likely to have been used in the manufacture of bark 

vessels and the external lining of kelp b&ls. These ftmctions were 

both fulfilled in New Zealand by the use of tota:Pa bark (Podocarpus totara). 

Fibres 

Fibres w0uld have been essential to several aspects of the 

MJriori h.m.ter-gatherer economy including fishing, clothL~g, house 

consb..-uction and domestic activ.i.ties. They appear to have bt.'or., obtained 

aJ.rrost exclusively from flax (Phormium sp.) but there is some suggestion 

of the use of long soft grass in clothing (Buck, 1927, 1966). However, 

no speci£ic i.denti£ication is given (ibid). Flax was either scutched or 

scraped and then prepared for a specific purpose (Buck, 1927, 1966). 

Fibres were used in the preparation of cordage used during 

fishing. Line fishing usilig one-piece hooks is known to have occurred. 

There may also have been lure fishing but this was probably very limited. 

The ma.in thrust of furiori wet-fishing does seem t.o have involved the 

use of nets rather than lines. Fishing nets were recorded by Broughton 

(1792) at Kaingaroa or Skinnish Bay in 1791. Each net wOUld have 

involved considerable lengths of cord. 

Fish spearing is also likely to have occurred and may expl~in 

sane of the enigms.tic spear fonns f01.llld in the Waihora site. Finn lashing 

to a spear shaft wi..th flax fibre w0uld have been involved. 
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Several types of garments are recorded in the limited historical 

records. Each required the use of flax fibre, sorretimes in large quantities 

and for at least one garrIBnt type, with considerable skill. The seal skin 

cloak, which fell to the hips, was tied to the neck by a· three-ply 

braid of scutched flax ( Johnston quoted in McNab, 1914, Vol 2: 506; Broughton 
. . 

1792:84; Skinner, 1923: 108). The loin cloth was a band of plaited 

flax with v.hich wanen "girded their loins" (Hunt, 1866:23). :Men wore 

a short shoulder rrat, and "a strap of sane material which passes through 

the crutch" (Biscoe, 1831 in McNab, 1913). Buck (1927:121) describes the 

loin cloth as being nude of flax or softer grass. 

Flax capes were comronly vvDrn. They are described as being 

"tied around the neck, extending a little below the knee" (Hunt, 1866: 

34; Skinner 1923:109) and alternatively, "ma.ts, neatly ma.de ... which ... 

__ covered their backs and shoulders'' (Broughton 1792; Skinner, 1923: 108). Percy 

Srnith fow1d a very f:i.ne plaited fragment of a mat in a cave on Chatham 

Island; although it was subsequently lost in the Auckland :Museum, it is 

cited as evidence (Buck, 1927) that Moriori textiles did reach the high 

standards knov.,n from New Zealand textiles (see also Shand, 1911: 8; Skinner, 

1923: 108-109). 

Th di t . t . ~ th ,\ . dl // -furtl e s inc ive 1. ... ua ams wor gir e represents a-~ 1er 

fine use of flax. It is described as being ma.de of finely scraped flax fibre and 

over 15 feet long, worn criss-crossed about the shoulders and waist by 

people of rank (Buck, 1927). The comron attire of wc:m2n appears to have 

been a well-woven rrat of finer texture tied about the waist (Broughton, 

1.792; Skinner, 1923). The rain-rrat, of which 'J, putative speci.rren is 

illustrated by Buck ( 1966) was a roughly made gcinmnt of flax plaited in 
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broad straps (Buck, 1927: 122; Hunt, 1866'; Shand, 1911). The apparently 

endemic llbriori shield gannent, said by Shand· ( 1911: 8) to have been ''used 

· as defence against spears'' was finely woven as were the war girdle and 

loin-cloth. 

Toe utilization of flax and possibly other fibres by the llbriori 
. 

is na.vhere better reflected than in the records of clothing. Flax could 

have been collected from abundant stands in the bog-shrublands near the 

coast within the Durham study area. 

Fibres ,vere also essential to sare Moriori rrethods of house 

c.onstruction. This is particularly so in the case of the large rectangular 

houses of the type excavated on the \vaihora site. Here beams woulrl have 

been lashed together and roofing and walling rmterial tied to the tirrber 

framing with · flax fj_bre. Flax would also have been v.sed in the preparation 

--
of flax kits for storage of food or use during collection. 

Wood 

The tree and shrub species used for firewood in the southwest 

coast sites have been identified in the samples submitted for radiocarbon 

dating (Table 2: 1) . These are kno.m to b~ the \\DOds w~icll give sustained 

heat with ·a mir:imum of srroke when burnt . 

Wood was also used for a range of other purposes . The tougher 

.. ake ake wood would have been used for spear shafts and clubs for birding 
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on the albatross rolonies and possibly for sealing. 1fandclubs are 

known to be effective weapons in seal slaughter. Wooden and rretal clubs 

were used by the early European sealers on the.N<::;w Zealm1d coast (McNab,1914). 

Several birding clubs have been found on the albatross colonies by rrenbers 

of the Wildlife Service and are now held by C.J.R.Robertson (pers.comn.,1976). 

One example in particular appears likely to be prehistoric. It was found 

on the Little Sister in 1952 by I.Dgan Bell and is made of the distinctive 

and aromatic ake ake heart wood (Sutton, 1977). 

Bone, Teeth and Keratin 

The lbriori wlso used a ra_nge of rrnterial taken as by-products 

from species killed primrrily for their ·food value. These materials v,;ere 

the technological basis of many dorrestic activities. They are represented 

archaeologically by awls of bird bone (Cave, 1977), fish hooks made of 

_ .cetaeea.n teeth and fish hook tabs in seal mandible. Abraders were 

> mace from barnacles arid other shellfish and polishers or abraders were 

made of the long-rooted canine teeth of a marine m:urrnal. Seal 

skins were used for some clothing (Skinner, 1923) and possibly in roofing 

,__ houses and other shelters. The author (Sutton, 1977 ) has suggested that 

skins rray have been used to wall caves and rock shelters on the Little 

Sister during the seasonal albatross slaughters. 

Shellfish were used as scrapers, abraders and as jewellery and 

apparently though less definitely, as orn~ntation in carvings. Human bone 

was fashioned into· spears, although the rurount of material found in the 

Waihora artifact assenblage is smaller than v.Duld be expected from, for 

inst~mce, a 1ater period site on the east roast of Otago ( Leach and Hamel, 

1978). 
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Summry 

Artefactual and economic debris is represented in considerable 

quantities in the assenblages from the sites excavated on the southwest 

coast of Chatham Island. Technological resources used by the :Moriori 

occupants of these sites included stone -collected from locations throughout 

the O:lathams archipelago, however, local stone sources specifically 

those within the Otonga land block, oontributeo the bulk of the material. 

While the stone is the nnst oonspicuous com.1xment of the archaeological 

record it must be seen realistically as one COITlfX)nent of a complex 

operating technology which transfonred these and other raw materials into 

food, clothing, perma.nent and temporary shelter, tools used i.n the food 

· quest and ornarrent and jewellery manufacture . 
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APPENDIX 2:2 TERRESTRIAL BIRD SPECIES: 

SPECIES 

Order: ProceZZariiformes 

Daption c. capensis (Cape 
Pigeon) 

ProceZZaria cinere~ 
(Grey Petrel) 

Puffinus tenuirostris 
(Short-tailed Shearwater) 

P. gavia gavia (Fluttering 
Shearwater) 

Ord~r: PeZecaniformes 

PZaZac~ocorox sp. (Sm~ll Shag) 

PRESENCE 

May-Oct 

Summer 

May-June,Dec 

March-Sept 

Leucocarbo caruncuZatus cf onslowi All year 
( C. I. Shag) 

Stictocarbo punctatus cf All year 
featherstoni (Pitt Island Shag) 

Order: Charadriiformes 

Haemotopus chathamensis 
CC.I. Oyster Catcher) 

PZuviaZis dominica fu Zva 
(Pacific Golden Plover) 

Thinornis novaeseeZandiae 
(N.Z. Shore Plover) 

Stercorarius skua Zonnbergi 
(Southern Skua) 

Larus dominicanus 
(Southern Black-backed Gull) 

All year 

Oct-April 

All year 

All year 

All year> 

-~~,-~-- , "-~....____.__ -- ~' 

'( -,-

A. COASTAL SPECIES (]7 SP£·) 

OPTIMUM 
CONDITION 

ADULT WEIGHT 

Av=452gm. 
(n=l53) 

Av=960gm. 
(n=25) 

Av=570gm. 

Av=500gm. 

No data available 

Aug-Dec C. 1. 5kg. 

Aug-Jan C. 0. 9kg. 

- Av=585gm. 
(n=l2) 

- c.0.25kg~ 

- Av=68gm. 

Sept-Dec Av=l.8kg. 

Nov-March Av=l.Okg. 

REFERENCES 

Mougin (i975 

Mougin (1975) 

Serventy (et <:,Z 1971) 

Serventy (et aZ 1971) 

Marshall, Scarlett 
and Sutton (n.~.) 

lN 

Archey and Lindsay (1924:j-,~ 
Fleming ( 19 3_9) 
·Morris ( 19 7 7 ) 

Fleming (1939) 

Bell (pers. comm., 
19 7 8) 

Edgar (et aZ 1969) 
Imber (pers. comm.,1978) 

Bell (pers.comm.,1978) 

Young (1978) 

Fordham ( 19 6L}) 

Williams (pers.comm. 1978) 
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Larue nov~ehoZZandiae acopulinua All year Dec-March Av=0.260kg. 
(Red-billed Gull) 

ChZidonias hybrida albostriatus· Sept-Feb c. 9 0 cm. 
(Black-fronted Tern) 

Sterna striata (White-fronted Tern) All year c. lOOgm. 

Charadriiformes spp. 
(Small Shore Birds) 

Order: Columbiformes 
Hemiphaga ~ovaeaeelandiae 
chathamensis 
(C.I. Pigeon). 

Order:Psittaciformes 

Nestor meridionalia (Kaka) 

Cyanoramphus cf auricepe forbesi 
CC.I. Yellow-crowned Parakeet) 

No· data available 

B. BROADLEAF FOREST BIRDS (8 spp.) 

All year 

All year 

All year 

May-July 

Winter 

0.750kg. 
(n=l) 

0.6kg. 

50gm. 

----~---

Mills (pers.comm.,1978) 

Imber (pers. comm., 
1978) 

Imber (pers. comm., 
1978) 

Marshall, Scarlett 
and Sutton (n.d.) 

Ranapiri (1895) 
Downes (1928) 
H.M. Leach (1969) 
Bell (pers.comm., 
19 7 8) 

Kinsky ( et al 19 70) 
Buffa.dine (1977) 

Taylor (1975,1977) 

l.N _.. 
~ 
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APPENDIX 2:2 (Cont'd) 

SPECIES 

Order: Passeriformes 

Rhipidura fuliginosa penitus 
CC.I. Fantail) 

Pteroica (Miro) traversi 
(Black Robin) 

~--~ ,.~:··-.,,· 

Anthornis melanura melanocephala 
CC.I. Bellbird) 

Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae 
chathamensis 
(C.I. Tui) 

Passeriforme spp. (? new endemic 
species) 

Order: Falconiformes 

Falco novaeseelandiae 
(N.Z. Falcon) 

Order: Gruiformes 

Rallus philippensis dieffenbachi 
(Dieffenbach's Rail) 

R. modestus 
CC.I. Rail) 

GalliraZlus australis (Weka) 

'r' 

,.,'n .• = !·---•-····-·-----.--

·v '1 ., 

B. Broadleaf Forest Birds (8 spp.) 

PRESENCE 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

OPTIMUM 
CONDITION 

Winter 

May-Oct 

No data available 

ADULT WEIGHT 

25-30gm. 

35gm. 

40gm. 

c.120gm. 

REFERENCES 

Roderick (pers. comm., 
1978) 

Fleming (1939) 
Flack (1975) 
Huffadine (1977) 

Oliver (1955) 
St. Paul (1975) 
Huf£adine (1977) 

·Ranapiri (1865) 
Downes (1928) 
Fleming (1939) 
Roderick (pers. comm., 
1978) 

Marshall,Scarlet and 
Sutton (n.d.) 

C. FOREST-EDGE AND BOG-SHRUBLAND SPECIES (]3spp.) 

All year 

All year Autumn 

All year Autumn 

All year Autumn 

Male Av=330gm; Scarl~tt (1955) 
Female Av~530gm. 

0.165kg. 

0.15kg. 

1. 0kg. 

Guthrie-Smith(l925) 
Oliver (1955) 
Olson (1978) 

Oliver (1955) 

Sutton (pers. obs., 
1974-1976) 

\...N -
Ul 
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Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi 
(Giant Extinct Rail) 

~·- .-----

FuZica chathamensis chathamensis 
(Extinct Coot) 

Order: Charadriiformes 

Coenocorypha auckZandica pusiZZa 
C.I. Snipe) 

C. chathamica (Extinct· Snipe) 

Order: Psittaciformes 

Cyanoramphus cf novaezeZandiae 
chathamensis (C.I. Red Crowned 
Parakeet) 

Order: Passeriformes 

Anthus n. novaeseeZandiae 
(N.Z. Pipit) 

Gerygone aZbofrontata 
( C. I. Warbler) 

PaZaeocorax moriorum 
(Extinct Crow) 

--. -... -·-· -. - .. --- ----
-,. V 

All year ?Autumn 

All year Autumn 

All year ? 

All year 

All year 

All year· 

All year 

All year 

-··-~ -- ---~ 
-, 

-( 

3.00kg. 
(authors est.) 

2.0kg. 

c. 80gm. 

C, 80gm. 

65-95gm. 
(n=50) 

c. 2 Ogm, •. 

Av=13gm. 
(n=3) 

0.20kg. 

Olson (1978 

Oliver (1955) 

Fleming (1939) 
Bell (pers. comm., 1978) 

(ibid ) 

Taylor (1975,1977) 
Smith (1976) 
Bell (pers. comm., 1978) 

Archey & Lindsay (1924) 
Roderick (pers.comm., 
1978) 

Fleming (1939) , 
Bell (pers.comm. ,]978) 

· 01:iver (1955) 
Scarlett and 
Braithwaite (n.d.) 

J 

tJ.J -
0-,.. 
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D. WETLAND BIRDS (12 spp.) 

SPECIES 

Order: Anseriformes 

Cygnus sumnerensis 
(Extinct Swan) 

Tadorna variegata 
(Paradise Duck) 

Anas s. superciliosa (Grey Duck) 

A. gibberfrons gracilis 
(Grey Teal) 

A. rnynochotis variegata 
(N.Z. Shoveler) 

Anas sp. (Small Duck) 

·Aythya novaeseelandiae 
(N.Z. Scaup) 

Pachyanas chathamica 
CC.I. Goose Duck) 

Mergus sp. 
(Merganser Duck) 

Order: Falconiformes 

PRESENCE 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

All year 

Circus approximans subspp (Harrier) All year 

Order: Gruiformes 

Porzana pusiZZa affinis 
(Marsh Crake) 

Order: Passeriformes 

BowdZeria punctata 
CC. I. Fernbird) 

All year 

All year 

OPTIMUM 
CONDITION 

Autumn(Moult) 

As above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

ADULT WEIGHT 

8.50kg. 

Male Av=l. 70kg. 
Female Av=l.30kg. 

1.10kg. 

0.60kg. 

0.60kg. 

No data available 

As above Male Av=695gm. 
Female Av=610gm. 

? 1. 00kg. 

? c. 0.9kg. 

Summer 0.5kg. 

Spring C, 35gm. 

Summer,· 2 Ogm;. 

REFERENCES 

Oliver (1955) 
Huffadine (1977) 

Williams (pers. comm·. 
1978) 

Oliver (1955) 

Williams (pers. comm. , 
1978) 

Sibson (1967) 

Marshall,Scarlett 
and Sutton (n.d,) 

Oliver (1955) 

Oliver (1955) 

Marshall, Scarlett 
and Sutton (n.d.) 
Imber (pers.corrtJ~., ) 

1978)" 

Huffadine (1977) 

Roderick (pers. comm., 
1978) 

Bryant (1942) 
Middleditch (1949) 
Gubb (1974) 
Barlow & Sutton (1975) 

LN _ ... 

-..; 
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APPENDIX 2:3 CLIMATE AND HOITTICULTURE AT THE TIME OF FIRST' Sb~1illNT 

The possibility that the first occupants of the Chatham Islands 

were able to practise horticulture successfully can now be assessed. If 

first settlement occurred at the beginning of .the Climatic Opt:i.murn (Leach and 

Leach, 1979), that is, about 800-1,000 A.D., there ma.y be sOIYB slight cha11ce 

that temperqtures were near enough to the 17°C level to allow productive 

cultivation of kwnara. There appears to be no chance that ru1y other 

tropical cultigens could have grown in the Q1atharrs even at that period. 

However, rrore detailed consideration of the climate of the period makes 

kwnara. cultivation even during the Climatic Optimum nnst . unlikely. 

In the rrore settled climate of that period rainfall is likely 

to have been reduced to a level below the minimum for kwna.ra cultivation. 

--Sunshine hours may be e:;.,,rpected to have stayed at or near the present low 

level due to the position of the Subtropical Convergence. P.J.1y southward 

dj_splacement of the Convergence associated wUh the Optimum is rrost 

unlikely to have been of sufficient magnitude to leave the Chat hams outside 

the range of seasonal rrDverrent of the cloud cover associated with the 

wne. This critical J:X)int is supJ:X)rted by the reconstructed position of 

the Convergence dur:ing early Wurm (Knox, 1975; Wellnxm, n·.ct.). At that 

tim2 it lay apr,:::--oximately north of New Zealand and average temperatures 

J ' 0 0 for anuary and July in the Chatharr:s are thought to have been 2 C and -6 c 

respectively (Knox, 1975). The proposed temperature difference between 

the Climatic Optimum and the contemporary temperature regim2--of perhaps 

0 . 
3 C would not have been associated by the drama.tic shift in the position 

of the Convergence necessary to place the Chatham:s beyond its seasonal 

influence. 
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It follows that dense cloud cover would have occurred over the 

Olathams during the Sll1ID8r rronths, limiting sunshine hours and tei.llperatures 

during the critical few rronths of the growing season. 

The available evidence therefore suggests that the cultivation of 

tropical cultigens was never possible in the Chathams. It was prevented 

in the Sixteenth Century by the effects of the Little .Ice Age. Even during 

the milder condi_tions of the Clinntic Optimum temperatures and sunshine 

hours were too low, especially during the inevitably short growing season. 

The Ngati-Awa people1 tried in 1835 when they, 

'brought with them potatoes, taro and kumaras_, but they 

found the clirm.te suitable only for JX)tatoes, which they 

grew in sufficient quantities to supply their wants." 

(Cockayne, 1901:234). 

It therefore seems quite likely that tropical cultigens vvere 

introduced at least twice; at the beginning and the end of the prehistoric 

sequence, and that they failed on both occasions. 
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APPENDIX.2;4 MARINE BIRD SPECIES (16, spp.) 

SPECIES 

Order: Sphenisciformes 

~ptenodytes patagonicus 
(King Penguin) 

EudyptuZa minor cf chathamensis 
(C.I. Blue Penguin) 

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus scZateri 

Order: ProceZZariiformes 

Diomedea epomophora sanfordi 
(Northern Royal Albatross) 

J)iemedea buZZeri 
(Buller's Mollymawk) 

Diomedea cauta eremita 
CC.I. Mollymawk) 

Pterodroma inexpectata 
(Mottled Petrel) 

Pterodroma magentae (Taiko) 

P.hypoZeuca cf axiZZaris 
(C.I. Petrel) 

· P.hypoZeuca cf nigripennis 
(Black-winged Petrel) 

LIVE BODY WEIGHT (KILOS) 
ADULT FLEDGLING 

16 Not present 

1.5 1.1 

5. 0 4.0 

8.0 9 -11 

2.5-4.0 3.0 

4.0-5.0 5. O· 

0.316 0.25-0.35 

0 . S 0 0.40-0.60 

0.22 0.25 

0 .18 0.20 

REFERENCES 

Murphy (1976) 
Reid ( pers. comm. , 19 7 8) 

Warham (1958) 
Kinsky and Falla (1976) 

Warham (1972) 

Tickell (1968) 

lN 
N 
C) 

Robertson (p~rs.comm.1978) 

Richdale (1949) 
· Robertson (pers.comm.1978) 

Murphy (1936) 
Daws'on ( 19 7 3) 
Robertson(pers.comm. ,1978) 

Warham,Keeley & Warham 
(1977) 
Imber (pers. comm.,1975) 

Crockett(pers.comm. ,1978) 

Imber(pers.comm. ,1978) 

Turbott & Buddle (1948) 
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Pterodrom_a sp. 
(intermediate Petrel) 

Pachyptila v. vittata 
(Broad-billed Prion) 

Pachyptila turtur 
(Fairy Prion) 

1 

Puffinus griseus (Sooty Shearwater) 

Pelagodroma marina maorina 
(White-faced Storm Petrel) 

Pelecanoides urinatrix chathamensis 
(Southern Diving Petrel) 

'y ·Y 

No data available 

0.195+0.017 -
(n='.'L) 0.216 

0.132+0.14 0.149 

(n=lOO) 

0.787+0.064 0.876 -
0.047+0.004 ..0.069 

0.121+0.0l 0.148 -
(n=lOO) 

Bourne (1967) 
Marshall,Scarlett and 
Sutton (n.d.) 

Richdale (1942,1944) 

Richdale ( 194Lta) 

Richdale (1963) 

Richdale (1943a) 

Richdale (1943a) 
Tho:i::1ensen (1969) 

v.J 
i'v -
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APPENDIX 2 : 5 MARINE MA11JV'.ALS 

'.!'his table sumariscs published info:r.rrat.ion on whales, cbphins and seals which are kncwn oi.- likely to l::e pres,.:ent 
in 01atham waters. P~ferenres used in canpiling this table are : Brcwn et al (1974), Gaskin (1968, 1972) and 
Oliver (1922). The author acknowledges the assistance of A.N.Bak.er, OJ.rator of Marine M:irrrtuLs, National 
Museun, Wellington. 

SPECIES 

Order: Cetacea 
M/stac=ti : Balaenidae 

Southern Right w'hale ( Ba Zaena 
glaciaZis auslmli.s) 

Pi.grrrf Right Whale 
(Caperea marginata) 

Familz : Ba Zaenopteridae 

Southern Blu.:e Whale 
(Balaenopler>a musculus intermedia) 

Southern Fjn Whale 
(B. physaZ;.,.s qv.o.yi) 

Southern Sei Whale 
(B. borealis schlegeli) 

l".inke Whale 
(B. ac:utoro,,.,trata) 

Southern Ht.r1pb..,ck Whale 
(M,_;gaplcra noxeangl iae) 

Cxbnto=ti Physeteridae 
Sp:;nn W"hale 
( Phyceter catodtJn) 

Pigmy Srerm Whale 
( f..cgia br•eviccps) 

Family: Ziphiidae 
Large, Beaked Whale 
(Bera:.rrJ.uis arr0-:..a:i) 

a.ivier' s Beaked Wtule 
(Ziphiv.s cavir-ostr•is) 

Southern Bottlenosed Whale 
(i!yperoodon pZan-ifron:-..~) 

Gray's Beaked Whale 
{!,/esopZod.on gr•ayi) 

Hector's Beaked Whale 
(/,f. l,eetor•1:) 

Strap-t=tb"'° Whale 
( !-!. Z,.1ya:'di) 

/\nd,e...,•·s Beaked WhaJ.e 
( M. bow1io1:ni) 

Sheperd' s Beaked Whale 
(T11::r:-:acc l:j, · .~hr;perdi) 

Family_: C/.: oiJ;,.:,cphalidae 

Killer 1,'hab 
(Orcinus cr-::a.) 

False Killer Whale 
( ?;;ew:7..orc:'a cro.D2idens) 

Ccrrr:on Pilot Whale 
( Globicepha la "'e laena.J 

Fa:rrily: i~Zphinid;:,e 

Bottlenosed Dolphin 
(Tursco~s tf>'&(I'.aat:a.c) 

Southern Right Whale Dolphin 
(Li::;:.:cd.P.. Zphi.s p~1:·oni) 

O:::m:cn Dolphin 
(D,..:lr/h!.,r;,~t:; delrr'.ia) 

D..tsky Dolphin 
( &1JCY1,,?rhynch).::; o[);;c?.tl"'.A.:J) 

Fa:tily: r';:.()C';,.(_,:.t;:.;J 

Crci:;,:,at.er Seal 

EVIDENO:: OF PRESENCE 

Taken near Olatham Islands by l\rrerican 
(Rid1ards, 1962), and other 
(Dieffenbadl., 1841) whalers 

Indirect; sp.,C>Cies found 30-60°s 

Tak.en near 01atham Island (Richards 
19621., 

Stranred on 01atham Island January 
1971 (Bak.er, i:ers. OJ!llll.,1978) 

Seen between Ne,,, Zealand and OlatLim 
Sumer Islands ir. 1966-67 

Streng possibility, seen Kermacecs 
Antarctica /,,--

Indirect,wzll kno..m spzcies in Ns,; 
Zealand ooastal waters 

Historical and rrodern sources 

Indirect; strandirgs recorded 
in.New Zealand fran 45oS 

Strand..>d in 01atn;,.-n Island 

Strancbd in Q-iatham Island 

Prcbable; southern ccean circurr;_::olar 
to 20°5 

25 stranced near Wait.c.ngi in 1875 

Prc:bable; sane distributio:-1 as 
M. Layardi 

Kno.m from Pitt Island 

Slight 

Probable : kno,m f:run Ne,,, Zealand 

Oli le and /\rg:c,ntina. 

l specirren strand8d in Olath<l!ll 

100 strand::d in Olatham Island in 1906 

Relatively freqc.Ent st~anclings 
on Olatha'11 Isl.ands 

Probable; a = world-wire species 

Prc:bable; seen south and .est of 
Chathar.i Island 

Probable ; Cook Strait. & Kaik.oura 
strill1dings 

6 strandzd on Chatha'11 Island in 
1966, sighted Southeast of C"iatham 
Islands in 1966-67 

Slight; in TaS"Lm.ia and New Zealand 

SEI\.SONA.LITY 

June ? Oct. 

? 

? 

Surrrer/Autunn 

Sumer 

? 

Sept-Dec and 
l\pril-M3.y 

Sumer 

? 

? 

? 

? 

?'Jan-l"arch 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? Surmer 

? Perennial 

? 

? Surmer 

Winter 

ADULT SIZE 

ciy,ca 15 m 

circa 6.lm 

circa. 23 m 

circa 21 m 

c:irc:a 15 m 

circa 7.6 m. 

ciJlCQ 15 m. 

circa 24 m. 

oi1ica 3 m. 

circc:: 9 m. 

cirei.1 9 m. 

cl1:ca 9 m. 

ci11ccz 5.5 m 

? 

cf..JYJG 5.5 m 

circa 4.3 m 

2-:..:r.:.:a 9 m. 

-:,ires:: 3-5 m. 

cil'c,c. 4.5 m. 

2 rn. 

2 m. 

cfu;:?.'; 2 m. lons 
and 230 kg. 
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APPEIJ_Q!'._.X.;..• _2_,__s_ (Cont'd) 

SPECIES 

Weddell Seal 
(Leptonyohotes weddeZZi) 

Leopard Seal 
( l!ydPu1•ga leptonyx) 

Southern Elephant Seal 
(MiI'0un9a leonina) 

Family: Otariidae 

Hooker's Sea Lion 
(Phocardos hookei•i) 

New Zealand Fur Seai 
(Arctocephalus foI'steI'i) 

I 
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MARINE MAMMALS 

EVIDENCE OF PRESENCE 

Slight; three New 'Zealand finds 
reported 

Archaeological (Smith, 1977) and 
modern evidence 

Archaeological evidence (Smith 
19 77) 

Archaeological evidence (Smith 
1977) 

2000 in Chatham Island at pr~~sent 
(Wilson, 1974) 

Fur Seal Live Weights r:er a9=/sex category (aft.er Smith, n.d.). 

Slixldult .Male 

J=nile 

Pup 

125 kg. 

80 kg. 

10 kg. 

P.,a:,ed on Crawley and Wilson (1976) and Gaskin (1972) 

Swadult Elefhant Seal - 2000 kg (Biy&m, 1972). 

• 

.SEASONALITY 

Winter 

Winter 

Male 

Ferra le 

Winter Male 

Ferra le 

MaZe 

Ferrule. 

ADULT SIZE 

circa 3 m. long 
and 410 kg. 

ciI'ca 3 m. long 
and 270 kg. 

circa 6 m. long 
and 300 kg. 

circa 4m. long 

circa 2.8 m. long 
and 520 kg. 

circa 1. 8 m. long 
and 140 kg. 

ciI'ca 1. 8 m. long 
and 200 kg. 

ciI'ca 1. B m .. long 
and 90 kg. 
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APPENDIX 2:6 FISH SPECIES 

Nomenclature used for salt and freshwater species is 

after Paul, Cormack and Dyer' (n. d.) and Skrzynski ( 19 6 7) 

respectively. To avoid repitition common names are 

used only in the first section. 

(I) Zona tion 

Nomenclature 

Order: Scorpaeniformes 
Neophrynichthys latus 
Orde~: Perciformes 
Pseudolabrus cf pittensis 

" cf coccineus 
" cf ceZidotus 

Coridodax pu_l Zus 
Parapercis coZias 
Lote l Za rhacina . · 
SerioZella lorama 
Order: Tetradontiformes 
~llomonacanthus ~onvexirostris 
Order: Peuronectiformes 
Caulopsetta scapha 
Ammotretis guntheri 
Crustacea 
Jasus edwardsii 
Ovalipies catharus 

Common Name 

Toadfish 

Banded parrot fish 
Scarlet parrot fish 
Spotty 
Butterfish 
Blue Cod 
Rock Cod 
Warehou 

Smooth leatherjacket 

Megrim 
Brill 

Crayfish 
Swimming Crab 

(B) Offshore Fish (29 species) 

Order: Myxinoidea 
Eptatretus cirrhatus 
Order: SquaZiformes 
Squalus cf acanthius 
Order: Carchariniformes 
Galaeorhinus australis 
Order: Rajiformes 
Raja nasuta 
Chimaera novae-zelandiae 
Callorhynchus antarcticus 
Order: AnguiZZiformes 
* Gymnothorax sp. 
* Conge1- verreauxi 
Order: Salmoniformes 
Argentina eZongata 
Order: Gadiformes 
Physiculus bachus 
Genypterus blacodes 
Order: Zeiformes 
Cyttus novae-zelanaiae 
Lampris sp. 

Blind eel 

Spiny dogfish 

School shark 

Rough skate 
Ghost shark 
Elephant fish 

Moray eel. 
Conger eel 

Silverside 

·Red Cod 
Ling 

Silver dory 
Lamprey 
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Order: Scorpaeniformes 
HeZicoZenus papiZZosus 
CheZtdonichthys kumu 
LepidotrigZa lobachyoptera 
Neophrynichthys Zatus 
Order: Perciformes 
HypopZectrodes semicinctus 
PoZyprion oxygeneios . 
* CheiZoclactyZus macrpoterus 
* AptodactyZus sp._ 
Latris cilaris 
Latris Zineata 
Thyristes atun 
Lepidopus caudatus 
Notothenia fiZhoZi 
Caranx sinus ovscuri 

Order: PZeuroneitiformes 
Ammotretis rostratus 
Peltoramphus novaeseeZandiae 

I 
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Sea perch 
Red gurnard 
Scaly gurnard 
Toadfish 

Half-banded sea perch 
Hapuka 
Tarakihi 
Marblefish 
Moki 
Trumpeter 
Barracoutta 
Frostfish 
B°lack cod 
Horse mackerel 

Lemon sole 
New Zealand sole 

* Species which.although generally characterised as offshore 
dwellers were seen in shallow water off the Southwest 
Chatham Island by Mcilwraith (1976 : Table 1). 

(II) Catching Methods 

Freshwater species are indicated here but nc~ in (I) 

(A) Freshwater : nets, tra~_ an_d spears 

:Anguilla austraZis schmidt 
A. dieffenbachi 
Retropinna chathamensis 
Galaxias argentus 
G. at-tenuatus 
Gobiomorphus huttoni 
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APPENDIX 2:6 (Cont'd) FISH SPECIES' 

(II) Catching Methods (Cont'd) 

(B) Inshore : baited traps, nets and spearing 

Fish 

AZZomonacanthus convexirostris 
Coridodax pul Zus 
Neophrynich+hys latus 
SerioZeZla brama 
CauZopsetta scapha 
Ammotretis guntheri 

Crustacea: 

Jasus ed1.i;ardsii 
OvaZipies catharus 

(C) Inshore.: Nets, hooks, baited traps and spearing 

Parapercis coZias 
Latella rhaaina 
PseudoZabrus spp, 

(D) Set Nets (i) Pelagic 

CaZZorhynchus antarctiaus 
Chimaera novae-zeZandiae 

( ii) demersal: 

'Ammotretis rostratus 
Peltoramphus novaeseeZandiae 

(E) Offshore : Line-Fishi~ 

Eptatretus cirrhatus 
SquaZus cf acanthius 
GaZaeorhinus austraZis 
R,aja nasuta 
Gymnothorax sp. 
Conger verreauxi 
Argentina elongata 
PhysiauZus bachus 
Genypterus bZaaodes 
Cyttus novae-zeZandiae 
Lampris sp. · 
HeliaoZenus papiZZosis 
CheZidoniahthys kumu 
Lepidotrigla brachyoptera 
Neophryniahthys latus 
Hypopleatrodes semiainatus 
PoZyprion oxygeneios 
CheiZoaZactyZus maroapterus 
Ap todaaty 7,us sp. 
Latr-is ai Ziaris 
Latris lineata 
Lepidopus caudatus 
Notothenia fiZholi 
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(F) Offshore: Pelagic trolling~ 

Thyrsites atun 
Caranx sinus ovscuri Total: 42 species 

N.B. This appendix was drawn up after B.F. Leach's 
(1976 : Appendix 26) analysis of fish species 
present in Palliser Bay. It summarises a lot 
of ii1formation on fish biology and catching 
methods from.New Zealand and the Chathams. 
Each species is entered in the category 
represent its principal zone of occurrence and 
method of capture. This appendix differs 
markedly from Leach's (1976) schem.e. 
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APPENDIX . 2 :7 SHEI.LFISE SPECIES (AFTER YicILw'RAITH, 1976 AND 

NUGENT, 1977. Nomenclature is after Powell, 1979) 

(I) 

Class 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

(II) 

Class 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Major Species available on the D..rrham Coast 

Gastropoda. 

HaUotidae 

HaZiotis austraZis 

HaUotis iris 

PateZUdae 

CeDZana strigiZis chathamensis 

Trochidae 

MeZagraphia aethiops 

Di Zoma arida 

DiZoma nigerrima 

Turbinidae 

Turbo (Madelia) granosa 

Cookia suZcata 

Muricidae 

Haustrum haustorium 

Miri.or Species Available on the Du.Tham Coast 

Arrrphineura 

Lepidochitonidae 

IcopZax errrpZeura 

Acanthochitonidae 

Cryptoconchus porosus 

NotopZax vioZacea 

MopaUidae 

Maorichiton schauinsZandi 



Family 

Class 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Chitonidae 

Sypharochiton pellisperpentis 

Qnithochiton neglectus 

Gastropoda: 

FissurelUdae 

Tugali sp. 

Acmaeidae 

Radiacmea inconspicua 

Trochidae 

Tro'chus viridis 

Thoristella chathamensis 

329 

Micn?e lenchus cae latus morioria 

Micrelenchus dilatatus 

Micrelenchus tenebrosus huttoni 

Herpetopoma bella 

Littor-inidae 

Ci tto1?ina sp . 

Littorina (austrolittorina) unifasciata antipodum 

Potamididae 

Zeacumanthus subcarinatus 

Cerithiidae 

Ataxocerithium sp. 

Turritellidae 

Maori co lpus rose us 

Vermetidae 

Novastoa lamellosa 

Naticidae 

Tlbere l la sp . 
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Family 

Family 

Family 

Family 

Family · 

Family 

Farrily 

Family 

Class 

Family 

Class 

Family 

Muricidae 

Xymene spp. 

Xymene mortenseni candatinus 

Xymene puZcherrimus 

Xymene traversi 

Muricidae 

LepsieZZa scobina 

Lepsithais Zacunosus 

Co Zumbe Z Udae 

P~Za sp. 

Buccinidae 

BuccinuZum sp. 

330 

BuccinuZum vittatum.bicinctum 

Comine Z Za sp . 
ComineUa macuZosa 
Mitridae 

Austromitra rubiginosa 

Turridae 

NeoguraZeus sp. 

E'ZZobiidae 

MarinuZa fiZhoZi 

Siphona1,,iidae 

Siphonaria zeZandica 

Scaphopoda 

DentaUidae 

DentaZium cf nanum 

DentaZium (FissidentaZium) sp. 

PeZecypoda 

MytiUdae 

AuZacomya maorimia 
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Family 

Family 

~ 

Family 
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Carditida.e 

Venericardia purpurata 

CorbuUda.e 

Notocorbula zelandica 

Cleidothaeridae 

Cleidothaerus maorianus 
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APPENDIX 3:1 EXCAVATION METI-ICDS 

The seven excavations reported in Chapter 3 followed stand

ardized metoods. Excavations v..Bre usually l~id out in five by five 

metre areas with 50· an. inten1al baulks. 'These were varied when 

necessary but the standard 25 sq. metre area was found to be most . 

convenient.. 

All cultural deposits Vv'ere excavated with trowels and brushes. 

01.ltural sttatigraphy was folloVv'ed in every case and regard given to 
. 

soil developnent, movement and contraction. These factors were important 

to the interpretation of several sites. Layers and lenses were defined 

on the basis of colour, text?'e and contents. Where possit1P. the cause 

of changes ,vas established in the field. Separate designations v..Bre 

giveµ. when a distinguishable stratigraphical ooundary was in evidence 

and could be followed satisfactorily. 

All the general material recovered was provenanced to site, 

excavation ai~ea, a specific one metre square and a layer, lens or 

structure . For instance, all material fran Layer 1 in Square 24 of 

Area VI would be labelled: 

Waihora/VI/2A 

Layer 1. 

Date of excavation and initials of excavator, the sieve size used, 

were written on each bag. Artefacts, fragile finds, radiocaroon, 

pollen, plant and other samples were bagged, s'tored arid transported 

separately . 

. All the coai1 se sh~llfish midden recovered at McI 1 \\Tai th' s sites, 
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apart fran a series of whole samples, was sieved through !'' where a 

significant reduction in volume was achieved by this means. Where no 

appreciable reduction occUITed, as in Layer 1 at Pokiakio, the material 

was bagged unsieved. At all other excavations' except QIC (see report 

in Chapter 3), a 1/12" sieve was used. The fine component was 

discarded. The standard set of whole samples ,vas collected at all 

sites. The coarse canponent was bagged in two litre paper bags, to 

avoid the accelerated decomposition whictl occurs in polythene bags, 

and stored. 

Field recording of excavation data was the responsibility of 

one person at each of the snaller excavations, and of tv.o people at 

Waihora. Successive surfacea exposed during excavation ,vere surveyed in 

relation to a single datum for each site using a surveyors dumpy level. 

(Watts Model S .L. 10). The spot-heights taken on a 50 cm. or 1 metre 

grid were used in dra~ing the section diagrams sho~n in Chapter 3. 

The position of all charcoal excavations, postholes, other 

featU1~es and many portable artefacts, excluding waste flakes, were 

located in 3-dimensions using horizontal measura:nents fran star1dard 

._baselines. The flakes were provenanced to a metre square and a layer 

or lens. Layer descriptions and all other notes were kept in field 

notebooks. There was usually one of these per area. A photographic 

record v,1a..s kept of all stages of the excavations in 35 nm. colour 

transparencies and standard black and white fi1m, except when shortages 

of equipment made this impossible. Photographs were logged in the 

field notebooks. 
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Charcoal samples were.used for radiocarbon dating in all but 

·two cases in which human bone was subnitted. The exclusive use of 

charcoal offered the advantage of consistent dates and of 

palaeoenvironmental infonnation from identification of the 

charcoal. The human bone samples were sul:mitted specifically to check 

Houghton's (1976') interpretation of the $teat intennent of the burials. 

The charcoal samples submitteC for dating were selected for 

' their size, the size of the individual pieces of charcoal they contained 

and the security of their: provenances. Most of the samples dated are 

fran tightly concentrated masses of charcoal sealed beneath an 

undisturbed layer, lense or stone structure. Every effort was made to 

avoid datil1g scattered charcoal. 

The samples were excavated with appropriate ca.re and stored 

in heavy gauge polythene bags within aluminium foil. They were dried 

- 0 in a laboratory oven, usually for 24 hours, at 20 C then cleaned with 

a camel hair brush before being sul:mitted to B.J. Molloy for charcoal 
I 

identificatio::i and then to the Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Wellington, 

for dating. 
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APPENDIX 3:2 ME1IDDS OF MIDQEN ,ANALYSIS 

The-methods described were applied to all the assEmblages 

reported in the dissertation. 'I11ey were selected in view of the 

objective of this part of the study. This was to reconstruct the 

Moriori subsistence·strategy which ·was in operation in the Durham area 

during the period represented by WaihorR- and the related sites. The 

term strategy is here used after Diamond (1977; 295-296). A strategy 

"connotes three elements: the operation of thought processes, a pre

conceived goal, and a weighing of alternative means of ac.hieving this 

goal in order to assess which means is rrost suitable.'' Therefore 

the food resources available in the Durham area dlffing the sixteenth 

century were reconstructed in tenns of their sizes, and spatial and 

-seasonal distributions. AE faunal material recovered during excavation 

was identified to species level where possible, minimum numbers were 

calculated per species, and the age or age/sex category to which 

individuals belonged at death were established for selected species. 

The relative frequencies of occurrence of major bone of a number of 

species were calculated to facilitate reconstruction of butcl1ering 

patte~ns. Reconstruction of size distributions for shellfish and fish 

species a.lthough potentially very infom1ative (Anderson, 1973; 

Swadling, 1972, 1976; Casteel 1976) , \VaS net vrl thin the scope of the 

study. 

Preparatory Work: 

Field treatment of midden is reported in Appendix 3:1 and 

SU!IIlarised in Figlffe 3:17. Analysis began when the bags of midden 

material were laid out on a grid of one metre squares and checked 
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against field records. The material was all sieved through 4rrm, 

except for the whole samples. These and the fine canponent (4rrm) 

were then bagged and stored. 

Landsnails and seed samples were floated out of the whole 

sample by Wallace (1977).' 

The coarse canp::ment C:= 4rrm) v.ias steam-cleaned, dried and 

sorted into the four following categories: bone, shellfish, artefacts, 

and miscellaneous. The latter included otoliths, Tubich were bagged 

separately, crayfish mandibles, kina (Evechinus chloroticus) siphon 

parts,and a range of specimens which could not.be identified at first. 

These were sent to specialists for identification and sev~ral were 

subsequently included in the routine sorting. 

Material in each of the four gross categories were separated 

further to facilitate species identification (Figure 3:17). For 

instance, the bone v,1as sorted into· material fran humans, !ffiYine manmals, 

fish.and birds. Any problenatic bone was put in a miscellaneous 

group, and later sent for specialist attention . 

. species Identification and Minimum Numbers Calculation: 

Different canponents of the midden were studied by people 

with research interests in specified fields. The bird bone was sorted 

into anatanical elffilents present per stratigraphical unit by Y. Marshall. 

Unidentifiable fragments, vertebrae and phalanges were separated out at 

this stage. Marshall and Scarlett then identified the material to 
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species where possible with reference to the large canparative 

collection held at the Canterbury Museum. 

M:inimum numbers were calculated for'all stratigraphical units 

in snaller sites and in each group of excavation areas at Waihora. 

These minimum numbers per species per layer were then surrmed to give 

the total minimum number of individuals of that species represented 

in each site. This "maximur.1 distingui:::;hing procedure" (Grayson, 1978), 

is justified at Waihora by the presence of discrete middens and other 

activity areas and the d~stance between areas excavated. These tv.o 

factors make it most unlikely that 1xme of a particular animal will 

be represented in more than one excavation area. 

Degree of osteological maturity was recorded for all bird 

species. Three age-related categories were used. 'I11ese were: 

I Adult; fully matured bone 

II Sub-adult; bone at or near full adult length 
. 

III · Irrxnature; articular· ends unfonned, highly granular 

surface texture, often with only the basic shape of the bone fonned. 

Grade III and most of the bone in Grade II were taken to indicate birds 

.. which were fledglings at death. This judgment ·was supported by liter

ature on bone growth in proceiiariiformes birds and empirically in 

a limited sample of Sooty Shean.,~ter Puffinus griseus 

1:x:xlies dissected by the author. 

fledgling 
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ill RECO~-f,NG FORM 
Site: NWa. ,;;2;, Layer:h~77°~. Species:.~J<V!qr:<l/l:P.11:{~ .. 

ncva.r;;::z.elo..11<11a.e 
Bone Fragments 

C .p. PS S DS D F 

L-Car-ometacar-us-----,-t-/-- ----1----r---- ----i----
_____ p ________ p ____ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

R_Carpometacarpus ___ / _ '.2. _ ----1---- ___ · ____ ----
~ = ~ ~:: = . =========== = , = ~ = ==== ==== / == / ==r==== >:::~~:----------- ---- ---- ----t---- ---- --.:-t----
L-H:merus _____ -:-____ Q. _ _ (, __ '3 _ - --~--L±-_'?. __ R_HumE!rus ___________ ~- ft, 4 
L_Scapula __________ Q 

· R_Scapula __ . ------- _}__ 
. L _ Coracoid _________ j-~--

R_ Coracoid __________ 4:_ I -;2. 
,L_FE!mur ___________ _ 

R_Femur ___________ _ 

L_Tibiotarsus _____ _ 

R_Tibiotarsus _____ _ 

L_Tarsometatarsus __ 

R_Tarsometatarsus __ 

I ".2. 

]~= 
_ ?.__ 
I 

j==r=i-
-~--. 1. 

I 

-~-
'2 

I -~-
-~--

I I ~ I ' / , -~ =~-~ =f =L-- -
-;,-r-,'-f-'t ___ :1,_f ___ _ _ ________ L_:.i ______ t ___ _ 

Sternum ___ c _ '3_;2 __ c minus rostrum _a __ rostrum -~----- F _7 __ _ 
Mandibles ____ Complete __ 3 __ Left_side_4-__ Right_side _________ _ 

Furcula ______ Comelete ______ Left_side _____ Right_side __________ . 
' . 

Pelvis and · · { ) 
__ Sacrum _____ coml?lete ______ Fragments_5 Mif..,·~~ Alo=_! _____ _ 
Skull_Fragments_ (describe) {~_ Ma..,,,_,'l/4!,. ,_ '3 ./-:"'"Q~.., ___ · __ _ 
L_guadrate _________________ . __ · -----------------------------
R_guadrate __________________________________________________ _ 

Phalanges ___________________________________________________ _ 

Vertebrae 

/'I~~"""""~""~ ,~f.f.c::l .. fltts-

V .., _y_·_ 

lill COMPUTATION SCHEMA FOR MINJMU.M 

Bone 

L_CarEometacarEus_ 

R_CarEometacarpus_ 

L Ulna 

C+P+PS ,C+D+DS C+PS+JMinimum 
______ Jcs+s __ Per_Side 

__ _2~_J__l_ __ j_ __ L_ 
'3 

ft. 

2 --------
3 

R_Ulna ____________ l 3 I ~ --t_l ___ _ 
L_Radius _________ _ 

R_Radius _________ _ 

~_::::~: __________ ;L_po 
L_Scapula __________ ':2___ !l.. = I =l==i=== ------+--------
R ScaEula ___________ / ___ ~------

L_Coracoid ________ . __ i ___ j __ /j- __ _ /0 
R_Cora<=;oid _________ 10 ____ 7 ___ g __ 

L_Femur ____ · ------ _ f[ _ · ·_I ___ :3 
R_Femur _____________ 7 ____ I ___ I __ 

L_Tibiotarsus_. ---1· _ ;i ___ j _ _/0 __ 8 __ 
R_ T ibiotarsus _____ . _ !Z --- __ 3 ___ b 
L_Tarsometatarsus _ _ <a ___ _ _JO __ 7 
R_Tarsometatarsus _ _ l:l __ __ I/ __ l_ If,_ 

I 

l"-___ ...r ___ _ 

___ I_Q __ _ 
'5" --------
7 
/0 

==1==== 10 --------
--~f. ___ _ 

Sternum----------------
Mandible _______________ _ 

Furcula ________________ _ 

Pelvis_&_Sacrum ________ _ 

Skull __________________ _ 

guadrate __________ ·-----

Phalanges ______________ _ 

Vertebrae ______________ _ 

Figure 3:18 Forms used in the Canputa.tion of Minimum NurrJ::iers (after B.,~.Leach, 1976; A26·-42a) 
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Min:imum mnnbers were calculated using a method developed by 

B.F. Leach (1976: 426-429; n.d.). In this procedure identified complete 

bones and fragp1ents of bone are tabulated on one record form (Figure 

3:18) for each species in the samples. Nine long bones fran left and' 

right sides of the skeleton are included with quadrate, sternum, 

mandible, furcula, pelvis and sacrum. The identifications made of 

each bone are sumned to give the minimum mnnber of canplete specimens 

represented. These totals are sb.own 0n the number canputation form 

(Figure 3 : 19) . The largest· total is equal to the maximum minimum 

number of birds represented. Irnnature bone v.,as counted separately from 

the adult material. 

A number of alternative procedures were conside1·ed (see for 

example Chaplin, 1971: Zeigler, 1973). Minfor..nn number calculations 

on the basis of direct canparison of bone size, suggested by Flannery 

(1967), Chaplin (1971), Zeigler (1973) and Nichol (1978), ,vere rejected 

primarily because of the sample sizes. Over 20,000 bones and fragments 

were identified fran the Waihora site alone. Secondly, the author 

doubts that the matching procedure would be very usefully applied to 

bird bone where size variations per species is often limited. The 

distancE£Sto be measured are generally snall (~ 19nn), and intra

$l)ecific size variation and bilateral dimorphisn are l~own to occur. 

Moreo,1,3r, bird bones are very fragile and often· the articular ends are 

chewed by unobliging natives, before the bones are throv.,n into a 

midden. The result is that only a Ema.11 proportion of bones are 

available for size canparison. This is confinned by Table 3:4 which 

lists maximum minirm.nn number and numbers of all canplete bones found 
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Waihora for three bird species (after Marshall·, Scarlett and 

Sutton, n.d.). 

Table 3:4 MAXIMUM MINIMUM NUMBERS AND THE FREQUENCY 

OF COMPLETE BONE 

. 
S12ecies Min. Nos. rer Bone Pro::eortion 

Nos. of Minimum --
! 

No. . --

Eudyptula minor Humerus 66 23% 
cf chathamensis 292 Coracoid 40 I4% 

Femur 85 29% 
(Blue Penquin) Tibiotarsus 51 17% 

Cyanoramphus cf 
novaezelandiae Ulna 5 6% 
chathamensis 77 CarpometatarsuslO 13% 
(Chatham Island Tarsometar.sus 19 25% 
Red.:.crowned I 
Parakeet) l 
Prosthemadera Humerus 6 10% 
novaeseelandiae Ulna 4 7% 
chathamensis 60 Carpometacarpus 5 8% 

Femur 3 5% 
( C. I.· Tui) Tibiotarsus 5 8% 

T arsome ta tar, s us 8 13% 

Ziegler's (1973:25) "practical alternative method of 

obtaining a reasonably accurate minimum number of individuals" 

is based on the weight of bone per species. In essence, the 

procedure is that total weight of bone per species from a site 

or level is divided by the average weight of the complete adult 

skeleton of that species. The quotient represents the minimum 

number of individuals represented. It may be plotted as a 
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number or as a relative frequency (Zeigler, 1973: 26) . Zeigler mainta:ins 

that the method can be used for comparisons between temporal horizons 

(see also Uerpmann, 1972). 

TM:> major problems accanpany this procedure. First, it takes 

no accmm.t of age at death. Obviously, :lnmature skeletons will weigh 

much less than those of full size and maturity. ·Secondly, it fails to 

recognise differential butchering patterns; The slaughter of inmature 

animals is now known to have been com:r:on :in antiquity (see for example, 

Higgs and Jarman, 1972; Sutton and :Marshall n.d. ).. The possibility 

of differential distribution' of various body parts should be considered. 

It should also be recognised that the patterns of divisi011 of carcasses 

rr av vary from species to species, even amongst birds and other animals of 

similar size. 

For these reasons size match:ing and bone weight \vere rejected 

as the basis of minimum number calculations. B.F. Leach's (1976) method 

offered the advantages of reconstructing minimum numbers on the basis of 

frequenc~ of positively identified anatomical elements. The data on 

proportional representation of body parts could be used to reconstruct 

butchering patterns per species (Sutton n.d.). A<, mentioned above, limited 
---

age-match:ing was employed in that imnature and other bones were counted 

separately and the.totals added togethe::- in calculation of minimum 

numbers. Grayson's (1978) recent analysis of the relationship between 

minimum mrrnber per species and number of elements identified is of 

particular interest. N~ attempt has been made to apply a standcrd 

MNI/E ration (Grayson, 1978) to the present data. However, these data 
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on bone material identified for birds and marine manmals in the present 

study could be used to check the relationship between these u...:o 

variables. Certainly the clarification of this complex relationship 

will .be of value to future faunal analyses. 

The fish bone was.identified to species level on the basis 

of five bones of the head and on a limi~ed mn.TJber of par~icularly 

distinctive bones fran certain species. The bones generally used 

were maxilla, premaxilla; quadrate, articular and dentary. The 

other group included laryngeal clusters from Lafo?id.ae., spines of the · 

Leatherjacket (AZ.fomonacanthus sp.,), dental apparatus from Ghost 

Shark (Chimaera novae-zelandiae) c:,nd Elephant Fish °(CaUorhynehus 

antarcti:cus) and dennal parts of the r\Ough Skate (Raj a nasutn) . 

Th.e author identified the material, to species level where 

possible, with help from Dr B. F. Leach and J. lvbreland and reference to 

comparative collections at the Anthropology and Zoology Departments 

at the University of Otago and at the National l:fu.seurn, Wellington. 

Minim.ml numbers were calculated_ on the basis of frequency of occurrence 

of the various anatomical elements. A simple recording form was used 

throughout the work. Min:imum nUI"Pbers were calculat~d for ea.ch 

stratigraphical unit I to ~sure camparibility with bird ~d other 

faunal material. 

The approach used has some limitations. The m::>st obvious of 

these follows from concentration on one area of-the anatomy. It is 

simply that differential disposal of the head and the rest of the body, 

which we kn0v1 to have occurred in some rrethods of fish preservation 

(Coutts, 1972) will not be detected. The other disadvantage is that 
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identification through only one snall set of elanents per species 

quickly becanes repetitious and accuracy therefore declines. 'There 

is a need for control studies in faunal analysis canparing identification. 

of species and calculations of minnnum nll1T'ber per species which are based 

on two or ID'.)re sepa:.r:1te media; for instance, otoliths, bones of head, 

and vertebrae. 

Nichol (1978) has continued· the study of assanblages of fish 

bone using vertebrae. His·method was applied to only one species, snapper 

(ch_rysoph.Pys auratus) :. fran a series of· very snall samples. Minimum 

numbers of snapper present·were 22, 36 and 102 for sites N38/30, N38/37 

and N43/33 respectively. He calculated minimum numbers for these samples 

011 the basis of size-matched thoracic. vertebrae using a canputer prograr111.-c 

developed by Creak (1979) and reconstructed fish lengths (Nichol and Creak, 

1979). fran the measure.-nents of vertebrae. 

The method \vas not applied in the present analysis. First, 

reconstruction of size distributions for species in the m.i.ddens \vas not 

judged to be necessary to the first objective of the dissertation. Second, 

no evidence of differential disposal of parts of the fish skeleton was 

observed :in thA middens. Separate concentrations of vertebrae or bones 

of the head \\ould have required an attEmpt to identify both components 

to~speciqs but these did not occur. Indeed fish ranainswere found in 

only three of the seven sites excavated. A large quantity -was found at 

Waihora, particularly in Area V, and substantial samples \',€re recovered 

fran GIA ar1d CHE, the inland middens. The selection that occurred before . 
fish were transported inland v.;as not for parts of the body but for poten

tially favoured species. These \'.Bre apparently ca:rr~ed as whole bodies 

( Chapter 7) . 
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The author was concerned throughout this section of the v.ork 

with the danger of basing analysis on identification· of a single snall 

set of elements per species. Therefore the practicability of identifying 

and counting fish using otoliths was assessed·. · Casteel (1976) has 

reviewed the potential use of otoliths in archaeological studies. 

Specifically,he has sho~n that they may be used in fish species identifi

cation, size assessnent, water tempe~ature reconstruction and seasonality 

studies (Casteel, 1976). The present attanpt was frustrated by the lack 

of accessible canparative material for.~hich fish species sex, size, 

weight and date of capture are known. The large collection of otoliths 

recovered (n==c.2,500 at Waihora) was therefore cleaned, bagged and stored 

for future study. Independent species identification and counts per 

species fran otoliths would be of very considerable interEst to the 

results of this, and other studies. Clearly the preparation of suitable 

colJ.ections of otoliths, at least fran major species, should be a high 

priority. 

The human bone was identified to a..riatany, then aged using 

standard osteanetric and grov,th criteria suitable to the origin and 

concentration of the sample. This established the minimum munber of 

individuals represented and their ages at death. All paired bones were 

age and sex matched in this analysis. Sex of the adults was established 

us~ng st<!-11dard criteria. Stature was reconstructed using the method 

developed by Houghton, Leach and Sutton (1975) which is specific to New 

Zealand Polynesians. Dental wear was classified after tblnar (1971). 

hvidence of cause of death and disease was sought in radiographs of long 

bones, optical examination of dental enamel, observation of bony 

degeneration of the spinal and inferior spinal skeleton and other features. 

The study has been reported by Houghtont 1976). 
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All rat bone (_Rattus exuZans) was sent to Efford for analysis. 

He established the minimum number of individuals present on the basis of 

the number of f arora present for both right and left sides. These \\€re 

age-matched based on degree of osteological maturity. This procedure was 

followed to maximize the minimum number ( after B. F. leach, 1976) . Four cate

gories of osteological·maturity were used in age-matching (Efford, pers. 

carm. 1977) . These were: 

I. Canplete; long bones to full adult length with botb 

epiphyses fused. 

II . PEp; proximal epiphys.is fused. 

III. distal epiphysis fused. 

IV. neither epiphys:'._s fused. 

In addition, the proportion of a _bone present was recorded in the follow

ing categories: C ( car1plete) ; Prox. (proximal end only) ; Shaft ( shaft 

only) and Distal (distal end only). Effcrd (1976) incorporated data 

on Rattus exulans fran the Waihora excavation in his dissertation on 

biological distance bet\reen Pacific populations of the species. 

The analysis of the seal bone recovered was conducted by 

Smith and has been reported in part by him (Smith, 1977). Initial analysis 

__ involved the identification and counting of ten m~jor bones of the skele

tqn. These \\€re: mandible; scapula; · humerus; radius; ulna; pelvis; 

femur; patella; tibia and fibula. A record fonn mcxlified from one used by 

B·:F. lBach (1976: 426-429) in the analysis of his samples of bird bone was 

used to establish maximum minmrum numbers per species (Smith, 1977). Age 

and sex matching of seal bone was undertaken and included in minimum 

number canputation. Severi categories of bone fragments \\ere recorded 

(Smith, 1977). This allowed the proportion of a bone present to be 

recorded with the state of epiphyeal closure evident on the bone. This 
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applied to all bones except patella, scapula, pelvis and mandible. They 

were counted either only when canplete, as in the case of patella, or on 

the basis of a praninent anatanical landnark. For instance, the glenoid 

fossa was used in counting scapulae. 

Minimum numbers were calculated after the bone had been 

sorted into age-sex categories. This was done so that the remains of 

an:imals fran specific behavioural classes of seals could be identified 

in the archaeological record and used to reconstruct seasonality of 

seal slaughter and selectivity in hunting strategies. This reconstruction 

is mane possible by the data on age/sex structure and population change 

at New Zealand Fur Seal breeding colonies outlined in Chapter 2. 

The most frequently occurring oones, fanur and humerus, were 

divided into catagories according to the degree of osteological maturity 

evident. A three-fold division was used: 

I. Bones with both prox:iJnal and distal epiphyses fused 

II. Those with only distal epiphyses fused 

III. Those with neither epiphses fused. 

Groups II and III 'i.rere identified as subadult on the basis of a l:iJnited 

nt.nnber of recently collected skeletons. The subadult group ~as later 

divided into subadult males, su.badult females, juveniles and pups on 

the ba.'.3iS of ostecmetric data for spec:iJnens of known age and sex and 
. . . 

measurerients of bones reconstructed :ran fragments found in Q-IC. Group 

I was divided, on the same basis, into adult and males a.n,d fanales. The 

minimum mznbers reconstructed for the seal oone found in excavations 

are therefore given ~n terms of age at death and sex per individual. The 

methods developed by Smith (1977) in this analysis show clear advantages 

over those anployed in_other studies of archaeological seal bone (see 
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for example, Denniston, 1972; Stanford, 1.977) and are at present 

developed and applied to collectiors fran throughout New Zealan.d 

(Smith, n.d.). 

The shellfish assenblages were identified in three stages: 

Mcllwraith' s (1976) -study of the coastal shellfish middens; Nugent's 

(1977) study of shellfish fran Waihora and the author's analysis of 

material fran QIA and aIB. 

Species identification was undertaken with reference to tbc 
. . 

canparative collection at the Anthropology Department, University of 

Otago. Assistance was provided by G. M. Mason, Dr F. Climo and Dr A. Beu. -

In Nugent's study mjnimum numbers were calculated "using 

the·following criteria: 

(i) Whole gastropods, and shell remains of gastropods 

cont~ining the protoconch, ·were counted as separate individuals, except 

for C. sulcata and _Id. granosa. 

(ii) Each operculum of C. sulcata or M. gr•anosa was counted 

as a separate iridi victual, as they were rrore cannon than shell portions 

of those species. 

(iii) Whole shells of fialiotis spp. and all pieces containing 

the whorl v.ere counted as separate individuals. 

(iv) Whole limpets and limpet tops were counted as separate 

individuals. 

(v) Whole valves and those pieces containing the hinge 

parts of bivalves were separated into left and right valves, and recorded 

separately. 

(vi) All chiton plates were recorded and the number for each 

stratigTaphical unit within the site was divided by eight to give mir.:imum 

number." 

(Nugent, 1977:5) 
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This statanent covers criteria used throughout the work on shellfish 

except that Mcilwraith (1976) did not count opercula of Cookia suZcata 

He therefore probably underestimated the relative jmportance of that 

species. No attempt was made to canpensate for ,this anission as this 

error is zrost unlikely to affect the relative importance of major species 

Mcilwraith (1976) established (Chapter 6). 

Both Mcilwraith (1976) and :Nugent (1977) undertook limited 

size distribution studies on their material'. The results are not germane 

to this study and are therefore not discussed here. 

The final category of material to be discussed here is the 

miscellaneous group. After sorting had been in progress for sare time 

only two types of evidence wBre consistently left in miscellaneous. They 

were crayfish mandibles and parts of echinodenns. Alveolus, ambulacral, 

apophysis and the axial end of Aristotle's Lantern \Vere counted in the 

kina (McRae, 1959). Crayfish mandibles \Vere sided size-matched 

-and used to ·establish minimi.nn numbers and the size of the individual 

represented (Leach and Anderson, n.d.). 
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APPENDIX 4:1 DISTRIBUTION OF FL.AKES IN THE WAIHORA SITE 

(I) For the Whole Site by Area and Layer 

Layer Area (n=l0,029) 

I.D.S. 4 27 274 · 80 225 I 
---·-·· -~--

L. 1 4 2 320 240 59 

. 
L. 2 1 9 6 454 

L. 3 65 81 

L. 4 I 2 5 8 

Misc I 4 30 

Total 8 32 612 i-429 819 

r 
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354 1450 
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By Layer and Square for Areas VI,VII and VIII 

(i) I. D.S. 

I 
0 18 1 ~5 

55 

16 17 0 51 

. 
16 0 103 45 

52 153 0 62 

-
48 102 Li-6 6L~ 

24 46 28 20 

8 19 167 11 

I 

I 
I 
I 

l 
---

25 8 91. 33 

25 24 89 32 

11 8 22 13 

4· 22 24 13 
. 
. 

4 15 4 r 

9 4 9 6 
I 

7 3 0 0 

0 0 0 3 

n= 1933 

0 

39 

71 

17 

5 

8 I 
9 ~ 32 

1 
18 i 

! 

--

1. 

2 
I 

2 

14 

0 

0 

.. 
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APPENDIX 4:1 (Contd) 

(ii) Layer 1 

' 

0 
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2 

68 

41 
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20 

79 . 

70 

8 

213 

40 
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I 

13 

72 

3 
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89 62 18 

111 32 2 

9-6 67 3 

176 76 I 11 

50 85 52 

8 51 34 

.16 71 23 

85 50 10 

-

28 6 60 
. 

24 10 7 

73 . 12 12 

47 6 5 

74 - 46 19 

0 4 9 

·---

I 
0 0 0 

n:::2534 
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· (iii) Layer 2 

3 15 21 23 3 1 
I 

' 

11 14- 32 24 4 

0 4 0 13 4 . 

0 7 34 10 6 

-

10 17 19 79 44 

1 10 38 73 l_:_ 
• 

I 

io 24 55 330 L--- l 
7 7 91 34 51 I . I 

l 
1 3 1 45 23 

-

22 57 14 34 4 

54 19 45 1 7 I 
115 203 24 31 1 
101 76 59 7 8 

7 20 36 9 .. 19 

0 
I 

23 8 33 12 

-· . 
n=2·457 
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(iv) Layer 3 

0 1 6 1 0 

2 1 5 1 0 

0 4 0 3 0 

0 0 4 0 0 

2 0 2 2 1 

·-. 

0 0 0 0 11 

J ·-~ 
I . 

0 0 0 3 0 ! 
__ ..__ __ 

0 0 0 2 7 

I 
1 

13 0 0 2 2 I 

al 0 .. 0 0 5 

-- ---~-· 
0 5 0 0 2 . 

1 6 3 0 0 

3 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1J_ 0 0 0 
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Sixty-three flakes were found. Fifty-six 
of these were in a group in Area VI, 
Square 18. The other 7 were in Area VI, 
Square 14. n=63 
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APPENDIX 5:1 TERRESTRIAL BIRDS FROM~WAIHORA 

Species are listed in taxonomic order. Nomenclature is 

after Kinsky ( et aZ . , 19 70) except where more recent 

revisions apply. 

Species Name 

(I) Coastal Species (16 spp.) 

Daption capensis 

ProceZZaria cinerea 

Puffinus tenuirostris 

P. gavia 

PhaZacrocorax sp. 

Leucocarbo caruncuZatus cf onsZowi 

Minimum Number 

2 

1 

6 

22 

1 

Stictqcarbo punctatus cf featherstoni 13 

Haematopus chathamensis 2 

Thinornis novaeseeZandiae 3 

Stercorarius skua Zonnbergi 

Larus dominicanus 

L. novaehoZZandiae scopuZinus 

ChZidonias hybridd aZboatriatus 

Sterna nersis 

S. striata 

Charadriiformes spp. 

Total 

(II) Wetland Birds (]2 spp.) 

Cygnus sumnerensis 

Tadorna variegata 

Anas s. superciZiosa 

A. gibberfrons cf graciZis 

A. rhynchotis cf variegata 

1 

7 

1 

4 

2 

2 

ll 

82 or 5.~61% of the 
total assemblage 
and 12.46% of the 
terrestrial birds 

2 

8 

15 

10 

10 
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Appendix 5:1 (Contd) 

Species Name Minimum Number 

Anas sp. 

Aythya novaeseeZandiae 

Pachyanas chathamica 

Mergus sp. 

Circus approximans 

Porzana pusiZZa affini~ 

BowdZeria punctata rufescens 

Total 

(III)Foreit-edge Species (11 species) 

Falco novaeseeZandiae 

RaZZus phiZippensis dieffenbachi 

RaZZus modestus 

Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi 

FuZica c. chathamensis 

~oenocorphya auck1andica pusiZZa 

C. chathamica 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 3. 
·-
87 or 5.95% of the total 

assemblage and 13.22% 
of the terrestrial 
birds 

13 

65 

14 

16 

4 

26 

38 

Cyanoramphus cf novaezeZandiae chathamensis 77 

Anthus novaeseeZandiae 

Gerygone aZbofrontata 

PaZaeocorax moriorium 

Total 

(IV) Broadleaf Forest Species (7 spp.) 

1.0 

1 

3 

267 or 18.27% of the 
assemblage and 
40.58% of the 
terrestrial birds 

Hemiphaga novaeseeZandiae chathamensis 86 

Cyanoramphus cf auriceps forbesi 8 

Rhipidura fuZiginosa penitus 8 
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SJ2_ecies Name 

Petroica (Miro) traversi 

Anthornis melanura melanocephala 

Minimum Number 

5 

2 

Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae chathamen~is.60 

Passeriformes spp. 

Total 

53 

222 or 15.20% of the 
assemblage and 
33.74% of the 
terrestrial birds 
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.APPENDIX 5: 2 1:filID1tJM NUMBERS . FOR FRESH AND SALT WATER FISH SPECIES 'JJ. WAIHORA 

Species are listed in numerical and then ta"'{anomic order (Aprr-:ndix 2: 6) . Corrmon names are used in most cases. 
Scientific names are listed in Appendix 2:6(1). Total 1rini.TJJUI11 Nurnber = 4197. 

Provenance ; s p e C i e s 

Area I and II Blue Cod Butterfish Pseudolabrus spp. Tarakihi M:>ld. Black Cod Red Cod Barracouta Total 
per 

I.D.S. 27 55 19 1 6 
layer 

3 - - 111 
L.l 43 65 63 - 10 2 12 2 197 
L.2 . 9 12 6 

,,,. 
2 29 - - - -

L.3 1 - - - - - - - 1 

Area III and IV 

I.D.S. 124 55 62 5· 6 7 - - 259 
L.l 558 210 189 10 18 26 6 3 1020 
L.2 37 27 24 

~ 

·1 2 2 l 1 95 c...,..t 

· Area V and Vb . (.Ji 

I.D. S. 64 76 38 4 3 3 - - 188 -..CJ 
) ; 

L.1 705 537 188 40 11 . · 17 . 1 2 1501 . 
L.2 43 43 56 3 1 3 10 10 169 

' 
L.3 

. 
3 4 5 1 13 - - - -

L.4 - - - . - - . - - - 0 

Area VI, VII and. VIII 

I.D.S. 29 12 13 2 3 1 1 1 62 
' 

L.l 72 27 29 .5 6 1 9 4 153 

L.2 48 72 109 2 - 2 19 16 268 

Total per Species 1763 1195 801 73 68 67 60 39 4066 
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Provenance Ghost Shark Rough Skate Elephant Fish Sh~t-finned Eel Conger Eel :Mackerel Hapuku Total per 

layer 

Area I and II 

I.D.S. 1 1 1 5 - - - 8 

L.l 3 1 2 2 1 1 - 10 

L.2 - - 1 - - - - l 

L.3 - - - - - - - 0 

Area III and IV .. 

I.D.S. 4 1 1 1 4 - 1 12 

L.l 8 4 2 .3 .4 3 1 25 

... Area V and Vb 

I.D.S. 1 - - - 2 - 1 4 

L.l - - 1 - - - 5 6 

L.2 4 1 3 - - 3 - 11 t,,-t 

L.3 12 - - - - - - 12 c--
0 

Areas VI, VII and VIII 

I.D.S. - - - - - - - 0 

L.l 2 - - - - - - ) 2 

L.2 - 5 - - . - 2 - 7 

L.3 - 1 - - - - - 1 

Total per Species 35 14 11 11 11 9 8 99 
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Appendix 5:2 (Contd) 
' 

Provenance Ling Trumpeter Leather Jacket Long-finned Eel Sea Perch Dogfish :Marblefish Gurr.ard Total 
per 

Area I and II layer 

I.D.S. 1 - 1 - - - - - 2 

L.l - - 2 1 - - - - 3 
L.2 - - - - - - - - 0 

L.3 - -- - - - - - - 0 

Area III and VI 
I.D;S. 2 - - 1 - 1 - - 4 
L.l 2 2 1 1 - 1 - - 7 

L.2 - 1 1 - - - - - 2 

lrrea V and Vb 

I.D.S. 1 1 - - - - - - 2 
CN 

L.1 1 1 - - 2 1 1 - (,,"""-

L.2 - - - - - - 1 - r·" 
L.3 - - - - - - - - 0 

Area VI, VII and. VIII 

I.D.S. 1 1 " - - - - - ' 
L 

L.l 1 ., - - - -. - - - J_ 

L.2 - - - - 1 - - 1 ') 
L,. 

L.3 - - - - - - - - 0 
-

Total per Species 8 6 6 3 3 3 2 1 32 

OVERALL TillAL = 4197 
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APPENDIX 5: 3 WAIBORA SHELLFISH ASSEMBIAGE (after Nugent,1977:29-30) 

The species are arranged in descending order of frequency within.the 

site. Where two species have the same frequency they are arranged in 

systematic order. Novastoa ZOJ11eZZosa is listed with only an asterisk 
(+) in those layers, lenses or areas in ·which it was fotmd. 11in:imurn. 

numbers could not be counted on this species. Nomenclature is after 
Powell (1979) and full. scientific names of all species are given in 

Appendix 2:7 (I and II~. Stratigraphic ,distribution of the material 
is surrrnarised in Figure 5:1. AR.EA S 

T. .. II III. IV V VbVI .VII VIII 'IDTP.L 

)-' 

M. aethiops 15 16 210 209 654 95 40 23 9 1271 
C. strigilis 30 21 66 425 396 95 32 13 10 1088 
c. sulcata 6 10 153 L~90 157 23 61 50 24 974 

I, H. australis 3 4 56 215 235 77 56 14 1 661 
I ·'-

H. iris 6 7 30 116 100 38 28 16 9 350 
H. haustoriwn 2 3 36 70 153 5110 5 1 331 
T granosa 10 ·4 14 25 57 11 68 74 46 309 

: 

z. subcar·inatus 7 3 4 9 5 7 26 17 11 89 
P. subtriangu Zata 3 9 11 10 4 16 16 5 71+ 

i .~ 
X. traversi 1 5 5 15 18 1 3 2 2 52 
D. arida 1 1 10 27 9 1 1 50 
o. neglectus 2 3 1 9 9 3 2 4 2 35 
R. inconspicua 3 1 2 11 10 2 4 33 ,,_ 

Littorina sp. 4 4 2 - 10 1 6 27 
N. ZameZZosa * * * ·k '1( * * 

.J. .,. 
" " 

s. schauinslandi 2 2 4 5 1 3 5 2 24 

D. digna 1 11 2 3 1 - 2 20 
M. chathamansis sp. 1 1 - 4 10 4 20 
c. peUiserpentis 1 3 6 2 2 3 2 19 
s. zelandica 3 4 10 2 19 

I :,_ C. Maculosa 1 2 4 2 - 1 1 11 

Xymene spp. 1 4 2 1 1 9 
M. roseus 1 1 3 2 1 8 

B. vittatwn 1 1 3 - 2 7 
X. mortenseni 4 2 6 
P. australe 2 4 6 
MytiZids 3 2 5 
A. maoriana 1 1 2 1 5 
V. purpurata 1 1 1 - 2 5 
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· ~eridix ·s:3 (COntd) 

AREAS 
I . II .III . IV V Vb VI VII. VIII TOTAL 

--------
Trochids 1 1 2 4 
Turri te Z lids 1 3 1 5 

r-· L. Zacunosus 1 2 1 L1-

T. chathamensis :- - 1 1 1 3 

M. tenebrosus 1 2 1 4 
L. scobina 1 . 1 1 3 - -

r' BuccinuZum spp. 1 1 1 3 

N. zeZandica 1 1 1 3 

Ir 
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APPENDIX 6:1 BIRD SPECIES REPRESENTED IN THE COASTAL SITES 

Species are arranged in taxonomic order wi·thin habitat groups. Nomenclature 

used is after Kinsky. <.et al , 19 70) except where more recent revisions apply. 

Species Name 

(A) Coastal Species 

Puffimis gavia 

Puffinus tenuirostris 

Leucocarbo carunculatus cf onslowi 

Stictocarbo punctatus cf 

featherstoni 

Haemotopus ~hathamensis 

Stercorarius skua lonnbergi 

Larus dominicanus 

L. novaehollandiae scopulinus 

Sterna s triata 

Total 

CHC 

1 

1 

7 

9 

Te Ngaio 

-· 

1 

l 

2 

S i t e 

Ohinemamao Pokiako 

1 

l 4 

1 

1 

3 

,_ 3 3 

1 

4 14 

Total per 
.Species 

1 

1 

l 

12 

') ,. 

1 

3 

7 

l 

29 

(_,o..J 

°' " -+-·• 
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(B) Wetland Species 

Cygnus sumnef'ensis - - - 1 1 

Tadorna variegata - - -· 1 1 

Anas s. supef'ciZiosa - - 1 1 2 

A. gibbef'frons graciZis - 1 1 - 2 

A. rhynchotis variegata - 1 - - 1 

Anas sp. 1 - - - 1 

Aythya novaeseeZandiae - - - l 
, 
.J.. 

Circus approximans subspp. - - - 1 1 

Total 1 2 2 5 10 
LN 

°' U1 

CC) Forest-e?ge Species 

Diaphorapteryx hahlkinsi - - 1 - 1 

RaZZus phiZippensis dieffenbachi 2 1 .. 2 1 6 

GaZZiraZZus minor - 1 - 1 2 

G. austraZis 1 - - - 1 

FuZica c. chathamensis - 1 - - 1 

Coencorypha chathamica - - 1 - 1 

c. auckZandica pusiZZa l - l - 2 

Cyanoramphus cf novaezeZandiae 
chathamensis - l 1 - 2 

Total 4 4 6 2 16 
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Appendix 6:1 (Contd) 

S12.ecies Name s i t e 

(D) Broadleaf Forest, Species CHC Te Ngaio Ohinemamao Pokiako Total per 
Species 

Hemiphaga novaeseeZandiae 
chathamensis - - 1 1 2 

Nestor meridionaZis - - - 1 1 

Cyanoramphus cf auriceps forbesi - 1 1 - 2 

Prosthemadera novaeseeZandiae 
chathamensis - - 1 1 2, 

-
Total 0 1 3 2 7 

(E) Marine Birds 
t.N 

°' Aptenodytes patagonicus 1 - - - 1 0--

EudyptuZa minor cf ahathamensis 1 1 3 1 6 

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus scZateri 1 - .. 1 - 2 

Diomedea epomophora sanfordi - - - . 1 1 

D. cauta eremita 1 - - 1· 2 

Pterodroma magentae - 1 1 1 3 

P. hypoZeuca subspp. - - ... 1 1 

PachyptiZa vittata 1 1 - - 2 

P. tur·tur - 1 1 1 3 

Puffintls griseu.s - 1 1 2 4 
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PeZagrodroma marina maoriana 

PeZecanoides urinatrix chathamensis 

Total 

TOTAL PER SITE 

(' 
_ _) 

~ 

' 2 2 

7 7 

21 16 

1 

2 

9 

24 

-J.. 

1 

8 

17 

41 

1 

14 

40 

102 

l.N 

°' -.i 
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SHELLFISH IN 'IH.E COASTAL MIDDE1'1S 

(after Mcllwraith, 1976: Table 7) 
SITE 

~ecies Name 

Haliotis iris 

H. australis 

H. virginea 

Cookia suZcata 

Ce7,7,ana strigilis 
chathamensis 

MeZagraphia uothiops 

HaustrW71 haustoriW71 

AuZacomya maoriana 

Paphies subtriangulata 

Trochus viridus 

Turbo (Madelia) granosa 

Sig(!-PateZZa novaezelandiae 

Buccinuluin vittatwn 
bicinctv.m 

· Buccinu Zwn pe1"tinax 

Diloma arida 

ComineUa maculosa 

Zeacwnantis subcarinatus 

Micre Zenchus tene lor'osus 
huttoni 

L.l 

52 
1 

44 
66 

4 

1 

1 

4 

Lepsithais Zacuiosus 

Cantharidella tessellata 

Cantharidus opalus cannoni 1 

RiseZlopsis varia 

Saxostrea glomerata 

Pokiakio 

L.2 

10121 

875 

5510 
6325 

304 
191 

40 
22 

9 

6 

1 

7 

2 

4 

30 
3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

L.3 

549 
74 

369 
2661 

120 
76 

14 

7 
3 

2 

1 

3 

15 
9 
2 

TOTAL 17L1- 23478 , 3905 

r+·-L 
Pokiakio Total= 27557 

Ohine- TeNgaio 
mamao 
L.l 

2415 

89 

141 

385 

127 
248 

33 

9 

14 
30 

2 

3497 

L.1 
1200 

38 
1 

34 

39 

30 
13 
1 

7 

3 

2 

1 

7 
1 

1377 

( 
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APPENDIX 7: 1 TERRESTRIAL BIRDS IN THE INLAND MIDDENS 

Species are listed in taxonomic order. Nomenclature is 

after Kinsky (et aZ. , 19 7 0) except where more recent 

revisions apply. 

(I) Coastal Species 

Species Name 

Puffinus tenuirostris 

P, gavia 

Stictocarbo punctatus cf featherstoni 

Larus nov~ehollandiae scopuZ.inus 

Sterna str-1:ata 

Total 

(II)Wetland Birds 

Tadorna variegata 

Anas s. superciliosa 

A. gibberfrons gracilis 

A. rhynchotis variegata 

Anas sp, 

Aythya novaeseelandiae 

Total 

_(III) Forest-edge Birds 

Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi 

Rallus philippensis dieffenbachi 

GalliraZ.lus minor 

G. austral.is 

Fulica c. chathamensis 

Coencorypha aucklandica pusilla 

Cyanoramphus cf novaezelandiae chathamensis 

Total 

(IV) Broadleaf Forest Species 

Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae chathamensis 

Nestor me~idionalis 

CHB 

1 

4 

4 

1 

2 

12 

1 

2 

3 

3 

1 

1 

11 

11 

L~ 0 

2 

3 

1 

1 

3 

61 

95 

1 

Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae chathamensis 2 

Passeriforme sp. 2 

Total 100 

Site 

CHA 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

9 

1 

13 

14 

1 

1 

16 
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APPENDIX 8:1 THE CAI.CUV\.TION OF FCX)D VALUES 

Food values were calculated for marine narma1s, mari.ne 

and terrestrial birds, fish and shellfish. The methods used are 

outlined below and the results given for each resou.rce. 

I.A.a.rine Mamnals 

Four species of seals are represented in the excavated 

sites. They are the New Zealand Fur Seal, Southern Elephant Seal, 

leopard Seal and Hooker's Sea Lion. The total live weight 

represented by each species was calculated by multiplying the 

minimum nurrber of animals represented per age/sex category by the 

average live weight for each category listed in Appendix 2:4. 

The edible portion of the total live weight was calculated for 

Fur Seals, Leopard Seals and the Sea Lions using Denniston' s 

( 1972, 184 ff) figures which are based on studies of whale 

species by Slijper (1952:500) and Ruud (J.952:183). Accordj_ng to 

D3nniston's interpretation of these sources approxirra.tely 30 percent 

of the total live weight of a Fur Seal is blubber and a further 

56 percent is u~able maat. She (Denniston, rn72:185) reports 

that a sj__ngle 100 gram portion of Fur Seal maat contains: 

ms Kilocalories of food energy 

(ii) rn grams of protein 

·.(iii). 

(iv) 

3 grams of carbohydrate 

12 grams of fat 

The blubber is 50 percent by weight marine oil. This 

yields 9.02 Kc. of food energy per gram (Food Composition Tables. 

for International Use, 1949: 35) . l\o protein or carbohydrate is 

contained in the blubber. The fat content of blubber ~-s half of 

its weight (D2nntston, 1972). These data on the food values 
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of Fur Seal rreat and blubber are used throughout the present 

analysis. However, Bryden's (1972: Table 1) data showing the 

usable meat and blubber comprise 40. 3 and 26. 7 percent of the 

live weight of adult male. 'These figures were used in 

relation to that species. The large difference between 

Denniston's (1972) estimated edible portion and Bryden's (1972) 

well-researched figures may suggest that the fonner is too 

high. 

'Ihe results are given in Table 8:2 in tenns of 

the total live weight per species, weight of rreat and blubber 

represented, total food energy (expressed in Kilocalories) 

and total weight of protein, carbohydrate and fat (kg.). 

'111ese figures are presenteS:: :for each excavated sample of seal 

bone. 
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TABLE 8:2 FOOD VALUES FDR SEALS REPRESENTED IN SITES 

Site §p~q_ies Total Live Weight Weight of Edible Portion (kg) Food Energy Protein Carbohydrate Fat· 
Per Species (kg) lv'.teat Blubber (Kc) ~ (kg)_ (kg) --· 

QIB Fur Seal 30 17 9 844 108 3 1 6 

rnc Fur Seal 12,445 6,969 3,734 30,499,580 1,324 209 2,703 

Elephant 
Seal 25,000 10,075 6,900 50,866,000 1,914 302 4,659 

* Leopard {.N 

Seal 2,160 1,210 648 5,293,296 230 36 469 -.J 

~ 
* Sea Lion 600 336 180 1 470 360 64 10 130 -

Site Total 40.205 18 590 11,462 -- --- ~----- 881)29 '236 3.532 557 7.871 

WaD1ora :Fur Seal 2,300 1,288 690 5,636,380 245 37 500 

* Sea Lion 300 168 90 735.180 32 5 65 

Site Total 2,600 1,456 780 6,371,560 277 42 565 

Overall Total Food 
Values 42,805 20,046 12,242 94,500,796 3,809 599 8,436 

* All Weights were rounded to the nearest kg. 
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Marine and Terrestrial Birds: 

There is a serious lack of published information available 

on the food values of the fats and oils whid1 occur in pelagic birds. 

'Tiw..se are particularly irnp'.)rtant in fledglings. 'J11ey are e:xvected 

to have very high food energy values close to or exceeding 

those for the marine oils found in whales and seals. Biochemical 

characterisation of fats in two rel~vant genera has been publi.shed 

by Oieah and Hansen, 1970; see also Harper, 1978, Unfortunately, 

fat content analysis of pelagic birds is not included in current 

research related to coronary disease (see for example Coster et al., 

1975). 

For the present purpose food values for wild duck 

(Scientific Tables, 1962) are used in both terrestrial and marine 

birds. 'TI1ese values are likely to be higher than actual values 

for ITDst terrestrial birds, excluding shags and sare other species. 

They will certainly, however, be lower than the real values 

for the pelagic species. 

Food~values published for wild duck (Scientific Tables, 

1962) are as follows : each 100 grams portion of edible flesh 

will yield: 

( i) 

~. (ii) 

(Hi) 

321 Kc. of food energy 

16 grams of protein 

29 grarrs of fat 

No carbohydrate is found in t:iis m:1.terial. The edible 

portion of all bird species is taken to be 70 percent of the total 

live weight, after White ( 1953). 

The method followed in assessing the food value of birds 
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represented in the excavated sites is as follows 

(i) the total live weight per species was calculated by 

multi.plying the minimum nunber per species by the adult live 

weight given in Appendix 2:3 and 2:4. 

(ii) the total edible weight is estimated by multiplying the 

sum of these figures by 0.70. 

Food values are those estimated using th_e data given 

above. Results are given in Table 8:3. 
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TABLE 8: 3 FCOD VAU1ES OF MARINE AND TERRESTRIAL BIRIB 

( I) Terrestrial Birds 

Site Total Live Weight (kg) Edible Weight (kg) Food Energy (kc) Protein (kg) Carbohydrate (kg) Fat (Kg) 

Pokiakio 26.8 18.8 60,348 3 0 6 
Chinemamao 7.7 5.4 17,334 1 0 2 
Te Ngaio 5.4 3.8 12,198 1 0 ·1 
rnc 6.5 4.6 14,766 1 0 1 
CHA 26.5 18.6 59,706 3 0 5 
OIB 132.2 92.6 297,246 15 0 27 
Waihora 302.7 211.9 GEO L199 34 0 62 

--·-··--- -·------~- - - ---------------- -----~- CN 

OVERALL TOTAL FOOD VALUES 1,141,797 58 0 106 ---J 
(.)1 

( II) Marine Birds 

Pokia..lzio 20.2 14.1 45,261 2 0 4 
a1inemamao 9.2 6.4 20,544 1 0 2 
Te Ngaio 2.3 1.6 5,136 0 0 1 
O{C 26.2 18.3 58,743 3 0 15 
CHA 42.3 29.6 95,016 5 0 9 
GIB 205.2 145.6 467,376 23 0 42 
Waihora 897.9 628.5 2,017,485 101 0 182 

OVERL\lL TOTAL FCOD VALUES 2,709,561 135 0 245 

(Weights for food components rolmded to· the nearest kg.) 
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Fish 

The food values represented by fish remains in eacll of 

the exea:vated sites were estimated on the basis of average weight 

data given for the IIDst frequently represented species by 

Pollard ( 1969) and D'.)ak ( 1978) . 

Food "Values for the fish were calculated on the basis of 

estimates of food energy, protein and fat content which are 

the mid-point in the range between Denniston's (1972: 199 ff) 

values based on Atlantic Cod and Johnson's (19:19, 1920) figures 

for a limited selection of New Zealand fish species. This 

compromise is necessary because food values for fish are known 

to vary between species a~ • .:: seasons of the year ( see for 

ex..~le Johnson, 1920 4 77) . The values used are " as follows: 

e.ach 100 gram portion of fish flesh is held to yield: 

(i) 100 Kc. of food energy 

(ii) 20 grams.of protein 

(Hi) 2. 0 grarr:s of fat 

The last value is likely to be the ITDSt variable of the three 

'. (see Johnson, 1920). Freshwater and anadrorrous species are 

not included in the analysis as they are very uncorrnDn in the 

excavated collections. Total live·weights for fish are given 

in Table 8:4. Fbod values are presented in Table 8:5. 

Edible portion of all fish species was assumed to be 70 pereent 

of live weight ( after D2nniston, 1972) . 
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TA13LE 8:4 TOrAL LIVE \\'EIG!T OF FIS!! PER SITE 

Waihora Q!A Oil3 '-'"-' 

Species Assturcd Avel1.lb"e 11 Weight I n I Weight n 
Weight (kg) 

l,(j 

131 uc (11d ( [bak, 1978: 102) 17G3 2821 G02 963 306G 

BtJt ter fish 1. 5 ( D.ia.k, 1978: 101) 1195 1792 1,17 220 1288 

PseudoZabru 1.5 (l\J:i.k, 1978: 8lff) S01 1201 89 133 242 

8iri~j~j hi 2. 3 (l\illarcl, 19GO: :37) 73 1G8 21 48 183 
----~ 

Black Cod 1. G ( A.sstumd by Author) G7 107 14 22 11G 

~l:lk i 2. 7 (D:mk, 11)78: 73 ff) 68 18-1 9 21 22 
-
llr,d Cod 2. 0 ( D:ia.k, 1078: 20) GO 120 - - 5 
----· 
I3ar1'a(.;nuta 2. 3 (Po11arcl, 10G9 :,lJ) 39 90 - - -
Ghost Shark 3.0* 35 105 - - -

Ling 1. 8 (Pollard, 1009: 13G) 8 11 - - -
llapttl<u 11 (D:ink,1978) 8 88 - - -

TCJJ'AIB 
i 

1117 6690 882 1'110 I 1922 

* J\ssmeC: by author on basis of specinx_'n in Auckland Institute and War Mcrmrial ilusetun. 

y l ' 

unnemmnao I 
Weight n Weight n Weight 

Pokiakio 

400G 1 1.G 2 3.2 

1932 - - - -

363 - - 1 1.5 

421 - - 1 2.3 

186 - - --I -

59 - - - I -
10 - - - -

I 

- - -_J_- -
- - - I - -. 
- 1 1.8 1 1.8 

- - - - -
7877 2 3.4 

6 8.8 

Te Ngaio\ me 
n Weight\ n 

- - I -

- - -

1 1.5 1 

1 2.3 -
- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -
- - -
- - 1 

- - -
2 3.8 3 

I 
I 

Weight 

1.6 

-

1.5 

-
-
-

-

-
-

1. 8 

-
4.9. 

<..,,-,I 

-....J 
-.....j 
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TABLE 8:5 FOOD VALUES OF FISH REPRESENTED IN ARrnAEOLOGic;AL SITES 

Site *Total Live Edible Weight Food Energy Protein Carbohydrate Fat 
Weight (Kg) (Kg) (Kc) (Kg) (Kg) -----~- - (Kg) 

Waihora 6690 4683 4,683,000 937 0 94 

CRA 1410 987 987,000 197 0 20. I 

GIB 7877 5514 5,514,000 1103 0 110 

CHC 5 3 3,000 1 0 (jJ 
l 

C 

Pokiakio 3 2 2,000 0 ·o (jJ 

-

Cllinermmao 9 6 6,000 \ 1 0 (jJ 

Te Ngaio ·4 3 3,000 ·1 0 (jJ 

OVERALL TOTAL FCOD VALUES 103,309,700 2240 0 224 

* Weights rounded to the nearest Kg. 
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Shellfish 

'Il1e total wet weight of shellfish represented by each 

of the excavated sarrples was estfonted on the basis of 

Mcilwraith's (1976) size frequency data for Haliotis iris, 

Haliotis australis~ pellana s!~igilis chathamensis.and Cookia 

sulcata fran Pokiakio, Layer 2. 1be average sizes calculated 

for that rraterial are assumed to apply to all the excavated 

collectJons. Mcilwraith's (1976) size data are given in Table 8:6 

with the live weight and wet rreat weight per species. The 

sources used in estirrating live weights are also given (Table 8:6). 

Meat weight was assun:ed to be 70 percent of live weight ( after 

Denniston, 1972). 

TABLE 8:6 SHEILFISH WEIG-ITS 

Species Average Size (nm) Live Weight Wet Wt Sources 
'Mcllwrai th, 1976) (gm) ( gm) 

Flaliotis iris 99.4 14D 98 Poore ( 1968: F.i.g 
,, 

4.15) ,, 

H. australis 63.3 35 25 As above 

Coo kia su Zcata 50.3 11'.ot avail- 16 Hartley ( 1978) 

I 
able . Nichol (n.d.) 

Cellana sp. 33.4 6.3 5 Ballentine (n. d.) 

The total wet rr.ea t weight and food values of shellfish in 

each of the excavated samples is given .in Table 8: Total 1112at weight 

per site was estimated by multiplying minimum nurrbers for the major 
.. 

species by the wet rreat weights given in Table 8:6. A percentage 

of tru.s value equal to the difference between the minirrnun number of 

--
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major species and the total minimlID1· nrnrber was added to 

represent minor species in each site. 

The food value data for shellfish rreat applied in tM_s 

study were taken fran the Food Composition Tables for International 

Use ( 1949: 57). Each 100 gram portion of shellfish ITBat is taken to 

represent: 

(i) 80 Kilocalories of food energy 

(ii) 13 grams of protein 

(iii) 1.0 gram of carbohydrate 

(iv) 7.8 grams of fat 

Several different staterrents of the food eneTgy value 

of shellfish have been used by archaeologists ( see for ex;;1nple 

Shawcross, 1972; Meehan, 1977; Nichol, 1978). '!he value used 

here is slightly higher than rrost of these. However, this 

difference has no effect on the assesSITEnt of relative i..rriportance 

of major food resources . 
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TABLE 8:7 FOOD VALUES OF SHELLFISH IN EXCAVATED SITES 

(All weights are rounded to the nearest Kg.) 

l.A 
Site Esti1na.ted Total Food Energy Protein Carbohydrate Fat Q('. 

Body Weight .(Kc) (Kg) (Kg) (Kg) 
K 

Pokiakio 1250 1,000,000 162 12 97 

C11inemamao 265 212,000 34 3 21 

Te Ngaio 124 99,200 16 1 10 

am ~8 46,400 · 8 1 4 

:CtlA 22 17,600 3 0 2 

rnc 0 0 0 0 0 

Waihora 105 85,000 14 1 8 

OVERALL TOI'AL FOOD 
VALL1ES 1,396,200 327 16 142 
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APPENDIX 8 : 2 ------ INDIVIDUAL SID!}.!ARY (After Houghton, 1976) 

Buri.al I: Skull missing, but otherwise a complete ·skeleton in 
gcod condition. ihle, on the basis of pel vie no:rphology, and aged about 
33 years, from the pubic symphysis. Tall (5'8") and fairly robust, 
with characteristic Polynesian l:x.1ny rrnrphology. First rrnlars show 
femroot planes with dislocation and irrpending loss. No significant 
pathology or cause of death is apparent, though lurrbar arthrosis is 
developing. 

Burial II: s~ull missing, otherwise a canplete skeleton in gcod 
condi. tion. The l:xme is chalky. Male, fran pelvis and aged about 26 
years from symphyseal criteria. Tall (5'9!") and fairly robust 
with Polynesian bony rrorphology. Teeth show norrral degr'E€ of wear 
for age, by later ma.inland standards, and are otherwise healthy. 
There is no fem-roof plane. No cause of death is evident and there 
is no significant patlx>logy. 

Burial III: Remains in rather poor oondition, with bones largely 
eroded away above the mid-thoracic level. Sorre rpdent tooth rm.rks 
are evident on the upper hurreri. The bones are not particularly 
It)bus-t, but display characteristic Polynesian nnrplx>logy. TI1ere 
is marked arthrosis of the lur:bar spine, a fractured left lower rib, 
and the remains of an atherorrutous pla!]ue of the abdominal aorta. 
Sex is male, fran pelvic nnrphology, height was about 5'6?;,., and age, 
judged from radiological criteria, atherana and arthrosis, was about 
50 Ye'dl"S. 

BuriaJ. IV: Ram.ins in gcod condition, except where erosion of 
upper pat't of skeleton has occurred above ground. A nnle, from 
pel vie> rrorphology, wlxlse height cannot be estinnted because of erosion 
of one end of all long bones. Age is estimated at about 40 years, 
fran syrq-ihyseal criteria and consideration of toot!: wear o:xnpared ·with 
Burials I and II . Spinal arthrosis in the lurrbar region is further 
progressed tr.an with Burial I, but not as advanced as in Burial III. 
N::> other pathology is evident, nor cause of death. 

Burial V: Represented by a left tibia, fragr:l'cnt of ferroral shaft, 
a right lateral upper incisor, a.'ld a few other fr'....f',ITEnts. These allow 
sex to be detennined as female and the age as in the 20-30 year period. 
Height is 5'4". 

Burial VI : Represented only by a very large os calcis showing 
rrocleratc arthrosis of the joint surface. Sex is jucl,,oed to be ma.le and 
!tge in the 30-10 decade. 

Burial VII : Represented by several teeth and a n-etatarsal from 
which a reasonably accurate age esti.Jmte of 14-15 years can be made. 

Burial VIII: A single bone, a oollapsed and grossly arthrosed 
5th 11.l!lDar vertebra from a large rm.le: judged to be in the fifth decade 
of life. 

Burial IX: A solitary imrn.ture fem.tr judged fran its length to 
be fran a child 7-8 years. 

Burial X: A ~.ature femur fran a female. Age, from consideration 
of the trabeculation of the ferroral head and cortical thiclmess, 
when compared with the rrore ccmplete burials, is judged to be in the 
20-30 decade. 

BURIAL XI: An acblescent's hurerus (age 15-20 years). 

BlJRIAL X"I I : Various eroded ramins of what appears to have been 

a supine burial. The age, fr= the canplete epiphyseal closure and the 
lack of arthrosis is jud,,<ed to be about 3:J years. Heigbt, from the 
hurrerus, wa.s about 5'8" and sex was male. 

Burial X"III: P.esidual fragimnts of what appears to have been 
another supine burial. From the very marked tooth wear and adv..i.nced 
arthrosis of the lumar spine the age is jucl,,aed to be in the 40-50 
years period, and fran the rather gracile bones the sex ·wa.s female. 

Burial XIV: Represented by a solitary bone, the axis of a child 
aged about seven years. 
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MAJOR RESOURCES OF THE SUBANTARCTIC 
ZONE 

Data on these re,sources is presented below in terms 
of species present and seasonality. 

Seals 

Both major groups of seals (Gaskin, l972) are 
strongly represented throughout the subantarctic zone. 
There are three earless seals (Phocidae) present; the 
Leopard Seal, Crabeater and the Southern Elephant 
Seal. There are also eight eared seals present 
(Otarridae); three Seal Lions and five species of Fur 
Seal (Sch~ffer, 1958; Maxwell, 1967; see also King, 
1968; 196~). 

The seal species known or likely to have been present 
in Tasmania are two Fur Seals, The Australian Sea Lion, 
Leopard Seal and the Elephant Seal. The Fur Seals 
(Arctocephalus doriferus and A. forsteri) both gather in 
large perennial breeding colonies during November and 
December .. The pups are born from November until mid
December and then fed for approximately 6 months. The 
seasonal changes in popul~tion size and age/sex structure 
0f these colonies appear LO be very similar to those 
shown in Figure 2:10· for A. forsteri in New Ze~land waters. 

The Australian Sea Lion (Neophoca cinerea) may also 
have been availabl~ on Tasmanian shores during the pre
historic period. It is a non-migratory species with 
a very restricted present-day distribution (Scheffer,1958:65). 
This is apparently due to exploitation by nineteenth 
century sealers. Individual animals seldom move far 
from their place of birth (Maxwell, 1967:64-66). They 
breed during the interval from October to December in 
medium sized colonies. Pups are born in early December 
and fed for approximately 6 months. 

Solitary Leopard seals (Hydrurga leptonyx) occur in 
Tasmania (Maxwell, 1967:95-98), most commonly as winter 
visitors. The Elephant Seal of the subanta~ctic zone 
is a single circumpolar species (Mirounga leonina). It 
has bred on Tasmania, at least in the interval 1;300 
to 2,000 years B.P. (Jones, 1965,1966,1971:548) as 
indicated by pup bone in the West Point midden. It 
seems very likely, in view of the resilience of this 
species in other areas, particularly the South Atlantic 
Islands, that onshore breeding continued for some time 
after that date. However, Elephant Seals were evidently 
not breeding onshore, at least in the northwest, at 
the time of European contact (Jones, 1971:548), although 
a small colony was seen on King Island, 60km offshore. 
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The Elephant Seal is a non-migratory species but it 
is generally pelagic in the non-breeding season. On 
Macquarie Island the bulls appear on the breeding grounds 
at the beginning of August. The cows arrive two weeks 
later and the pups are born approximately one month 
after arrival. Pups are fed for three weeks to a month. 
During this time their weight gain is prodiguous. They 
enter the water and begin to live on a fully adult 
diet about two months after weaning. The adults come 
ashore to moult in December, Janu~ry and February for a 
period of up to 40 days (see reports on the biology of 
this species by Carrick et aZ , 1962; Maxwell,1967; 
Bryden, 1967,1972). In view ~f this data it is clear 
that Elephant Seals would have been available on the 
Tasmanian coast throughout the inte:;.."val from August to 
February and again during the winter when they tend to 
haul out during storms. 

The seals known from the Patagonian 6oast are the 
South American Fur Seal, Sea Lion, Leopard Seal and the 
Elephant Seal. The Fur Seal (A. austraZis graciZis) is 
a non-migratory species. Breeding occurs after November 
when bulls living on the perennial colonies become 
territorial. They form harems which last until January. 
The pups are fed for 6 months. 

The Southern Sea Lion (Otaria byronia) is gregarious 
on land and lives inperennial colonies. It feeds in 
shallow coastal waters and no significant seasonal 
movements occur. Breeding occurs on the colonies between 
August and February (Scheffer, 1958; Maxwell, 1967). 
Pups are born from late December until mid-January and 
they are fed for at least 6 months. Solitary Leopard 
seals also occur on Patagonia. The Elephant Seal also 
appears likely to have bred on the mainland coasts of 
Patagonia prior· to the decimation of its population in 
that region during the nineteenth century (for references 
see Scheffer, 1958: 128-133). The species would 
presumably follow the same seasonality there as described 
above for the southern subantarctic islands. 

Catacea 

Coastal waters of the subantarctic zone are noted 
for the abundance of cetacea which occur there. Data 
on Tasmania1 Patagonia, and Murihiku have been presented 
by Jones (1971:86), Brown( et al, 1974) and Gaskin (1968:1972) 
respectively. Seventeen cetacean species are known from 
the Chathams and a further 13 are thought likely to 
occur there (Chapter 2). 
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Marine Birds 

The flying oceanic birds (ProceZZariiformes) and 
penguins (Sphensciformes) may both have their evolutionary 
origins in the high latitude areas of the southern 
hemisphere (Heather,1966; Simpson, 1972). They are now 
concentrated within the antarctic and subantarctic zones 
and because Murihiku, the Chathams, the Bassian archipelago 
and Patagonia make up a large proportion of the limited 
land of these two zones they supp0rt very high populations 
of breeding see birds. 

Tasmania 

A total of 6 marine bird species breed_in Tasmania. 
They have suffered substantial range reductions, possibly 
'largely since the introduction of European land predators 
and are now concentrated on offshore islands. Four of 
the species in question are ProceZZariformes. The others 
are penguins. Three seasonal concentrations are clearly 
indicated (Sharland, 1958). Penguins are breeding in 
the winter and spring, particularly the latter. The 
smaller petrel fledglings are available in summer. 
rledglings of the larger and very numerous short-tailed 
shearwater are available in later autumn and winter 
( Serventy (fBt al·' 19 7ll). 

~lmost 30 other marine bird species visit Tasmania 
but do not breed there (Sharland, 1958). The identified 
bones of these species should facilitate seasonal dating 
of archaeological sites which contain some quantity of 
bone. 

Patagonia 

Four species of penguins breed in large numbers on 
the coasts of Patagonia. The intervals in which they 
are present at the breeding colonies comprise single but 
very substantial seasonal concentration in summer and 
avtumn (Boswall, and Maciver, 1972; Watson,_ 1975). 

Six albatross species also breed in Patagonia. 
Fledglings of all of these are available within the 
interval from January to April (Watson, 1975). 

The Chathams 

Data on marine birds in the Chathams was given in 
some detail in Chapter 2 and is summarised in Figure 5:2. 
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Murihiku 

A very similar range of species breed on the Foveaux 
Strait coast of Murihiku. The breeding biology of these 
species is reported by Richdale (1943,1944; 1963) and 
summarised by Hamel (1977a) and sutton and Marshall (n.d.). 
Seasonal concentrations are also evident in this situation. 

Terrestrial Birds 

Shags and some wetland birds ·are potentially important 
resources in both Tasmania arid Patagonia. Four species 
of shags breed in substantial numbers in Patagonia. They 
are the Blue-eyed shag (Phalacro@orax atriceps), King 
shag (P._ doriferus), Rock shag (P. ~agellanicus). They 
follow a single uniform breeding cycle. They nest in 
large colonies in November and December. Eggs of all 
four species are hatched in January and the young depart 
in April ,and May (Watson, 19 7 5). Murphy C 19 36) describes 
young shags being taken out of nests in April by hunters 
using torches at night on cliff-face colonies. See also 
Bridges, 1948). 

Data on shags in Tasmania have been presented by 
Jones (1973:550ff). Wetland birds of the areas are 
reviewed by Thomas C 19 74): Both-0.are potentially very 
useful seasonal resources. Wetland birds are most 
vulnerable in the moult (Stora, 1968). Shags are most 
easily taken in the breeding season, though their rookeries 
do tend to be perennial. 

Anatidae were also important to hunters in Patagonia 
(Lothrop, 19_28; Bridges~ 1948). The Kelp goose (Choleophaga 
h. hybrida), for instance, is or was until recently 
(Bridges, 1948), abundant on rocky shores. The adults 
moult in February and for the subsequent four months. 
They were taken en masse during this interval (Murphy, 
1936: 945). Steamer ducks (Tachyeres pteneres and 
T. patagonicus) were also taken in quantity during their 
autumn moult and summer breeding seasons, particularly the 
folr'mer (Murphy, 1936). 

Fish and Shellfish 

Biological communities of the littoral zones are 
similar throughout the subantarctic, although there are 
many specific regional differences (Knox, 1954), due to 
a common biogeographical background. Many of the molluscan 
taxa, for instance, are shared (e.g. Notohaliotis, Haliotis; 
Cellana and the mussels). Several inshore fish species 
which are particularly conspicuous in the archaeological 
assemblages of fish bone (Chapters 5-7; Jones, 1978; 
Leach and Anderson, n.d.; see also Bird, 1938; Lothrop, 
1928; Bridges, 1948) are also common to all areas of 
the zone. 
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